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In tbe following piiblicatiea, the nmterialB hame been dnwn £coiii

^e latest and moit authentic sources; and it has been the object of

the Author to convey the information in. a p{aH^ familiar style,

Mid to xnekB sudi a wlactiou as may interest and instract the
pupil.

The accounts of the serend countries coiuost, i^ geneiaJ, of two
parts, di3tinguished by «ti8erent lunds of tvpe. . The first, and per-

haps the more important of these, is intenaed to assist the pupil ia
learning the relatiye situations oC pla(;es; and is to be studied in
connexion with maps. The second contains aa outline of the na-
tural and political geography of each country; and may either be
Studied along with the first, or mav form a second course, perhaps
in connexion with a repetitioa of the former. With the first three

Sections, and with^ General Views of the great divisions of the
earth, the learner should be made accurately acquainted at the
commencement; and the interestii^ and important subjects, treated

of in the Appbndxx, should be studied as soon as the age of the
pupil, or other circumstances, may render it advisable. It may
also be advantageous, to enliven thie study of the other parts, by
intermixing with then a considerable portion of the lighter and
more entertaining matter contained in me Notes.

In preparing the present edition for the press, the whole has
been carefully revised, and various additions and immovements
have been made. In oomj^iance with tho wish of tiie Publidiera,

and of several teachers, Questions for examination have been in*

troduced, particularly on the more important parts of the Notes.
These Question»—^miile some teachers will employ, in preference,

those that may occur to themselves—will be serviceable to pupils
in the preptvation of their lessons; and it will be found to be a
useful exercise for leacaea to extend the list, or to write out for

themselves similar questions on the parts of the woik, for which
none are given. The Questions for exercise on the Maps are of a
kind peculiarly nsef\il; and it is easy to see how the number of
these might be increased at pleasufe by the teacher or the pupil.

CoUtge, Belfast, Feb. 1, 1899. .,
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T—INTRODUCTION.

1. The figure of the earth is nearly that of a globe

or sphere.f

2. In Greography and Astronomy, certain circles

are supposed to be described on the sphere. Of these,

any one who^ plane^l passes through the centre, and
which therefore divides the sphere into equal parts,

or hemispheres, is called a great circle. All others

are called smaU or less circled,

3. If the circumference of a Circle be divided into

360 equal parts, each of them is called a degree.

Each degree is subdivided into 60 equal parts, called

minutes; and each minute into 60 equal parts, called

* 1. Geompfty ia » descriBtion of the earth; and is diitinguiahed by^ different

namee, aooordmg to the natnie of the sul^ectt considered. UatkemaUeal Ottgn^pkg
treats qf the finira and magnitude pf the earth, of the latitudes and longitudes of
plaoBStaad of glohee,,inMS, and other Artificial contrivances and instruments for

iltastration. This part of ()ooiniai>hT 'a connected, in a considerable degree, with
Astronomyf especially iriien it u maae to, comprehend the eonsideration of the earth
as a planet PAytioal Otognfihy treats of the materials of which the earth is com-
poaea; of the forma of the Tiurious parts of its surface; of the atmosphere; of cli.

mate; rf the Tarions pTodoetions, animal and Tegetable, ftund on its surfkoe; and
of other particulars respecting its natoral condition. PoHtkdl Oeographif treats of
laws, modes of gofensmen^ reUgioa, leamiog, costoms, and other sabieets arising

ftwi'the ageney of maaooMidefed as a iaaad and political being. Other names
which an sometimea glrtn to partimilar parts of Geography, such as Antimt,
Mtdtm,JkKT^^M, Mtrttbm, fto. Areeaisily andentood from the terms.

' f S. A9lofteor«|glw*«tea)iodYof such a flgnre, that all points of the surfiwe an
•qoally distant from a point Witnin it called ttie eentre. The earth's diameter, <n-

.the line passing ftnn one side to tne otb«r through the centn, b 7911 British miles.

t 3. A plane is aflat surfoiie. The plane of a circle of the sphen is the section by
which the sphen may be coaoeiTed to be cut through the cinumfennce ofthe tiniat
and mar be horicontal or TertieaL or inclined' la any way whateTer.

'- '•-*' <j •'•v*.
"•^' ; ;•?! ;iT^r^;-.-'.rr :.'g7,.il.l-iJ!,..Sj^. :. i- -.....-,, -„ 'j



2 INTRODUCTIOK.

seconds.* Degrees, minutes, and seconds, are denoted

by the characters, \ ', ". Thus, 23" 27' 54" means
23 degrees, 27 minutes, 54 seconds.

4. The earth performs a revolution round the sun

in a year, moving in a path which is called itiB orbit,

5. While moving round the sun, the earth, each

day, revolves on a line passing through its centre,

and called its axis,

6. The points in which the axis cuts the surface,

are called the poles of the earth: one of them the

north pole; the other, the south pole.

7. A great circle which has all points of its cir-

cumference equally distant from the poles, is called

the eqtuttor. This circle divides the earth into the

northern and southern hemispheresi

8. A semicircle which extends from one pole to

the other, and through any particular place, is called

the meridian of that place.f •

9. The latitude of a place on the earth's surface, is

its distance from the equator, measured in degrees,

on its meridian. Latitude is of two kinds, fUJrtn and
sotUh, according to the situation of the place in re-

spect to the equator.:):

10. The Imgitude of a place is the distance in

d^ees on the equator between its meridian, and
another called the Jirst meridian.^ Longitude ia^of

• 4. A fomth part of the cireumference ia ealkd a mmdmnt: a qoadiant, there-

fore, contains 90". It is evident that the magnitudes of degrees, minutes, and
seconds, will depetid on the magnitude of the cuele of whose circninfennce they

are parts. Thus, if the biifcumference be 360 yards, each degree will evidently be
a yaid : while, if the former be 180 miles, the latter will be half a mile. The ave-
rage lengdi of a ixgna <Hi the edtfth's surface, is about 68 British miles and one
twenUeth.

4 5. The remaining part of the entire circle is sometimes called the mU-mttiSim.
Sometimes also tiie entire arele is ^regarded as thie meridian.

% 6. The less the latitude of any jplaee is^ the greater, in general, is the heat of

its climate. This, however, is much modiied by the elevation of the place above
the level of the sea, the heat being leas as the place is more elevated. The tempe«
ratnre is also influenced by contiguity to heated plains ofsand, or to firosen regims i

and places that are near the sea, enjov. a more equable temperature, than places

more remote. It has been generally thougnt also, tbint tiif heat is considerably

greater in the northern hemisphere, than in the eorresixmding latitudes in the

southern. The difference, however, if there be any, is probably much less thaii is

eommonly supposed.

t 7. The lonritude of a place may also be defined to be tiie angle of inclination

•f the planes of its meridian and the first meridian { and this angle is measoied

•»



INTRODUCTION. 9

two kinds, east and west, according to the situation

of the place in respect to the first meridian.

11. The meridian assumed as the^r«^ meridian,

is usually that of some noted place. That which is

now employed by British geographers, is the meri-

dian of the Royal Observatory of Greenwich, near

London.
12. Small circles, whose circumferences are every

where equally distant from the equator, are called

paraUels of latitude.

13. The tropics are parallels of latitude, each 23®

29' distant from the equator. The one which is

north of the equator, is called the tropic of Cancer ^

the other, the tropic of Capricorn.

14. The polar circles are parallels of latitude, each

distant 23° 28' from one of the poles. That which
is next the north pole, is called the arctic circles the

other, the antarctic circle.

15. The spaces betWeen the polar circles and the

poles, are called ^efrigid zones; the space between
the tropica, the torrid zones and the two remaining
portions of the surface^ the temperate zones.*

tmU'^HtridUm.

either by the part of the equator, or of a parallel of latitude, intercepted between
those meridians. Latitude and longitude serve to determine the positions of
places.

• 8. If the sar&ce of the earth be divided Into 100 equal parts, the torrid zone
Mrtll contain about 40 of these parts, each of the temperate about S6, and each of
the frieid about 4. In places of^the ordinary level, the beat in the torrid Eone. and
the cold in the fHgid^ are in ganeral great; while, in the temperate zone, both are
commonly moderate > and hence the origin of their names. Tne zones are also dis>

tingoi^hed for the different appearances exhibited by the spn in his apparent daily
motion. > Thus, in every part of the torrid zone, he appears pah of the year north,

and part south of the zenith at noon; and is consequently vertical, or exactly over
head, at any particular place, twice a year, once in passing northward, and again
in passing southward: while, to the inhabitants of the northern temperate and the
northern nrigid zones, he appears always aoath of the zenith at noon ; and to those
of the other two lones, always north of it In each of the frigid zones also, he
continues moving round above the honNzon Dromday to day during part of the year,
without ever descending so low as to set: and, at the opposite season, he is fdr a
like period invisible^ never ascending so high as to rise. Hence, the inhabitants of
the frigid zones have been called perimiii those of the temperate, Acteroscii; and
ttiose of the torrid, oaipUsrii,—the first, because, during the period of continual
sunshine, their shadows move round them; the second, because their shadows at
noon fall always in the same dfacction; and the third, becanse{at noon, their sha-
dows fall sometimes northward, and sometimes southward. These last have also
been called tariL when the son is vertical ; at at that time a peipendieular line has
no shadow. All these terms ate compounded of the Oreek wora for a iKadow, with
other wotd< prefixed ; but they are now rarely employed. . .



INTRODUCTION*

16. The artificial terrestriaf gkibe is a globe repre*

senting the earth, with its divisions, and the principal

circles already described. It reyolyes In a brazen
ring, called the universal or brazen meridian. Lati-

tude is marked on this ring, and longitude on the

equator. rr'- '^ \ . .%.» iX'-.rr'

17. A map is a representation of the whole earth,

or of a part of it, on a flat sur&ce. The top of a
map is the north, the bottom the south, the right

hand side the east, and the left the west. In a com-
mon map of the world, longitude is marked on the

equator, and latitude on the circles that contain the

two hemispheres, in maps of particular countries,

longitude is generally marsed at the top and bottom,
and latitude at the sides.^

^iS :," 'l^ 7^'^"v-i^

I. What ia the figon of the earth?
1^3. What if a great circle? Afmall? Adesree? Winnte* Second? How

are deneet, miaates, and Mconds maraed?
4— 6. What ia the earth's orbit? Ito axis? Iti polea ?

7. What if the equator ? How doea it divide the earth ?

»-10. What ia the meridian ofa place ? It» latitude P Loagitade ?

11. What it the flrat meridian ?
19—1£. What are paraUeli of latitnde? The tropica) and the polar drcba, with

their names ? The lonei, with their number and names ?

10. What is the artificial teiiestrial globe? The uniTenal meridian?
' 17. What is a map? What parts ofa map correspond to the north, south» east,

and west ? When vtt longitude and latitude marked on maps ?

* 9. It b evident that no map can be a eorreet reprearatatioa of a wvliera. If
the country be small, bowerer, tne error is inoonsideimbie. A map of a JNtrtieahur

country may be regarded as a part eat o«t of a map of the world. In a map of tie
worid, the earth is supposed to be dirided into two bemisphens, which an then
placed on a plane, or flat surface, with their edgss in eontaoti and the ptipQ wiU
have a famlHar idea of the nature of the map, by eoneeiviaK the bemisphens to 'be
oonprested or flattened, so as to coincide with the plane. He may also assist bis
conception of a map of the world, by supposing the Mmtspheras to be plaead with
their backs in oontaet, and to be inflated so as to form the saiftfoe ofa globe.

1.

&
a.

4.

i<*

(kMiKsiu oi tta JVbt* to SsrtfDn X.

WhatisOaegrai^P
What is a globe? The earth's diamatsrP
Wbatiaanlaae? What is the plane of a circle of tbi» sphere?
On what do the magnitudes of degrMB,4aB.dtpeid? What is lbs hngth of •

degree on the earth's sailbee?
What jbmimstaaces inflnenee the heat er ooM of the dimato la diflhmt plnoes *

r. What porpoae is served by latitude and lengitade ?

a What an the eMopamtive magnitudes of the aoass? What an tha
•shlMtsd by the sun in the diflbnataones ?

9. What sort of map is least emaeons? How may a map of a Mifleakr
beregaidedP What thmiUar idea may be had of a map oftha world t
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II.-^F THE NiVTURAL DIVISIONS OF THE
EARTH'S SURFACE.

1. The surface of the eartii coBsists of itaad and
water; rather less than one third being land, and the

rest water.*

2. The Tarioii» parts of the land are distinguished

by different names, according to their extent or form,

llie principal of these are continents, islands, penin-

solas, promontories or capes, and isthmuses,

3. The water, by a like distribution, consists chiefiy

of oceans, seas, lakes, gulfs, bays, and straits.

4. A continent is a ttact of land, of large extent.

An island is a smaller tract, eqtitely tiurtounded by
water.
*' 5. A peninsula is a portion of knd nearly sur->

rcrunded by water. If such a pottion extend but a
little way into the* sea, it is called a cape or ptomon"
tory, or simply a point or head.

6. An isUimus is a narrow neck of land, connect*

ing two larger portions.

7. An ocean IS an expanse ofwater, of large extent.

A «ea is a like portion^- but smaller. The term sea

is also frequently applied to the entire body of water
connected with the earth.

8. A lake is a portion of water entirely surrounded
by land.

9. A gu^ is a portion of water nearly surrounded
by land. A bay is a like portion, but smaller. If

a gulf be very large, it is often called a mediterranean

or inlandsea.

10. A strait is a narrow portion of water, com-
municating at its ends with two seas, or two parts

of the same sea. A channel is a like portion, but

la^er.f

* I. The eurth't lurflkee eonritli of aMufy SW millioM of •qmn milwi rad of
tM% it itpntebte tint Mufy t»nmi«it «• kad.

f t. Tbt trnni romi, yoft, Arnwn, Mr«Mn>, ATM emit, fef« alw applM In mmn
poftloBaor thsMU A fMit »ffofda u«li«r»|e M • •hort dbtMiM 6im kad, with
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Quntiont <M Stetim 11,

1. What is the proportion of land and water on the earth's sur&e^ ?

9,3. What are the pnncipaldiTisions of the land? Of tb« water P^

4. What is a continent? An island

?

5,6. What is a peninsula? Ae«ipe? In isthmus?
7, & What is an ocean? A sea? The sea? A lake ?

9. What is a gulf? A bay ? A mediterranean or inland sea ?

la What is a strait? A channel? ^ . , .,^. . . , ^

. III-^^iNERAL VIEW QF THE EARTH.

1. Divisions ofthe Land,—The land on the earth's

surface may be divided into live great parts; Eurt^e^

Asia, Africa^ America, and Oceanica, The Brst three

of these are connected together, and constitute what
is called the Old or Eastmi Continent: the fourth is

composed of two great divisions. North and South
America, and is called the Western or New Continent:

and the fifth consists of a large island, called New
Hollands and the numerous smaller islands situated in

the great ocean between America, Asia, and Africa.*

shelter from certain winds. A port, haven, or harbour, is a olace where ships maj
lie in permanent securityi and a crtek is or the same kind, but smaller. When the
mouth of a river widens, so as to admit the sea to a considerable distance into tlia

land, it is called an atuary mfrith.

It will be peneiyed, that several of the portions of land and water, above de-
scribed, resemble each other. Thus, the continent, island, peninsula, and isthmus,
correspond respectively to the ocean, lake, gulf, and strait

It may also oe remarked, that the terms above explained do not a^piit of being
strictly dieflnedi and their significations are often subject to much uneertainty, de-
pending on the indefinite terms /arye, raiai/, yarrow, &c. Thus, there is no fixed

limit to determine what is to be railed a strait and what a channel, or what a
channel and what a sea. Boy and gulf also ^p constantly confounded. It has
been proposed to limit the signification of the term jien^iuM/a, ny excluding fl?om that

denomination any projecting portion of land which is attached to the munland by
a greater extent of line tlian one fourth of its cireumference. The term conHnent
was originally applied to thoea parts of the land round which it was supposed to be
iapossiole for a sfiip to sail.

QhssNons «• »i ffotm to Stetitm If.

1. What is the extent of the earth's surf^e ? How much of this is land ?

8. What is a road at sea? A port, haven, or harbour? A creek? An estuary or
Mth? What portions of land and water resemble each other? Hgw has
the siniification of tne term ))eniniula beeq propose^ to be limited ? What

i was toe original meaning of eontintot?

• 1. The division here adopted Is that of Malte Brun. Some think that New
Holland, IVom its gn^nt magnitude, might be considered a third continent. Instca4of
Onmka, Pinkerton employs the two divisions, Auttrmlatim (that is, Stvthtm Aria).

and Paljfnnia i the latter consisting of the numerous islands in the Pacific. Some-
times the lem iliMtralia is used instead of Australasia.

Of the land on the rarth's surlkoe, Europe and Oceanica probably contain abonl
one sixteenth part each( Asia and Anerioai each about a third part) and AtHUf
rather above a fifth.
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3. Occam,—'Theie are five oceans: the Pacific,

between Asia and America; the Atlantic, between

Europe and Africa on the east, and America on the

west; the Ipdian Ocean, between Asia, Africa, and
NewHolland; and the Northern and Southern Oceans,

nekr the north and south poles.*

3. Seas.—^Froin the oceaps, various seas extend

into the land. The principal of these are the Medi-
terranean and Baltic, from the Atlantic, on the east

side; and the Gulf of Mexico and Hudson's Bay, on.

the west: the White Sea, from the Northern Ocean;
the Gulf of California, from the Pacific, on the east

side; and the Sea of Okhotsk, on the west: and the

Red Sea and Persian Gulf, from the Indian Ocean,
4. Islands*—^The islands on the globe are extremely

numerous. Some of these stand single, and remote
from any other land; but they are much more com-
monly collected into groups. When the islands com-
posing such collections are very numerous, the groups,

or the seas in which they are found, are often called

archipelaffoes»f The prmcipal groups are the East
Indian Islands, or the Indian Archipelago, between
New Holland and Asia; the West Indian Islands, or

the Columbian Arcbipelfigo, between North and
South America; the British Isles, west of Europe;
the Society Isles, the Friendly Isles, the Sandwich
Isles, and many others, in the Pacific.^

5. Popu/ti/ton.—The number of human beings that inhabit

the eartn, is very uncertain. It is stated by some as ainount-

• S. Then I*, in itriatBen, bul one lea on the globe, as the oeeans are all con-
nected together i and bv this fluid the continent!, as well as the islands, are sur>
ronnded. The limits of the oceans, where they are eonneoted together, are arbitrary i

no precise boundary being pointed out by nature. In this unoBrtainty, we may
perhaps assume, as the limit of the Southern Ocean, a circle pauing through Cape
Horn, the Cape of Good Hope, and Van Diemen'aLandi while the Northern or
Arctic Ocean may be considered as lying North of Eutone, Asia, and Amerfcw, and
as Joining the Paciflc at Behrinrs Strait, and the Atlantic in a line drawn flron tlie

north of Lapland to Hudson's Strait Pinkerton assumes the polar ciitles as the
boandaries of these ooeansi but this is unnatural.

f 3. So oMhd from the Archipelago, a part of the sea between Europe and Asia«
which abounds in islands.

t 4. It will be seen, by inspecting a tenestrial fliobe, or a map of the world, that
ihr the greater portion et the land Is in the noruem hemisphere! none of much
enaaeiiiMnca or eitent being south of the ev»tor, except New Holland, and parte
or South America and Af)ri«». Much man of the land also lies imst of the merldiaj^
•f Qnenwioh, than wast of it.
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ing to 1000 imllions; while otheri>^ with perhaps better reason,

reduce it to 600 millions or 700 nuUions.* A it

^
6. J7e^i<m.—Of the human race^ about a third part are Chris-

tians, above a sixth Mohiammedans, and the rest idolaters of va-

rious kinds, with the exception of four or five millions of Jews.f
ift tV:

f

:

(^tttmu mStOiM HI.
1. Into what parts may the land on the eaith'a lurfitee be divided ? Of vbat it the

OMCoattnentcampoKd? The New? Oceanii^a?
2. What oceans m there? How is the Plsoifle sitoalM? The Atlantie'? The

Indian? The Northern? TheSbnthern?
a What seas a<« conneoted witii the Atlantie on theeast«ide^ Whaftion the west

side? What with the Northern Ocean? The Pacific? Thelndian?
4 Haw an islands gsnelalty sitnated? What is ah arehipeli^? What an the

principal groups of islands?
6. What is sunposed to be the population of the earth ?
6. What aM: the principal i»li(poas denominationa in- the worM ? Whbt' ai« their

snppoied proportions?

Eicerciiet on% Map «/ tk« Woi^ er tkt TtntttrUd CRoie, |\a /

1

61i<hr flll'tbe places mentioned in Sectioii III. What conatries and seas are in the
torrid Boae ? la: the aor^em tentacralaf Iartha>sontfaeni tmnpemte ? In the
northern frigid? Through what places does the equator pass 2.• Through what
|4ae«s-do the pwallels of 4A<»p<lss? how are the SaiMwfieh, Society, and
Friendly Islands situated in respect to each other, andto the ei^piatar ? In what

' ways may a ship sail from the Britikh Isles to New HollandV How from the
Baltio to the Persian Oalf? I'Vom the Meditenaacan to China? Whatplaees
have the same latitude as London ? What are the latitudes of themost southern
points of Africa aad New HoUaadP What are the lati«tdea of' the poles?
Whatare thelongitudes of the most western pointof Africa, aad.the most eastern
poiatofBeuthAmfclca?

I i

• 6i Of this anoaitt, aboat one hatf may perhaps belong to Asia, 100 minioas to
Europe, £0 millions to America, 60 or 70 millions to Africa, and SO millioas to
Oeeaaieai bolitialmposallUetoaithreat any thing approaching to certainty on
the subject
FMm the re^sters that have beea kept in Tarlous places, it would appear, that

the avarage kngth of human lift is about^ years, or fliat one iadividaal dlea eaols
year out of every 33. Heace, if we suppose the whole human race to amount
to eeo miUions, the dtaths will be aboutW millfena «K!h ysav, fift,dOO toMh day, 8300
each hour, and 38 each minute > and, if the amount of the population nimain nearly
stationary, the number of births win be about the same, fn these respeett, how.
ever, there are considerable diversities in difTerent places, arising flram their degree
of nlubrity or fortuity, or flram wars, emigration, temperance, and various other,

oansfSt
Of children newly bora, there are about 91 males for SO females. At the age of

flfteen, the number of the females is very little less than that of the males, in con-
sequence ofa greater number of the latter having died. After this, as maay of the

males are cut of by wars, shipwreck^ and various other OMaas, the females an eon-

.

siderably more numnous, partioularly after kmg wars.

'f «. Of the Christians, about 116 milUoat are Roman Catholics, ofwhoaM mik
lions ars In Europe i 70 millioas are of the Greek ehuroh

i
and 40 or SO millions ato

Protestants. The estimates bei« givaa, respecting the religieai of the world, are
taken in sabstaaee from Malta Drun.

Of the Nerthemf
la there more east

QN«il<oM on tkt JVelM Ir Sttttam III.

5. What may be assnvMd as the Hraita of the Southern Orean ?

4. Is there more land in the northern or southern hemisphere?
or west of the naridian of Orteovrioh ?

A.I What foputotioB may probaUy belong to eaeh of the great divlsloM of the earth F'
what is the average leagth of hwaan lift? How ma«r Mtaans die eadr'
year? Iach«ay? Baohhoar? Eaahmiaute:'

6. What ars the divisions and proportions of Christians? '«'«• ^"^ x^*- «•>«•>•<}m
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IV.—GENERAL VIEW. '

^'f?

1. Boundariesf ^c,—Europe is the north-wester

n

part of the Old Continent, and is much smaller than

either Asia or Africa.* It is hounded on the north

hy the Northern Ocean, on the west hy the Atlantic,

and on the south by the Mediterranean Sea, which
separates it from Africa. The eastern boundary is

formed in part by the Archipelago, the Sea of Mar-
mara, the Black Sea, and the Sea of Azov, with the

connecting Straits of the Hellespont, of Constanti-

nople, and lenikale or Ienikali;f and partly by the

Uralian Mountains, part of the river Don,^ and an
uncertain line between them, coinciding for some
length with the Volga.:|: ^ ^ . ; . < -

» .

* 1. The length of Europe, flrom Cape St. Vincent to the north-eastern extreaity
of Rassia, it about 3300 mileti and its breadth, from the Sea of Azov to the western
coast of Norway, about IMO miles, or half its length. It is situated between the
thirty-sixth and serenty-flrst parallels of aorUi latitude i and between the tenth
degree of west, and the sixtieth ofeast longitude. Hence, it is all contained in the
northern temperate zone, except a Mrt of Lapland, and a small portion of Russia,
which are in the northern iVigid. The heat and cold are accordingly, in general,

moderate! though the southern parts are hot in summer, and the northern very cold
in winter.

f 8. The Archipelago, the name of which is probably a corruption of Argnopr.
loffus, the Argwe or Gncian 8m. was formerly called the Agten Sea; the Sea of
Marmara, the Propontis) the Black Sea, the Euxine Seat the Sea of Azov, the
Palus MsBdtist the Strait of lenikale, the Cimmerian Bosphttrus or Bospfirus; and
the Strait or Canal of Constantinople, the Thracian Bosphorus. The Hellespont
is also called the Dardanelles, fh>m Dardania, a place belonging to ancient Troy,
which was near it. The Sea of Azov is shallow and muddy, and without rocks;
and hence the origin of its ancient name, palu» in Latin signifying a marcA, or a
gaol pf ftandinjr water. The Hellespont is so narrow, tha^ besi^s others. Lord
nyron swam across it of late, as Leander is said to have done in ancient times. At
iO narrowest part, it is about half a mile wide. The Strait of Constantinople is still

narrower ; so tnat birds can be heard singing and dogs barking across it, and persona
oh its opnostte shMM can converse with earn other. Throng both the Hellespont
and Bosphoms, a cmrent sets with considerable velocity towards the ArehipelagDi
and a like enrrent Hows into the Mediterranean throogh the Strait of Gibraltar.
The Strait of lenikale, or Yenikale, is generally, but improperly, called the Strait of
Caflh, the town of that name being at a considerable dtsmnea from it

I 3. Malte Bmn extends Europe to the Caspian Sea, taking as the boundary
north of the Sea of Azov, ** the Ural mountains, the river of the same name, tho
Caspian, and the lowest level between it and the Sea of Azov (a level indicated by
the oourses of the Manytch and the Knma) ;" the Don fohning a smallpart of th»
limit The boandary adopted above is more generally rsoeived. The matter,^
however, is of small consequence i and its determination nataralljr reaU frineiyaUi
Vith Roasia.
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2. Seas, Straits, 8fc,—Another sea of Europe is the

Baltic, which is connected with the Atlantic hy the

Strait of the Sound, and the Great and Little Belts;

and hy a channel, the eastern part of which is called

the Katte-Gat, and the western the Skager-Rack.
There is also the White Sea, in the north of Russia;

and from the Mediterranean, extend the Gulfs of

Venice and Taranto. Particular names are also given

to some parts of the Atlantic. Thus, the sea north

of Spain and west of France, is called the Bay of
Biscay; that which is east of Great Britain, is named
the German Sea, and sometimes the North Sea; and
the different parts of the sea between Britain and
Ireland, are called St. George's Channel, the Irish

Sea, and the North Channel. The sea south of

England is called the British or English Channel,
and its narrowest part the Strait of Dover. Other
straits are the Strait of Messina, between Naples
and Sicily; the Strait of Bonifacio, between Sardi-

nia and Corsica; and the Strait of Gibraltar, between
Spain and Africa.*

3. Divisions,—^The following are the principal di-

visions of Europe, with their chief cities:

SOUTHERN. I'-A

DIVISIONS. < > CHIEF CITIES.

Portugal ....... Lisbon f;

Spain Madrid > ;,

France Paris i_^^

Italy Rome, Naples
Turkey Constantinople

Greece Napoli di Romania

\

{

II
'

• 4. The Baltic Sea is tlULUow, iU geneiml depth not enseedingjfiO fathomi. A
current sets out of it, throngh tiie Sound, into the German Sea. The width of the
Strait of I >OTer is about 9S milei, of the Strait of Gibraltar 14 or 16 miles, and of the
Strait of Mesaina about S miles.

The reason that currents flow into the Mediterranean at both extremities, seems
to be, that all the rirers that flow into it, and all the rain that fUls on its surface,

are not sufficient to supply the eraporation from it, which must be great io so warm
a climate. On a similar principle, the current out of the Baltic may be accounted
Ibr, on the supposition, that the eraporation is not sufficient to carry oflT the water
poured into it by rains and rirers. Some hare supposed, however, thouch perhaps
without good reason, that the effects of these currents are compensated by umht
wuitntj flowing in contruy directions.
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^.^ MIDDLE, /
DITUIONS. '

v^.
. , 9?l|^ITIB«.< ^

England. . > . •\. -*': \'^ '%* Lond^i^/ ^ ^V'* ^^

Scotland ....... Edinb^i^k ^O"" ^
Ireland ........ Dubliii\ \ A^
Netherlands Amste^anr^^ ^x^
Gemiany, comprehending the ) ^^ ;>,,

'$^^

kingdoms of Bavana, Hano-
^ ^^^ ^

ver, Saxony, &c. ... . .1 -^
*»****'">«•

Prussia Benin.

Poland Warsaw ?'*«' '*'^' ,*

Switzerland Bern « :/ ^^^4

Austria Vienna •- ; ;
f^^!^^ u

4<. ,ff< :mm. NORTHERN. .. ^ .^......i;

Penmark . % ."• * . * Copenhagen i- '*'-

Norway . Bergen ?»!{!>;•>.'

3weden Stockholm -:

Russia .... •«i^.Mr » St. Petersburg, Moscow
Lapland . . . « ^i^^.4 • Tornea, Vardehuus

4. Islands,—The principal islands of Europe, be-

sides Great Britain and Ireland, are Sicily, Sardinia,

Corsica, Candia, Majorca, Minorca, Iyi9a or Iviza,

and Malta, in the Mediterranean; Negropont, and
many others, in the Archipelago; ^Zealand and Fu-
nen, at the entrance of the Baltic; Gothland, and
others, in the same sea; Iceland and Spitzbersen, in

the Northern Ocean; and the Azores, or Western
Islands, in the Atlantic, 700 or SCO miles west of

Portugal.

5. Peninsulas and Isthmuses.—The chief peninsu-

las are Spain and Portugal, Italy, the Morea, the

Crimea or Crim, and Jutland. Sweden and Norway
also form a large peninsula.* Tviro of these are

joined to the mainland hy isthmuses: the Morea, hy
the Isthmus of Corinth; and Crimea, by th» Isthmus
of Perekop.

* A. It U a rrmarkkbl* fiutt, that all tiw nrinoipal Mainiulaa in the world point
oathward, except Jutland In Europe, and Yucatan m Anerieai and theie two art'

Iqgir, and an cwapoeed of taad and other tJluvial matter.
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6. Capes.—Some of the principal capes are the

North Cape, in Lapland; the Naze, south of Norway;
Cape Finisterre, in Spain; Cape St. Vincent, ih Pop*
tugal; Cape SpartiTento,- in- Italy; and Cape Mata*
pan, in the Morea.

ui ; ;I

7. ilfou»toen4.-^The principal mountains are iiie

Alps, which extend rouim the north and west of Italy,

from the Gulf of Venice to the Mediterranean; the

Pyrenees, between France and Spain; the DoTre
Feld, and other noountains, between Sweden and
Norway; the Carpathian, north and noFth^ast of

Hungary; the Urai, north-east of Europe;* and the

Apennines, which extend through the middle of Italy.

Besides these, there are Mount Etna in Sicily, and
Mount Vesuvius near Naples, which are the ptlaeipal

volcanoes, or burning mountains, in Europe.*

8. Rivers.-^-^The chief rivers are the Volga, which
flows south-easterly through the Russian dominions,^

out of Europe, into the Caspian Sea', iti Asia; the

Danube, or Donau, which, after passing easterly

through part of Germany, and through the Austrian
and Turkish territories, fedls into the Black Sea; the

Rhine, which flows north-westerly through Switzer-

land, Germany, and the Netherlands, into the Ger-
man Sea; the Don, which flows through Russia into

the Sea of Azov; the Dnieper, which passes through
the same country, and falls into the Black Sea; the

Rhone, Loire, and Seine, in France; the Tagus,
Guadiana, and Ebro, in Spain; the Elbe and Oder
in Germany, and the Po in Italy.f ^^.^k^iudfei^i

iS

.ii,

lil !

%'

* 6. The Alps are the highest mountains in Europe. Two of thcic somiBilR,
Mont Blene and Mont Rosajare elevated n^rly I6,00u feet, or almost three miles
above the level of the sea. The heights of IWount Etna and of the highest of the
Pyrenees are each about 11,000 feet, and that of Vesuvius about 3600 feet

The learner will form the best ooneeptioA of the heiriits of manntainB Wj eom.
aring them with the height of some mountain or hill with which he is aeqiiainted.

rhus, the height of Dovis, near Beltakt, being about liMO ftet, it will appear that
ten such mountains, piled on one another, would scarcely equal the height of Mont
Blanc.

I- 7. The most elevated part of a country may be knewn-by its giving origin to
rivers flowing in dilTerent oirections. Hence, Switzerland will be seen to be the
highest part of Europe, as in it the Rhina and Rhon«, and the Inn, a principal
branch of the Danube, have their sources.

As rivers derive their waters from the aoaatriet thraogh wMek they post, tha

'
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9. Lakes,—^The prineipal lake» are those of Lado-

ga and Onega, in Russia; Wenern, Wettern, and
Sfielern, in Sweden; and Geneva and Constance, at

the^ south-western and north-esBtem esctremities of

Switzerland.* -••^ >};, f.,..,,:a^:^rs.ih, .^ .t

10. Population and Army.—The population of Europe is sup«

posed to be rather more than 20O millions; and the amount of

the armies of all the states is probaUy about twa miliions, or'

a

hundredth part of the entire population. « x tt y
11. Ac%t<m.-^Chri8tianity b established over all Europe,

except Turkey; and even there, though the religion of the state

is Mohammedanism, nearly two thirds of the people are Chris-

tians of the Greek cburch.-j'

12. Governments.—A greater degree of civil liberty is enjoyed
in Europe, than in most other parts of the world; the govern-

ments of several of the most important states being limited

monarchies.:^

loni^ the conne ofany river is, or, rather, the greater the portion of oonntry is that
is drained by the riTer and its ImaehM, the lai^er it may be expected to be^ and
henoe we have the means of forming some estimate of the compuntive magnitudes
of rivers. Our conolusioniv however, will be modifled in some degree bytm nature
of the country ; a river whieh flows through a dnr and parched rejpen, beiru; nsoes-

.

sarlly smaller than one of the sc^me length, or ^nich drains an equal spam, in a
ooantry in which there is more rain, orless evaporation.

* 8. Lalces mav be regarded as portions of water, filling the bottoms of valleys
which are lower than any part of tne surrounding country. In consequence of the
greater inequalities of surmoe, lakes are generally more numerous in moantainous
than in flat conntriest and hence there are few lakes in England and France; and
many in Scotland, Switwriand, and Sweden.

4 9. The established religion in Russia is also that of the Greek chnreh. In the

rest of Europe, after Russia and Turkey, the Roman Catholic religion prevails in

the south, the Protestant in the north) and in the middle there is a mixture of both.

% 10. Europe, though much sm^ler than Asia, Africa, or Ameriea, is by flit the
most important division of the earth. In civilisation, arts, science, literature,

manufactures, commerce, and power, it stands unrivalled t and, otfiopared with
other parts apparently mora favoured by nature, it aflToTds a striking exempliflcation
of the effects which man is able to prodaee wfaoi his enen^ies ara property directed.

The number of reigning fluniliee in Europe is 03. Tlie revenues of these, exehi-
slve ofprivate incomes, is upwards of 1 1 millions sterling.

In England, France, and Germany alone, the number of living writers exceeds
12,000,—a body, as has been remarked, that, were it not divided a^nst itself might
govern the world.

About two thirds of the popuUtion are employed in agrioultnw, and 15 or 20
millions in manufactures.

The amount ofannual taxes, paid by eaoh indiyidaal at aa average, indiflbreut
countries of Europe, has been estimated as follows:

£ t.d.
England 9 13 4
France 1 8 4
Netheriands 1 f 6
I'enmark 18 4
Pmssia 17 6
Spain 16

-:. •*iai !4'i« £ s.

Aostriaa Empin ..: ..^. ...;... IS
Portngal 13
RoMia on
Sweden, and State ofthe ChurehO 10
Naples tf

Toaeany 6

A.

R
Q
3
4

The amount expended in supporting (he army in Euitipe. is i^MOt Imtt ifftm of
the entire revenue,-
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f

.fit, ^'•^v '..T-f^ V Qi««t«ioM«»iS5irti0»IV. ' V .;,-;./"-« ->.

1. PowiaEmoptiitnated? Hqw bounded on the nortl^? Oip the weit? Qn
thesouth? OnfheeMt?

9, H«w U the Baltic eonnectod with the Atl^ntie? Where it the White Seh?
What gulfs extend horn the Mediteiranean? What parts of the Atlantic

tvo >»

'

$iiicim>S Europe hate particular names ? What are the other prineval
stnits of Europe?

4. What are the principal islands in the Mediterranean? In the Archipelago?
At the entrance of the Baltic and in it ? In the Morthem Ocean ? Where
are the Amres?

What are the chiefpeninsulas of Europe? Isthmuses?
How are the Alps Situated? The Pyrenees? The Carpathian? TheUnHan?

The Apennines? What mountains are between Sweden and Norway?
What are the principal Tolcanoes in Europe ?

What are the eourso and termination of the Volga? The Danube? The
Rhine? The Ton? The Dnieper? What an the principal rivers in
Erance? Spain? Germany? Italy?

9. What are the principal lakes of Rnssia ? Of Sweden ? Where an the laltes of
Genera and Constance ?

Vk What is the population of Europe ? How many, and what proportion of the
people, are soldien?

11. What are the religions ofEurope?
H. What i* the condition of tlie people in respect to civil libertj?

t.

8.

it* ^/^tf^tif^^ ,. ^f.^if"- «-•

JSreraiei on the Map qf JQtnyc

Point out the Tarious places named from the beginning of the foregoing section to
the end of No. 9. Find the latitudes and lon^itums of the chief cities. What
countries have no sea-coast ? How may a ship sail from the White Sea to the

Sea of Azov ? From the Gulf <a Venice to the Gulf of Bothnia? How from
Dublin to PfetenArarg? In travelling by the shortest route from Dublin to Con>
stantinople. what seas and countries are passed over? Show the same in
respect to the route from Bergen to the Morea. How might a person txavel

from Cajie Matapan to the ^ase, without crossing any sea, UJu, or river ?

v.—THE BRITISH ISLES.

' 1. Names, ^-c.-—The British Isles are Great Bri-i

tain and Ireland, with several smaller situated near

1 .

QuestioN* OR the Nottt to StOim IV.

I. What are the length and breadtii of Enrwpe, antl whence measured ? What are
the extreme uttitudes and longitudev In what zones is it situated ? What
is the general nature of its climate ?

%. What other name has the Hellespont i Wha^ is the nature of the Sea ofAsov ?
What particulars are stated respecting the HelleRpont and Bosphorus?
What currents flow through them, and through the Strait of Gibraltar?

4. What is the general depth of the Baltic ? What current seto through the Sound?
What are the widths of the Straits of Dover, Gibraltar, and Messina ? How
may the currents above mentioned be accounted for ?

6. What is the direction of the principal peninsulas in the world?
& What are the heights of the highest of the Alps and Pyrenees? Of Mount

Etna?
7. How may the highest part of a country he known ? How may the magnitudes

of rivers he estimated ?

8. lAliere are lakes in general most numerous?
9. In what parts of Europe do the principal divisic js of Christians reside ? "v '

10. How does Europe stand in comparison with the other parts of the world ?

What is the number of reigning fionilies in Europe, and what the amount of
their revenues?

. ' What number of living vnriten is there in England, France, and Germany ?

What proportion of the people are employed in agriculture? How many i^

^ mapumctuiK'?
'*" llow much of the revenue is expended in supporting the army ? 'p^-ii^
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them; and they constitute the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland, or, as it is frequently

called, the British Empire. Great Britain is divided

into two parts: the southern, called England; and
the northern, Scotland.

2. Situation and Boundaries.—^These islands are

situated west of the middle, or main hody of Europe.
Great Britain is hounded on the east hy the German
Sea; on the south, by the English Channel; on the

north, by the Atlantic Ocean; and on the west, by
the same ocean at the north and south; and by St.

George's Channel, the Irish Sea, and the North
Channel, at the intermediate parts. The last three

form the eastern boundary of Ireland, which is

bounded on all the other sides by the Atlantic

Ocean.
3. Cohmes.—^Besides the territories already men*

tioned, foreign possessions of unexampled extent

belong to the British Empire, in the different parts of

the world. The principal are India, Canada, many of

the West Indian Islands, Hanover, New Holland.* and
the district of the Cape of Good Hope, whlah, will

be described in their proper places.

1

<2iMs(nm« on Seeljim V
What sre the British Isles? Wliat do they eonstitateP loto what parts h

Oreat Britain divided ?

3. How are the British Isles situated ? How is Oreat Britain bounded on the east i*

The south? The north? The west? How is Ireland bounded on the ea«)i?

On the other sides?
3. What ate the principal colonies belonging to the British Empire?

%«r«Wi>tMM^«

Exereisei rapeeting the Bri/isft hies.

How fre England, Scotland, and Ireland situated in respect to eaeh other ? What
are the narrowest parts of thjs sea bietween Britain and Ireland ? From what
countries do the German Sea and the English Channel separate Britain?

VL-rENGLAND.*

1 . Divisions.—England consists of two parts, T^ng-

land Proper and Wales, the former of which is much

• 1. England is situated between the parallels ofW and fi6 <> north, and hetWMn
9 degrees of east, and 6 of west longitude. The length from the northeni eztrvmity
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larger than the latter. England Proper is divided

into 40 counties or ghires, and Wales into 12; which,

with their chief towns, are as follows: '']

;ii!3 V*" iiG-i.1. "i ^'J ^/^''^T

:i H)SIX NORTHERN.

COU2VTIBS OB SHIRES. CHIEF TOWNS.*

NortlMiinberlaDd , NEWCASTL^-oV'TYHEtV^etwioVtAlnvnch^
Morpeth

Cumberland • . . CjxLisLEt Whitehaven, Wigton, Kes-

^ -ii^t A _ wick, Workington
Durham ....

Westmoreland .

Lancashire «'•''*

Yorkshire. • • <

. Sunderland, Durham^ Darlington,

Barnardcastle

. Kendal, Jpplebi/t Kirkby<'Lonsdale,

Burton
. Manchester* Liverpool, Lancaster,

Preston, Bolton, Blackburn, Wigan,
Warrington -*

. Leeds, Sheffield, York, Hull or

Kingston-upon-HulI, Whitby^ Brad*
ford, Huddersfield, Halifax, Doncaa-

'a#i**3!i .*j>k«.h"> - te*"» Scarborough, Harrowgate
\:i

U.iR *lmftf4*»H 1^- FOUR NEXT WALES.

Cheshire Stockport, Chester, Macclesfield

Shropshire .... SHBEWssunr, Wellington, Ellesroere

Herefordshire . . Hereford, Leominster
Monmouthshire . MomiouTH, Abergavenny, Chepstow

M«-^« twelve midland.

Nottinghamshire . Aro77/j^GH:<iif,Newark->on-Trent,Man8«

field

Derbyshire .... DiSffiSr, Chesterfield

Staffordshire . . . Wolverhampton, Si<0hrd, Neviv^as^

; tle-under>Lyne, Litchfield, Burton-
.Aiiiifc^-JSi

on-Trent

to Portland Bill, the most soathern point of Dorsetshire, is about 360 miles; and
tiie breadth from the east of Saffiolk to the west of South Wales, is above 300 miles.
It it separated from Scotland by the river Liddal, the Cheviot Uilla, and the
Tweed.^

• 9l In this article and in that on Ireland, the assise towna are in Italics, and
tte kigeet towns in capitals. In some counties of England, assizes are held in onu
town at oqe waspn, and in another at another season ; and in some, thev are held
in different towns at the same time. In a first course of Oeography, the teacher
BMy#«rhape consider it sufficient, tat the pupil to point out onliii map, ia this »n4
"**"^ " w or two of the towoa given in each division. '^ ^ "

-'^- *
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1
' cmsr towNs.

• LsiCBSTBRt Hinckley, Ashby-ide-lA
ujt "A ,Y~ 2<ki<ih, Melton Mowtray '^

RuUtuidslure ^ . . Oakham
Northamptonshire iVojirir^^proy,Wellingborough, Peter-

borough
Warwickshire . . Birmingham, Warwick, Coventry
Worcestershire . . Worcssteb, Dudley, Kidderminster

Gloucestershire. . Bristoi., Ciibltei^ham, Gloucester

Oxfordshire .... Oxfoud, Heifiley, Woodstock
Buckinghamshire . AYLsssuRYtBuckingham, IVIarloWyEton

Bedfordshire . . . Biggleswade, ^^^(/, Dunstable

EIGHT EASTERN. -^ * -

Lincolnshire . . . Bostok, Lincoln) ORinsborought Stam-
ford

Huntingdonshire . St. Ives, Hantingdon V "X
Cambridgeshire . Ci<jrffA/DG£,Wrsbea<ihj£ly,Newmarket

Norfolk NoRTffTicHy Yarmouth, Lynn, Thetford
Suffolk . . . . . • Ipswich, Burif St, Edmundit Woed-

Essex CoL^HESTEK^ Cheimafbrdi H^mlol^
Hertfordshire . . . Hmmnim, St. Albaos
I^iddlesex .... LONDON, Brentford, Enfield^ Vxt,

bridge, Staines, .Qiel^e^

Surrey ^t^",, ; . , BovthvtARK^KmgstonfOiulfwrd,Cpoy^
"^'^

.

.

doTii Epsom
Kent .*|*V*'i^/J . GuBENWiCHr Maidstone, Woolwich,
'ajmmim^rvi:> Rochester and Chatham, Deptford^
*<^'* ^'^» Canterbury, Dover, Margate, Tuns

-^vy -» >' bridge

Sustex ..«.«.r^r~r, Brightoit, Chichester, I^etves, Hor^
thant, Hastings*.«, :;.?*• I

FOUR SOUTHERN.

Berkshire . t . . . Readzno, Abingdon,M^ndaar
Wiltshire ..... SJusBenrt Bractfbi^, TVdWbridg^
Hampshire . , . . Portsmouth^ iFtneAf^tor^ Sootltennp.

toii,Go8port ; er' ^
DoitfteUhiro. . , .'^<KiL,DoKhesl€r,tinipmtfyieymomh'
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THR££ SOUTH-WESTERN.
CUIBF TOWNS. »*, 4 TifCOUNTIES*

Devonshire • • • . Plymouth, Exeter, Axminster
Cornwall Redruth, Launceston, Bodmin, Pen-

zance
Somersetshire . • Bath, Taunton, Bridgewater, Wells

"»
,

SIX IN north WALES. '
' '

*"

Flintshire • . • . . Holywell, Mold, St. Asaph, Flin(

Denbighshire , • . Wrexham, Ruthin, Denbigh
Caernarvonshire • Caernarvon, Bangor, Conxaay.

Anglesea t • • • • Holyhead, Beaumaris
Merionethshire . . Dolqelly, Bala
Montgomeryshire Wslch-Pooz,

SIX IN SOUTH wales.

Hactnorshire . . . Radnor, Presteigne

Cardiganshire . . Aberystwith, Cardigan

Pembrokeshire . . Haverford West, Pembroke r. i -

Caermarthenshire Caermartuen ',..^/

Brecknockshire , Brecknock or Brecon
Glamorganshire . Casrdiff, Swansea, Llandaff

2. Islands.—^The principal islands near the coast

of England, are the Isle of Wight, south of Hamp-
shire; the Isle ofAnglesea, in North Wales; the Scilly

Isles, south-west of Cornwall; and Sheppey Isle, in

Kent. The Isle ofMan lies in the Irish Sea, at nearly

equal distances from England, Scotland, Ireland, and
Wales; and contains the towns of Ramsay, Douglas,

Castletown, and Peel. The islands of Guernsey, Jer*

sey, A14erney, and Sark, near the north-west coast of

France, also belonff to England. The capitals of the

first three are St. Pierre, St. Helier, and St. Anne.*

* 3. Other ii]andi an Holy lile or Lindiifeme. and Coquet Ide, off Northam*
berUnd; and Lnndy lile. in Bristol Channel. Ihe Isle of Wight is remarkably
fertile, producing, it is said, as much tmin in one year as would senre the inhabU
tants for ten. South of Cornwall, and at the distance of IS miles, are the Eddystone
rocks, which are remarkable for their lighthouse. They are exposed to the uncoo>

that be daelareil It was nis moat udent desire to be in it durins ue most trameadons
term. UofbrtanatshTt about tbrea years after, he obtained his irisb, and was
buried in its ruins. After six years, another of wood was erected, which was de>
•troyed by Are In 1700. In ITdtt, a third was finished by Mr. Smeaton. the oclebrata^

•robitM^ wkkk mma/t Ukely to resist all the Auy of tha oleoMBts, and to bt oapabia
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3. Seaports,—^The principal seaports are London,

Liverpool, Bristol, Chester, Hull, Newcastle-on-Tyne,

Sunderland, Shields, Lynn, Yarmouth, Harwich,

Chatham, Dover, Portsmouth, Plymouth, Falmouth,

Swansea, Milford, and Holyhead.

4. Capes.—Flamborough Head, Spurn Head, North
Foreland, South Foreland, BeachyHead, Start Point,

Lizard Point, Land's End, St. David's Head, St. Bee's

Head, &C.

5. Mountains, and Face of the Country,—The prin-

cipal mountains are the Cheviot Hills, on the borders

of Scotland; Skiddaw and Crossfell, in Cumberland;
the Peak, in Derbyshire; and Snowdon, and many
others, in Wales. The country, however, except

Wales and Cornwall, is in general free from moun-
tains; and the eastern counties, from the Humber to

the Thames, are generally flat, and in some parts

marshy.
6. Lakes.—The most remarkable lakes are those

of Cumberland and Westmoreland.*
7. Rivers.—The chief rivers are the Thames,

which passes Oxford, Windsor, and London, and
falls into the German Sea; the Severn, which falls

into Bristol Channel ; the Humber, north of Lincoln-

shire, and composed of the Northern Ouse, Trent,

and other rivers; the Mersey, which falls into the

Irish Sea at Liverpool; the Tync, north, and the

Tees, south of Durham; and the Southern Ouse, and
other rivers, which flow into the Wash, south-east of

Lincolnshire.f -

of beln^ deitroyed only by an earthquake. It it mtarly 80 feet high, and is com'
posed ot itone Joined tof(ether by a strong cement, and grooved into the rock in tucli
a manner, that its parts ndbere to one another and to the rock, perhaps more flrmly
thau the parts of the rock itself.

• 4. These are much visited, on account of their beautiftil and romantic srfnery.
The principal of them are those of Coniston, Ultwater, Windermere or WinandeN
mere, and Derwent Water.

f A. other rirers are the ATons, one of whieh passes Stratford in Warwiokshlre,
the town where Shakspeare was bomi another, Bath{ and a third Salisbury: the
Welland, Witham, and Nen, which fall into the Wasbi the Medway in Kentj the
Dee which passes Chester) the Eden which passes Carlisle i the Teify in South
Wales t and many others. Besides the rivers, there are great nunbera of o
which contribute much to the wealth and prosperity of the country.
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8. Cities and Totims.—The capital is London,
which has a population of a million and a quarter;

and, in respect to commerce and wealth, surpasses

every other city in the world. Other places of in>>

portance are Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham,
Bristol, Leeds, Plymouth, and Norwich, the popula-

tion of each of which exceeds 50,000.*

9. CUmatet SoU, 4'<^.—The climate of England, though some?
what moist and variable, is good] not being subject to great

heat in summer, nor to great cold in winter.^ There are a few
rude and barren districts: but most of the country is very fine,

and its fertility great; and, in general, it is in a nigh state of
cultivation, and is much ornamented with wood.

10. Animals and Mi$terals,»^The horse in England is eoual or
superior to that of any other country, the finest species having

been introduced from various places, to improve the breed.

There are also excellent breeds of black cattle and sheep. The
principal minerals are tin, iron, lead, and coals, which are found
in great abundance, and contribute much to the wealth of the

country.^:

11. Pq«t(/<x/ton..—According to the census of 1821, the popu-
lation of England and Wales was nearly twelve millions.^

12. Army and JV^atn^.—The army of the United Kingdom
funoonted m 1812, during the late war, to about 820,000. Be*

• 6. In 1821, tlie popolatlon of Manchetter was 134,000 { of Liverpool, 119,000;

of BInningham, lfl7.000| of Bristol, 88,000| and of Leeds, 64,000. Liverpool ranks
pest to London for foreign trade.

4 7.*In islands, the temperatare is lessTariable than on continents; becanse^ in

pMsing over tlie sea around them, hot winds are cooled and ookl winds wnimed,
the air always tending to assume the temperature of the bodies with which it is tn
contact. Extensive tracts of land, on the contrary, present sometimes large suriikces

at snow, and sometimes great spaces of burning sand or parched country; and these

impart their temperature to the wind, and bv this medium to the a^oiuing ooun*
tries. It is farther to be observed, tbat land changes its temperature much more
rapidly than large masws of water.

I R. In a work like the present, it would be vain to attempt even an enumeration
of the animals, minerals, or other productions, of any particular country. Henre,'
nothing of this kind will be mentioned, except what is of an important or peculiar

nature. In some of the luxuriant pastures of England, oxen attain an enormous
magnitude; some of them having l)een known to weigh a ton and a ouarter, and fn

sume instance*, it is said, considerably more. Maee-horses have also neenjproduced
of almost inconceivable swiftness. 1 he horse railed Childers, carrying 9 stone 9
povnds, ran 4 miles in 6 minutu and 48 seconds, or at tba rate of above 'M miles an
Door.

The tin mines of Cornwall have been celebrated since the earliest times, and
Eroriuoe great quantities of excellent tin. The chief iron mines are those of Cole*
inokdale in Shropshire, Dean Forest in Gloucestershire, and Ulverston in Lane**

iriiire. Coal, whicn is of such vital importance to the manufactures of the country,

ill prodnoed in vast quantities at Newoastle-on>Tyne. and in various other placet.

Xnoland abounds <n mineral waters, the principal of which are those of Bath,
Bristol, Cbeltenham, Tunbridge, Bnxton, Harrowgate, and Scarborough.

a AMurately, England 11,9A1,43r, and Wales 717,438; total, 11,978,67A. In
\m <lM population of both was 0,168,000, and tn 1811 it wm 10,4i7,«ia
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sides these, the local militia and the yeomanry, for the internal

defence of the country, amounted to more than 360,000. The
British fleet is by far the mostj>oweiful that has ever existed

at any period of the world. In 1812, the men employed in it

amonnted to 180,000.*

13. OovemmetU.—The govenimeot is a limited monarchy,
consisting of the king and parliamentf

14. ManufM^uret, ^c—The manufactures of England are

the most flourishing and extensive in the world. Some of the

prindpal are those of cotton goods, the centre of which is Man-
chester; of woollens, the centre of which is Leeds; of hardware,

the chief seats of which, are Birmingham and She£Gield{ and of

pottery, which is principally established i& Stafibrdshire. The
tin mines of Cornwall give employment to 100,000 men; and
many are employed in different parts of the kingdom in collier-

ies, and in iron, lead, and other mines.

* 10. During the Ute yw, the nayy Munetiinea eomisted of more tbao 1000
Teasels, of which upwards of 3S0 were snips of the line, that is. ships of more than
60 ^ns; above 30 wore flity-gun ships; and nearly 200 were nigates. The supe-
riority of England at sea, arises, in a great degree, from the extent of its commeroe,
»s the merchant vessels always fiiroish an ample supply of experienced seamen for

the navy.

4 11. There am two houses of parliament i the house of lords or peers, and the

house of commons. The members of the ioraier are' the dukes, uarquiaes, earb,
Ttflconnts, and barons of England, or of the United Kingdom ; also, the archbishops
and bishons of England and Wales. It contains also 16 peers for Scotland, and 33
for Ireland. As the king has the power of creating new peers, the number ofmem«
hersmay vary : it isnow about 380. The house of commons consists of 608 members.
Ot these, 489 are for England, 124 for Wales, 4A for Scotland, and 100 for Irehind.

Each branch of the legislature has its peculiu powers and privileges. The king
has power to make war or peace t to enter into alOanoes and treaties) to raise soU
diers, and fanpress seamen j to assemble, acUoum, prorogue, or dissi«lve parliament,
whenever he thinks proper; and to give his assent to aots of parliament, without
which they an not valia. He appoints all magistrates all officers of state, and ofthe
rmy and navy; as also all the superior, and many ofthe infinior clergy. Hit pei-
•on IS accounted sacred ; and even to imagine or intend his death, ina capital crime.
The succession to the crown is hereditary, but may be limited or changed by parlte*

meat The king is bonnd, by the coronation oath, to govern according to the laws
smd customs of the realm ; to maintain the Protestant religion, as established by
law ; and to preserve to the bishops, clergy, and churebes, their rights and privileges.

Peers cannot be arrested, exeept for treason, and some other high crimes; and
they can be tried only by a Jury or peers, who ^ve their verdiet, not upon oath, but
upon their honour. Peers can also vote by proxy, which the commons cannot

The commons ei^Joy fivedom of •peecn, and cannot U questioned out of the
house for any thing said within it Their own persons ^.*o, and those of thetr
servants, are free from arrest in civil causes, while on their Journey to parliament
or from it, and during their attendance there. They can impeach any of the kingt
ralniston, and order him to be tried bv the peers. With them, also, all bills ibr
levying money off the nation must originato ; and they allow the peers to make no
efaange on such hills.

A proposed law or act, or, as it is called, a MM, must be submittsd to the eon-
sidemtion of the members, or, as it is termed, nad, three times in one hiwse of
Mtrliaiaent; and, if on each reading it be agreed to by a minority of the membera.
It is submitted to the other house. If, on being three times ma in this henae, It

rass in like manner, it require* only the assent of the king to make it a part of the
Uw of the land. The royal assent has not been withheld since the time of WiiUom
III. t though, in theory, it may. It may also be obaerved, that if, at any rsodias, (^

majority of either house vote against a bill, it then fells to the ground. It may be
Introduced, however, during some following session; but every thing must
tnence from the bt-ginning.
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15. Commeree.^-^The commerce of England exceeds that of

any other country in ancient or modern times, extending to

every part of the earth that presents an inducement, patrticiilarly

to tlie United States of America, the East and West Indies, and
almost every country of Europe.*

16. Umverritiesy ^c.—There are two universities in England

;

one in Oxford, and one in Cambridge. Other seminaries are

the Royal Military Academy, at Woolwich; the Royal Military

College, at Sandhurst, in Berkshire; the Naval College, at

Portsmouth; and the East India College, at Hertford.f Edu-
cation is much attended to among the higher and middle classes;

and the country contains a great number of learned men, and
excellent writers on almost every subject.

17. ReUgionJ—Tht religion established by law is the Protes-

tant, under the episcopal form, or that in which the affairs of

the church are managed by archbishops and bishops. There

are two archbishops, ^ose of Canterbury and York; and in the

province of the former there are twenty-one bishops, and in

that of the latter four.f From the established religion, there

are many Dissenters, of various sects, which are all tolerated.

18. Character.—England having been long a civilized country,

the people are accustomed to habits of sood order and irdustry.

they have also perhaps higher ideas of comfort, in their mode
of life, than the inhabitants of any other country; and are tena-

cious, in a high degree, of their civil rights.

19. Curiotitiet.—The principal curiosities are Stonehenge^ in

* IS. The commerce of England first began to flonrish, in aaj considerable de-

See, in tbe reign of James I. It was cbeolced. however, by the turbulent time&

at succeeded, bat revived and increased greatly during the Commonwealth and
the reign of Charles II. ; and since that time it has continued gradually to advance
to its present astonishing extent

+ 13. There are also the great Sctiools of Westminster. St. Paul's, Eton, Win*
Chester, and Harrow. These are of long standing, and of great celebrity as semi<
aaries for classical education. The number of distinguished men produced in

England, in modem times, Is extremely great Her men of science, taste, and
literature! her poets, statesmen, orators, warriors, and lawyers, have been very
numerous^ and many of them have not been surpassed in ancient or modem times.

Some of tne most eminent are Newton, Sbakspeare, Milton, Pope, Addison, John*
•on, Lord Chatham, the Duke of Marlborough, and Blaokstone.

t 14. The bishoprics in the province of Canterbury, are those of (1) liondon, (S)

Winchester. (3) Litehfleld and Coventry, (4) Lincoln, (5) Ely, ((>} Halisbarv, (7)

Exeter, (8)^Bath and Wells, (9) Chichester, (10) Norwich, (11) Worcester, (ISlHeie.
ford, (13) Roohesten (14) Oxford, (10) Peterborough, (16) Gloucester, (17) Bristol,

(18) Liandutf, (19) St. David's, (80) St Asaph, (81) Bangort and in the province
of York there tn those of (1) Durham, (8) Carlisle, (3) Ctraster, (4) Sodor and Han
In the Isle of Man. The bishop of this last diocese is the oiily one that has not
a seat in parliament The other dignitaries of the church artt deans, prabendaries,
and archdeacons t and the Inibrior cwrgy are rectors, vicars, add curates. The arch*
bishops and bishops, and many of the othei' deny, as Already mentioned, are
•ppointed by the king. The chief classes of Dissenters ate Baptists, Independents,
Methodists, and Romas Catholics.

I lA.-8toiielieiige is a remarkable remniint of antiquity, the original nse of which
h unknown. It consists principAlly of two ccnoentric circles of huge upright
stones, which support as many others of great mognitudt. The diameter of the
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Wiltshire, the Peak in Derbyshire, and the lakes and scenery

of Cumberland.
20. Historical Sketch.—The Romans, under Julius Caesar, in-

vaded Britain 55 years before Christ. Having afterwards con>
quered it, they at length relinquished it in the year 448. After

this, it was invaded by bands of the Saxons, a people who
inhabited the north of Germany. By these adventurers, Eng-
land was conquered, and was divided into seven small kingdoms,
called the Saxon Heptarchy. These were all united into one
kingdom, about the year 827. The next invaders were the

Danes, who, after various struggles, were at length so success-

ful, that the throne was filled by some of their princes. The
Saxon monarchy was, however, again restored, and continued till

1066, when William, duke of Normandy, afterwards called Wil-
liam the Conqueror, gained the battle of Hastings, and by it

obtained the throne.* The most remarkable events in English
history that have since taken place, are, the annexing of Ire-

land to England, in the reign of Henry II, ; the granting of the

Magna Charta 6y John, in the year 1215; the successful inva-

sions of France by Edward III. and Henry V.; the wars between
the princes of the houses of York and Lancaster, which dis-

tracted the kingdom in the nfteenth century; the introduction

of the Reformation, in the reign of Henry VlIL; the union of
the crowns of England and Scotland, under one sovereign,

James I. in 1603; the beheading of his son, Charles I. in 1649,
and the establishment of the Commonwealth; the Restoration

greater circle is about 106 feet, and that of the interior about 90 feeti and within
them are two elliptical figures of similar formation, the one within the other. Some
of the upright stones are 32 feet high, and support others 8 feet high. About 140 of
these great stones s^ remain, standing or fallen { but many of them tuiTe been
removed.

• 16. LiMt qf tht Kiaigt <tf England, ihue Me NomaH Confuert, with tkt Hum at
ivMct4 Hiey began to rtign.

William I...

William II.

Henry I. ...

Stephen . . .

.

Henry II. ..

Richard I. .,

John

Henry III. .

£dwardl. ..

Edward II.

Edward III.

Richard II.

Henry; IV. ..

Henry V. ..

Henry VI. ..

Edwdrd IV.
Edward V. .

HiohardlU.
Henry VII.

.

I
IStb century.

.1066)
, 1087 With century.
. 1100)

,1136
1164

, urn
,1199

I
I'Jg

1 13th century.

.1307^

;
iJJJvMth century.

'. 1999)

. 1413"!

.1433

'

148) '^^^ century.

!l4)«
. 14M^

Henry VIII...
Edward VI. ..

Mary I

EUiabeth ....

James I

Charles I

Charles II. ...

James II ,

William III.

)

Mary II. f
Anne
George I ,

George II. ...,

George III. .

.

OlOROI IV.

iJg^Wth century.

1668)
1808-

1636

\m '"*'' century.

1088

1702^

j^^V 18th century.

17fl0)

,1880 10th century.
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of the kingly '^vemment, under Charles II. in 1060; the Re*"

volution, in which James IL lost the crown, and was succeeded
by his dai^hter Mary, fmdher husband William III.; and the
accession of George I. elector of Hanover, the first of the pre-

sent xeigning family, in 1714.*

QutiHotu tn SeatUn VI.

IntQ wbkt two parts ii England divided ? Into how <many ootinties are tbeae
subdivided ?

What are the principal islands near the coast of England ? Where is the Isle of
Man ? What towns does it contain ? Ifhat isunds near France belong to
England ? What are their prineiral towns ?

What are the principal mountains ? What is the general character of the coun-
try in respect to mountains ? Whet parts are flat ?

Where are the principal lakes situated ?

What is the course or the Thames, and into what sea does it fall ? Into what
sea does the Severn fitU? Where is the Humber, and of what is it con^
posed? Into what sea does the Mersey fiil^ and where? Where are the
Tyne? The Tees? The Southern Onse?

8. What is the capital of England? What is the population ofthat city? In what
does it surpass every other city ? How many^ and what towns of England
have 20,000 inhabitants ta upwards ?

9. ^^liat is the nature of the climate of England? What is the general character
of the country in respect to fertility, and to cultivation? How is it orna-
mented ?

10. What sort of horses, black cattle, and sheep, are in England ? Wliat are the

prmcipal minerals? What is their eflm on the country?

• 17. The English language owes its copiousness, and other excellencies, In a
great degree, to the events mentioned above, particularly to the conquests of the
country by tne Saxons and Nivmans, deriving firom the former its connexion with
the northern languages of Europe, and from the latter most of the numerous words
which it contains of Latha origin.

Quefdoru on ilte Notes to Section VI.

I. What are the extreme latitades and longitudes, and the length and breadth of
England ? How is it separated from Scotland ?

3. Where are the Eddystone rocks? What lighthouses have been erected on
them?

4. What are the principal lakes of Cumberland and Westmoreland ? For what
are they remarkable ?

6. What river passes the birthplace of Shakspeare ? ......

7. What difference is there between the climate of islands iutd continents ? What
is the cause of this dilFerence?

a. Mhat weight have oxen been known to attain in England? At what rate has
a race-horse been known to run ? What are the principal mineral waters ?

10. Of what did the British navy sometimes consist durmg the late war? What
contributes to the superiority of England at sea?

11. How many houses of parliament are there ? Who are the members of these?
What IS the number ofmembers in each ?

What powers and privileges has the king? How is the succession to the crown
regulated ? To what is the king bound by the coronation oath ?

What are the privileges of the peers?
W hat privileges and powers belong to the commons ?

How is a law made ? Is the royal assent often withheld ?

13. What are some of the great school! of England ? Who were some of the most
eminent man produced in England?

14. l^liat are the dignitaries of the church of England? What are the ioihrior

clergy ? What classes of the clergv are appointed by the king ? What are

the prineipal classes of Dissenters ?

lA. Of what does Stonehenge consist? What are the dimensions of the circles

P

What is the height of some of the stones ?

17. What effect was produced on the English language by the kadiog evntti hi the

history of the nation? .>>; ..... };<•';. • .»i

I

I ~
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11. UTiat was the population of England and Wales in 1821 ?

li. What was tlie army of tlie United Kiugdoia in 1812? What nnmber of nicu

were employed in the British fleet the same year?

13. What is the nature of the British government ? Of what is it composed ?

14. What are the principal manufiwtuiet of England, and where are they severally

carried on ? How many men are employed in the tin mines of Cumwall I*

la. In whiit state is the commerce of England ? With what countries is it princi*

pally carried on ?

16. What are the English universities ? What are the other principal seminaries

of a public character? Whatia the state of education among, the higlier

and middle classes ?

17. What is the established religion? What archbishops are there? How many
bishops are under- each? Ave there dissenters from the established church?
Are they tolerated ?

lij. What is the character of the i>eopIe of England?
ID. Wiiatare the principal curiosities ?

au. Wlien did the Romans invade Britain, and under whom ? When did they leave

it? Who next invaded it? Whai was the result of this invasion ? \Vhtn
was England formed into one kingdom ? M'ho next invaded England, and
with what success ? W'hen was the Saxon monarchy terminated, and by
what means? What remarkable events took place in the reign of Henry
II.? OfJohn? OfEdwardlll. andllenryV.? In the fifteenth centuiy ?

In the reign of Henry VIII. ? Of James I. ? What was the fate of Charles
1..^ What followed his death? When was the Re.storation of the kingly

government? When was the Revolution, and what were the. principal

events brought about by it? ^Ylien did the present Vc-igning family come
to the throne ?

•J .•^"- ,' TV h
Exercises on the Map ofEngland.

What counties of England and \Vale.s have no sea-coast ? VVhatis the most central

county? What are the southern maritime counties?- The eastern? The
western ? What counties are ou the border of Scotland ? What is the most
direct route from Berwick to the Isle of Wight? From the Land's End to Hull

:'

From Liverpool to Dover ? What is the largest county ? The smallest ? Where
do the Severn and Trent approach nearest each other? Measure, by the scale

of the map, the distance from the Isle of Man to England, Ireland, Scotland,
and Wales; also, from London to Oxford) Cambridge, and Brighton.
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As, from the iintformitp q/" plan observed in the comporitUm bf the several iections,

the questions on eadi wauM ttecessarily bear a close resemblance- to each other, and a<i

epuimena have now been given of the mode in which suck ques^ons imiy^ f»rmed, nom
will be given hereofter^ except those on tite notets together with the exercises on the inapt.

The teacher, indeed, cannot be at a loss with respect to tlie formation of such qu^tions,

as they will be suggested by the titles qf the scfx^paragrapht in the text. The direction

to point out the various places mentioned in the section will also be omitted, as it is uni-

formly to be understood, that this exercise will constitute a regular andprincipal part of

thepujnU^ enjoyment, tbhil* leanmg the rudmenti^ Oeoyraploj.
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VII.—SCOTLAND.*

1. Divisions, |rc.—Scotland is divided into thirty ->

three counties or shires, which^ with fheir principal

towns, are as follows : v -

• I. The mainland of Scotland is situated between the parallels of &1<* S7» and
fiH°3(irnorUi| and between 1<* 44'«ast, and Si" 30 west longitude. Its greatest

leqcth and breadth are about 880 and UO mileai auA il «9plaUw abowt 19 okUUoM
of English acres, or nearly 3(^000 square mile*, y ,^ft h> .t^h: • ti)ui .^<f. to n; m

B
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23' SCOTLAND

SEVEN NORTHERN AND NORTH-WESTERN.

COUNTIES. ! <iiy< (liWf* iW( CHIEF TOWKSw
.... ,„.' n' : i

Orkney .... Kirkwall, Lerwick
. it-il ^

*"

Sutherland . . Dornoch vj^r^*;! u-- ,^i <r- /'.
i-

Caithness . . . Wick, Thurso ,,t;,.,a;; . > s 7. V „.. ., ;

Ross ...... Dingwall, Tain <> - * >

Cromarty . . . Cromarty '
'

Inverness o 4 . Inverness, Fort George, Fort Augustus,
Fort William, CuUoden • »^ - - <

Argyle » , » , Inveraiy, Campbelltown M^-t^^S. t

NINE SOUTH-WESTERN.

Dumbarton . ; Dumbarton „ .; v*. >,,,>; i

Stirling .... Stirling, Falkirk '^ '

Bute Rothsay
Renfrew. . . . Renfrew, Paisley,Greenock, Port Glasgow
Lanark .... Glasgow, Lanark, Hamilton
Ayr Ayr, Kilmarnock, Irvine

Wigton .... Wigton, Stranraer, Portpatrick

Kirkcudbright * Kirkcudbright, Castle Douglas
Dumfries . . . Dumfries, Atmata, Moffat

, ,4. ,4 SEVEN SOUTH-£AST£RN.

lloxburgh . . . Jedburgh^ Kelso, Hawick, Melrose \.

Peebles .... Peebles

Selkirk «... Selkirk, Galashiels ^..i> ^

Berwick .... Greenlaw, Dunse, Coldstream* ^

Linlithgow, or) Linlithgow, Bo'ness or BorroivstonesS,

West Lothian j Queensferry tw>m„>« v^.\-

SSin'} Edinburgh, Leith, Musselburgfc
^

XL
'

Ea^fSan"} Haddington, Dunbar, North Berwick

TEN EASTERN.

Clackmannan . Clackmannan, Alloa
Kinross .... Kinross
Fife St. Andrew's, Cupar, Dunfermline, Kir-

ktx] 4! H kaldy ,5.^

Perth Perth, Dunkela, Dumblane* Scone ^^i<;

Angus Montrose, Dundee, Forfar

• 9. The town of Berwick wm ibmlelrlzoiie of the finur prlneip*! borought of
Heotknd t bat it hu long been annexed td England, Ivlth a nnall dutriet extending
three or four milei north of the Tweed.

'1
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COUNTIES.

Kincardine

Aberdeen .

Banff. * . t

Murray . .

Nairn . . .

CHIEF TOWNS.

Bervie, Stonehaven
New Aberdeen, Old Aberdeen, Peterhead
Banff
Elgin, Forres ; v.. >

Nairn 'i:s ;*•?*':

2. Islands.—The islands of Scotland, wliich are

extremely numerous, are compreheniled chiefly in

three groups: the Western Isles, or Hebrides, or

Hebudes, to the west; the Orkney Isles, to the north;

and the Shetland or Zetland Isles, in the same direc-

tiouj but more remote. The two latter groups form
the shire of Orkney. The chief of the Hebrides are

Lewis and Harris (which are joined by an isthmus),

North Uist, South Uist, Skye, Mull, Islsiy, Jura,

lona or Icolmkill; and, in the Frith of Clyde, Arran
and Bute. The largest of the Orkneys are Pomona
or Mainland, Hoy, and Sanda; and of the Shetland

Isles, Mainland, Yell, and Unst.

3. Seaports,—The principal ports, and places of

resort for shipping, are Glasgow, Greenock, Port-^

Glasgow, Ayr, Lamlash, Loch Ryan, and Campbell-
town, on the Frith of Clyde; Musselburgh, Leith,

Kinghom, and Dysart, on the iPrith of Forth; on the

rest of the eastern coast, Dunbar, Dundee, Perth,

Aberbrothick or Arbroath, Montrose, Aberdeen, Pe-

terhead, Inverness, Cromarty, and Dornoch; on the

northern coast, Thurso; and on the western, Port-

Patrick.

4. Capes.—Cape Wrath, Dunnet Head, Duncansby
Head, Kinnaird's Head, Btichan Need, Fifo Ness,

St. Abb's Head, Burrow Head, Mull of Galloway,
Mull of Cantire, Arjnamurchan Point, &c.

5. Mountains.—The surface of Scotland is ex-

tremely varied, and two thirds of it are mountainous.
The Grampian chain, extending from Dumbarton
nearly to Abetdeen, forms part of the south-eastern

boundary of the Highlands. Ben Nevis, near Fort
William, is higher than any other mountain in Great
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Britain or Ireland. Of the other mountains, some
of the most remarkable are Cairngorm, Ben Lawers,
Sehihallion, Ben Lomond, and Ben Ledi.*

6. Lakes.—Scotland abounds in lakes, or lochs, as
they are generally termed there. The most remark-
able are Lochs Lomond, Katrine, Achray, and Ven-
achor, at the south of the Highlands, celebrated for

the beauty of their scenery; Awe in Argyleshire, Tay
and Earn in Perthshire, Ness and Lochy in Inver-
ness-shire, and Leven in Kinross-shire. Besides
these freshwater lakes, there are numerous irdets of
the sea, many of which arc also called lochs. Such
are Lochs Fyne, Long, Goil, and Gare, off the Frith
of Clyde; Tarbet, Etive, Linnhe, and others, in the

Western Highlands; and Beauly, off Murray Frith.

7. Rivers.—The Tay in Perthshire; the Forth,
which flows into the German Sea, through the Frith
of Forth; the Spey, which empties itself into the
German Sea, between Murray and Banff; the Clyde,
which passes Hamilton, Glasgow, and Greenock; the
Tweed, which forms part of the boundyr\' of Eng-
land; and the Dee and Don, which respectively pass

New and Old Aberdeen.
8. Totvns.—The principal cities and towns are

Edinburgh, Glasgow, Paisley, Aberdeen, Dundee,
Greenock, and Perth.f

0. Climate and SoS.—The climate of Scotland is colder than
that of England; and the mountainous districts are barren : but

• 3. The Highlaods consist of the counties of Sutherland. Ross, InTerness, and
Argyle ,• of the western part of Perthshire ; and of the mountainous parts of Murray,
Bantf, and Aberdeen shires. The height of Ben Nevis is 4JiX) feet, of Cainigorm
mJO teet. of Den Lawers 4015 feet, of Sehihallion 35M teet, of Ben Ix)mond 3303
feet, of Ben Ledi 3009 feet, of the Paps of Jura S476 feet; of Ailsa, in the Frith of
Clyde, 940 feet ; &nd of Arthur's Seat, near Edinburgh, 814 feet

f 4. In 1831 the population of these towns was as follows: Edinburgh, 138,23.5

(of which Leith contained 36,000) ; Glasgow, 147,043 (including 61,919 belonging
to thiR Barony parish, much of which is in the country) ; Paisley, 47.003 ,- Aberdeen,
Vew and Old, 44,79Q; Dundee, burgh and parish, 90;576i Oreeaook, 89^088.

The new part of Edinhuigh is extremely beautitiil. The old town is of a singo*
lar and striking appearance ; oeing built on very uneven ground, and having houses
of great height, some of them from ten to, fourteen stories. Glasgow, the most
populous town in Suotlandj is handsome and well built, and has an extensive eom-
merce. Paislev is the first nanufucturing town in Scotland, partitularly in silk

and cotton gouds. the annual value of which is thought to be nearly a million star-

Itug. Greenock has much oonimerce, depending chiefly on Glasgow.
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nmch of the east coast, and of the country between the Friths

of Clyde and Forth, is fertile.

10. Natural Productioni^ 4'<^.r-The principal crops which are

cultivated are those of oats, wheat, barley, and potatoes; and
the chief minerals are iron, lead, coal, granite, and other kinds

of stone, of a valuable or precious nature.

11. Population.'-'ln 1821, the population of Scotland waii

nearly two millions one hundred thousand.

13. AgricuUure, Manufactures, 8[c.—In the more fertile dis-

tricts, agriculture is in a very advanced state. One of the prin-

cipal manufactures is that of cotton goods, which extends for a
considerable space round Glasgow. Linen is also manufactured

in some parts; and there are extensive iron-works.

13. UnivertJUief, Learning, ^f^.-—In Scotland there are five

universities; namely, those of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Old Aber-

deen, New Aberdeen, and St. Andrew's. Each parish has a
school, established by law, for teaching the primary branches of

education. IJence, the number of learned men is great; and
the lower classes are perhaps better informed than those of any
other country.*

14. JSe/^'on.—-The established reli^on is Calvinism, under
the Presbyterian form of church government. There is also a
considerable number of Dissenters.-)*

15. C^oroc^.—The Scotch are in general an industrious,

* 5. Instmetion is obtained, in the pariah schools, on yery moderate terms; as
the masters have free houses and gardens, and small sali^riei, exclusive of the ton
of their pupils. These schools are therefore of tbe highest yalue to the country, as
they brinK'edncation within the reach of all the inhabmnta, and thus tend to rendet
them an intelligent, orderly people. Besides the pansh schools, there are many
•eminaries belongii^ to private individuals, where such appear to be required, or
where eneoulranraent it given fbr establishing them. The universities produce so
many men of wwraleducation, beyond the number required t^t honte, that learned
Scotchmen are found in almost every part of the world, filling the sitnations of
dergymen, physioians, teachers, editors, and several others. Of the numerous men
oflearningand distinction produoad in SiDOtland, itmay suflke to mention Buchanan,
Napier, thaGregorySi Maelaurin, Dr. Simson, Reid, Smith, Beattie, Dngald Stewart,
Smullet, Hume, Robertson, Burns, and Munro.

•f 6. In the presbyterian form of church government, the affairs of the church are
mana!^ by the clergy at largej among whom there is no difference in rank, and
by persons called elders, appointed by the laity from among themselves. There are
different courts of lower or higher powers, such as the session or committee of a
BMigregation; a presbytery, composed of ministers and elders from several congm-
gSftions; a synod, consisting of several presbyteries; and, in Scotland, a supreme
oourt, ealled theOenerel Assembly, composed of dtiputies finm all the presbyteries

in tlie kingdom. The number of svnods in Scotland is 14, which are composed of
TB presbyteries ; i^nd the number ofparishes is 942. Of the Dissenters in Scotland,
those called Seceders are the most numerous body, their ministers amounting to
•bore 300. Another body, called the Synod of Relief, consists of nearly 80 ministersi
end the ReforMWid Svno^ vulgarly called Cametonians or Covenanters, is composed
of about 90 ministers. These three bodies subscribe the same doctrines as tbe mem>
hers of tht KstabUsheA Chunsh, and havb the same forms of church government t

but dissent prlnoipaDy because the established clergy are appointed by patrons, ana
•Oft chosen by the people; There are also 6 bishops, and 60chapels belonging to th*
episcopal ohnich in Scotland i but the numberof people in their communion is small,
Besidea these bodisB, there «r» Roman Catholics^ Independents, and other iec<S|

bnt their numbers are not considerable.

m
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Steady, and prudent people; religious and moral in their habits,
and strongly attached to their native country.

16. Languag^.-^The Highlanders generally speak the Gaelic,

a language which is nearly the same as the ancient Irish and
Welch; but the majority of them understand English. In the
Lowlands, English is universally understood and spoken; but a
dialect is used, particularly by the lower ranks, which differs

from it in a considerable degree.*^

17. Curiotities.—Some of the chief natural curiosities are, the
basaltic columns and the cave of Fingal, in the island of Stafia;

the Fall of Fyers, near Loch Ness; and the Falls of Clyde, near
Lanark.f There are many remains of antiquity, such as those
of tiie great Roman wall, built by Antoninus Pius, between the
Friths of Clyde and Forth; Roman and Danish camps; and
Roman ways.

^
18. Inland Navigation.—The principal canals are the Caledo-

nian Canal, extending from Inverness to Fort William; and the
Great Canal, joining the Friths of Forth and Clyde.l

19. Representation in Parliament.—By the act of Union, the
peers of Scotland elect, at the commencement of each parlia-

ment, 16 of their own number to represent them in the house
of lords. In the house of commons, there are 45 members for

Scotland; 30 of whom represent the counties, and 15 the royal
burghs.^

• 7. Specimeni of this dialect will be found in the writings ofRamsay and Burns,
and in Sir Walter Scott's Novels.

•f 8. The columns in Stafla resemble those of the Giant's Causeway in Ireland.
The Cave of Fingal is one of the most remarkable in the world, and is of great mag-
nitude; being 227 feet Ion?, from 20 to mor; than fiO feet broad, and mm 66 to
nearly 100 feet hiKh. Staffalieaabout 15 miles west of Mull. At the Fall of Fyers,
the water descends at a single bound, through the height ofmote than 200 feet

X 9. The distance from Fort William to Inremess is 39 miles; and the Caledo>
nian Canal is carried through Loch Lochy, Loch Oich, and Loch Ness, which
occupy 37 miles, and leave only 22 miles which reanired to be cut The canal will

admit a thirty-two gun frigate ; its depth being 20 reet, and its width at top 100 feet,

and at bottom dd feet. The rise on the eastern side is 94 feet, and on the western
90 feet. It has for some time beep open for vessels, though it is not yet finished.

The work has been carried on by parliamentary grants; and the entire cost will

exceed a million sterling.

The Great Canal was commenced in 1768, under the inspection of Mr. Smeaton,
and finished in 17<J0. It cost upwards of £200,000, the greater part ofwhich was
raised by subscription. Its general depth is 8 feet, and its general width at the sur-

face 56 feet It nas been productive of great advantage to the part of Scotland
through which it passes.

Besides these canals, there are the Union Canal, extending firom the Great Canal
to Edinburgh; the Monklaad Canal, which joins the Great Canial near Glasgow;
the Ardrossan Canal, which is partly made, and is to extend from Ardrossan to

Glasgow; and the Crinan Canal, which is 9 miles in length, and crosses the penin-
sula of Cantire.
'

} 10. The right of voting for members of parliament is confinei -j a ver^ small
number of the people ; the thirty county members being elected by -dt)8 individuals,

and the fifteen for the burghs by 1287. The number of the royal burghs is 66, ana
there is consequently only one member elected for several of them; except in tlw
case of Edinburgh, which elects one for itself. The peen of Scotland are 80 i«
number.
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)tO. Hittorical Sketch.—The early history of Scotland is very

uncertain. Of well-authenticated events, some of the most
important are those which took place in the wars with England,

in the reigns of Edward I. Edward II. and Edward IIL; and
in which Bruce and Wallace were peculiarly distinguished. la

1543, Mary, celebrated for her beautv and misfortunes, suc-

ceeded to the throne on the death of her father, James V. a
few hours after her birth. During her minority, under the

regency of her mother. Mary of Guise, the Reformation made
much progress in Scotland. She was at length deposed by her

subjects; and her son, James VI. while an infant, made king ia

her stead. After an unsuccessful attempt to recover the throne»

she took refuge in England, under the protection of queen Eli-

zabeth, by whom she was kept as a prisoner for nineteen years;

and she was at length beheaded m 1587, At the death of

Elizabeth, in 1603, James succeeded to the throne of England,

.in virtue of his descent from Henry VII. Since that time, the

two kingdoms have continued under the same sovereign; and
the principal events have been the unsuccessful attempts of the

Stuart family, in the seventeenth century, to establish episco-

pacy; the union of the parliaments of England and Scotland,

in 1707; and the rebellions in Scotland, in 1715 and 1745, with

a view to restore the Stuart family to the throne.

•-:.;.. —~-~..~~~ AlSl :.-...., ,,,

Exercises on the Map qf Scotland.

yfbat counties of Scotland have no sea-coast? What are the Qorttwm maritime
counties? The western? The eastern? What counties border on England?

vit4 What parts an nearest Ireland? .How are th» Orkney Isles separated from
the mainland? Where do the Friths of Fprtb «nd Clyde make the nearest
approach?

mi T f" y J,-il
VIII.—IRELAND.*

' • t .. -k; fJtv.oJ

. ]. Divisians,—'Ireland, is divided into the four pro-

vinces of Ulster, Leinster, Munster, and Connaught,

Quutkms on the Notes to Section VII. - .

1. What are the extreme latitudes and longitudes of Scotland ? Its greatest length
and breadth? Its content?

4. What is remai^able in respect to Edinburgh ? Glasgow ? Paisley ?

5. What are the natun and effect of the purish schools? Who were some of the
most eminent men produced in Scotland?

6. What ia the nature ofthe Presbyterian form of church gOTennnent? Wliat are
the principal bodies of Dissenters in Scotland?

8. What are the dimensions of the Cave ofFin^ ? What is the height of the Fall
of FyorsP

9. What is the length of the Caledonian Canal ? Its depth and width ? Its oost ?

What was the cost of the Great Canal P

10. By how many indiyiduals are the county members of parliament elected in
Scotland? The buigh members? How many peers are there in Scotland?

• I. Ireland Is situated between the parallels of Al" SS* and OBf* 33f north, an^
bftwe«9 $** apt «updiP ° aO* weat longitude. Its length between the extreme uort^i
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which contain thirty-t'/o conntics. These, with their

prinoipul towns, art as follows; '^" ^
'...^'iHl^:;:,

h, . ;'l!I !•-.. :toJtSTER,.NbRTHi 'NINE COUNTIES. »'']^-?'« 3*y^«

' COUNTIES. '
, CHIEP TOWNS.

,

'* " •

Donegal • •* > Ballyshannon^ Letterkennj', Raphor

Londonderiy . . LomoNDERBYy Coleraine, Magherafelt
Newtonlimavady

'Anttim . , , , . BteLFAST, Lisburn, Carrici/erguSf Bally-
.j luy^'Kj

mena, Larne, Antrim, Ballycastle

Tyrone Strabane, Dungaonon^. Omaghy New-

jiii i•^
tonstnart

p0W4) 4 f,^9fMn0b Nbwby, Dw/anpatricki NieiMtonardB, Bart-
',.. ...<,;.,,,;. goFt Donaghadee, Dromore, Banbrklge

Fermanagh. . , Enviskillen *•
'

*
, .

'
'." " 7

Cavan . . w * . CAVAVy Cootehill, BdlWf-tjle^, Klhg^ctfu^r

-Monaghan*^*'^ . Mojyr^cjEMX; Clones, Carrickmacros8,BaI'
^' ^'"' Jybay

Armagh .... ^^AMo/f, Lurgan ^4 r^i a^ivtvj ;; ai^t* 3

LEINSTER, EAST, TWEfVE COU^TIES.

Longford . . LonsfoAd, Granard J *'*^«^^ /«^ ""••^' *^ **

West Meath . . Athlonb,* Mullingar, Kilbeggan, Cas-
tlepoUard >i<>«.i^,.{»

East Meath . . Kblls, Nava»y Trim
Louth DnoQHEDJ, Dundalk, Ardee, Carling-

ford

King's County . Tullamork, Birr or ParMMtown, Ban-
nagber, PhiHpitoum

Queen's County Poktasunqton, Maryboroughj^ iVIeunt-

ratb, Mountmellick
Kildare AruYy Naasy Kildare, Maynnoth ' -i '

Dublin DUBLIN, Balbriggan, Skerries, Swordt
Wicklow ..... Arklow, WiMvwy Bray
Kilkenny .... Kilkeshy, Callan, Thomaatown
Carlow CABLOWy Tullow . .i-i^ »
Wexford .... Wexfohd, New Ross, Enniscorthy
-' — - . . . - .

.. ^ .

^^ ^

Mktfra and Routli-westmi points, b abAUt 300 mile i and Ito hraadth ftwa Iloatk
Head to ITrria Head in Mayo, about 17U milei. Ita content ia aliout I9,dun,ui0
acrcH, or upwards of 3U,(i00 Mjuara mUMi

• 2. AtUoM eontaiM aboutMOO inbabtlanta, an* rather mora than half of M ta

la county RoaMWBon. Henn it is alao mentioned aaongthetowas of tltateonntf.
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J :
' * MUNSTER, SOUTH, SIX COUNTIES. k V .

i^ COUNTIES. •'""; .^i^vsiUA .hf! CHIEF T0W58,i>> r.'
'^^'>*5--

'.I

Clare Emris, Kilrush, Killaloe ^
''' '

''^
;^

Limerick .... Limerick^ Rathkeale, Newcastle -' -

"

Tipperary . . . Cho^MELLy Carrick-on-Suire, Ro8crefl„

Tipperary, Nenagh, Thurles> Cashel

Kerry TRALESt Killarney, Dingle

Cork Cork, Bandon, Youghall, Kinsale, Fer<«

moy, Cove, Mallow
Waterford . . . Waterforjx, Duagarvan» Lismore, Tal-

low

CONNAUGHT, WEST, IWB COUNTIES.

Mayo Cjsrz.ESifx, Ballina, Westport, Ballinrobe

Sligo SuQO
Leitrini CARRicK'Om-SHANSONy Manorhamilton
Galway Galway, Loughrea, Tuatn, Gort, Ballina*

sloe

Roscommon . . Athlone, Boyle, Roscommon

2. Bcfjfs and Seaports.—Carrickfergus^ Belfast,

Bangor, Donaghadee, Newry, Dundalk, Drc^heda,
DubliD,Wicklow, Arklow, Wexford, Waterford, Dun-
garvan, Youehall, Cork, Kinsale, Bantry, Dingle,

Limerick, GiHway, Sligo, Donegal, Killybegs, Lough
Swilly, Londonderry, Coleraine, &c.

8. Capes,—Bengore Head, FairHead, Hoath Head,
Wicklow Head, Carnsore Point, Cape Clear, Mizen
Head, Kerry Point or Cape Lean, Loop Head, Slyne

Head, Achiil Head, Urris Head, Malin Head, &c.

4. Face ofthe CourUryt ^.
—

^The principal moun-
tains are Magillicuddv's Reeks and Mangerton in

Kerry, Croagh Patrick in Mayo, the Mourne Moun-
tains in Down, and the Wicklow Mountains. Far
the greater part of the country, hoivever, is liree from
mountains, and fit for cultivation.*

:V

• 3. The highest point In Irfland U the nimmlt of MaffOUeoddy's Rccka, which
ii 9610 feet above the lerel of th« tea. The heicht of Sliere Donard, the hishett of
the Monrne mountain^ ii MM feet. The helnta of Dvrit and tba Cave Hill, in
the neithbonrhood of BeMitt. are liMS and 11A fleet retpeetively.

Another featnre of IralaM !• its exteniire boni whioh ooeapj nearly three mlU
lieaa of aeret of ita rarfaee. Theee an prineipallT aitnaled in a belt formed by Unen
dra,wo iWun Wicklow Head to Oalway. and firam Hoath Head to SHgo.

88
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5. Lakes.-^-The principal lakes, or, as they are

generally termed in Ireland, loughs^ are Neagh * and
Erne, in Ulster; Allen, Uee, and Derg, on the line

of the Shannon; Corrib in Galway; another Lough
Derg, near Lough Erne; and the Lakes of Killarney,

in Kerry, celebrated for the great beauty of their

scenery.

6. Rivers,—The principal rivers are the Shannon,
which flows into the Atlantic by Limerick; the Bar-
row, Nore, and Suire, which unite, and fall into

Watcrford haven; the Bann, which flows through
Lough Neagh; the Boyne, which passes Drogheda;
the Black Water, which falls into Youghall harbour;

the LiiFey, which flows through Dublin ; the Slaney,

which falls into Wexford harbour; the Foyle, which
passes Londonderry; the Lagan, which falls into the

sea at Belfast; and the Lee, which passes Cork.f
7. Chief lowns.—The principal cities and towns

are Dublin, Cork, Limerick, Belfast, Waterford,

Drogheda, Londonderry, and Galway.:]:

8. Clhnate and Soil.—The cliipate of Ireland is mild, but va-

riable, and is more moist than that of Britain. The soil is in

general rich and fertile, and the pastures excellent.^ «

* 4. 1/>iiKh Neai;h is the largest lake in the United Kingdom, being abont 93
miles Ion); and 12 broad, and having a surface of more than ^000 acres, or nearly
ISO square miles, I'etritled wood Is often found in this lake, and the ai^oiniDg
country.

f 6. The Shannon hgis a course of more than 170 miles, and Is larger than any
river in Uritaid. It is navigable for vessels of considerable burden to Limerick,
which is upwards of 60 miles from the sea. The fiovne is remarkable for the vic-
tory gaineo on its banks near Drogheda, in 1600, by wiUiam III. over James II.

t r>. In point of size, Dublin is the second city in the United Kingdom i having
a populiitiun of U'/tfiAi. It is finely situated, and is remarkable for the IteHuty of
its public buildings, Cork has an immense trade in the export of provisions i nu
fewer, it is supposed, tlian 100,000 head of cattle being annually slaughtered and
salted between the months of August and January. Its population is 100JM8.
Limerick has a population of £0,040, and its chief trade it in proviaioni. Tho
population of Belfast, in IH^i, wtis upwards of 37,000) and, if to this the population
of the suburb of Ballymacarrett were added, the amount would exceed 40,000. Tbo
town has since rapidly increasid, und the population at present io probably fVom
4<>,000 to M),U(X). It has an extensive trade in linen, provisions, American produce,
&o. ; and is a well-built, fluuriKliing town. M aterfora has a population or 38,079,
and is much engnged in the provision trade. The population of Kilken.iy is 2),3H0,

of Drogheda lH,118, and ot lierry 10,071. The amounts of population above stated
are according to the census of I8il.

• I 7. The mojstness of tlie climate Is thought to arise iVom the vapour :»lliieh la

eaiTird, by the pievuiling westerly winds, trom the Atlantic. The rain and d*:t,v

which are thus produced, prevent the ground from being pturohed in such a dcK>c«
as it iVequently is in England i and produce those excellent postures, and that per-
petual verdure, fur which Ireland ia w remarkable

edu

In]
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0. Pro(ftMA*->The principal prbductioos are» vast qiiaatitiel

of cattle, butter, and pork. Much' grain and potatoes are alao

produced; and, by better cultavation, the quantity might be
greatly increased. Iron is found in inany districts; also marble
and limestone.* .

10. Popidalion.—^By the census of 18^1, the population wai
nearly seven mi[lions.f

11. Manufactwret and Commerce.'^The principal and most
valuable manufacture of Ireland is linen, the chief seat of which
is in the north. Considerable quantities of cotton are manufac-
tured, particularly about Belfast; and beautiful silk goods are
manufactured in Dublin. These articles, with provisions of
various kinds, form the principal exports; and most of the direct

cqmmerce of the qountry is with Great Britain and America.
13. Collegetf Learning, 4rc.-^The only university in Ireland is

Trinity College, Dublin; but there are colleges in Mayuooth,
Belfast, and Carlow. Education has been greatly neglected,

particularly among the lower classes; it is now beginning, how-
ever, to be much mor« attended to.±

13. Religion.—The established religion in Ireland i& the same
as in England, and the churches of the two countries are united.

In Ireland there are four archbishops, those of Armagh, Dublin,

Cashel, and Tuam; and eighteen bishops. The great majority

of the people, however, are Boman Catholics; and there are

.many others who are not connected with the Established

Church, particularly Presbyterians.^

14. Character, (Jc.—The lower Irish are considered a lively,

shrewd people, and warm in their attachments and antipathies.

% 8. Gold has been found, in eonsiderable quantitiei, in county Wicklowi silver

in Antrim, Tipperary, and Sligoi and copper in Cork, Kerry, and Wicklow. Coal
has been found in several places t but not in such quantity or kind, as yet, as to be
of much advantage to the country at large. Marble la |bvM priacipally io K^lkfnny
andOalway. -,,*' ')t' i r» i i r ' -

+ a According to the returns, G,84G,MflL
''" ^'•' " *'*-' '.'---

X 10. Trinity College, founded in the reign of Elizabeth, is the most flouriihinf;

and extensive seminary in Ireland. Maynooth is supported by a parliamentary
grant; and has for its object the education of clergymen for the Roman Catholio
church. Carlow has the same object The Institution of Belfkst was established
by public subsoripUom and afforda extensive courses of lectures, with correspond-
ing examinations, on Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Logic and Belles Lettres, Mori^l
Philosophy and Metaphyslm, Mathematics, Natural Philosophy, Theology, Ana-
tomy, and other subjects. Tnis seminary is open to persons or all religious denomi'.
nations, and is adopted in particular by the Presbyterians of Ireland as a place of
education for their clergy. It has alto a aeries of schools for the primary branches
of education, and for langnages, ancient and modem. It was opened for teacbiug
In 1814. Its College department is supportrd by a grant flrom parliament

Notwithstanding the disadvantages under which the inhabitants of Ireland have
long laboured, in respect to education, and to opnortunities for calling their sbilitiea

into exertion, many of them have attained high aistinction for talents and learnins.
Of these it may be suindent to mention ifsher, Boyle, W«re, Farouhar, Swift,
Steele, Hntcheson, Berkeley, Goldsmith, Burke, Hlieriaan, Curran, and Orattan.

I II. The Presbyterians art chiefly seated in Ulster) and most of them are d«>
inended (Vnm l4cotch settlrr*. who emltrrated to Ireland in the reigns of James |.

Charles I and Charles II. They are divided into dilfercnt parties, as in Scotland
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In muay instances, howeter^ tbciy eomtftit acts ofturbulence and
oruelty, arising from bad education and habits. These, it is to bft

hoped, will gntdui^iy yiehi to the active meanS) now employ^
by diftrent parties^-fortbe improvemeo^'ef the population.*

15. Cttrt(Mt^«.—The most remarkable naturat curiosity is the
Oiant^s Causeway, at the northera exusietoitjrof county Antrim.
Curious round towers, of great antiqui^, are found in many
|mrts of the Icinedom, the-uses of which are unknown.

16. Inktnd Aat)^^to»i—The principal canat»-are the Royal
and Grand Canals, from Dublin to the Shannon y and the canals

^om Lough Neagh to Belfbstaml Newry,
17. Repretenkaion tn FafUamerU.—By the act of Union, the

temporal peers of Irelandf elect 28 of their own number for

life, to represent them in the house of lords} in which also one
of the archbishops, and three of the bishops^ have seats bv
annual rotation. In the house of commons, there are 100 Irish

members; two for each of the thirty-two counties, two for the

city of Dublin,one for Trinity College, two for the city of Cork,
and one for each of thirty-one cities and boroughs.

18. Historical Sketch.—In the reign of Henry II. Ireland was
annexed to the English crown. James I. introduced colonies

from England and Scotland, caused justice to be regularly ad-

ministered, and promoted civilization and general improvement.
In 1641, in the reign of Charles I. Ireland, as well as England,
was involved in a ciril war, which was terminated by Cromwell.
At the Revolution in 1688, the Catholics supported James II.

in opposition to his successor, William III. : the latter, however,
was nnally successful In 1782 the British parliament surren-

dered their claim to controul or modify the decisions of the
parliament of Ireland. In 1798 thei'e was a rebellion, which
was soon suppressed { and, at the beginning of the present cen-

tury, the Union of Great Britain and Ireland took place, from
which time Ireland has ceased to have a separate legislature.

In 1829, the Roman Catholics of the United Kingdom were
relieved from the disabilities to which they had been previously

subject on account of their religion.

Their numben ore rapposwl to be about equal to thoie at' the mtabHthed ehurch,
and the number of their congregations ii between three and fbnr hundred.

'

The binhoprics in the established church are at follows! Under the arehhhbop
' ' *

'"----
• -iiotjjer, (3) Down and

7) DromofB and Chm-
. . , igfalin and Ferns, (9)

Ossoryi under the archbishop of Cashrl, (1 limerick, ArdAsn, and Aihadoe, (8)
Waterford and Usmore, (3) Cork and Rots. 4} Cloyne, (5) Killaloe and Kilflmorat
and under the arehhisbopof Tuam, (I) Elpn n, (9) Clonnrt and Kihnaoduagh, (3)
Kiilala and Achoary. 'flie Roman Catholics bare, In their chnnh, abont the tame
aumber of difuitaries, under the same titles.

• 13. The ancient Irish languam, which is'oonsidered the best preterTed dialect

of the Celtic, is very generally spMen by the Roman Catholics, who are descended
tram the original innabitants of the country i and many of whoa, in tbfe reiaoter

tistriets, are unacquainted with English.

f 13. The temporal peers of Ireland an nearly 330 in number. ~~ <--<^<w>'
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Whftt sre the northern counties of Ireland? The aoutfaem? The extern? The
western? What are the inland counties? What are the distances, by the soak
air the map, fi^om Athh>ne to Oablin, Belfiut, Cork, and Sligo? From Limericli

to Cork and Londonderry ? Through what places does the shortest route fiom
the Giant's Causeway toKillarney pass? What are the latitudes a,ad k>U)p«

tudes of Belfast, Dubun, Limerick, Cork, and WOiterford ?

IX.-JFRANCE.

1. Boundaries.—France is bounded on the south

by the Mediterranean and the Pyrenees; on the west,

by the Bay of Biscay; on the north-west, by the

English Channel; on the north-east, by the Nether-

lands; and oQ the east, by Germiuiy* Switzerland,

and Italy.* _.. v .
• -^ . .-,... j .: . .. /

2. Divisions.—France was formerly divided into

large parts, called provinces; but in' 1790 it was
divided into smaller portions, named departments.^

These divisions are as follows:

Quetfions on the Abtet to .Section VIIL
1. What are the extreme latitudes and longitudes of Ireland? Its length and

breadth ? Its content ?

3. What are the heights of some of the prineipal Iri^h mountains? What is the

situation of the principal bogs of Ireland ? What is their extent ?

4. What are the dimensions of Lough Neagh?
6. What are the populations of tne principal towns In Ireland ? For wha( is

Dublin remarkable? What constitutes the chief tiude cf Cork? Wliat
cattle are slaughtered in it? What trade has Beltast?

8. Where have minerals been found in Ireland ?

10. What is the principal seminary in Ireland ? What is the object of Maynootli
College? What is taught in the Belfast Institution? Who were some uf
the roost distinguished tnen produced in Ireland?

11. Where nre the Presbyterians chiefly seated? What is their origin? Tlie num>
ber of their congregation!* ?

MS, What is the number ofthe Irish temporal peen?

\ A

lit

* I. The inland boundary of Franee, except where it is formed by the Pyrenees,
has been subjiect to great Tarlatioas, according to the fortune of war. At present,

it commences seven or eight miles east of Dunkirk, and passes between Lille and
Toiimay, and between Valenciennes and Mons. It then crosses the MeuM, a little

north of Givet; and, turning first southward and thea eastward, it passes a littfo

north of Sedan, crosses the Moselle at Sierek, and reaches the Rhine about the

forty-ninth degree of latitude. The boundary then coincides with the lihine as far

as theTioinity of Basil t after which it passes south-westerly, between lake Neiif-

ohatel and Mount Jura, and a little west of Geneva ( then, fallowing the course of
the Rhone for ahout >10 miles, and crossing the Isera, it reaches the Mediterranean
at the mouth of the Var.

France it sitnated between the parallels of 4S <* 99* and 51 o s* north, and between
4* 49* west, and H" 1^ east longitnde; and its length and breadth are each nearly
tno miles. Its surfkce is supposed to be about 300,000 square miles.

f 9. The departments are named chiefly tnm rivers and mountains, ft is prope*
to retain the ancient divisions, Arom the frequeut nftranoes to them, particularly la
history.
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PROVINCES. DEPARTMENTS. CHIEF TOWNS.

(Ille and Villaine . Rennes " ^ .r*'

'

North Coast . .St. Brieux
Morbihan .... Vannes
Finisterre Quimper
Lower Loire . . Nantes v.

r Lower Seine « . Rouen
y Calvados .... Caen

Normandy < « . .< The Channel . . Coutancea

,iri.c,- ;.-. Avu,>^ fOrne Alen9on , ..Hi v •

. .; 4 ^Eyre Evreux t ..,i. .]a

Picardy ,•.'. Somme Amiens ' ^' k\

French Flanders . North Lille, Douay ^^

'

Artois Strait of Calais . Arras ^
'

Anjou. .<•... Mayenne & Loire Angers „, ,,",^.;

Maine igarthe Le Man^ ^ "

\ Mayenne .... Laval ^^

y* Seine PARIS
1 Seine and Oise . Versa iLLsa

Isle of France . I Oise Beauvais
i Ahne , Laon
^ Seine and Marne Melun , , .,

r Vendue Fontenay le Comte
Poitou ^ Two Sevres . . . Niort

(Vienne Poitiers

Touraine Indre and Loir . Tours

f Loiret Orleans

Qrleapois ^Eure and Loir . Chartres

f Loire and Cher . Blois ^f<

fMarne ...... Ch&Ions, Rheima

rho«,«a««« J Ardennes . . . , M^zidre
Champagne, .,.^^^^g ^^^^^^

, / (^Upper Murne . . Chaumont
•'"' •^•'' ( Meuse Bar sur Ornaiii

T »•».:«<> J Moselle Metz
>**"*'^® iMeurthe Nancy

LVosgcs Epinal * .^^J
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.
I f Upper Rhine . « • Colmar

^^^^^ 1 Lower Rhine . , . Strasbourg .u

Rest of Saintonge,
>charente • . . Angouleme

with Angoumois >
°

- - , ( Upper Vienne . . Limoges
Marche

-jcreuse Guerit

,Q findre Cliateauroux
^^"y

"jCher .*. . Bourgea

Nivernois Ni^vre Nevers

'Yonne Auxerre
Cote d'Or ..... Dijon ^ ;'

,,

Sadne and Loire . Macon ' '}

,,, , ^ . ,. |_Ain Bourg

( Upper Sadne . . . Vesoul
tranche Conipt6 . ^ Doubs Besan^on

.>M ) *• '
t . !ii1 (jura Lons le Saunier

Limousin Correze Tulle < > -v-

Bourbonnois . . . Allier Moulins

. ^ f Puy de D6me . . Clermont
^"^^•^g"^

icantal St. Flour

Bourgogne, or

- Burgundy .

Lyonnois

s

• l-vim

'
f Rhdne Lyons or Lyon

*
\ Loire « Monbrison

I
^Dordogne Perigueux

;^.J' i Gironde Bordeaux

Guienne and Gas- 1 J'^J
*"^ ^"^°""^ *

^&f"
cozne or Ga8-<

Cahors

„^°„ \ Aveiron Rhodez ,).

*^^"3^ iGers Auch
I Landes ...... Mont de Marsan

'• '^ ^Upper Pyr6n6es . Tarbe

County of Foix . , Arriege ...... Tarascon, Foix

B6arn . ^ • • . < . Lower Pyr6n6es « Pau, Buyonne

^ >; r7 .,
f, H. P^ )

^Upper Garonne .Toulouse ?[»>
«! >uuf ,,in ,j • I

y^mjg Carcassone
— "—

—

I Tarn Alby, Castrcs
' r «««,.*^«* '* J Gard ....... Nismes
tanguedoc

^ ^ozere Mende
r ^ I

Ard^che Privas

'^il
i

.

f Upper Loire . . . Le Puy
lifi^ • ^Herault Montpellier I

ii
f'li

im

i

' i

i
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Dauphin^

FRANCE.

DEPARTMENTS. CRIIjlP TOWNS.

Drdme . , Valence
( Upper Alps .... G.ap

io6 . . . .•<

(is^re « Grenoble
^^'''^

Rousillon East Pyr^n^es t • . Perpignan

County ofVenaissinVaucIuse Avignon

i

Mouths ofthe Rhone Aix,MABSEiLLjl
Lower Alps .... Digne
Var Toulon •

•

3. Islands,—The principal islands belonging to

France, are Ouessant or Ushant, Belleisle, Noirmou*
tier, Re, and Oleron, off the western coast; and the

d'Hicres, near Toulon.

4. Seaports.—Dunklrk, Calais, Boulc^e, Dieppe,

Havre de Grace, Cherbourg, St. Malo, on the Eng-
lish Channel; Brest, on the Atlantic; L'Orient,

Quiberon, Nantes, Rochelle, Rochefort^ Bordeaux,
Bayonne, on the Bay of Biscay; and Marseille, Tou-
lon, Frejus, on the Mediterranean.

5. Mountains,—France is in general a level coun-
try, particularly the northern and western parts.

The chief mountains, besides the Alps and Pyrenees,

are the Cevennes, west of the Rhone; the Vosges,

near the Rhine; and Mount Jura, near Switzer-

land.* ' '

6. Rivers.—^The rivers are, the Loire, which flows

through the middle, and the Garonne through the

south of France, into the Bay of Biscay; the Rhone,
a rapid river, which flows through the Lake of Ge-
neva, and then southward into the Mediterranean;

the Seine, which flows north-westerly by Paris, and
falls into the English Channel; the Somme, which

• 3. The top of Mont Perdu, on* of the highest of the Pyrenees, it upwards of
11,000 feet above the leTel of the sea. The highest summits of these mountains am
corered with perpctnal snow; and seawhetls have been found near their tops. Tha
Pyrenees have glaciers and avalanches, or lavanges, like those of the Alps, which
will be mentioned hereafter. The length of the chain of the Pyrenees is 813 miles.

The highest of the Cevennes is Httle more than tOOO feet high ; and none of tba
nmmits of Jura, or the Vosges, have so great a height About one eighth of th*
surface of France is covered with tbrests.

in
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falls into the same sea, north-east of the Seine; and
many others.* ., . .:, . . .

,^.m..

7. Canals.—Tfle principal canals ' ^, that of Lan-
guedoc, which opens a passage from the Mediterra-

nean to the Atlantic; that of Burgundy, which joins

the Loire and the Saone; and those of Briare and
Orleans, which unite the Loire and Seine.f

8. Towns.—The principal cities and towns are

Paris, Lyons, Marseille, Bordeaux, Toulon, Rouen,
Toulouse, Nantes, I^ille or Lisle, and Versailles.:!:

9. Colonies.—^The French had formerly extensive

colonies in different parts of the world; but most of

them were lost in wars with England. They have
now Corsica, a few islands in the West IndieS;, and
part of Guiana. '^*' '^- '-^-^^ v;^-

' t 7;7: '^T"

10. Climate and /Sot/.—The climate of much of France, espe-

cially the middle and south, is considered fine, and very favour-

able to health. The heat in summer, however, and the cold

in winter, are in most places greater than in the British islands.

* 4. The Garonne and Dordogne unite near Bordeaux; and, from thence to tbe
sea, their united stream is called the Gironde. The Loirt receives in its.coursp the
Sarthe, Loir, one of the Sevres, the Crease, Indre, Cher, and Allier. The Garonne
receives the Gers, Lot, and Tarn; the Rhone is increased bv the Sadne, Isere,

Drome, Ain, Ardeche,and Durance; and the Seine receives the Oise, Eure, wai
Yonne. The valleys, which are watered by some of the French rivers, {Murticularly

the Loire, Seine, and Rhone, are extremely rich and beautiAil. France has no lake*
of^mportance.

+ 5. The canal of I^ngnedoo, one of the great works of the reign of Louis XIV.
is IfiO miles long, 6 feet deep, and 60 broad. It was flnished in 1681 ; and had em*
ployed 1S,000 men, ibr <>ftcen years, in its construction^ Itco8t£l,aOO,OUO; and
the-«nnnal expense of keeping it in repair is £13,U00.

t 6. The population of none of these is under 50,000. Th«it ofP^s wm 715,000
in 1817, and is now perhaps 800,000. Before the Revolution, Lyons contained
150,000 inhabitants, a number which was reduced to 75,000 by the ruin to which
the city was then subjected. It h^s, however, been flist recovering, aftd in 1890 tt
contained 1SO,000 inhabitants. The population of Bordeaux nearly equals, and that
of Marseille exceeds 100,000. Faris » remarkable for the beauty and splendour of
its public buildings, several of whioh exceed the finest in London. Iwme of th*
principal are the palaces of the TuiUeries, and Luxembourg; the Loavre, which ia

used as a repository for objects of ta>t« a^d art; and the Aoreh of Notre E^mn
The houses in Paris are built of Aveatoqe, taken fh>m beneath the city. The sub*
terraneui excavations, thus formed, are used at cataoombs, or repositories for th«
dead, Several of the streets are magniocent; but, in geoentl, they are not furnished
with sidepaths for foot-passengers.

Other considerable towns are Rouen, Nantes, Strubourg, and Orleans. The last
of these is a very ancient town; deriving its name from the Roman emperor Aui»>
lian, by whom it was founded, or rather restored. The stMple of the cathedral oi
Strasbourg rises tu the great height <^ 574 feet The clock of this cathedral is e»*
tronely curious, showing the motions of the earth and planets, aad theincrsase aai
decrease of the moon: the dayof the month is pointed out by a statoai ea«h hour ii
announced by a golden eock, and struck on the bell by um n^U while anothar
turns an hour-gluss as soon as the clock has flnished striking: tfai quarters «n •!••
struck, the first by a child with an apple, the second by a youth with aa aovir. th»
third by a man with a tipatajT, and the fourth by aa old man with a cant.
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Many parts are fertile; but, in general, the system of agriculture

is not good.*

1 1. Produce, Animals, and Minerals.—Different kinds of grain,

and excellent wines, are some of the most important produc-

tions of the country. Besides hqrses, black cattle, and sheep,

there are wolves, bears, wild boars, and serpents of various kinds.

France is rich in minerals, particularly lead, coal, and iron.

12. Population, 4rviy, and JVa»y.—The population is supposed

to be nearly 30 millions, and the standing array is about 150,000.

The navy, compared with that of Britain, is inconsiderable.f

13. Govemment.-r-A.t the restoration of the Bourbon family,

in 1814, a new system of government was established, which

nearly resembles the government of Britain, in its general out-

line and character.;}:

14. Manufactures and Commerce.—The chief manufactures of

France are woollens, silks, linens, laces, hardware, cotton goods,

and porcelain. During the Revolution, the commerce of France,

which was formerly very extensive, was nearly annihilated; but

it is now beginning to recover.

15. Learning, «$-£.—France has produced many men of great

talents and learning. The instruction of the peasantry, which
"Was never well attended to, was almost entirely neglected during

* 7. In the western parts, near the Bay of Biscay, the climate is vei'y iLoist In
the department of Finisterre, there is nearly a constant mist; and at Krest and
Morlaix, it rains almost incessantly. In all the countries south of the Loire, there

are often most destructive storms of hail and rain. These, it is computed, annually
damage a tenth part of the produce of the south of France; and a single storm of
this Iwmd has been known to sweep across aq entire zone of the kingdom, and to do
ii^jury to the amount Of some millions. In France the harvest usualTv bedns, in the
nortL^ about the IJOth qt 25th of July; and in the soutli, about the end of June.

+ 8. In 1794, during the revolutionary war, tht? French army consisted of
1,400,000 men; and in 1812, in the zenith m Napoleon's power, there was a standi
ing army of 1,200,000;—amounts, perhaps, unequalled in ancient or modem times.

At the period of the Revolution, we Frencn fleet consisted of 73 men of war and 67
Irigate^ besides smaller vessels ; and many millions were expended on it during the

war. It was nearlv annihilated, however, by Britain ; the loss, from the commence*
ment of the war till the peace of Paris in 1814, having been 97 men of war, 219
frigates, and many other vessels.

t 9. There are, as in Britdn, two houses of legislature; the chamber of peers,

and the chamber of deputies; the former corresponding to the honse of lords, and
the latter to the house of commons. No law ran be made without the concurrenoa
of the king and both bouses. The king proposes the law; but the houses have the
|Hrivilej[« oTentreating the king to propose it, and to suggest to him the points which
they think it should coni tin. If both houses agree, the proposition is laid before
the king. He may reject it, however; and in that case it oannot be again proposed
during the same session.

The peers are appointed by the king, either for life, or their dignity is made hered>
itarvj and their number is unlimited. They have a deliberative voice at the age
of tnutr. The princes of the blood are peers by birth ; but have seats in the Cham-
bcr, only ii) virtue of an order fh)m the ling, each session. No deputy is admitted
ander forty, nor unless he pay dfarect taxes to the amount of 1000 livres; and no
person nnder thirty can vote for deputies, nor unless he pay 300 livres in direct

taxes. The deliberationB of the peers are secret; those of the deputies public: the
Utter, however, may render theirs private, on the demand of five members.
Judges in the courts of law are appointed by the king; and he can pardon offinwes,

and commute panisbment*. Trials are conducted by Juries.
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the revolutionary wars; and, in consequence of this, nearly two
thirds of the population can neither read nor write. During
the ascendancy of Napoleon, the mathematical sciences were

cultivated with the utmost care, and with extraordinary suc-

cess.*

16. Beligion.—The religion of the state is by law the Roman
Catholic, and the great majority of the people are of that reli-

gion; but, according to the constitution agreed to by Louis

XVIII. at his restoration, other sects are tolerated, and all

Frenchmen are equally admissible to civil and military employ-
luents.-}-

1 7. Character, ^c,—The French are in general sprightly, and
fond ofamusement; ingenious and polite; and strongly influenced

by a lov6 of distinction and glory.;(

" 'n

^ j2

* 10. Befo-e the Revolution, there were 30 universities in France; one of the
principal of which, partioularl^ in theology, was the Sorbonne, in Paris. Theat)
were overturned at the Revolution; and, after some time, a new. system of educa-
tion was planned, and partly carried into effect This system was admirably fitted

for the promotion of science, particularly in its application to engineering, and
every thing connected with military tactics; bat was little calculated for the ad-
vancement of general literature. At present there are 96 universities, or, as they
are called, academies. There are also 36 fyeSa, or royal colleges; 6 Jfaatltes, and
41 schools of theology; and, of late, many sohools have been established on the sys-

tems of Lancaster and Bell. Of tne distinguished men produced in Fiance, may
be mentioned Calvin, SuUy, :,es Cartes, PucaL Maasillon, Fenelon, Ponssin, Vol-
taire, and Laplace; also, Coruuille, Racine, Moliere, Bossuet, Bouroalone, Saurin,
Fermat, Clairault, D'Alembert, Rollin, Buffon, and many others.

f II. Since the period of the Reformatioii, France has always contained a coa-
•iderable number of Protestants. These have, at different times, suffered severe
persecutions. At the massacre of St Bartholomew's day, on flie S41ji of April, 157^
ninety thousand Protestantswere sacrificed in France, in the most insioious uid
cruel manner. After various smuggles, the ftmous Edict of Nantes was passed, in
IA96, by Henry IV. in favour of the Protestants, which secured to them liberty of
oooscience and civil rights. After many infiringements of this edict, itwas formally
revoked, in 1685^ by Louis XIV. This event gave rise to an active and severe per-
secution, in which great numbers lost their lives; and above M0,000 of tie roost

industrious and valuable inhabitants were driven into exile, to the lasting injury of
franoe, and to the great advantage of Britain and other countries in which they

settled, and where they introduced and established several manufactures before
unknown. Since that time the Protestants have been often exposed to severe treat-
ment; but they are now, in principle, tolerated and protected under the new con-
stitution. Their present number is about two millions.

The number of Catholic nrchbishops is 18, and of bishops 74. Since the. Revo-
lution, these have no voice or seat in the house of peers. The nomination of all

clenymen, whether Catholic or Protestant, belongs to the crown.
Soon after the Aommenoement of the Revolution, amid the frenzy and impiety of

the time, the Christian religion was formally abolished in France, and all the reve-
nue and property of the church were seized by government The priests were sub-
jected to a severe persecution ; in which, between 1792 and 1795, nearly 3000 wen.
put to death, and about :30,000 were obliged to save themselves by flight These
proecvdings were followed up by the consecration of Rtaton, as an obiect of wor-i
ship ; and a festival in honour of her was celebrated in the cathedral of Paris. For
some years, one impiety succeeded another; till Bonaparte, ir 1800, re-established
the Roman Catholic religion, with toleration for others; and in that state, matters
eoDtinne to be at present

t IS. The religious and moral feelings und principles of the people were greatly
affected by the iireligion and general laxity of the Revolutionary times; and the
effects, thus produced, may be expected to be long felt, particularly on a people
liaturaaly and h»*<:luaily lively. Even the sanguinary scenes of the Revolntion were
unable to check the universal love of amusement At that timC) S4 theatiea were
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18i CurumiieSt^c.'^^ln Foix there is a natural cavern capable

of containing 2000 men. The cascade of Oavarnee, in the

Pyrenees, is said to be 1266 feet in height. The fountain of
Vaucluse, celebrated by Petrarch, presents, in its ordinary state,

a great many little streams issuing from the bottom of a rock

600 feet high; but, in spring, it becomes a vast cascade, from
the melting of the snows.

19. ^istoruxd Sketeh."^¥rwace was subdued, about 60 years

before Christ, by the Romans under Julius Caesar, and long

continued to be i province of the empire. In 481 Clovis laid

the foundation of the French monarchy^ and in 496 introduced

Ghristiaiiity. In 768 Charles, son of Fepin, became king; i^nd,

from his success iii war, was called Charlemagne, or Charles

the Great. He greatly extiended his dominions^ and founded
the German empire, which was soon separated from France.

In 987 Hugh Capet supplanted the reignmg fantily, and made
himself king. Among the succeeding events in French history,

may be mentioned the wars with Edward III. and Henry V. of
England, which were so disastrous to France, that, in the for-

mer war, John, the French monarch, was made prisoner; and,

in the latter, on the death of Henry V. his son Henry VI. was
crowned king of France. The English, however, soon lost all

they had acquired, and Charles VII. recovered the throne of
his ancestors. The reign of Henry 'IV. of Bourbon, called

Henry the Great, commenced in 1597, and contributed much
to the prosperity of the kingdom. He was assassinated in 1608.

Louis AlV. begaa to rdgn in 1648, at the age of five years, and
died in 1715. la his reign, France made great advances in lite-

rature and science, and assumed a high rank among the nations

at Europe. In 1780, the ancient government was overturned

by one of the most remarkable revolutions on record. The
kmg, Louis XVI. was beheaded in 1793, and a republic estab-

lished, which in its turn was subverted; and Napoleon Bona-
parte, a Corsican, became the supreme ruler of the nation,

under the title of Urst Consul, in 1799; and then of Emperor,
in 1804. At length, the ancient royal line was restored in 1814,

in the person of Louis XVIII. when Bonaparte was obliged to

abdicate the throne, and retire to the islana of Elba. Having
escaped from this retreat in 1815, he made an unsuccessful

attempt to recover his former power; and, aftier the famous
III II II " •"

twA In Pftrto eveiv nirfit, find were nutterously attended; and persona of every
firoe of life, tnm chlldnood to oldMe, spent a great part of tbeir leuoie hours, par>

ticnlulj on Sunday, in dancing, ^^o these scenes of pleasure, which were allowed

Id nsnrb sneh a portion of valuable time, in so unprofitable a manner, and mora
ea|ieciaJly on tlut day which should be sacred to better objects, may be added
gming, an* Tarious uads of debacMham wMch prevailed in Paris to a degree, not
aonalled, fwrtaus, in any otlter phM. Such, however, were the spirit and habits

of the peoj^, that one of the most unpopular acts of Louis XVIII. before thentom
pf Bonapsatfrfkwn: EHm^ was an attempt to cause the shops to be closed on Bundaya
pad holydavi^ and to uak» the days be observed witii external decency.
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battle of Waterloo, he surrendered to the prince regent of

£ngland, and was sent a prisoner to St. Helena, where he died

in 1S21. ,

' > Exercises on the Map of France. •- .?M>y ,
.)•'

What parts of France lie east of the Rhone ? Measure the distances from Paris to

Calais, Dieppe, Rheims, and Dijon. What are the latitudes and loneitudes of

Paris, Lyons, and Marseille i What proportion of the boundary of France is

seacoast? What parts of France are on the parallel of 4a°? What on tbn

meridian of Greenwich ?

1.1 i-'i'.iiJ-

r-^tri

X.—SPAIN. / 1.

1. Boundaries,—Spain is bounded on the north by
the Bay of Biscay, and the Pyrenees; on the east, by
the Mediterranean; on the south, by the Mediterra-

nean, the Strait of Gibraltar, and the Atlantic; and
on the west, by the Atlantic and Portugal.* ' •

''

2. Divz'seoTi^.—^pain is divided into 14 provinces;

Qfiettiora on the Notes to Section IX.

I. What are the extreme latitudes and longitudes of France? Its length and
breadth ? Its content?

6. What is the height of Mont Perdu ? What has been found near the tops of the
Pyrenees ? What proportion of France is coyeredi<with forests i'

5. What are the dimensions of the Canal of Langnedoc? When was it finished?

How many men were employed in its construction, and how long ? What
did it cost ? What is the expense of keeping it in repair ?

6. How many towns in France have 50,000 inhabitants or upwards ? What is the
population of Paris ? For what is Paris remarkable ? What is the popu>
lation of Lyons? How high is the steeple of the cathedral of Strasbourg ?

Describe the clock in that cathedral.

8. What were the amounts of the French army in 1794 and 1812 ? Of what did
the French fleet consist at the Revolution ? What was the amount of its

losses in the late war?
9. How are laws proposed in France ? How are peers appointed ? What are the

qualifications necessary to entitle a person to be a deputy? What are the

qualifications of voters for deputies?
10. How many universities were in France before the Revolution? How many

are there now ? What was the character of the system of education estah-

lished after the Revolution ? Who were some of the most distinguished men
that have been produced in France ?

11. Give a sketch of the history of the French Protestants. Have the French
bishops and archbishops seats in the house of peers? By whom are the
clergy nominated? What was done respecting the Christian religion in
France after the Revolution? How were the priests treated ? What was
done in respect to HeosonV How were matters finally settled by Bonaparte ?

IS. What efiiect was produced on the moral and relificus principles of the people by
the Revolution? In what amusements were the people very generally
employed at that time ?

* 1. Spain lies between the paiaUela of 35° 57' and 43« 44' north ; and between
SOS' east, and 9o IS' west longitude. Its length, from Cape Creux to Cape Ortegal,
is about 640 miles; its breadth, firom the Strait of Gibraltar to Cape de Ponaa,
about 630 miles; and it oohtains A sorfoce of nearly 230,000 square mllei.
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which, with some of their principal subdivisions, are

as follows: ^ ' ^- >^ '

FOUR NORTH.

PROVINCES. SUBDIVISIONS. « v*
> CHIEF TOWNS.

Galicia * , , , Santiago, Lugo

Asiuriaa
iOviedo . . . Oviedo < r;

Asiunas . .

^ santiiiana ^ , Santillana

( Guipuzcoa . Tolosa, St. Sebastian

Biscay. . .-^ BiscayProper Bilboa

( Alava .... Yittoria

Navarra Pampeluna, Tudela

lOUR EAST.

Arragon Saragossa, Huesca ^"

Catalonia Barcelona, Tarragona, Tortosa

V^alencia Valencia, Alicant . ;•<,«'

Murcia . Murcia, Cartagena

... TWO SOUTH.

Granada Granada, Malaga
( Seville • . . Seville, Cadiz, Gibraltar

Andalusia . < Cordova . . . Cordova

i Jaen Jaen <

FOUR MIDLAND. ••
'

'" rSalamanca . Salamanca, Ciudad Rodrigo

f

.

jZamora . . . Zamora
Leon

-Jpalencia . . Palencia :
;

'

( Toro .... Toro

{Burgos . Burgos
Segovia . . . Segovia

Soria .... Soria

Valladolid . Valladolid, Tordesillas ;

>.; .:- . I^Avila .... Avila

Madrid * . . Madrid, Escurial

Toledo . . . Toledo

NewCastile<^
L^ISSichk ! Ciud"a?Real *- -i

Guadalaxara Quadalaxara

Molina . . . Molina

Estremadura Badajos, Alcantara
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8. Islands.—Majorca^ Minorca, Iviza or Ivi^a, and
Fromentera, in the Mediterranean.*

4. Seaports and Bays,—^Passages, Bilboa, Santan«

der, Ferrol, Corunna (called by English seamen, the

Groyn), Vigo, Cadiz, Gibraltar, Malaga, Almeria,

Cartagena, Alicant, Valencia, Muryiedro,f Tortosa,

Tarragona, Barcelona, Mataro.

5. Capes.—Ortegal, Finisterre, Trafalgar, De Ga-
la, De Palo, St. Sebastian.

6. MourUainSi Sfc.
—^The principal mountains of

the peninsula of Spain and Portugal, are the Santil-

lanos, or Sierra of Biscay and Asturias, a continua-

tion of the Pyrenees; the Sierra de Estrella, and
its continuation, the Castilian Mountains; the Sierra

de Toledo; the Sierra Morena; and the Sierra Ne-
vada.:):

7. Rivers.—Tlie Tajo or Tagus, Duero, Guadiana,
Guadalquivir, Minho, and £bro.§

8. Chief Ihwns.—Madrid, Barcelona, Seville, Va-
lencia, Granada, Cadiz, Saragosi^a, Salamanca, and
Gibraltar.il

9. Colonies.—The principal remains of the former

* S. These an often called the Balearic Islei. The principal towna are, in
Majorca, Paldiai in Minorca, Ciudadella and Port Mahon i and the chief town of
Iviza is of the sAme name. The city of Cadis is also in an island called Leon.

f 3. Monriedro is built on the site of the ancient Sagnntum.

t 4. In the Spanish language, the term derro )s used to denote a chain ofmonn-
tains i because their successire summits present to the eye, at a distance, the
appearance of a saw, the name for which, in Spanish, is iktrm. The mountains of
the peninsula consist chiefly of such chains, disposrd in nmily parallel directions,

and extending from east to west, with a slight inclination to the south-west Home
peaks of the Sierra Nevada, or Snowy Mountains, are higher than any mountains
In Europe, except the Alpt. Venletta and Mulhacen, in particular, are each nearly
18,000 fet high.

-, F- .

I 5. The Ebro flows south-easterly into the Mediterranean, through the north-
east of Spain. The other principal rivers of the peninsula flew in a westerly or
south-westerly direction, through the Spaces between the chains of mountains, and
discharge themselves into the Atlantio. Spain and Portugal have no lakes tL>t
merit pirtioular notlot.

II 6. The population of these towns is supposed to be as follows > Madrid, 200,000;
Bareelona, 1()0,000| Seville, Valencia, and Granada, 80,000 eachi Cadii, 70,«I0|

Saragossa, M,000| Salamanca, M,000i Gibraltar, 19.000^ exelusivii of the garriioa.
Madrid, the capital, is a handsome city, with regular streets and many magnifl*

eeat buildings t and, tnm iu elevated situation, it enjoys pure air.

Gibraltar, one of the sthragest fortretses in the Irorld, has belonged to Britnia
since 1704. Sinfie that time, it has been repeatedly besieged, but nevt>r taken. The
lut siege commenced in lin, and ended in 17(0 1 ahd is one of the most remark-
able that has ever taken plac», both fbr the magnitude and vigour of the meaas
mployed by the Hpaniaras, fbr reducing the towni and the courage and ingenaitr
displayed by the British, in iUdefknee.

f,,
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vast foreign possessious of Spain, are Cuba and Porto
Kico, in the West Indies; the Canary Isles; and some
settlements in the Philippine Islands.

10. Climatef. Soily and Produce,r^Sp9An is a warm country;

and the soil, iu many places, is rich and fertile, producing exceU
lent wtieat, barley, and other kinds of grain; besides good fruit,

oil, and wine.*

1 1. Animals and Minerals.—Spain is remarkable for its excel-

lent breeds of horses and shf>ep: and it contains various mines
of gold and silver; and of copper, lead, and tin.f

12. FapuIcUiou.—The population of Spain is very small, com-
pared with the size and fertdity of the country, being pnly eleven

or twelve millions.^

13. Army and iVotjy.—The army, in the time of peace, amounts
to about 00,000. 1 he navy was formerly considerable; but it

Bufiered severely during the late war, and is now small.

14. G'overnnifN/.—Before the late war, Spain was an absolute

monarchy. Since that time, it has undergone great changes;

and it cannot be regarded as settled at present.

* 7. Spaiu 18 not so warm an Italy, and some other oonntriei in tlie same Ltti-

tudes. This is occasiuned, on the coasts, by the influence of tlie sea; and, in the
interior, by the elevation of the conntry. The Castiles, in particular, consist of a
Cateauj or elevated plain; the ordinary height of which, above the level of the sea,

nearly 20UU teet la the aoutii, Itowover, for tliree months of the siipinier, tlie

heat is very oppressive, and produces cuiitugiuus distempers. (.>f the fruits may be
mentioned oranges, lemons, citrons, almonds, raisins, dates, and pomagraniiteH.

4 6. Some «f the sheep remain eonitaaUy in the wtne place, and are }ious«^

during the winter; these have coarse wool. Others set out in the l>eginning of

autumn, from the ooul northern districts near the Ha^ of Hiseay ; titi<<, by the middle
of winter, have reached the wanu si>utht:rn plains ot Andalusia and Estrcmadura.
After remaining there for some time, they return hontvwanl in spring i and thus, at

all times, enjoy a mild and nearly uniform tt ukpemture. These slH-ep, which air
Very small, live alwavs in the open air; and their wool is celebrated tor its tlneiiesii.

It is siiiiposed, that, in the sixteenth century, upwards of seven millions of shi-ep

went on Uiia annual migration; but, since that time, the nnmlter has diminished to

four or five millions. They constitute, collectively, what is called the m«>«(ii( and
•re composed of flocks of io,U0O each, belonging to the nohilily, and other persons
tit' power and influence, and to rich monasteries. The flock is subdivided inta ten
tribes ; and each tribe is under the care of Ave shepherds and Ave dogs, 'Ute entifs

flock ii under the sMpcrintendenoe of one man; and titere is a regular trilmnn) for

naiuging the aflairs of tlie mesta. The system has been long frit to be highly
oppressive by those who live in the line of movement, though a trifling eompenst-
tion u p»id to tbem by the proprietors ot the sbeep^., Tlie power of tlie uoblat and
other proprietors, however, nave thus (ar prevented tlie ab«)Ution of the system.

In ancient times, Snain was celebrated fur its gold and silver nines, and sup-
plied a great port uf what was iu use; but, since tlie discovery dT America, tliey

bare been neglected, in consequence of the great facility with which the pieoious
metals are procured there.

X 9. Tlic scantiness of the population !• supposed to arise Amm diflerent causes t

frinii •-ontagious fevers, in the southern parts; irom the frequency of intestine warsi
fi-oiu umigration to America; from the efleot of the uesta* in causing so much of
the land to be employed in paaturs«e; <h)m tlie givat number of unmarried eoolesl-

aetics ; and from the expulsion of the Jews and Moors. In the time of the Romane,
the population it said to have been forty or fifty millions. This statement is pro-
bab^' exaggerated ; yet, from the great amies furnished by Spain in tlie Punio wan,
tlw inbabitants nuat have been very nuaieroua. In 17tW, the number «f the olernr,
monks, and nuns, was stated to be Itki^U^Oi or one out of every llity-four of the eatin
popalation.

c
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15. Agriculture^ Manufai^urea, and Commerce.—The agricul-

ture and manufactures of Spain, though the country potigesses

great natural advantages for both, are far from being m a pros-

perous state; and its commerce is very limited.

16. JJUeraturCt ^-c—Spain has 24 universities; and yet lite-

rature, science, and the arts, are in a very low state in the

country.*

17. Reliffon.'^The established, and only tolerated religion in

Spain, is the Roman Catholic.-)'

18. Character, Sfc.—The Spaniards are represented as being

in general proud and indolent, slow in their movements, solemn

in their appearance, and moderate in eating and drinking. They
are excessively fond of bull-fights, which, however, the govern-

ment has latterly discountenanced.^

19. Historical Sket<^.—Spoin was conquered by the Cartha-

ginians, and taken from them by the Romans. The latter held

it till the decline of the Roman empire, when it was seized by
the Vandals and other tribes, and divided into several kingdomsi.

These were all united into one in 564, by Leovigiid, a leader of

the Visigoths, v'*^c made himself king. This monarchy con-

tinued till 71i w ^«? Spain was invaded by the Saracens of

Barbary ; and it > . ;) all reduced under their power, except

some of the nortl. ->* Lrftricts. The inhabitants of these parts

continued long, with various fortune, to make war against the Sa-

racens, or, as they were generally called, the Moors; and formed
some kingdoms, the boundaries of which, by subsequent success,

were graduallv enlarged. The Moors were finally conquered in

1492, under Ferdinand and Isabella, who, by their marnage, aud
by the success of their arms, united the kingdom into one mo-
narchy. In their reign, the Inquisition was established, and
America discovered. In the reign of Philip III. in the begin-

ning of the seventeenth century, the descendants of the Moors
were banished from the kingdom, on the pretext that they were
not real Christians. By this means, Spain was deprived of a
million of the most intelligent and industrious of her subjects;

* 10. Of these univenitieR, the chief is Halaroanca. which has soroetimea had
lfi,()OU students. In 17HX however, their number was less than 'MM. The system
of education iii said to diiter little from that of the lohools before tlie revival of lite-

rature. I'he nioitt noted Spanish writer, in modern times, is Cervantes, the autlior

of Don Quixote. The Hpanisli language is principally derived tmiu the Latiu,
which it much resembles.

f 11. The Inquisition has been long established in Spain; and in no country >mn
its power been exerted so cruellv and so affisctually against any deviation from ttiK

doctrine and discipline uf the Romish church. The number of oixhbiibops is b,

andof lshopi4S.

113. The men, especially In the higher classes, were formerlv extremely Jraloun

,

and kept the females confined in the houses utmost us in prisons, scarcely ever
allowing them to be teen. Even when they were permitted to go out, they were
veiled, and were ruarded bv duennas or governesses, who also attended them in the
Mutie capacity at nome. mnoe the accession of the Bourltun tamily, however, tliere

has been a gradual relaxation, and the ladies are now allowod nearly Uic sauto
iYvudom oa in iiritoin.
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h
a loss which is perhaps still £e\%. On the death of Charles II.

in 1701 > Philip V. grandson of Louis XIV. of France, ascended
the throne, and succeeded with great difficulty in maintaining

his claim. This prince was the first of the Bourbon^ or present

reigning family. In 1808 Bonaparte seized the royal family,

and placed his brother Joseph on the throne. By the exer-

tions of the Spaniards however, and more especially by the

bravery and efibrts of the British under the Duke of Welling
ton, the French were expelled, and Ferdinand VII. recovered

the throne of his ancestors.
JtJ 1,1',; ),:;

''
'

' Extrciset on the Map qf S^Miin.

Trace the courses of the several chains of mountains, and of the rivers that flow
between them. How far is Madrid from the sea ? How far is Cadiz from
GibmltarP WhM are the latitudes and longitudes of Madrid, Barcelona, Cor-
dova, and Salamanca? Through what parts of Spain does the meridian of
Greenwich pass i* What parts haVe the satne longitude as Dublin ?

XL—PORTUGAL.*
1. Boundaries.—Portugal is bounded on the north

and east by parts of Spain, and on the south and
west by the Atlantic.f

2. Divisions.—Portugal is divided into six pro-

vinces, which, with their chief towns, are as follows:

QuesHoiu on the Note$ to Section X.

1. Wimt are the extreme latitudes and longitudes of JSpain? Its length and
brendth? Its content?

3. What are the principal towns in the Balearic Isles? On what Island is Cadii ?

4. How are the mountains of Spain and Portugal disposed ? What are the heights
of some of the principal of them ?

C. What are the populattuns of the principal towns of Spain? Give an account
of Madrid. Of Gibraltar.

7. Why is Spuin not so warm as some countries of the sam« latitude? What are
some of the fruits produced in Spain ?

8. Give an account of the mctta.

tt. W hat causes the smallness of the population of Spain ? What is the population
said to have been in ancient times ? What proportion of the people were
clergymen, monks, or nuns, in 1786?

10. What is the principnl Spanish university P What number of students has it

had ? Who was the most distinguished Spanish author in modem times?
IS. What was formerly the condition of the females in Spain ? What is it now ?

• 1. Portugal flfiives Its name flrom Porto Calle (the port Calle)t as Calle, now
Oporto, which was of some consequence in the time of the Romans, afterwards, in

the middle ages, attracted so much attention as to give name to tne surrounding
diytrict^ and at Itnif^th to the whole kingdom. The name Oporto signifies simply the

portt and hence is derived the name of port nine, as if Porto wine.

f 9. Portufnl is situated between 37 *> and 4»'> W north latitnde, and between
To St/ and 9 >" 41/ west longitude. Its length and biwdth are about 3(iO and ISO
miles respectively I and it contains about 3;,(<00 square miles.
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PROVINCES > j; CHIEF TOWNS.

Entre Douro e Mlnho . Porto or Oporto, Draga, Viana

Traz-os-Montes .... Braganza, Miranda

Beira Coimbra, Guarda, Almeida ''

Estremadura Lisbon or Lisboa, Setuval or

; . , , . . ,: . St. Ubes, Santarem, Cintra

Alentejo. Evora, Elvas

Algarva Tavira, Lagos, Faro

S.* Seaports.—The chief seaports and bays are

Oporto, Lisbon, St. UbeS;, Faro, Viana, and Tavira.

4. Capes.—The principial capes are Mondego, Ro-
ca or the Rock of Lisbon, St. Vincent, and Santa

Maria or St. Mary.
5. Chief Towns.—Lisbon, Oporto. St. Ubes.*

6. Colonies.—The Cape Verde Islands, the Azores,

the MadeiraSjf Angola, Mozambique, Goa, &c.

7. Papulation.—The population is supposed to exceed three

millions and a half. The army, in time of war, amounts to about

30,000; and the fleet, to about twelve or fourteen sail of the line,

and as many frigates.

8. Commerce.—The commerce of Portugal is now inconsidera-

ble, and is chiefly with England and the Portuguese colonies.

9. Literature, Sfc.—The only university is that of Coimbra;
and education is much neglected.;]:

10. Historical Sketch.—Portugal began to be recovered from
the Moors in 1050; and in 1254 the kingdom attained its pre-

sent magnitude, by the conquest of Algarva. In the course of

the fifteenth century, the Portuguese made great maritime dis-

M

r,

I.

* 3. The population of Lisbon is about 330,000, of Oporto about 65,000, and of
St. Ub«8 1:^,000. In I7AS, a fp«at part of Lisbon was destroyed by a dreadl'ul eartii-

quaiie. and about 'JU,(K)0 of tlie inliabitants perished. The part of th<: city since
built, is neat and regular; but, in most of the old part, the streets are so narrow
and the houses so lngh( ilhat the sun never shines on the pavement except at noon.

4. Tlie Azores, or Western Islands, lie in the Atliintic Ocean, at nearly equal
distances from Europt;, Africa, and America. Their names are St. Mary, St.

Michael, Terrera, St. Georf^, Qracioso, Fayal, Pico, Flores, and Curro. They are
situated in nearly -lOOof north latitude, and JU" of west longitude ; and contain
00,0<X) or 70,UUU inhabitants. The Cape Verde Islands and the Madeiras will b«
mentioned among the islands of Africa.

} 5. The country produces few authors, because the number of literary men is

small ; and even those who might be qualified to write well, are deterred bv the
expense of publication, which they can scarcely expect to be repaid, so small is the
number of readers. The most ditUnguished writer produced in toe country, was the
poet Cumoens, author of the Lusiad. The Portuguese luiguage, at may be expected,
bears a near resemblance to the Spanish. It it very little studied by foreigners.

For information respecting climate and otlier heads omitted above, the account of
ffpain, glTrii in the last Mction, m*Mi >>« ooniulM, as it will serre equally for Por
tuxal. •

*,
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COTcries; tracing the western coast of Africa, and finally dis-

covering, under the command of Vasco de Gama, in 1497, the

passage to India by the Cape of Good Hope; an event which
produced effects little inferior in importance to those which
resulted from the discovery of America. John III. who died

in 1557, established the Inquisition. His son, Sebastian, ia>

vaded Barbary; but was defeated and slain, with most of his

nobility anJ army; and Philip II. of Spain, husband of Sebas-
tian's sister, made himself roaster of Portugal. The Portuguese,

however, after some unsuccessful attempts, expelled the Span«
iards in 1640; and John, duke of Braganza, was made king.

The crown has since continued in his family; but the country
has greatly declined in importance. In the invasion of the

peninsula by Bonaparte, Portugal shared the same fate with

Spain, and had a similar deliverance by the British under Wel-
lington.

}

III.

XII.—NETHERLANDS.

1. Boundaries.—The Netherlands are bounded on
the north and west by the German Sea; on the eaat,

by Germany; and on the south, by France.*

KOBTHERN.

DIVISIONS. CHIEF TOWNS.

Friesland . . Leeuwarden> Franeker

Groningen . Groningen
Drenthe. . . Assen
Overyssel * . Deventer, Campen
Holland . . . Amsterdam, Leyden, Rotterdam, Hague,

Delft, Dort, Haerlem

QuaiUms on the A'ottst to Section XL
1. Whence ts port wine so called?
2. What are tne extreme latitudes and longitudes of Portugfti, and its dimensions?
3. What are the populations of the principal towns of Portu^? Give an aocouut

of Lisbon.
4. What is the population of the Azores?
6. Who was the most distinguished Portuguese writer?

• 1. The Netherlands, or Low Countries, now called the United Kingdom of the
Nrtlierlands, are so named from the lowness of their situation. The extreme lati-

tudes are 49" UW and fi!)*' iHK north, and the extreme longitudes S" ao* and 7*> lO*

east. The length of the kingdom, from north to south, is nearly StiO tqilati its

greatest breadth about ItiO miles i and it contains about 24,()0O square miles.

The inland boundary agrees with that of Fiance, already given, as far as the
Moselle. It then extends, in an irregular direction, northward ; and, crossing the
Meuse near Rnremonde, again meets it near Groningen. It then leaves Nimiguen
• little to the west, and turns eastward till it nearly reaches the serenth degree of
longitude i and extends thence, in an inegular northerly direction to the sea, a Utile

west of the Ems.

Ma
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in-

DIVISIONS

Utrecht . . .

Gelderlapd .

Zeeland. . •

Antwerp . .

Brabant . . .

Flanders . •

Hainault . .

Namur . . .

Liege . . . .

Limburg . .

Luxemburg

.

ts 'i^^ .. ..; ..^- i
I CHIEF TOWNS. •

Utrecht
Nimiguen, Zutphen, Arnbeim
Middelburg, Flushing

,

MIDDLE.

Antwerp
Brussels, Breda
Ghent, Bruges,C ne ^ •euport,Dixmude,

YpreSy Courtray, Ou^.^arde

SOUTHERN.

Mons, Fontenoy, Malplaquet, Enghien
Namur, Charleroi

Liege
Limburg, Maestricbt

Luxemburg*

2. Islands.—^The prinoipal islands are South Beve-
land, North Beveland, Walcheren, and several others,

at the mouths of the Scheldt, Waal, and other rivers;

and the Texel, Ameland, &c. at the entrance of the

Zuider Zee.

3. Seaports.—^The chief ports and places of trade

are Ainsterdani, Enkhuizen, Campen, Hoorn, Schie*

dam, Rotterdam, Dort, Hellevoetsluis, Bergen-op-

zoom, Flushing, Antwerp, and Ostende.

4. Rivers.—^The chief rivers are the Rhine, the

Maes or Meuse, and the Scheldt or £8Caut.f

• 3. The Netherlands, with the put of Germany weit of the Rhine, were called

Gallia Belgica by the RomanB, and were afterwards divided into 17 provinces.
These were the same as the diTisions here given, with the exception of Liege, which
was not a distinct province i and with the addition of Artois, Combrcsis, and Zut-
phen, the last of which, being politically united to Oelderland, was not reckoned a
separate province. The proviJMXs of Friesland, Groningen, Overyssel, Holland,
Utrecht, Oelderland^nd Zeeland, formerly constituted the republic of the Seven
United rrovinces. This was often named simply Holland, and its inhabitants are
flsdled Dutch. The name Nethtrlanii was generally confined to the remaining ten
provinces, and their inhabitants are called Flemings.

f 3. The Rhine, near Nimlgnen, divides into three branches t the Yssel, which
flows northward into the Znider Zcoi and the Leek and Waal, which flow west-
ward into the German Sea. The two latter also separate into various other branches,
and the Waal unites with the MaM. The Scheldt receives the Lys at Ghent; and
the Maes, the Sambra at Namar. The entire tract of country between the Yssel,
the Waal, and the sea, mav be regarded as the delta of the Rhine { and, as in similar
tracts elsewhere, the mouths of the Rhine and the streaxr.s which Join it, have a|
diffemst times undergone great changes, some of them being wholly or partially
•lopped up, others enlarged, and in several instances new channels opened.

hm
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5. Lake.—The sea of Haerlem is the principal

lake.

6. Chief Toums.—Amsterdam, Brussels, Antwerp,

Liege, Ghent, Rotterdam, Leyden, Hague, and Haer-

lem.*

7. Colonies.—To this kingdom helong Surinam in

South America, and several settlements in the East

and West Indies, with some on the Guinea coast.

8. Face of the Country.—The country fe extremely flat, espe-

cially Holland and Flanders, containing no mountains, and
scarcely any thing that deserves the name of hill. There are

great numbers of dikes to prevent inundations, and numerous
canals for the conveyance of goods and passengers. Th^ coun-

try is finely cultivated, and is full of neat, elegant villas, and
comfortable farm-houses and cottages, amid groups of trees.*!-

9. Clhnate.—The climate in the south is mild; but in the

north it is moist, with much cold and frost in winter.^ The

* 4. Atnstenlam contains about 200,000 inhabitants; Brussels, 80,000; and each
of the others, 40,000, or upwards. Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and seTeral other towns,
have numerous canals passing through the streets; and, in many instances, with a
row of trees on each side. In the sixteenth century, Antwerp was the first com-
mercial city in Europe, and contained a population of more than 200,000. It had
generally :;idOO vessels lying in its roads, and it was usual foi 500 to go and come in

a day. By the exertions of the Dutch, however, an article was agreed on in the
peace of 1G48, prohibiting any large vessel from sailing with a cargo to Antwerp;
and the Dutch erected forts to enable them to carry this unjust measure into efTeGt.

By this means, the trade was transferred to Amsterdam; and Antwerp rapidly
declined, till its population was reduced to 20,000. The navigation of the Scheldt
boweverl has been open since 1794, when the forts were dismantled by the French;
and Antwerp, having now a free trade, has begun to recover, and contains sixty oi

seventy thousand inhabitants.

+ 5. None of the Netherlands, except the eastern parts, have any hills ; and even
there, the eminences are of the most trifling kind. Hence the country, though finely

cultivated, and beautified by art, is too uniform in appearance, and wants all tM
grander features of nature. There are some large forests in Flanders, Luxemburg,
and other parts in the south.

In Holland, the canals are as numerous as the roads, and are supplied with boats
drawn by horses, which have fixed hours of departing and arriving; aud are used,
almost universally, for travelling. The canals communicate with the Rhine and
other large rivers ; and thus, productions of every kind can be transported, at mode*
rate expense, througli the Netherlands and a great part of C'ermany.

The dikes are generally 30 feet high, and 70 feet broad at the bottom. They are
formed of clay, fenced on the land side with wood and stone, and next the sea with
mats of rnshes or flags, or with sea-weed, which last is found to be the best protec-
tion for dikes against the waves. In some parts, the men employed to take care of
the dikes cover them, in the times of storms, with sails. It often happens, how-
ever, that all precautions fail in preventing inundations, and some of these are
attended with drtadliil consequences. In ld08, some of the islands of Zeeland, a
great part of the coast of Holland, and almost all Friesland, were laid under water;
72 villages were inundated; aud, in Friesland alone, above 80,000 people were
drowned.

X 6. In Holland and the other northern provinces, north-easterly winds prevail
during the winter; and, blowing from the frozen regions of the north, occasion so
much cold, that the canals, rivers, and the Zuider Zee, are generally frozen over.

At these time*, the inhabitants have recourse to skating, not merely as an amuse-
ment, but as a mode of travelling; and the country girls proceed in this wajr to
market, carrying baskets of eggs or other articles on their heads.

',
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country is in general fertile; bqt even naturally barren districts

are rendered productive by the great industry of the people,

and the excellence of their system of agriculture.

10. Produce.—Besides grain of various kinds, great quantities

of flax, madder, and butter, are produced.

11. Population^ Armt/f ^c.—The population is above six r
''-

lions, and the standing army about 50,000. The navy consists

of 12 sail of the line, and above 20 frigates.

12. Government.—The new constitution, which was agreed

on in 1815, considerably resembles that of Britain, but gives

the king much more power.*

13. Commerce and Mamtfactures.—This country was long fa-

mous for its trade with every part of the world. Its commerce
was greatly injured, however, by the wars which followed the

French Revolution; but it is now gradually recovering. The
manufactures of earthenware in the north, and of fine linens in

the south, have long been celebrated.-)*

14. Literature.—^The northern or Seven United Provinces

have produced many men of great learning, particularly in the

ancient languages; while the other provinces have been chiefly

distinguished for painting and polite literature.;):

15. Religion.—The prevailing religion in the seven northern

provinces is Calvinism ; and, in the rest of the kingdom, Roman
Catholic. Persons of other denominations, however, are not

only tolerated, but are eligible to all employments in the state.^

16. Character^ ^c.—The Dutch are remarkable for industry

and love of gain. The Flemings possess the same qualities, but

in a less degree. Both are greatly distinguished for their habits

'border, neatness, and cleanliness.
[j

* 7. The house of peerq consists of between 40 and 60 members, who are not

hereditary, but are chosen for life by the king. The other house consists of 110
members, of whom about a third are annually changed. The peers receive yearly

salaries of £270 each, and the members of the other house £220 each.

+ 8. A well-known species of earthenware derives its name from the- town of
Delft, where it was originally made; and cambric is so called from Cambray, the
centre of the district, in the south of the Netherlands, in which it was extensively
manufactured, and so successftiUy, as not to be equalled in any other country.

} 9. There are six universities; those of Leyden, Utrecht, Groningen, Louvain.
Ghent, and Liege. Besides these, the religious bodies Itave, in several instances,

seminaries of their own; and there is a military academy at Dort, and a naval one
at Sluys.

Of tbe eminent men of these provinces, it may be sufficient to mention Erasmus,
Scaliger^ Huyghens, Leuwenhoek, fioerhaave, Orotius, Rubens, Vandyke, and Rem-
brandt It is to be regretted, that the universities in the Netherlands have greatly

declined in character, and have not kept pace with the modern advances of science.

I 10. The church government among the Calvinists, resembles that of the church
of Scotland ; and there are 9 synods, and 1570 ministers. In the Catholic provinces,

there are 3 archbishops and 9 bishops. The number of Protestants is thought to be
•bout half that of the Catholics. The Arminians or Remonstrants have 81 congre-

S.tions; and Uiere are Lutherans, Baptists, Jews, &c. The clergy are all paid by
e state, and receive annual salaries, which are of different amounts^ between £70

•nd £300. The entire sum thus paid annually for the support of religion, is about
£870,000. Tbe religion of the court is Calvinism.

Ii 11. The Dutch universally smoke tobacco, and are considered silent and unso-
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17. Hiitorical Sketch.—After the fall of the Roman empire,

the Netherlands were seized by the Goths and other northern

hordes, who divided them into several petty states. After va-

rious changes, the whole country became united under the house

of Burgundy, in 1433. B^ the marriage of Mary of Burgundy
with the emperor Maximilian, it was joined to the German
empire. It tnen passed into the possession of Spain ; and, after

forming a part of the vast dominions of the emperor Charles V. it

became subject to his son, Philip II. This prince persecuted the

Reformers, and thus excited a rebellion, which terminated in the

formation of the Seven United Provinces into a separate state,

the independence of which was finally acknowledged in 1648.

The other ten provinces reniained in the possession of Spain,

till the war of the duke of Marlborough; after which they were
yielded up by Spain, partly to the emperor of Germany, partly

to the Dutch, and partly to the French. In the late revolu-

tionary war, the whole country was conquered by France; and,

after various arrangements, was annexed to that country by
Bonaparte. On his fall, however, all the provinces were formed
into a kingdom for the Prince of Orange, under the title of the

Kingdom of the United Ketherlands.

1

1

Exercises on the Me^ <lf the NtthtrJanda.

What is the breadth of the narroMrest part of the Zuider Zee? IVbat are the dis.

tances from Amsterdam to Dort and to Antwerp? What are the latitudes au4
longitades of Amsterdam, Brussels, Ghent, ud Waterloo ?

cial. Trom the dampness of the climate, which cansei metals to rust, and wood to
mould, the Dutch have found it necessary to pay great attention to the washing and
.<«ouriDgof their furniture and other articles; ana hence they have derired those
habits of cleanliness for which they are so remarkable.

w> I

Qiiestmts on the Notts to Section XII.

1. Why are the Netherlands so named ? What are the extreme latitudes and lon«
gitudes of the kingdom ? Its extent ?

2. What constituted the republic of the Seven United Provinces? Who am the
Dutch? TheFleminss?

4. What is the population of Amsterdam? Of Brussels? How many towns it.

the > etlierlands have each 40,000 inhabitants or upwards ? What is remark-
able in the streets of several of the towns ? Give an account of Antwerp.

5. What are generallr the dimensions of the dikes? Of what ai« they made?
How are they defended against the sea? GiTe an v.count of the inunda*
tion of 1568.

6. For what purpose is skating employed in Holland ?

7. How many members compose the bouses of legislature ?
*

8. W hat towns of the Netherlands give names to two species of mannfkctare?
9. What universities are there in the Netherlands ? What is the present character

of those seminaries? Who were some of the most eminent men prodnce4
in these provinces ?

10. By whom are the clergy paid? What salaries do thejr receive? Wliat it tbe
religion of the court?

11. What practice is universal among the Dutch ? Whence have tbey desived tkeh
habits of cleanliness !*
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t XIII.—GERMANY •

1. Boundaries.—Germany is bounded on the north

by the German Sea, Denmark, and the Baltic; on
the east, by Hungary, and part of the Prussian

dominions; on the south, by Italy and Switzerland;

and on the west, by France and the Netlierlands.

2. Divisions,—Germany was formerly divided into

large portions, called circles: three northern, West-
phalia, Lower Saxony, and Upper Saxony; three in

the middle, Lower Rhine, Upper Rhine, and Fran-
conia; and three southern, Swabia, Bavaria, and
Austria. The following are the principal divisions,

as settled by the Congress of Vienna, in 1815:

DIVISIONS.

Austrian Possessions .

Prussian Possessions .

Kingdom of Bavaria .

Hanover .

Wirtemburg
— Saxony

CHIEF TOWNS.

. Vienna, &c.

. Berlin, &c.

. Munich, Augsburg

. Hanover, Hildesheim

. Stutgard, Hailbron

. Dresden, Leipzig

. Carlsruhe, Manlleim

. Cassel, Hanau

. Mentz, Darmstadt

. Schwerin

. Strelitz

. Wiesbaden
. Brunswick, Wolfenbuttle

. Oldenburg
. Weimar, Jena
. Gotha

To these may be added, the four free imperial cities

of Frankfort on the Mayne, Hamburg, Bremen, and
Lubec, with their respective territories.f

• 1. Germany lies between 45° and 55° of north latitude, and between about
6° and 20° of east longitude. Its length and breadth are each above 600 miles;

and its content is about ^,000 square miles. In treating of the geography of this

interesting portion of Europe, it will be proper, first, to give a general view of the

oountry at large, and ttien to consider some of the more important divisiona aepa*
ntely.

f 2. Other smaller divisions are Saxe Saalefield Coburg, Saxe Meinungen, Wal«
deck, Renss, Lippe, Schaumburg, HohenzoUern, Schwartzberg, Anhalt, Isemburg^
liesse Homburg, and Saxe HUdourgbausen.

C8

Baden .

Hesse Cassel ....
Hesse Darmstadt . .

Mecklenburg Schwerin
Mecklenburg Strelitz .

Nassau
Brunswick Wolfenbuttle

Holstein Oldenburg
Saxe Weimar ....
Saxe Gotha ....

m
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8. Mountains, ^c.—In general, the north of Ger-
many is flat, and the south hilly and mountainous.

The chief mountains are those of Tyrol and Carin-

thia, in Austria; and the Erzegehirge, between Sax-

ony and Bohemia. In some parts of the country,

there are extensive forests. The mountains are also,

in many instances, covered with pines and other

trees.

4. Rivers.—The chief rivers are the Danube, which
flows eastward, from near Friburg, by Ulm, Ratis-

bon, and Vienna; and, passing through Hungary and
Turkey, falls into the Black Sea : the Rhine, which,

rising in Switzerland, passes through the Lake of

Constance; then, flowing northerly, forms the west-

ern boundary of Baden; and, after receiA^ng the

Mayne, Moselle, and other smaller rivers, flows

through the Netherlands by several mouths into the

German Sea : the Elbe, which flows north-westerly,

by Dresden and Hamburg, into the same sea : and
the Oder, which runs northerly into the Baltic,

through Fomerania.

5. Climate^ Sfc.—In the middle of Germany, the climate is

good, and the soil productive: tut in the north, and in the
mountainous districts^ it is colder, and the soil is less fertile. The
ordinary productions are cattle, timber, wine, and various kinds
of grain. Agriculture is, in general, in rather a backward state.

6. Mineral Waters.—Germany contains more mineral waters
and baths than all the rest of Europe. The principal are those
of Spa, Aix-la-Chapelle, Pyrmont, and Baden.

7. Population.—The population is supposed to exceed thirty

millions.

8. Science^ SfC.—Germany has many universities, and has pro-
duoed a vast number of learned and eminent men.*

9. Religion.—In the southern parts of Germany, the prevail-

ing religion is the Roman Catholic; in the northern, it is Pro-
testantism in its different shades; and, in the middle, there is a
pretty equal miicture of both.

• 3. Some of the principal Protestant nniversities are Leipzig, Jena, Witten-
berg, Gottingen, Halle, and Marpurg; xnA of the Catholic, Vienna, Ingolstadt, and
Saltzburg. The German scholars havt directed their attention chiefly to metap
pliysics, criticism, antiquities, theologjrj and latterly to poetry, chemistry, and
natural history. . Of the leained and eminent men of Germany, it may be sufficient
to mention Kepler, Luther, Melancthon, I^ibnitz, Klopstock, M'emer, Griesbaoh,
Mosbeim, Schiller, Herder, Wielaud, Goethe, and Heyne.

i
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10. Character^ Sfc.—The Germans are in general a plain, un«

affected people, more given to thinking than speaking, and faith-

ful in the performance of their engagements. They generally

conduct themselves well, and there are few instances of the

deeper class of crimes.

11. Constitution.—While the several states of Germany have
their respective constitutions and laws, the general affairs of the

country are regulated by what is called the Germanic Confede-

ration. This is simply a union of the several states of Germany;
and the public enactments are made in an assembly, called the

Federative Diet.*

12. Historical Sketch.-^A. large portion of Germany was con-

quered, though with much difl^culty, by the Fomans. After

the fall of their empire, nothing of much consequence occurred

till the time of Charlemagne, who was crowned emperor of

Germany in the year 800, having united the entire country

under his own sway. Several of his successors had violent,

and generally unsuccessful struggles with the Popes for political

power. In 1519, Charles V. was elected sovereign, and became
che most powerful and distinguished of all the emperors. The
Reformation was commenced in 1517, by Luther, a native of

Saxony, and continued to be propagated extensively during the

reign of Charles. In the year 1740, Charles VI. died, leaving

no male issue; and the right of his daughter, Maria Theresa,

to the crown, was disputed in a war in which most of the powers
of Europe were involved. This war terminated in 1748, in the

peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, when the husband of Maria Theresa
was acknowledged emperor, under the title of Francis I. In

1806, Francis II. after the almost total conquest of his domin-
ions by Bonaparte, was obliged to exchange the title of em-
peror of Germany, for that of emperor of Austria, which is still

retained.

Exerdsea on the Map qf Germany.

What are the latitudes and longitudes of Vienna, Uresden, Hamburg, and the two
Frankforts ? Through what places does the parallel of 50 " pass i* Whatplace

.

are passed through in travelliug by a direct route from Konigsberg to Trent?
From Vienna to Bremen?

* 4. In the Federative Diet there are seventeen votes ; of which, Austria, Prussia,
Bavaria, Saxony, Hanover, Wirtemburg, Baden, Electoral Hesse, the Qr?nd Dutchy
of Hesse, Denmark (jfor Holsteinj, and the Netherlands (for Luxemburg), Lave each
one vote; while the remaining six votes are divided amon^ the minor states, two
or more of these appointing a representative to support their interest, and vote in
their behalf. At tne meetings of the diet, Austria presi.les; but has no farther
power, except a simple vote. When fundamental laws are to be made or altered,

the diet resolves itself into a general assembly, in which Austria, Prussia, Bavaria,
Saxony, Hanover, and wirtemburg, have each four votes; Baden, Electoral Hesse,
the Grand Dutchy of Hesse, Holstein, and Luxemburg, three each ; Brunswick,
Mecklenburg Schwerin, and Nassau, two each ; and several minor states, one each

;

making in all, sixty-nine votes. By a special article, also. Catholics and Protest
tants aro to be on an eaual footing in all the states. This new system was estab*
lished in 1814, and confirmed in 1815; and may be regarded as a substitute for th,

old system, which was overturned by the French in 1806.

i
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XIV^AUSTRIAN EMPIRE.*

1. Divisions,—^The Austrian empire coiisists of

parts of Germany, Poland, and Italy, vrlth Hungary^

and some places of minor consequence. These, with

their chief towns, are as follows:

IN OEKMANY.
DIVISIOKS. CHIEF TOWNS.

Archdutchy of Austria Vienna or Wien, Linz

Stiria Gratz

Carinthia Villach, Clagenfurt

Tyrol Inspruck, Trent

Carniolu .... Laybach, Trieste

Saltzburg .... Saltzburg

Bohemia Prague
Moravia Brunn, Olmutz
Austrian Silesia . . Troppau

IN POLAND.

Galitziaf Lemberg or Leopol, Jaroslav

Bukovina Suxawa

IN ITALY.

Kingdom of Lombardy \ Milan, Venice, Brescia, Pavia,

and Venice . . • j Mantua, Verona, Vicenza

HUNOARUN STATES.

Hungary Pesth, Buda or Ofen, Presburg
or Posony

Slavonia
^

Posega, Gradiska
Croatia Agram, Carlstadt

Trimsylvania . . . Kronstadt, Hermanstadt
Dalmatia Sebenico, Zara

Qtrntiotu on tlu Notm to Section XIH.
1. Wli:\t are the nituatioiii length, bread'h, and content of Uennanv .-*

:). Tu wLat luhjecta have the (jennan scholars princiually directrJ their attention?
Nunie some of tlie luoit distinviiiihcd men produced in (iermany.

4. IkMsritM tiie Ft-deratire Diet. What are the nlativ* iituatiuut of tne Catholioa
and Protestants in tlie ticnnan states P

• t. T'le boundaries of thi* rxtensire empire, mny he traoed on a ^nsp by meant
of the diviKlons here given. 'Iho entire content has brrn compiitrd to he iitmut

)M(SU0O square itiilesi'uf which the German dominions conxtilute about 70,000, tlie

Hungarian about 110,000, the I'olish above 90,000, and the lulion nearly iiO.000.

4 X. Oalitxla or Gallria, amf Kukovina, fortncd a part of the klnsdom of Poland,
till the partition of ttutt country in 177:), between Kusalo, Austria, and Prussia.

Thev now belong to Austria, and their population is supposed U be nearly fuuf

miilioiu.
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2. Seaports*—Trieste and Venice, on the Gulf of

Venice.

3. Face ofthe Country.—The principal mountains

are the Erzegebirge, Sudetic, and Carpathian or

Crapak, to the north and east; and the Brenner
Mountains, or Alps of Tyrol, in the circle of Aus-
tria. In Hungary there are extensive marshes; and
it contains two of the greatest plains in Europe, one
of them being 350 miles in length, and the other

above 100.

4. Lakes.—The principal lakes are the Balaton

Tava or Flatten See, and the Neusiedel, in Hun-
gary-

5. Rivers.—The Danube, Elbe, and others, in

Germany: the Po and Adige, in Italy: and the Save,

Drave, and Inn, which flow into the Danube, on the

southern side; and the Teisse, or Tisza, or Theis, on
the opposite side.

6. Towns.—The principal cities and towns are

Vienna, Venice, Milan, Prague, Lemberg, Brescia,

Gratz, Paviii, Pesth, Buda, and Presburg.*

7. Climate.—In the mountainous districts, the winter is cold

and stormy; but, in the low parts of the country, particularly

about the Danube, the heat in summer is very great.

8. Population and Army.—The population is computed to be
twenty-nine or thirty millions. The army, in time of war, has
sometimes amounted to 500,000; while the peace establishment

is supposed to be nearly 300,000.

9. Mam^fadures.—There are manufactures of woollens, lin-

ens, silks, and various other articles. In these, however, this

country is fur behind England and France.

10. Religion.—The established religion is the Roman Catho-
lic; but, since the time of Joseph II. wlio died in 1791, all others

are tolerated, and their members are free from restrictions on
account of their religious belief.

I
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• 3. The popiitixtinn of Vienna is Tery differently stat -d ; some writers making it

300,000, and Hunu; l.tlle more tlian iKNMHH). The population!! of Venice ami Milan
«re each about 1J0,0klU, uf Prague HO,(l(K), Lemhcrg or Lcopul TAOOO, Ur«scia 48,000,
Grata AOdO, Puvia ;i(),00(), Pn-sburg 27,000, Vv%tti &ifi(n\ and Uii.la 33,000. Then
two ludt are on opposite RideK of tlie Danube, and may be regarded an forming dim
town, with Hr>,*lOOinl<abitanti. Tlicy conimunicate by a hriiiKe of l>oats three quar-
ters uf a milo loiu. Trent in celebrati^l as bein^ tiie place where the ^st general
council of the Uuiaaa Catholic Church was held, soon aAer the oommeacament uf
the Uaformatiuu.

I
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Exerciia on the Map of Austria.

Find, by the scale of the map, how far the Danube flows through the Austrian ter«.

ritories. What are the distances from Vienna to Buda, and from Kuda to Bek
grade? Through what plju:es will the most direct route from Milan to Suxawa
pass? What part of the Austrian dominions has seacoast? What are the

latitudes and longitudes of Uuda and Trieste ?

XV.^KINGDOM OF PRUSSIA.*

I. PROVINCES. CHIEF TOWNS.

Eastern Prussia . . . Konigsberg

Western Prussia ... Dantzig

Posen Posen

Pomerania Stettin, Stralsund

Silesia Breslau

Brandenburg .... Berlin, Potsdam, Frankfort-

OQ-the^Oder, Brandenburg
Dutchy of Saxony . . Magdeburg, Erfurt

Westphalia Munster
Juliers, Cleves, and Berg Cologne, Dusseldorp

Lower llhine .... Aix - la - Chapelle, Coblentz,

Treves

District of Neufchatel • Neufchatel

2. Seaports.—Memel, Konigsberg, Elbing, Dant-
Kig, Colberg, Stralsund, Stettin.

3. Face ofthe Country.—Prussia has no mountains,

ex;cept about its boundaries; and the country is in

general extremely flat. Seventeen millions of Kcrcs

are computed to bo covered with forests.

4. Rhrrs and Lakes.—The principal rivers are the

Elbe, Oder, and Vistula; and theio are numerous
shallow lakes, in consequence of the water becoming
stagnant from the flatness of the country.

Qnendom im the Notes to Section XIV.

1. What is the roa.i;nitnde of the AiiMrian Empire?
i. M liut is the po|iuluti(m of the I'oliiih part of the Aiistriiin dominions?
9. What arc the populations of the principal towns? fur wliat is I'rcnt famous ?

• 1. The boundaries of this klnitdoni are very irre^rular. and rotild not he given
in small compans. To assist in detertiiiniiiK their Kcncral outline, liuwcTer, it muy
be proper to state, that the Tiussian territories extend tVom the Memen or Memfl
an the east, to the YsH'l on the westi and that the inland boundary passes near
(irodiiu, M'arsuw, Crarow, fJlatz, l,eipzii{, F.rfurt, Cnssel, Cohlrntx, Treves, nml
Aix-U-Chn|H.>lle. The content is thnufrlit to exceed 1U),UUU st^uare lutlcs. Sout*
parts are detached from the rest, as Neufchatel.
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5. Chief Towns.—^Berlin, the capital, has a popu-
lation of about 160,000. Other considerable towns

are Breslau, Konigsberg, Dantzig, and Cologne.*

6. Climate^ SoUy ^c.—Much of the country is rather cold and
moist, from the forests and undrained marshes. Silesia, Posen,

and the countries about the Rhine, are fertile, particularly in

grain. There are few minerals, except amber, which is found
on the sea-shore, and in coal mines.

7. Population and Armi/.—The population is about eleven

millions; and the army, in time of peace, is at present ^bout

160,000.

8. Manufactures anJ Commerce.—The chief manufactures are

those of linenf and broad cloth. The commerce is considera-

ble; and much linen, timber, and corn, are exported.

9. Literature.—The literature of Prussia is in so advanced a
state, as perhaps not to be surpassed by that of any other

country. By law, a school is established in every village; and
there are several universities, the principal of which are Berlin,

Konigsherg, Breslau, Halle, and Frankfort'On-the-Oder.f

10. Religion,—All sects are not only tolerated, but are admis-

sible to every office in the state. Nearly one third of the peo-

ple are Roman Catholics, and the rest are principally Lutherans
and Calvinists.^

11. Jlittoricat Sketch.—In 1701 Prussia 'vas erected into a

kingdom, under Frederick I.; having been formerly only a duke-
dom. In 1740 Frederick II. deservedly called Frederick the

Great, ascended the throne; and, by his extraordinary talents as

a statesman and a warrior, he raised Prussia to a high degree of
consequence among the nations of Europe. He added Silesia

to his dominions; encouraged literature among his subjects; and
improved his kingdom, by clearing waste lands, making canals,

m
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* 3. Tilt) rpspective populations of these are about G3,000, &'3,00U, 4.5,000, and
3'.),00U. To theiu' may be added Ma^debur);, Aix-lu-Chapelle, llalle, Htuttin, and
I'tiM>n, none of wbi(^b has a population of less than iMMKJU. The number of towns
that contiiin 10,UUU inhubitanUt or upwards is twenty-six.

f 3. Linen is tlio sUple manufacture, and the Prussian damask is preferred tn

any other. The commerce is greatly ii\jured by restrictive laws and duties on
Tarious articlM.

t 4. For tlte masters of the schools above mentioned, a competent support is

provided, by a tax laid on the lord of tlie villatte, and such of his tenants as are able
to pay I ami any iiarent or ^luirdian who neglects to send a child to si'houl without
nroper Raus«<, is obli){ed to pay a double tax. The cliildivn of the poor are tauulit

nee. There are also in the kingdom lOa Kyninasiunis, each oontulniii); from lour
til twelve masters. In these are t<kui(ht classics, niatheroatirs, modern lani;uu^>s
drawing, &c. Of the learned men produced in this country, it miiy be sntjlcient to

mention Copernicus, Cluvurlus, Muller or Ke|(iomontanus, Wollf, Mendelxohn,
Klaproth, and Humboldt. Frederick the (Ireat, also, was distinf(uisried not only as
a warrior and statesman, but as the author of several works of high character.

I ft. The two latter bn<1ies formed a union in IHI7, the three-hundredth anniver-
sary of the Reformation j and there is perhap no country ia which tho dilferent
religious sects live in such harmony as in Prussia.
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rebuilding and repairing desolated eities, and by various other

means. He also acquired a part of Poland, in the partial dis*

memberment of that unfortunate country, in 1772. The pre-

sent king, Frederick William III. ascended the throne iu 1797.

In 1806 and 1807, he was deprived by Bonaparte of almost all

his dominions, and reduced to such a state of distress and hu"
miliation, as to be obliged to receive £ 80,000 from the British

treasury, for the support of his family and household. He
afterwards assisted, however, in oveithrowing the power of
Bonaparte; and, at the congress of Vienna in 1815, all his>for-

roer possessions, except a part of Poland, were restored to him;
and his dominions were farther increased by the Lower Rhine,
Juliers, Cleves, and Berg, Munster, Thuringia, Upper and Lower
Lusatia, and Menneberg. At the same time, he acquired Swe-
dish Pomerania, and the island of Rugen, from Denmark, partly

by exchange, and partly by purchase.

XVI.—KINGDOM OF BAVARIA.

1. Situation, Sec.—This country, which was erected

into a kingdom by Bonaparte in 1806, lies between
Bohemia, Austria, Wirtemburg, and Hesse.

2. Face of the Country^ Soil, ^c.—Bavaria is moun-
tainous on the south. The rest of it is a flat country,

at the lieight of more than 1600 feet above the level

o£ the sea. Much of the soil is barren, and the fertile

parts are badly cultivated.

3. Chief 2bw?is.—Munich, Augsburg, Nureni-

burg, Ratisbon, Ulni,Wurtzburg, Bamberg, Anspach,
Bayreuth,*

4. Population.'^The population is thought to exceed four

millions.

6. Government,—The government is a limited monarchy.

C. State of Education.—There are five universities; but there

Questions on the Notes to Settion XV.

1. What i* the content of I>rusiia ?

S. What are the pornlationa of the principal towns? How tnanjr towns hftT*

lOlOlIU inhahituntB or upwardn ? How many :M,U(H) or upwardii*

S. What II the chief I'russian manufacture?
4. Who were some of tlie most eminent nit>u produced in Prussia?

• 1. Munich is one of the finest and most l)eantiAil cities in Germany, and luw a
Dopulatinn of 40,0UU or 50,000. Tlie population of AugsburK is about :)d,000( ol

NuremburK. :I0,(NN); of Ratisbon, above tf),UUUi and the other towns above men«
ftuned, contein from 10,0W) to iMI,0(lO.
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are scarcely any schools for the education of the poorer classes,

who are consequently very ignorant.

7. Religion.—The religion is in general the Roman Catholic,

in its strictest form.

four

XVII.—KINGDOM OF HANOVER.

1. SittuUion,—This kingdom, which belongs to the

king of England, is situated between the German
Sea, the Elbe, Prussia, and the Netherlands.

2. Face of the Countn/f Soil, 8fc,—Most of the

country is flat, and some of it marshy. A consider-

able part of it is covered with wood, and much of it

is barren.

3. Chief Towns.—Hanover, Hildesheim, Lunen-
burg, Zell, Gottingen, Klausthal, Emden, Osna-
burg.*

4. Population and Government.—The population is a millioa

and a quarter; and the government has been lately changed, so

as to resemble that of England.

5. State of Ediication,—The only university is that of Grottirv-

gen, which is very flourishing.-j- There are many academies;

and, in all the villages, there are elementary schools.

6. Religion.—The established religion is Lutheranism; but

Galvinists, Roman Catholics, and all others, are now free fhim
penalties or privations, on account of their religions belieC

7. Hiitorical Sketch.-^ln 1692 Hanover was made an electo-

rate; and in 1714 the second elector, George Lewis, was made
king of England, in virtue of his descent by his mother from
James I. of that country. Since that time, Hanover has con-

tinued subject to the king of England; and in 18 15 it was elo>

vated to the rank of a kingdom, while his present majesty was
prince regent.

XVIII.—KINGDOM OF WIRTEMBURG.

I. Situation, Soil, §*c.—Wirtemburg, which was
made a kingdom by Bonaparte in 1806, lies west of

• 3. Hanover contatna about SAjOOO Inhabitanta i Hildaiheim, about 13,0U0i and
tha other townt mentioned aboTe, from 7UU0 to 10,(K)0.

4 3. This university, which was founded by GeorKO II. of England, in ITJ4. baa
43 professors I and the number of students in 181H was IIM, about two thirds of
whom were foreigners. The library is one of the most valuiUtle in Europe. Uf
the eminent men connected with this seminary, may be mentioaad MoshHm,
Mioluuiii% Haller, Joba Mathtw Uesiwr, and Tobias Mayer.

;
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Bavaria, and north of Switzerland. It is one of the

finest and most fertile parts of Germany; producing
grain, fruit, and rich wines, in great ahundance.

2. Chief Towns and Population.—The chief towns
are Stutgaud, Hailbron, and Hall;* and the popu-
lation of the kingdom is rather above a million.

3. Beligion and Literature.'—The established religion is Lu-
theranism, without any distinction of rank among the clergy.

The only university is that of Tubingen.

tV:

n

XIX.—KINGDOM OF SAXONY.

1. Situation, Soil, 8^'c.—The kingdom of Saxony is

situated between the Prussian dominions and Bohc-

mia.f The climate is excellent; and the soil very

fertile, except on the frontiers of Bohemia. The
mines are also very valuable, particularly for silver,

tin, copper, iron, and lead.

S. Chief Towns,—^Dresden, Leipzig, Freyberg,

Chemnitz. :|:

3. Population and i?e/%ton.—-The population is about one
million; and the inhabitants are for the most part Lutherans,

though for more than a hundred years the reigning princes have
been Roman Catholics.

4. Literature.—Science and literature have long been culti>

yated, with peculiar care, in Saxony; and there the German
language is spoken in the greatest purity. The only university,

in the present Saxon dominions, is that of Leipzig; but there

are many schools and academies.

• 4. The population of Stutgard is nearly 30,OC/0, and of Hailbron and Hall about
7000 each.

f 5. The boondarr pastes near Leipzig. Weissenberg, and Gorlitz, on the north

and oast; and near Plauen and Hof, oh the west. Much of the best part of the

Saxon territories was given to Prussia by the congi'ess of Vienna in 1815.

X 6. Prior to 1813, Dresden was one of the finest cities in Germany ; containing

many beautiful public buildings, and a population, according to some wr^era, of
more than IOO,oiX), while others state it at ^0,()00. In that yt-ur, it was taken by the

allies from the French, after a lung blockade, and several destructive bombardmenta,
the effects of which will long be felt. Leipzig has a population of nearlv 4U,(XJU. it

is one of the principal trading towns of Germany ; and is remarkable for its three

great fairs, which are held at the beginning of the year, at Easter, and at IVIichaeU

mas, and continue a fortnight each. These are attended by more than 800 nier-

chants from almost every country of Europe, and even by some from Asi^, as alio
bv nearly 300bool(sellers! and articles of almost every kind nre exposed to sale.

Printing is carried on here so extensively, that about 1U,0(X) volumes are pabUsbcNl
every year. I'feybcrg and Chemnitz have eaoh about 10,000 inhabitant*.
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5. Historical Sketch.—The inhabitants of Saxony are of the

same stock aa the tribes who established the heptarchy in Eng-
land. After a long contest, the country was conquered by
Charlemagne, and the inhabitants embraced the Roman Catho-
lic faith. At the commencement of the Reformation, in the
sixteenth century, Frederick, elector of Saxony, was the friend

and protector of Luther; and his subjects became Protestants.

In 1697 Frederick Augustus abjured the Protestant religion,

with a view, it is said, to obtain the throne of Poland; and all

the sovereigns, since that time, have continued to be Roman
Catholics. Saxony was entirely conquered by Frederick the
Great of Prussia ; but was restored at the peace of 1763. During
the late wars, the elector was dignified with the title of king by
Bonaparte, in 1806; and his dominions were enlarged by thie

addition of parts of the Prussian territories. In 1815, however,
he was punished for his opposition to the Allied Powers, by the

loss of a great part of his kingdom, which was then reduced to

its present dimensions.

XX.—MINOR GERMAN STATES.

1. The Grand Dutchv of Baden is situated between Wir-
temburg and the Rhine. It has a population of nearly a million;

and the principal towns are Carlsruhe, Manheim, Heidelberg,

and Freyburg.

2. The Grand Dutchv op Hesse Cassel has a population

of about 350,000; and the chief towns arc Cassel, Hanau, and
Marpurg or Marburg.

3. Hesse Darmstadt has a population of upwards of half a
million; and contains the towns of Mentz, Darmstadt, and
Worms.

4. The DuTCHY of Mecklenburg Schwerin contains about
300,000 inhabitants; and that of Mecklenburg Strelitk,
about 70,000. The former contains the towns of Schwerin,
Gustrow, and Wisniar; and the latter, that of Strelitz.

5. The DuTciiY of Brunswick Wolfenbuttle has a popu*
lation of 300,000; and the principal towns are Brunswick,
Wolfenbuttle, and Helmstadt.

6. Besides these, there are the Grand Dutchy of Holsteim
Oldenburg; the Principalities of Anhalt, Saxe Gotha,
Saxe Weimar, and several others of small extent and con-

sequence.

7. There are four free cities; Frankfort on the Mayne, Ham-
burg, Bremen, and Lubeck. These arc cities of extensive com-

1
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merce, and are independent of the surrounding states, each of

them having a separate government of its own, vtf a republican

form.*

Exercises respecting the German States.

What are the relative situations of Baden, Wirtemburg, and Bavaria ? Of Hanover,
Saxony, and Hesse Cassel ? Of the four free ciUes ? Of Hanover, Gottingen,

Leipzig, Dresden, and Berlin ? What towns are on the Elbe and the Oder?

XXI.—SWITZERLAND.*

J. Situation and Divisions,—Switzerland ig situ-

ated between France, Germany, and Italy. It con-

sists of 31 cantons; which, with their chief towns,

are as follows:

CANTONS. CHIEF TOWNS.

Basil « Basil or Bale
Soleure Soleure

Lucerne Lucerne
Zug ....... Zug
Zurich ..*... Zurich

Schaffhausen .... Schaffhausen

Appenzell Herisau, Appenzell
Friburg Friburg

• 7. Hamburg has a population of about 110,000, or, with the territory that
belongs to it, upwards of 130,000; while the othei), with their respective territoiies,

have each a population of nearly 50,000. These cities are the only remnants of the
fanons Hanseatic leaglie, which commenced about the twelfth century, and com-
prehended 72 cities formed into a corporation for mutual defence against the feudal
tyranny and anarchy of the times. This league was so powerful, about the begii^
ning ot the fifteenth century, as to be able to influence, in a considerable degree,
the management of the atfairs of Europe. By this means, it excited the jMlonay of
tlw continental princes, who gradually induced their subjects to withdraw from it{

Midi in consequence of this, its power and influence soob declined.

Questions on the Notes to Sections XVI XX.
1. What are the populations of the principal towns of Bavaria?
5. What are the populations of Hanover and Hildesheim ?

9. Give an account of the university of Gottingen. What eminent men hav« been
connected with it ?

4. What is the population of Stutgard ?

6. Give an account of Dresden. What is the population of Leipzig ? For what is

it remarkable? How many merchants and booksellers attend its fairs?

How many volumes are published in it every year?
7. What are the populations of the four free cities ? What were the origin and

extent of the Hanseatic league? What brought about ita decline?

* 1. The latihide of the middle of Switzerland is about 46« 40* north, and Its

longitude about.S" east; and the surface of the country occupiea a space of nearly

\6JW square miles.
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CANTONS. CHIEF TOWNS.

Berne Berne
Underwalden .... Stantz, Sarnen
Schweitz Schweitz

Uri ....... . Altorf

Glarus Glarus
Aargau Aarau
Thurgau Frauenfeld

St. Gall St. Gallen or St. Gall

Pays de Vaud or Waadt . Lausanne
Geneva Geneva
Vallais or Wallis . . . Sion or Sitten

Tessino Lugano
Grison? or Grey League . Coire or Chur*

2. Face of the dyuntry, 8^c.—Switzerland is the

highest and most mountainous country in Europe,
and is celebrated for its bold and sublime scenery.

The principal mountains are the Alps, which occupy
the greater part of the south and east of the coun-

try.f

ti"!

* 2. Before the French Revolution, there were only the first thirteen cantons
above rr' ntioned. The others, which have since been added, were formed out of
the foruiui' allies and subjects of Switzerland. Neufchatel now belongs to Prussia.

f 3. In the south of Switzerland are Mont Blanc, Mont Rosa, Mont Cervin, and
several others of the highest summits of the Al{)s. Among the wonderful and
striking features of these mountains, may be mentioned the glaciers, avalanches,
and waterfalls.

The glaciers are great lields or valleys of ice, filling the spaces between the sum-
mits of the mountains. One of the most remarkable of these, though not the laiigest,

is that which gives origin to the Rhone. This is near the middle of Switzerland;
and consists of two pt^s, one of which is three miles long and one broad, and the
uther is oonsiderabljr larger. The appearance which these present to the traveller,

is of the most beautiful description. On almost every side, they are surrounded by
the most rugged mountains; and the rays of the sun cause the ice to glisten like

crystal, while blue tints of inexpressible beautjr are reflected from its surface. Some
of the glaciers present deep fissures, and great inequalities, as if the surface of a sea
had been frozen when agitated by a tempest. The fissures are occasioned by the
partial melting of the ice beneath; and their formation, when the ice is rent by its

own weight, is attended with a noise like thunder. The glaciers continually exist;

gaining, from snow and congelation, in winter, what they lose in being melted by
the heat of the earth, and of the summer sun.

Avalanches are great masses of snow, which roll down from the higher parts of
tlie mountains; and, iucreasing in magnitude as they descend, overwhelm houses,
cattle, or whatever lies in their course. These also frequently carry fragments of
the mountains along with them ; and from this cause, as well as from the descent
of pieces of rock on other occasions, the glaciers and the bottoms of the valleys aio
^rewed with masses of stone of every dimension. Sometimes also still larger por-
tions of mountains ]^ield to the gradual etfccts of time, and roll down with incon-
ceivable force, carrving inevitable destruction in the line of their descent. In this

way, the village of Pleurs, near Chiavenna, with its inhabitants, was oveiwhelmed,
so that not a vestige of it remained.

The traveller among the Alps is presented with every variety of waterfall, from
the small cascade to the tremendous cataract; the Reuss, the Rhone, and other

in
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3.. Lakes.—The lakes are numerous; and tlie prin-

cipal are those of Geneva, Constance, Neufchatel,

Lucerne, and Zurich.*

4. Rivers.—The principal rivers are the Rhine,
Reuss., and Aar, which have a northerly direction,

and unite; the Rhone, which flows westward; the

Tessino and Adda, which flow southward into Italy;

and the Inn, which has a north-easterly course, and
joins the Danube in Germany.

5. Towns.—The chief towns are Geneva, Basil or

Bulc, Beiine, Zurich, Lausanne, and Friburg.f

C. Climate, Soil, ^c.—In the elevated parts of the country,

the climate is cold; and the tops of Mont Blanc, and the other
high mountains, are always covered with snow. In the low
valleys, however, the heat in summer is great. Much of the
country is altogether barren; but there are many valleys J in

which the soil in extremely rich and fertile. ^

rivers, sometimes rolling smoothly along through winding valieys, sometimesbound*
in^ from rock to rock with stunning noise, and sometimes pouring their waters In
one large jet over lofty precipices. One of the most remarkable waterfalls in the
world is that of Staubach, where a torrent discharges its waters perpendicularly
from the vast height of i30 feet. The greater part of the water forming this cascade,
falls clear of the rocks in its descent, and is resolved into fine spray before it reaches
the ground ; while the rettt dashes against a projecting rock, and is driven off with
great violence. Staubach is near l^uterbmnnen, in fierue.

* 4. The surfaces of the lakes of Geneva and Constance, are elevated UOO or
laOO tieet above the level of the sea. The length and breadth of the former are 40
miles and 9 miles, aud thos>'3 of the latter 45 miles and 15 miles, respectively.- Tim
lakes of Switzerland are all deeper in summer than in winter, in consequence of
the melting of the snows, lu the Lake of Geneva, a diflerence of five or six feet is

produced by this means. Tlie greatest ascertained depth of this lake, is 960 feet;

while the Lake of Constance has, near Wersbourg, the vast depth of 350 fathoms.

This lake is navigated by vessels of 100 tons. The Luke of Geneva is extremely
beautiful. Its form is that of i\ crescent; and its shores present every variety of
scenery, from the softest to the .most rugged and sublime ,- exhibiting, in some parts,

wooded valleys or sloping fields, ornamented with neat villages, and well-cultivated

group<^s; and, in other directions, lofty mountains, some nearer and othttrs more
rejnoie, and displaying numberless forms and various shades of colour. Its waters
are transparent, and, from the retJection of tlie sky, are of a beautiful blue colour,

except where it receives tlie turbid waters of the Rhone. These enter it with great

rapidity, and discolour it for upwards of half a league? but the earthy particles are

gradually deposited, and the Rhone issues from its other extremity with puiv,

transparent waters.

+ 5. The population of Geneva is nbout 23,000; of Basil, 15,000; of Berne, 14,000;

and of the other towns above mentioned, from (iOOO to 10,000.

t C. One of the most beautiful of these is the Vale of Chamouni, at the base of
Mont Blanc, on its northern side. In this interesting valley, almost surrounded
with towering mountains, the traveller is presented at once with the representation

of the beauty and luxuriance of a southern climate, and the bledkness, sterility, and
snow of a polar landscape. The Vallais also, or Valley of the Rhone, situated

lietween the Helvetian and Pennine Alp:i, is remarkably fine and beautiful; pre-

nting luxuciAot meadows and fields of grain, with rich pastures, comfortable
:iouses, and neat villages. These and numberless other attractions, render Switzer-
land the constant resort of travellers from every civilized country of the world.

i 7. So great is the industry of the people, that, where it is at all possible, tlw

I
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7. Population, «$-c.--The population rather exceeds two mil-

lions. The number of soldiers is great, in proportion to the

population; and these are often hired out to other nations,

particularly as guards, on account of their fidelity, and other

good properties.

8. Government,—Each canton has a separate government^

and distinct laws. There is also a diet, composed of members

from all the inferior governments, which has the poweir of di-

recting the general affairs of the whole state.*

9. Manufactui'cs.—The manufactures of Switzerland are very

limited. The principal are those of cotton goods, linen, and

silk; and 250,000 watches are annually sent abroad for sale.

10. Literature^ Sfc.—There is a university at Basil; and col-

leges at Geneva, Berne, Zurich, Lausanne, and Lucerne; and
the people of all ranks are well educated and intelligent, accord-

ing to their situation in life.f

1 1. Religion.—In some of the provinces, the Protestant re-

ligion is established: and in others tne Roman Catholic. In

Glarus and Appenzel, there is a mixture of both.ij:

12. Character, Sfc.—The Swiss are sober, well conducted, and
of great simplicity in their dress and manners.^ In general,

they are robust and healthy; but in some places, particularly in

the Vallais, many individuals have a swelling in the neck, which
is called a goitre.

13. Historical Sketch.—Switzerland was conquered by the

Romans under Julius Caesar; and continued to be a Roman
province, till the dismemberment of the empire in the fifth cen-

tury. It was then overrun by the Alemanni, who exterminated
a great part of the ancient inhabitants. Afler various political

sides of the mountains axe cultivated almost to the glaciers. The wealth of the

country consists, in a great degree, in its cattle. Poverty, however, is very general j

and causes great numbers to emigrate to the United States, to Canada, and to

Brazil.

8. Hence it appears, that Switzerland, considered as a whole, is a repuhlic.
Of the cantons, some are purely democratic, the government being vested in the
people, or their deputies ; others are oligarchies or aristocracies, the supreme autho-
rity belonging to a number of the principal persons; and some are petty monar-
chies without the name, the supreme power being vested in an individual.

+ 9. Switzerland, in proportion to it* popnlationj has produced a great nnmbcr
of learned and eminent men. Some of the most distinguished of these are Zuin-
glius, Conrad and Solomon Gesner, Turretine, the Bernoulli^, Euler, Zimmerman,
Haller, Rousseau, and Lavater.

% 10. The cantons of Lucerne, Uri, Schweitz, Underwalden, Zug, Friburg, ai*d

Soleure, are Roman Catholic; and have one archbishop, and six bishops. Zurich,
Berne, Geneva, and Shafl'hausen, are Protestant. To the Ronan 'Catholic dis-

ricts may be added the Vallais ; and to the Protestant, the greater part ofthe Grisons.
Among the Protestants, the form of church government is Presbyterian, and the pre-
vailing doctrines are Calvinistic. For some time, however, Arianism and Socln-
ianlsm have been embraced by a considerable number, particularly about Geneva.

I 11. The dress of the inhabitants is, in general, very simple and graceful,- anil

there is less difference between the higher and lower classes, in respect to drew,
houses, and manner of life in this country, than in any other in Eorope. The hoar
for dinner is geuerslly twelve o'clock, and the times for the other meals are early in
proportion.
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changes, the country at length became subject to the house of
Austria; and was governed by viceroys, who oppressed the

people for their own aggrandizement. Under the regency of

one of the worst of these, named Gesler, the country was freed

from the Austrian domination, by the celebrated William Tell,

in the year 1307. From that period, it continued independent,

and enjoyed peace and prosperity, till it was subdued by the

French in 1798 and 1799. After the final overthrow of Bona-
parte, however, it was restored to its ancient condition ; and in

this state it continues at present.

W»%»^«»i»»%»»* *»i»%^%wa

Exercises on tlie Map of SwiUeerland.

What are the latitudes and longitudes of Berne and Geneva ? What is the distance
between the lakes of Geneva and Constance ? What are the relative situations

of Geneva and Lausanne ?

!'^

XXII.—ITALY.

1. Boundaries,—Italy is bounded on the west and
north by the Alps, which separate it from France,

Switzerland, and Austria; on the north-east, by the

GulfofVenice, or the Adriatic Sea; and on the south-

east and south-west, by the Mediterranean.*

DIVISIONS.

I. Kingdoiii of Sardinia

:

1. Piedmont and Nice .

2. Dutchy of Montferrat
3. Part of Milan

CHIEF TOWNS.

Turin, Vercelii, Nice
Casale

Novara

Questions on the Notes to Section XXL
1.

3.

What is the extent of Switzerland ?

VV hat are glaciers ? Describe thu glacier of the Rhone. How are Assures in

the glaciers occasioned? What are avalanches i" What are their effects?

Are similar effects produced by any other means ? Describe the waterfall
of Staubach.

4. How high are the lakes of Geneva and Constance ? What are their dimen-
sions? When are tl»e lakes of Switzerland deepest, and what difference »
there at different times? What are the depths of the lakes of Geneva and
Constance ? Describe the former.

5. What are the populations of the principal towns of Switzerland ?

6. Describe the Vale of Chamouni, and the Valley of the Rhone.
9. Who were some of the most eminent men produced in Switzerland?
11. What is the character of the dress of the inhabitants ? What is their bour for

dinner? j

• 1. The extreme latitudes of Italy are about 38° and 46{° north; and its ex-
treme longitudes about t)° and 19 <> cast. Its length, from north-west to south-east,

is about 7U0 miles: its breadth at Naples is nearly 100 miles; at Rome, about 110
miles; from Venice to Genoa, nearly 200 miles; and farther north, it exceeds JOi)

miles The surface is above 90,000 square miles.

1
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DIVISIONS. CHIEP TOWNS.

4. Genoa Genoa, Savona
5. Savoy Chamberry, Annecy
6. Island of Sardinia . . . Cagli&ri, Sassari

II. Kingdom ofLombardyand
Venice

:

1. Province of Milan ... Milan, Pavia, Mantua,
Cremona

2. Province of Venice . . . Venice, Brescia, Verona,

Padua
III. Dutchy ofParma, Placen-

tia, and Guastella . . Parma, PIacentia,GuastelIa

IV. States of Modena:

1. Modena, Mirandola, and
Reggio . Modena, Reggio

2. DutchyofMassa&Carrara Massa, Carrara

V. Lucca Lucca

VJ. Tuscany Florence, Leghorn, Pisa

VII. State of the Church . . ROME, Bologna, Ferrara

Vin. Republic of St. Marino St. Marino

IX. Kingdom of Naples:

1. Naples NAPLES, Bari, Brindisi

2. Sicily Palermo, Catania, Messina

2. Island.—Besides Sicily and Sardinia, already

irientioncd, there are Corsica, Elba, the Lipari Isles,

Malta, and several other islands of small consequence.

The chief towns of Corsica are Bastia, Ajaccio, and
Bonifacio; and the capital of Malta is Valetta.*

* 2. Corsica belong to France; and its population is supposed to be 170,000. It

has mountains from 7000 to tiOOO feet high. It is now perhaps cliiefly celebrated
for having eiyen birth to Napoleon Bonaparte.

Elba is situated ten miles from the shore of Tuscany. It recently acquired dis-

tinotion, from having been erected into a principality for Bonaparte and his heirs,

afte^ his first abdicauon of the throne of France, and for Iiaving been his residence
during a short period. It now belongs to Tuscany.

Malta formerly belonged to the knights of Malta; bnt was taken by the French,
under Bonaparte, in 1798. It was afterwards taken by the British, after two years'

blockade; and to them it now belongs. It was originally little else than a barren
mass of freestone ; but quantities of soil have been imported from Sicily and Italy,

so as to render it fertile in a considerable degree. It contains nearly 100,000 inha-
bitants, which is a vast population for so small an island. It is chiefly valuable
for its excellent harboui s, and for the great strength of its fortifications.

The Lipari Islands will be mentioned hereafter, in tlie account of Naples.

D
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3. Seaports.'—Nice, St. Kemo, Genoa, Leghorn,
Civita Vecchia, Naples, Salerno, Taranto, Brindisi

(anciently Brundusium), Bari, Manfredonia, Loretto,

Ancona, Pessaro, Rimini, and Venice; also, in Sicily,

Palermo, Messina, Catania, Syracusa, Girgenti, and
Trapani.

4. Face of the Country, 8fc.—The surface of Italy is

extremely varied. The Apennines extend from one
extremity of the peninsula to the other, and spread

over half the country. Between them and the Alps,

there is the great plain of Lomhardy, '.vhich is so flat,

that for 200 miles there is not a rising ground.*

5. Lakes.—The chief lakes are those of Magciore,

Lugano, Como, and Garda, in the north, remarKahle
for their beautiful scenery.

6. Hirers.—The principal rivers are the Po, which
passes Turin, and flows eastward into the Gulf of

Venice; the Adige, which falls into the same gulf,

north of the mouths of the Po; the Artio, which passes

Florence) and flows into the Mediterranean; and the

Tiber or Tevere, which, after passing Rome, falls

into the same sea. The Po receives the Tanaro,

1 essino, Adda, and many others.f

7. Climate.—The climate of Italy is in general very fine, and
the sky delightfully clear. The heat, however, is in many places

very oppressive in summer; and at that season, what is called

• 3. 7'he Alps, throngli their whttle course, prpsent a continued scries of preci-

ineis towards Itulv. Tiirir sides, howeTer, to a considerable height, are in many
plains clotlied with luxxiriant woods, and rirh v«i(etRlion. The Apennines are of
various heiglits, from 4(K'0to nearly 8U0U feetj and iire not rocky, except in a few
instances near their summits. I'heir lower parts are almost e% t-ry where coTered
with fruit-trees, undtr the shade of which, crops of jjruin an- hroiiKht to maturity.
Higher up, there are forests of sweet chesnuts, which yield suhsistence to a nume'
rolls population, at the height n" some thousand leet above the sea; and the sum
mits, in general, supply pastures for numerous flocks. Hence, while many of the
lower parts of Italy are almost uninhabited, these eleyated regions are extremely
poiiiilous, and aljund in towns and villa^a. For the sake of health, these ore gene-
rail) ertcted on eminences, where the air is better than in valleys; and thus, in

connexion with the forests, tbry give a picturesque and beautiful appearance vo the

niouiitains.

f 4. The Po, and the other rivers which flow through the great plain of I^ni-

ban' y, carry down from the mountains vast qiiantitirs of hand and earth, wliirh

gnuliially raise ttieir Mmnnels above the le^el of the adjacent cnuntrv, and lay tlie

inhabitants under the necessity of foniiing lar^o and expensive emliankments tu

}>rotfct their grounds. I'hc 1'u. in particular, has rot only raised its bed manjr
eet, since the days of the ancient Komansj but has made such depositions at its

mouth, that it has extended the coast more than twenty miles into the Adriatie«

beyond itE pusitii>u ut tlutt tim*.

W:.
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tlie malaria, a species of noxious air or vapour, causes fevers,

wiiich carry oiF great numbers of the inhabitants.*

8. SoU and Produce.—Italy produces, in great abundance and
excellence, grain and fruit of almost every kind that is to be

found in any other part of Europe.
9. Population.—The population of Italy, including Sicily and

Sardinia, is nearly twenty millions.

10. Literature, Sfc.—After the dark ages in Europe, the Ita-

lians were among the first that made any considerable advances

in learnhig. Since that period, the country has produced men
of eminence in almost every department of literature, science,

and art; and in painting, the Italian artists have been peculiarly

distinguished.-^

11. Religion.—The religion of Italy is the Roman Catholic,

which derives i{:s name from Rome; where the pope, the head
of the Roman Catholic Church, resides.

12. Government.—In all the states of Italy, except St. Mari-

no, which is a republic, the government is absolute, and very

little liberty is enjoyed by the people.

13. Character, Sfc.—The Italians, in general, possess fine na-

tural taste, particularly in poetry, painting* and music; and they

are polite, charitable, and contented.:^

14. Curiosities.^-The principal curiosities are the remains of
buildings, roads, and other works of the ancient Romans.

15. Historical Sketch,—Rome owed its origin to the erection

of a number of mud cabins by banditti, under a leader called ."i
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* o. This tprrible scourgeof8nflneacoimtry,prpvails chiefly in the low grounds,

between the Apennines and the Mediterranean; and it has in late times, perhaps
from want uf proper draining, extended its ravages over many places that were
formerly healthy and popnious, and reduced thi m to deserts. On this account, the

whole plain of Tuscany between the mountainft and the sea, is neglected; as ulso

the Caropagna of Home, and many other places. It is likewise felt, in some dcgiec,

at Naples, Ferrara, Pavio, and the north ut the lake of C'omo; and Koine itsult' is

brgiimini; to suffer from its effects, so that the wealthy inhabitants annually retire

to the higher parts uf the country during the hot season.

+ (5. Of distinguished Italians produced in modern times, it may stifllce to raen-
tioD Dante, Tasso, Ariosto, Petrarch ; Turricelli, Galileo; Itanhael, Titian, !>li(;liael

Angclu, Carrnrcio, and Corregio. There are thirteen universities, auioiig which are
th.)se of Rome, Florence, Padua, iiulo^nu, Pavia, and Naples. Convents, how-
ever, are the principal places lor education.

X 7. The character of the people of Italy appears to be nnich better and mon?
amiable than it is generally represented ; and delicacy and rellnement of taste, in

resiiect to painting, music, poetry, and architecture, are more general than in any
iithur country, and exist even among thr^ tradesmen and peasantry in a very coii-

siilorable degree. The practice of assassination, once so prevalent and so siiiich

encouraged i)y the higher classes, seem.* happily to have yielded to better ideas and
laws, particularly in I A>nil)ardy and Tuscany. In some places, however, particu-
larly between Home and Naple.i, thert; are numerous bands of rubbers, who couiniit

great depredations, aiul fre()uently murder travellers. These are so powerful, tluil

thus far the civil authority 'las nut been able, or has not ventured, to put tlieni

down; and they ar»> so bui.l. that, when they captun« a prisoner of constxjuence, they
specify to his Irienils whi.t n.nsom, lodged in a certain place, will pnKMin; his lihi-w

IIration; adding, at the s.kme time, that, without the ransom, h« wUl be put tu dial'

aud tlioir demands are gunrrully comjiliud with.
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n
Romulus, about 750 years before Christ. Above 200 years

after, the government ceased to be a monarchy, and became a
republic ; and the territories of the state were gradually increased,

till they comprehended all Italy. In three successive wars
against Carthage, the Romans were successful; after the last

of which, Carthage was totally destroyed, 147 years before

Christ, and 117 years after the commencement of the first.

These are the celebrated Punic wars, which are amoiig the

most remarkable on record. From this time^ the Romans ex-

tended their conquests over every country in Europe, Asia,

and Africa, that seemed worthy of their notice. The republican

form of government was overturned by Julius Coesar; and, from
that time, the state became a monarchy under emperors. Con-
stantine the Great partially removed the seat of government
to Constantinople, about the year 330 of the Christian era; and,

soon after, the Roman territories were divided into two em-
pires,—the Western and the Eastern, the capitals of which were
Rome and Constantinople. From this time, the Western began
gradually to decline; and was at length overturned in 476, by
numerous hordes of Goths and other barbarians, from the north-

ern parts of Europe. During the long period that has since

elapsed, Italy has been subject to so many revolutions and
changes, and has been divided into so many parts of varying

magnitude, that it would be impossible to give an outline of its

history in a moderate space.

Exercises on the Map of Italy.

Vhat are the latitudes and longitudes of Rome, Naples, IMilaii, Vtyiice, and
Palermo.' At what ditlereut places do the Apennines apnruacli neavi'bt tu the

sea.-* Through wliat places will the shortest route from Sice to Veniec pass.'

What is the general latitude of the Po? V\'hat parts of Italy have 120 of east
longitude? llow arc Corsiea, Sardinia, I'.lba, S»icily, and Malta, situated in

respect to eacii otlieri* How far is Koine from Naples :' From (ienoa:" From
lioiogna? From Mantua i* Measure the breadth of the Gulf of Veuice at dif-

ferent places.

Queitinm on the Note$ to Section XXII.

1. Between what latitudes and longitudes is Italy situated ? What are its dimen-
sions'.' Its content'.'

i, To what power docs Corsica belong? \Vhat is its population:' For what is it

Cflebriiteil
'

To what state d(K-s Elba behmn ? For what has it been recently distinifuished ?

To whom was Malta formerly subject i' To whom does it now beltniK' ' How
has it been render'"*! fertile:' What is its population i* For what is it valuable.'*

3. Of what Wight are the Apennines:" What trees and crops grow on them?
What contrast is there between tbi m and many of the lower parts of Italy ?

4. Why art) einbanknients re()ulred in some parts of Italy:' What changes have
been produoe^l by tlw> I'o since uiirient tiuies''

fl, Where does the malaria cliielly jirevail
:'

0. Who were some of the most eminent ltft'i:'ns of mo<lem times? Name .some of

the univerHilics. What are the chief places lor education '

7. Where, principally, are the bands of Italiun robber (iivc an aocu\int of

tb< m.
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XXIII.—KINGDOM OF SARDINIA *

1. Situation,—The continental part of the kingdom
of Sardinia occupies the north-western part of Italy,

as far as the Tessino; and a line drawn from it to

the Mediterranean, a little east of Spezia.

2. Chief Towns,—Tukin, Genoa, Cagliari, Ver-
celli, Alessandria.^

3. Climate, Spc.—The climate of Piedmont is mild and delight-

ful. Savoy, from its situation, is colder, and is rather barren.

Piedmont is extremely rich and fertile; producing grain, cattle,

fruits, and vast quantities of silk.

4. Population.—The population of the kingdom of Sardinia

is about four millions, of which the island of Sardinia:^ contains

rather above half a million.

5. Historical Sketch.—The title of the sovereigns of this coun-

try was duke of Savoy till 1720, when the title of king of Sar-

dinia was given to Victor Amadeus, for the services which he
had rendered to the emperor of Germany, in the great war with

France, about the succession to the crown of Spain. In the

war that followed the French Revolution, the king was stripped

of all his Italian territories. These were restored, however, by
the congress of Vienna, and increased by the addition of Genoa.
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XXIV.—KINGDOM OF LOMBARDY & VENICE.

1. Situation.—This kingdom, which belongs to the

emperor of Austria, comprehends that part of Ualy

* I. After the foref(oiiiK general account of Italy, it may he proi*ei- tu givt) w aie

particulars of its more important parts.

+ 3. Turin contains about 100,(IOU inhabitants Gfnoa (W.OOO, Cai^Iiarl VVOiin,

V«>rcelli ^>,<K)0, and Alessandria 12,000. Genoa was ar. indttpendent state. .. i the

periwl of the French Reyolution. After that event, it was c<)n(|u<>r<>d by I- ranee t

i)ut, in the territorial arrangements of Europe by the congress of Viennii, it wa«
annexed to Hardinia. It hai formerly considerable fni«i|pi poRwsJtiotit, and irreat

mnunen^e; and it made a conspicuous figure in the atfairj of Europe, particularly

during the crusades, and in its wars with I'isa and Venice. The discovery of

AnterTca, however, and of the passage to India by the Cape of Ootid Hope, vui iiud

commerce into new channels, and greatly injured (jenoa, and the other tindlnK
cities of Italy, which have in consequence lost much of their wealth and influence.

The splendour of the public buildings, and of many of the private pahices in (ieooti,

is perhaps not suqiassetl in the world. Several of them are built entirely of mar-
ble, and the others are omamente<l with mart>le pottaKi and columns. The interior

of these buildings is also e<iuallyniagniticenti and they are deconted with tnp)s>

tries, |iaintiiigR, and statues. The general effect, howerer, is much i!:Jured by Dm
narrowness and d.'irkneRs of the streets.

% X This iilnnd is about IfiO miles lone, and 00 broad. It Is said to be naturally

fertile in a considerable decree
i but it is tninly inhabited, badly rultivated. and, in

many places, very unhealthy from noxious exhalations. It is greatly neglected bf
the king, who rei<i<lefl In Italy, and leaves it to be misgoverned by hose under blmi
and the jnioiile are, in gttirral, viry rude in -.^r t and manners, and very Ignoriint,
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«'hicl) lies north of the Po, and east of the Tcs-,

sino.

2. Chwf Towns.—Milan, Vknice, Pavia, iNIan-

tua, and Verona.*

3. Cliwatey Soil, S^c.—The climate is fine, and the soil unconi-

mouly fertile. In the great plain of Lombardy, three crops of

different kinds are, by proper culture, produced in the year.

Tiie pastures, which occupy above two thirds of the country,

arc peculiarly rich, and produce the celebrated Parmesan cheese.

4. Population.—The population of this kingdom is about four

millions.

XXV.^TUSCANY.

1. Situation, §t.—This st.ite, the sovereign ofwhich
is styled the Grand Duke of Tuscany, is situated

along the coast of the Mediterranean, west of the

State of the Church. Its principal divisions are

Florence, Pisano, and Sienna; and it has a popula-

tion of about one million three hundred thousand.

2. Towns.—The principal towns are Flouence or

FiRENZA, Leghorn or Livorno, Pisa, and Sienna.f

• 4. For the population of the principal of these, see page 61. Venice, like

Genoa, was fonuerly an independent state, with still more extenfiive furviun pus-
sesriuns. It had also great commerce and influence; but it has joadually dechned
from the same causes that have operated against Genoa; and, after liavinj; lieen

conquered by the Trench in tlie late war, it was ceded, in 17U7, by Uonapartc, to

the emperor of Austria, to whom it otill belongs. The city is built on 72 .small

islands, which are connected by SOU bridal's. Of these, the Iliullo is the most
bir.utiful, and is entirely composed of marble. It contains also many other mug-
iiificent public and private edifices.

Milan is one of the tlneHf -vnd most splendid cities in Italy, containing a gnixt
nunil)i!r of larg.^ and beuutilul buildings. It is very ancient, niul has been forty

times taken by enemies.

+ 6. The population of Florence is about 8n,r,<;0,of I.rRhorn 5t),r(:0, of r'istt3(),or.O,

and of Sienna ^,INIU. Florence is very l)eautiful, having splendid Iniildings, and
its streets being always kept remarkably clean. The Medicean gallery, in this city,

cimtains one of the tinest collections of paintings and statues in the world. Tlie
cathedral is also large ahd beautiful; and there are many other magnificent eilifn-es,

both public and private. I'isa bad once a population of 16(l.lNN^; and, like (icnoa
and Venice, had foreign territories and great power, particulnrly at sea. At tJiJ

same period, Sienna was also independent, and hod a population ut KU,(I(X). In
Tuscany, the Italian language is spoVf - *n Its greatest purity.

Qtientwms on Me Xotes ttffon* XXIII. XXIV. & XX\".

3. What are the populations of the principal towns in the kiiii, lum of Sardinia'
Give an account of Genoa.

.'. (Uve an account of the Island of Sardinia.

4. (Jive an account of Venice. Ih w is it built P ^Mlat is the Hiulio?

Uiw an account of Alilau. How often has it Imtu taken by enemies?
.5. What are the populations of the priiirtpal towns of Tuscany i" Wwf an account

of Florence. Of I'i.'U. Of t<ltcni.a. Where is the Italian language i^poken

In its greatest purity,'
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XXVI—STATE OF THE CHURCH.

1. Situation, 8fc.—The State of the Church, or the

Ecclesiastical State, belongs to the pope. It exteuds

from the Mediterranean to the Gulf of Venice; and
lies between Tuscany, Modena, and the Po, on one
side, and the kingdom of Naples on the other.

2. Divisions.—The principal divisions are theCam

-

pagna di Roma, the Patrimony of St. Peter, Urbino,

Roraagna Pontificia, Bolognese, and Ferrarese.

3. Chief Towns.—ROME,* Viterbo, Bologna or

Bononia,f Ravenna, Ferrara, and Loretto.

4. Climate, ^c.—The climate is not so fine as in the parts of

Italy already described. The Campagni di Roma is so infested

like

• 1. Rome, once the mistress and wonder of the world, sail contains, even in its

present reduced state, many fine buildini;s, and other object?, to interest and attract

the traveller. The church of St. Peter is the largest and most magnificent edi/ica

ever erected, either in ancient or modern times, for the purposes of religion. Its

interior length and breadth are (i09 and 445 feet; the heig it of the interior pillars Is

178 feeti and the entire height, to the top of the cross, 4.j8 feet. Its erection occu-
pied 111 years, under eleven successive pupes, and it cost the enormous sum of about
£12,000,000 sterling. The pope's palace, called the Vatican, is of immense size;
containing, it is saiil, 12.^J apartments. The city contains also about UOO other
churches, and the remains of 19 pagan teinp'es, theatres, and amphitheatres;
besides aqueducts, obelisks, and other splendid nionumentii of the grandeur i f Pagan
Rome. The magnitude, wealth, and iiiagniliceuce of the ancient city, indt-ed, can
scarcely be conceived. In the days of Valerian, about the middle of the third cen-
tury, it was fifty miles in cii'cumfen;hce, and had a population, according to some,
(XT several millions; but, after all reasonable deductions, of at least a million and a
half. It contained 700 temples, 5 theatres, 2 arapliitbcatrcs, and 7 cinnises. The
largest circus had seats for 300,000 spectators, and the Flavian anipliitheatre was
capable of containing more than 100,000 individuals, lietween the y,,ars 408 and
652, however, during the decline of the Roman ^ower, the city was taken and
plundered ten times, immensf i^umbers of its inhabitants were destroyed by famine
and the sword, and much cX it was burned. In subsequent times, it once mora
attracted notice as the seat of the popes, who were the heads of the Christian reli-

gion as professed in Italy and the west of Europe, and who claimed the power of
ilcposing kings, and giving away kini;donis. Uy this means, it became enriched by
revenues from various quarters, and held a conspicuous station for many centuries.

The power of the pojias was mu(!h abridged, however, by the Reformation, and
other causes; and Rome has made no approach, in modern times, to its ancient
greatue.xs. At pre«ent, its population exceeds 130,000.

4' 2. Bologna has a population of about fk^oOO. It has a very ancient university,

which was formerly the most famous in Europe.

' 4

i

Questions on the Notes to Section XXVI.

\. What are the dimensions of the church ol St. Peter •' What period was occnpicd
in its erection:' What did it cost? How many apartments are said to be in

the Va'.ican? How many churches are in Rome;" What remains are there

of ancient Rome i* What was the population of the city in the thiie of Vale-
rian? What remarkable public buildings were in it? How many people

were some of them capable of containing? How often was it pliitulcred, and
wiiat other calamities did it suffer? What cause tended to u-itore it to

notice in m(Mlern times?

&. What is the population of Bologna ? What rank did its university once hold ?
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by the malaria, that most of it, though extremely fertile, is un-

inhabited.

5. Population.—The population is upwards of two millions.

XXVII—KINGDOM OF NAPLES.

1. Situation^ Sfc.—Naples is bounded on the north-

west by the State of the Church, and on the other

sides by the sea. The adjoining island of Sicily be-

longs also to the king of Naples; and he is sometimes

styled llie king of the Two Sicilies. »

J.VISIONS.

Terra c'i Lavoro . .

Principato Citerior .

PfMicir.to Ulterior

Ajr.\:-vio

CHIEF TOWNS.

. NAPLES

. Salerno

. Benevento

. Aquila, Chieti

M&iiia Isernia

Capiuv. jito Manfredonia
Terra di Bari .... Bari

Terra di Otranto . . . Otranto

Calabria Cosenza, Rheggio, Cirenza

Sicily Palermo, Catania, Messina,

Syracusa

2. Face of the Country, 8fc.—The chain of the

Apennines extends through Naples to its extremity
at Cape Spartivento. The most remarkable moun-
tains, however, are the volctmocs of Mount Vesuvius,

six miles from Naples, and Mount Etna or Gibello,

in Sicily.*

r\e in "i.» Lipari isles. These islands,

, i an( L U seem to be of volcanic orv'^n.
viitiuiial eniption of :^aine, and has on
f the ftlediterraneon vhile ^'^uicanoy
I wing out large Tohn/ios of smoke.
recorJ, happened in the seventy-ninth

• 1. To these volraniies iimy be added •'

whirhalsolulongto Napk's,ut<' north of S''-.

One of them, named tStruniboli, presents a
this account been called the I.ight-honsc <

auolher of the sfanif group, is perpetually '

The first eruption of Mount Vesuvius, -I

year of the Christian era; and, since that time, there have been about thirtv'others
The tir.st eruption was accompanied by an earthquake, and overwhelmed Hercula-
neuni, I'ompeii, and other towns, lierculaneum and Fonipeii, alter being thus
buried for more than 1()«XJ years, were discovered during the lust century ; and tlieir

ruins have exhibited curious and valuable renmi.is of antiquity, such us buildings,
itatu)>s, paintings, ornamental and useful furniture, and manuscripts.

Mount Etnanas been known to be a volcano lor nearly 3tn:o years, and it may
have l)een so much lonfjer. This mountain lios been divided by travellers into
three r«>gionsj tlie Ciiltivated. the V^ oody, and the I)e»ert. The whole sloping
aaceut is stated at UU miles, uf which the Cultivated liegiuu occupies u zone of lo

I
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3. Chief Toums.'—NAPLESi Palermo, Catania,

Messina, and Bari.*

4. Population.—The population is supposed to be nearly seven
millions, of which a fourth part belongs to Sicily.f

5. Curiosities.—Among the numerous curiosities of this king"

miles in breadth, all around the base of the mountain. The surface of this region
is supposed to be IdOO or 2000 square miles; and to contain 77 towns and villages,

with 100,000 inhabitants. It is verv warm, and uncommonly fertile. Its surlace is

diversified all around by great numbers of conical hills, formed by eruptions of lava
through the places where they stand. To this region succeeds the Woody, which
is seven or eight miles broad, and has a surface of 300 square miles. This division is

of moderate heat; and is covered with vast numl>ers of fine trees, particularly ches-
nuts, oaks, beeches, and hawthorns. There is one chesnut tree in particular, the
girt of which is 204 feet at the ground: there are also several others of the same
species 70 or 80 feet round ; and some of the oaks are 40 feet in circumference. The
rest of the mountain, comprehending the part of it which is above 9000 feet high,

is the Desert Region. This is covered witn perpetual snow, and is in general nearly
flat, except where the lofty summit of the mountain rises from its centre. The
cold is e^'iTtme, and its effects are rendered greater by piercing winds. The snow
forma .>ere is exported in large quantities to Italy and Malta, for coolingliquors,

and other purposes; and produces a considerable revenue to the bishop. The era*

ter, or opening in the summit of the mountain, resembles a funnel or inverted cone,
nearly three miles in circumference, and of vast depth. This is continually smok-
ing ; and loud noises, like tlie firing of artillery, are heard within. Before eruptions,

the noises increase, and smoke issues forth in immense quantities. This smoke is

highly electrical, and flashes of li^rhtning dart from one part of it to another. It is

often carried by the wind to great distances, sometimes SO or 100 miles, and is so

heavy, that it sinks down to the surface of the ground. It is also hot, and full of
pestilential vapour, which frequently kills men and animals, blasts trees, and sets

tire to houses. At the same time, showers of ashes are often thrown from the crater;

earthquakes are produced ; and red hot stones, frequently of \si^t size, are thrown
to the heiglit, it is said, on some occasions, of GOOO ur 7000 feet. After these con-
vnlsions have continued for three or four months, the lava begins to issue from the.

top of the mountain, or from some opening that it has burst in the cide. I'he

mountain then becomes comparatively quiet; and the lava, a stream of melt»l
minerals, rolls down towards the plains, ovci'whelming and destroying every thing

in its course. The eruptions, however, are extremely varied in their phenomen*
and ciTects; sometimes consisting of fluid lava, sometimes of great showers of sand
or ashes, and sometimes even of prodigious torrents of boiling water. Great injury

is often done by the overwhelming of towns, farm houses, and cultivated grounds.

In 10(39, the habitations of 27,000 persons were destroyed, anU the greater part of
the town of Catania was overwhelmed. This town had previously been subjected

to a still greater calamity in 1109, when 16,000 individuals lost their 1 ves. Thn
entire number of eruptions on record is above thirty, and there may have >ieen

several others.

• 2. Tlie population of Naples is ahont 400,000, of Palermo 130,000, cf Catania
and Messina 4<'>,000 each, and of Bari UO,<kJU. Naples is far the largest city in Italy

;

and, tliough it has nothing to equal some of the splendid architectural ornaments of

Home, it is better built as a whole, and contains better private houses. The bay is

celebrated for its great beauty, and the fine appearance of the country around it.

The towns of Naples and Sicily often suffer dreadfully from earthquakes. In KilM,

Catania was almost totally destroyed in this way, and 1H,000 of its inhabitants wt're
swallowed up. or buried in its ruins. In 1783, also, Naples and Sicily were visited
1)V a great earthquake, in which 40,000 persons lost their lives; and the greater part
of Messina was laid in ruins.

+ 3. There is reason to believe, thot in ancient times Sicily contained five mil-
lion.4of inhabitants; anO it was then a place of great importance. The present
reduced amount of its population, and its degraded state in other respects, are sup-
posed to arise from the oppressed condition of the country, which renders the people
poor and lozy. By this means, so wretchedly is the island cultivate<l, that, notwith-
staiuling its extreme fertility, which has been celebrated since the earliest times,
and which caused it to he called the praniiry of ancient Rome, it does not produce
suflicient food for even its present population, but is obliged to import cum.
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dom, besides Etna and Vesuvius, may be mentioned the ruins

of Herculaneum and Pompeii, and the remains of ancient Ro-
man wa\s, parts of which remain strong and good, after the

lapse of two thousand years.

XXVIIL—MINOR ITALIAN STATES.

1. Parma, Placentia, and Guastella, form a dutch)', which

has belonged, since 1814, to Maria Louisa, daughter of Francis,

emperor of Austria; and which is to descend to her son by
Bonaparte, to " hom she was married in the days of his power.

This state lies south of the Po, and east of the Sardinian terri-

tories; and has a population of about 400,000. The chief towns
are Parma and Placentia or Piacenza, the former of which has a

population of 40,000, and the latter of 1'5,000.

2. MoDENA is another dutchy, situated south of the Po, be-

tween the dutchy of Parma and the State of the Church. It

has also a population of about 400,000. The chief towns are

MoDENA, Keggio, and Mirandola, the population of none of

which much exceeds 20,000.

3. The PuTCHV of Lucca lies north-west of Tuscany, along

the shore of tne Mediterranean. It is a small territory, con-
taining about 130,000 inhabitants. The capital is of the same
name, and has a population of about 25,000. Lucca was a

republic, till it was conquered by France in the late war. By
the congress of Vienna, it was converted into a dutchy, and
given to the widow of the late duke of Parma.

4. St. Marino is a small republic, about ten miles round. It

lies near the Gulf of Venice, and is surrounded by the dom'nions
of the pope. The territory consists of one mountain, and the
entire population is about 7000. It has been an independent
republic for 1300 years.

Questions on the Notes to Section XXVII.
Vliat other volcanoes are there near Sicily besides Vesuvius an! Etna? Give

an aci'ount of them.
V lien (lid the (irst recorded eruption of Vesuvius happen? How many have

tlicie been since? Give an account of the tlrst eruption, and its efl'ects.

\\ littt have the ruins of Herculaneum and Pompeii exliiltited
:'

How long has Etna been known to be a volcano? How has it been divided?
M'hat is the entire slopint; ascent of the m^ untain ? Describe tht Cultivated
Rvgion. The Woudy. The Desert. AV.iat is done with the s-.ow found
here? What is the crater :' M hat precedes eruptions ? Of wh.it kind is

the smol c;' What substunres arc thrown from the crater? What is lava?
W h( n (1(H'S it begin to How Jicim the nionntain? Give some instan«'«s of tbe
ii jury done by eruptions. How many eruptions are on record?

What are tlie populations 111 Naples? Palermo:' Catania? IMesslna? Bari?
(live an account ol Nujilcs and its bay. Give instances in which to^ns of
^aples and Sicily hav.. sullcrcd from earthquakes.

What pupulatiiin did Sicily probably contain in luiricnt times? What occasioni
the Mnaliaeas of its present population ? VN hut is its present state ?
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Exercises on the Map of the Italian States.

How are Rome, St. Marino, and Florence, situated in respect to each other? And
bow Milan, Genoa, and Parma ? Which of the Italian states have sea on both
sides of them ? Whether has Turin or Venice the higher latitude .-* How does
Sicily lie in respect to Rome?

and

Give

y have
eilects.

vided?
tivated
found
and is

-1 lava?
Isoftbe

Bari?
Iwns of

casiont

DIVISIONS.

Moldavia ^ •

Walachia . .

Croatia (Turkish) . .

Bosnia . . .

XXIX—TURKEY IN EUROPE, INCLUDING
GREECE*

1. Boundaries.— Turkey in Europe, including

Greece, is bounded on the north by the Austrian

and Russian territories; on the west and south-west,

by Dalinatia, the Gulf of Venice, and the Mediterra-

nean; and on the east* and south-east, by the Black
Sea, the Sea of Marmara, and the Archipelago, with

the Straits of Constantinople and the Hellespont.f

CHIEF TOWNS.

Jassy or Yassy, Galatz
Bukarest, Tergovist

Bihatsk

Bosna Serai or Sarajevo, Ean-
jaluka

Belgrade, Seraendriya

Sophia, Silistrla, Widin, Nico-
poli, Shumla, Varna

Mostar
Durazzo, Avlona or Valona, Suli

Constantinople, Adrianople,

Philippopoli or Filibe

Salonica, Larissa, Janna or Ya-
nina or Joannina, Atini or

Athens, Livadia, Lepanto
Tripolitza, Napoli di Homania,

Corinth, Arcadia, Navarin,

Modon, Mistra, Patras

' i. The Pnii and Danube now form the north-eastern boundary of Turkey,
Bessarabia having been ceded to Russia in 1812.

+ 2. This division of Europe is situated between 3;>° and 48" of north latitude,

and l)etween 16" and 'MP (tf east longitude. Its length, from Cape Matapan in the
Morra, to the north of Moldavia, is about 800 miles; and its tp-eatest breadth, in a
perpendicular direction, is above GUU. Its content is s.upposed to be nearly 8U0,0(X>

square miles.

} 3. Moldavia and Walachia have long heen rather nominally than really unde^
the Turkish jTcivemment, the Grand 8ei^nior merely appointing tlie cliief ruler o^

e«u:l>, who is c»llcd a Huspadar, and wito is always a Greek ot the noble tamilwa

Servia .

Bulgaria

Herzegovinia .

Albania . .

RoumeJia, N. E. part ^

Kuumelia, S. part .

Morea ......

m

\^i M
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2. Islands.—The principal islands on the west and
south of Turkey are Corfu, Santa Maura or Letca-

thia, Theaki, Cefalonia, Zante, and Cerigo. On the

south-eastern side, there are vast numbers of islands,

most of which are in the Archipelago. The chief of

these are Candia, Cyprus, Negropont, Rhodes, Me-
telin, Scio, Samos, Scarpanto, Milo, Santorini, Naxia,

Paros, Antiparos, Patmos, Andro, Skyro, Stalimene

or Leinnos, Sanjothraki, Hydra, and Spetzia.*

^
>• '"•

in

that pretend to trace their descent to the Greek emperors. Thi« situation is uni-
formly o( lined by bribery, and is held for only a short time. The people are
governed b ancient feudal laws, which are very corruptly administered by their
magistrates. The population of Walachia is about a million, and that of Moldavia
about 600,000.

* 4. Of the above-mentioned islands, Corfu, Santa Maura or Lefcatbia, Theaki,
Cefalonia, Zante, and Cerigo, with Ptixu, and Antipaxu near Corfu, constitute the
new repiiblic of the Ionian Islands. These formerly belonged to Venice ; but, in the

war that succeeded the French Revolution, they fell into the hands of the French.
After this, they changed protectors, or rather masters, several times in a few years t

having been successively under the power of Turkey, Russia, and F.ngland, At
length, in 1815, they were erected into an independent state, under the protection of
Great Britain ; and have since enjoyed a degree of peace, prosperity, and happiness,
before unknown. A lord high commissioner is appointed by the British govern-
ment to reside there, with certain powers; and the king of England has the right

of occupying the forti-esses. The population of these islands is estimated at
220,000; ofwhich Corfu and Cefalonia contain about 70,000 each, and Zante about
lO.tMX). Tliey produce olive oil, ay*! wine, with figs and other fruits. Theaki is

generully supposed to be the ancient ithaca, which belonged to Ulysses. The town
of Zante coiitairM 1 " 000 inha!)iViint.«. and that of Corfu 12,000. Corfu is at present
the chief seat of Grc rk litcrr^lure ; and has a university, which was opened in lKt4,

and is likely to be ol the ^i latest advantage to Greece at large.

With respect to t).;> other isla ids aI)ove enumerated, it would be improper, in a
work like the present, to give a;r.> thing except a few detached particulars regarding
some of the more important ana more interesting.

Candle, anciently Crete, is 160 miles long and 40 broad. Its population is

thought to have been from one to two millions in ancient times; but it is now re>

duccS, under the tyranny of the Turks, to about 350,000. It is a delightful island;

having a serene healthy climati ; and producing, in great abundance, all the nece^
saries, and many of the luxuries of life. The subterranean labyrinth, famous since

the earliest times, still remains; bnd contains such a vast number of mazes, that

the person who visits it, is obliged to unwind a line of 400 fathoms, fixed at the
entrance, to enable him to iind his way out, after having examined its various parts.

In early times, the island wa; rich and happy; but it has since been successively

subjected to the Romans, F<aracens, Venetians, and Turks; and from all of them,
except the Venetians, it his suffered great desolation and oppression. The tyranny
exercised by the Turks, h jwever, on the present inhabitants, is far beyond that of
all the others; and is su:h as effectually to brerk the spirit and energies of the
people, and to reduce thtm to the condition anu character of slaves. The chief
town, which is also called Candia, was large and flourishing before the island came
under the Ottoman power; but it now contains only about 14,000 inhabitants.
This town is celebrated ftr its siege by the Turks, which is one of the most memo-
rable recorded in history. It continued during the long period of twenty-four years,
and terminated in 1609 ay the capture of the city, after the Venetians baa lost

8U,000 men in its defence, and the Turks 1M),000 before its walls.
Cyprus, and some other islands mentioned above, belong rather to Asia, from

their nearness to its shore. They may properly be taken with the others, however,
as forming part of the same groupe.

Cyprus is naturally a fine island, about 160 miles long and 70 broad. The
southern side is very hot, while the northern is mild. This difference is produced
by a chain of mountains, which runs through the middle (tf the island. In modern
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3. Gulfs.—The principal gulfs are those of Lodri-

no, Arta, Lepanto, Coron, Colokythia, Napoli, Egina
(sometimes called Eugia), Salonica, Cassandria,Mount
Athos or Santo, Contessa, Saros, and Burgas.

times, Cypru8 has been snccessiTely possessed by the Saracens, Venetians, and
Turks. The last of these powers conquered it in 1570; and, by their tyranny, they
have reduced one of the finest islands of antiquity to a melancholy state at
wretchedness. Dr. Clarke forcibly characterizes it thus: " Agriculture neglected—
inhabitants oppressed—population destroyed—pestiferous air—contagion—poverty
—indolence—desolatioi.

.

'

' The situation of governor is annually given to thi igli

est bidder; and the person appointed, remunerates himself by exactions frim the

miserable inhabitants. From these causes, the population is thought * '
>•' only

about r)0,000. The inhabitants are remarkable for beauty of face and fi; irti-

ciilarly the females. The chief town is Nicosia.

Negropont, anciently Euhrea, is the largest island in the Archipelago. s

been joined by a bridge to the mainland.
Rhodes was anciently a fine island, of much value and consequence; btn it has

dwindled into insignificance under the chilling influence of Turkish oppression, and
has now only about 90,000 inhabitants. The (.'olossus of Rhodes has been much
celebrated. This was a brazen statue of Apollo, nearly 130 feet high. It wa»
erected about 3U0 years before Christ; and its feet are said to have stood on the
moles that formed the entrance of the harbour of Rhodes, the chief town, so that
shij *< sailed between its legs. A winding stair ran inside of it to its summit, whence
there was an extensive prospect. A fter standing between fifty and a hundred years,

it was overtmned by an earthquake ; and, about nine hundred years after, the metal
of which it was composed, was sold by the Saracens to a Jewish merchant. Some
parts of this account are considered inaccurate, particularly what regards its ori-

ginal position, as, if so placed, it must have fallen into the sea when overturned;
ami it is rather thought to have stood at some distance from the harbour.

Metklin, anciently Lesbos, has a population of about 40,000, composed of
Turks and Greeks, in nearly equal numbers. The law of succession to property in
this island, in families where there are daughters, is very remarkable. Formerly,
all the property of the family fell to the eldest daughter on her marriage; wbiie the

other children, and even the parents, were left in indigence. Latelv, however, the

patriarch of Constantinople, and the clergy of the island, have got the law so modi-
fied, that the eldest daughter gets a third of the property, the second a third of the

remainder, the next a like part of what then remains, and so on whatever may^ be
their number.

Paros, one of the ancient Cyclades, is noted for the beauty and fineness of its

marble, which has been so much used for statues.

Within a mile of Paros is Antiparos, a small island, 16 miles round, cele-

brated for its beautiful grotto or cavern. The part of this that has been explored,

is nearly 1000 feet long, above 300 broad, and at its lowest part it is more than 2110

feet below the surface of the earth. This grotto, though its wonders have perhaps
lieen exaggerated by early travellers, is remarkably beantifiiil. Columns composed
of calcareous matter, formed into numberless minute sparkling crystals, extend from
the floor to the roof; and stalactites, or pieces of the tame matter, like laige icicles,

hang suspended from the roof in immense numbers. Both these and the columns
are supposed to be formed by water, which haal calcareous matter dissolved in it,

ooung down from above; and the water being evaporated, incrustations of the
matt 'ir are gpndually formed. Where the water descends more copiously, the sta-

lactitt>,s are supposed to fall down by their own weight, and thus gradually to give
origin to the columns. Sometimes also the columns seem to have their origin nam
the dr(.<ps falling on the floor, and there forming gradual depositions of the lime.

The col'imns, in this progressive state bf formation, have often the appearanoe of
trees ; and thus, at first sight, seem as if they were petrifications of organized vc^
table matter. The floor and sides of the cavern are also said to present beautmd
masses of marble of various colours, and of such appearance as tc seem like trees

and rivulets converted into stone.

The isla'idof Scio has a delightful climate, and possesses great facilities for

commerce. I ts inhabitants, who were in general Greeks, had in late times improved
these advant.<ges, and had become so wealthy as to be able to buy off the actiw in-

terference of the Turks, and virtually to govern the island themselves. A colleee

was also established, which contained six or seven hundred students, and wm tn*
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86 TURKEY IN EUROPE.

4. Seaports.—The chief ports are Durazzo, Avlo-

na, Prevesa, Messolunghi, Lepanto, Patras, Navarin,

Napoli di Romania, Hydra (on an island), Tricheri,

Salonica (anciently Thessalonica), Gallipoli, Con-
stantinople, and Varna.

5. Peninsulas, 8fC,— European Turkey contains

several peninsulas. The principal is the Morea,

which is joined to the mainland hy the Isthmus of

0)rinth.*

6. Face of the Country.—The Carpathian moun-
tains form part of the boundary. Another chain

extends from Dalmatia towards the Sea of Marmara,
and gives off a branch called Hsemus, or the Balkan
Mountains,which terminates at the Black Sea. Other
branches extend from it, on the southern side; and
there are many mountains in the Morea, and the

rest of Greece.f
7. Rivers.—The Danube flows upwards of 400

miles through this country; passing Belgrade, Widin,
Oreava, Kirsoya or Hirsova, Izmail, and other towns;

and falling, by several mouths, into the Black Sea.

This river receives also, in its course through Turk-
ey, the Aluta, Sereth, Prut, &o. on the northern side;

and the Morava, Esker, and others, on the southern.

chief Mat of learning among the Greeks. All the prosperity and happiness of the
island, however, are now no more. In 1832, soon after the commencement of the
Greek insurrection, it was attacked by the Turks on the slightest pretexts, and
deeds of cruelty were perpetrated that can scarcely be equalled in the annals of war.
Of 130,000 inhabiUnts, about 20,000 were butchered in the island i and .10,000

women and boys were carried off, and sold as slaves. Of those who escaped imme>
diate death by the sword, some were made prisoners, and executed t some escaped
toother islands, destitute of every means of support i others wandered about the
oountry, till most of them died of wounds, famine, exhaustion, or broken hearts i

and 9nly a few hundred miserable Aigitivet remained alive in toe island, out of all

Its former happy population. Lately, however, a pasha has been appointed, whose
kindness and humanity had long rendered him a favourite with the Greeks in Asia
Minori and the population ha«l increased so rapidly, by an inMux from diBereut
quarters, as to amount, in 1824, to 10^000.

* A. This isthmus is rocky, and is about six miles in breadth. The Morea is

said tp be so called flrom its resemblance to a mulberry leaf, which is the sigiiiflca-

tion of its name ; and its southern point, Cape Matapan, is so named frum a Greek
word signifying the foreheati.

4 0. The habitable districts of Greece consist principally of large distinct valieys,

•Imoat surrounded by mountainst and hence vt. Clarke has coinpiured them li>

•aucers with broken lips, placed on a table. Turkey is of rather a mouKtainoiw
character, abounding however in delightfhl plains and valleys. To the north-w«-st
wt' Constantinople, in particular, there is a plain country of great exteDti and a,bottt

tiie Ulack Sea, thcie aiv many Icvd districts.
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8. Toums.—The principal towns are Constanti-
nople, Adrianople, Sophia, Bukarest, Silistria, Bosna
Serai, Salonica, Hydra, Yanina, Jassy, Belgi'ade, and
Larissa.*

9. Other Dominions.—Besides the European terri-

tories already pointed out, the Turkish Empire con-
sists of Turkey in Asia; and a nominal subjection is

also rende'ed by Egypt, and some of the states of
Barbary.

10. Clihiate, ^c.—The climate is in general excellent, and the
soil naturally very fertile, except in the mountainous districts.

It is, however, badly cultivated, and the produce is vastly less

than it might be under a proper system or agriculture.

11. Produce,—Rice, wheat, grapes, figs, olives, oranges, and
other fruits, are the chief productions ofthe country; and there
are rich pastures, particularly in the north.

12. PmnUatioTif Anny^ Sfc.—The population is supposed to be
about eight millions; but there is no certainty with respect to its

amount. The army that can be brought into the field, in the
time of war, amounts, both for this country and for Asiatic

Turkey, to 150,000 or 200,000 men.f The navy consisted of
20 or 30 ships of the line, prior to the battle of Navarin In 1827;
but the greater part of it was then destroyed by the English,

French, and Russians.

* 7. Constantinople is supposed to have 400^000 inhabitants; Adrianople, above
100,000; Sophia, 70,000; Bul^arest, Silistria, Bosna Serai, and Salonica, cacli

60,000; Hydra and Yanina, 40,000 each; Jassy, 30,000; and Belgrade and Larissa,

each about 25,000. Constantinople, called Stamboul by the Turlis, '^as built by
the Roman emperor, Constantino the Qivat, on the site of the ancient Byaantium.
Its situaUon, both fur beauty and for the purposes of commerce, is perhaps not sur-

passed. The external appearance of the city is remarliablv flue. It is built on
seven hiUs, which rise one above another in beautii^l sucoesuon ; while their viva-

mits are crowded with innumerable mosques and baths, intermixed with }ufty

cypresses; and their declivities are covered with terraced streets. Toe houses also

are painted of different colours; and the general magnifloence of the effin^t is in-

creased by the numerous gilded domes, and the beautiful slender minarets, crowned
witii shining crescents, that every where meet the view. On entering the city,

however, the traveller's expectationaare altogether disappointed ; the streets being
in general narrow, badly paved, and dirty in the extreme. Scavengers are unknown i

and their ofllce is performed by dogs, vultures, and rain. No dwelling-house is

allowed to be more than twenty-six feet high; and hence the streets have a mean
appearance. The houses are g;*nerally of wood ; and, on this account, oonflagm-
tlons are very freauent ; and, Irom the dryness of the climate, very destructive. So
much afVaid are tne people of such occurrences, that, on retiring to sleep, they put
their most valuable effects into a casket, which is placed on a table, that in case of
alarm it may be hastily carried off; and, for the same reason, the females sleep with
their most valuable ornaments on their persons. The burying-grounds or Con-
stantinople are -a large as the city itself, two persons never being interred in the

same grave. Tlie wealthy Turk; , howevtir, wish rather to be burled on the Asiatio

side I as they think that Constantinople will one day be taken by the ChristiaiM,

and they dread the indignity of having their dust trampled on by infldels.

f 8. In 136S, the sultan Amurath established the fkmous military bands of inhu)*

try, called Janizaries, composed at flrst of Christian slaves, educated in Mohamme*
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13. Government.—The sultan, or Grand Seignior, as he b
often styled, is an absolute prince; the only restraint on his

will being the laws of the Koran, and the fear of exciting re-

bdiion.*

14. Manufactures and Commerce.—The manufactures of Turk-

ey are chiefly those of carpets, silks, and Turkey leather. The
commerce of the country consists principally in these articles,

and in its produce in the natural state, particularly drugs and

fruit.f

15. Literature.—The chief object of education among the

Turks, is to learn to speak their native language with purity and
ease, and to become acquainted with the laws and religion of the

country, as contained in the Koran, and in the comments on it

by their more distinguished writers. The country has produced
several poets ; but science and general literature are in the roost

backward state.

16. Religion.—The established religion is Mohammedanism;
but nearly two thirds of the population are Christians oi the

Greek church.J

danism fh>m their infancy. These have been the moRt formidable part of the army
in foreign warfare; and tliey have often mutinied, and have sometimes even deposed
tlie emperor. In 1826, the body was dissolved in consequence of a revolt In
furmer times, the Turliish army Ihr exceeded the amoimt stated above. In 1774,

however, it required considerable efforts to bring 140,U00 into the field: and, since

that time, the power of the empire has suffered a still ftirther decline. The janizaries

amounted to auout 40,000 1 and they were quartered in Constantinople, and had
peculiar privileges. Besides these, there were others over the empire, who got
themselves enrolled as Janizaries, that they might enjoy the like privileges; "MvaaX
the entire nominal amount might be about lfln,(XIO.

• 9. The power of the emperor is considerably limited by the Koran, and by the
leoognised commentaries on it by some learned Mohammedans. Still, however, he
freqnenUy exercises tiie most arbitrary and despotic power in depriving of life or
elBce, and in seizing property, unless it belong to the Mohammedan church. Such
acts have often excited rebellions, and terminated in the death or dethronement of
the saltan { and henoe the fear of the revolt of powerful chiefs, forms a strong check
on the conduct of the reigning prince. The chief persons under the emperor are
the grand vizier, or prime minister i Tiziers, or pasnaa, of three tails (that is, havhw
three horses* tails for standard) ; beglerbegs, or viceroys of several provinces, with
inferior pashas, c governor!! of towns or dii^tricts, under them ; the reis-etlendi, or
secntary of statt ; and the agas, or commanders of the forces. The grand vizier,

being next in power to the emperor, is often Mct^flced to satisfy the people, when
they beeome discontented, even though the faK> not have been his. The divan,
or council of state, meets on Sundays and Thu • in the palace i and is attended
by the chief ofllcen above mentioned, and by ^1 others. The sultan is in an
•^loining apartment, to hear what passes; but takes no part in the proceedings.
It mav be remarked, that the Turkish governors are all absolute in their respustm
ituatMma; and, in almost all instances, e^tercise great oppression over those that
are subject to their authority, endea\ .curing to enrich lU-msehres by tlie severest
mctians, as they know the uncertain nature of their situations.

4 10. The British commeree with Turkey is carried on principally by the Levant
or Turkey Company, instituted by Elizabeth in IA81. This company is now open
to any Bntish subject, on paying £30. The principal articles exported are cloth of
ercfy kind, colours, lead, pewter, and pepper.

M\. The Mohammedan or Mahometan religion derives its name flram ita finin«

der Mohammed, Mubanmed, or Mahomet, the celebrated Arabian impoetor. Tha
articles of belief in this religion are contained in the Koran, a book left by Mo.
hai&med ; and the chief of them are, that there is but one Ood, and that Mohammed
it'liiB prophet I thatmen ought to observe bodily purifications, and pray to God At«
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17. Character.—The Turks, in obedience to the precepts of

their religion, are charitable. They are indolent in tneir habits;

and they detest persons of other religions, whom they often

treat in the most perfidious and cruel manner. In other respects,

their moral conduct is in most instances good.

18. Manners, 4"^.—The Turks spend much of their time in

the bagnios or public baths; the men meeting there, in great

numbers, at one time, and the women, in their finest dresses,

at another. The men shave their heads, but wear long beards;

and their clothes are long loose garments, fastened with a gir-

dle. Their head-dress is a white turban, which they constantly

wear, except when in bed. The women are much confined,

being seldom allowed to leave the harem, or part of the hoiise

appropriated to themselves. When they do go out, they are so

veiled and muffled, both as to face and figure, that they cannot

be known even by members of their own family. Both men and
women sit, eat, and sleep on the floor on cushions or sofas,

mattresses, and carpets.

19. Historical Sketch.—Greece was the most celebrated na-

tion of ancient times, for early civilization, and great progress

in knowledge. Its successful resistance against the whole power
of Persia, in the reigns of Darius and Xerxes, nearly 500 years

before Christ, is justly regarded as the most noble struggle for

national independence ever displayed. Philip, king of Macedon,
and his son, Alexander the Great, reduced all Greece under
their power, between 30r and 400 years before Christ; and
Alexander totally overturned the Persian empire, that had for-

merly threatened the very existence of Greece. The Grecian

states were afterwards invaded by the Romans, and were finally

reduced under their power, about 150 years before Christ. The

times each day with their foeei turned towards Mecca ; that they oneht to j^iTe alms
to the poor, and fustduring the month Ramadan t and that tliey should, if possible, 90
in pilgnmai(e tc the temple of Mecca. The Mohammedans also believe in predestina-

tion, and are allowed to hare any number ofwives not exceeding four, besides concu-
bines. The desoendantsof Mohammed himself are permitted to have any nnmberof
wives and concubines they may choose; and the grand Seignior hasi generally fium
one to two thousand. Friday is set apart for the worship of God, as Sunday is among
the Christians. During the fost of Ramadan or Ramezan, all persons are obliged to

fost from sunrise till sunset; and they are not allowed to wash their moutni, or
even their faces, lest they should thus have any refireshment. During the night, the
1 astrictions are removed ; when those who are religious eat sparingly, but persons of
less sancUtv make ample amends for the privation* of the day. From the nature of
their calendar, which Is regulated by the motions of the moon, the month Ramadan,
as well as all the others, hajtpens at different seasons of the year; and when it occurs
in summer, the people suiler greatly fhim thirst. This fast is immediately followed
by the festival of Bairim, which continues three days, and is a scene of universal
revelry and Joy. The use of wine is prohibited by the Koran. Numbers of personal
however, indulge f^ly in the use of it, and of strong liquors, in private ; and many
produce intoxication by the use of opium.

The chief dignitary of the Mohammedan church in Turkey, is called the mnfUi
and he has a considerable connexion with the politics of the empire. Next to him
•re tite moulohs, or expounders of the Koran ; and the offloiating clergy are called
imaums. There are also lour oidera of nooks, who art mUad by the genafml 1
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division of the Roman territories^ in the fourth century, after

the time of Constantine the Great, gave origin to the Eastern

or Greek Empire, which, under a succession of monarchs, who
were generally weak, and often vicious, continued to drag out,

for more than 1000 years, a separate political existence, often

in a state of anarchy, and always of misgovernment. Many of

its provinces were conquered by the Saracens, in successive

wars, from the time of Mohammed, for a long period; and its

power was gradually diminishing. In the year 1038, the empire

was first attacked by the Turks, a tribe originally from the

neighbourhood of Mount Caucasus in Asia, who had been gra-

du^ly emerging from their primitive obscurity during the mutual
dissensions of the Saracens, and had embraced the Mohamme-
dan religion. About 1230, the Turks assumed the name of

Othmaus or Ottomans, from Othman, their leader and sovereign,

under whom they had great success. In 1352, they first crossed

the Hellespont, to attack the European territories of the empire;

and in 1360, Amurath made Adrianople the capital of his do-

minions, instead of Boorsa in Asia, which had held that place

from the time of Othman. Amurath was succeeded by his son
Bajazet. The latter, who was one of the most warlike of the

Ottoman princes, made himself master of most of the present

Turkish dominions in Europe; and, in 1394, laid siege to Con-
stantinople, which, after various attempts, he was prevented

from taking, only Hy being obliged to go into Asia, to defend

his dominions there, against an mvasion by the celebrated Tar-

tar conqueror, Timour or Tamerlane. In a tremendous battle

which ensued in 1402, on the plains of Angora in Natolia, and
in which 340,000 of the combatants are said to have fallen, the

Turks were totally defeated, and lost their sovereign, who was
made prisoner, and died a few months after.* The Turks soon
recovered from the check thus sustained; and in 1453, under
Mohammed II. they took Constantinople by storm, after a Ions
siege. The emperor Constantine XV. perished in the finiQ

assault ; and with him terminated the Easterif Empire, the last

remnant of the ancient Roman power. Mohammed immediately
made Constantinople the capital of his dominions, and reduced
the Greeks to a state of slavery. He and his successors long
carried on wars against the Christian powers, and often with
great success. So alarming, indeed, was their progress, that

Vienna was twice besieged; first in 1528, when it was relieved

by the approach of the emperor Charles V.; and again in 1683,
when it was delivered by John Sobieski, king of Poland. From
that period, the Ottoman power began to decline; and in sub-

• IS. According to wme accounti, Be^acet was tmted kindly by Tunrrhuwt
and died a Batiiraldeathi but, according to others, he was shut up in an iron rage,
againut the bars of which he beat out liis brains, through grief ana despair. Them
h reason to belicTe, howeTer, that his death was aocelerated, in on* way or othafi
k) remove the apprehedsions of his condueror.
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sequent wars, particularlys with the Russians, they have lost a

considerable part of their former conquests. The modern
Greeks have long suffered under the oppression of the Turks,

and long wished for deliverance. After some previous attempts,

which all miscarried, and the failure of which tended to rivet

their chains more closely, an insurrection of the most formida*

ble kind commenced in 1821. The war thus produced has been
carried on with various success till the present time, and has
presented many dreadful scenes of blood and cruelty. England,
France, and Russia have, at length, interfered in favour of the

Greeks; and there is now scarcely any doubt of their speedy
deliverance from the state of slavery in which they have so long
been held.

Exercises on the Map of European Turkey and Greece,

What are the latitudes and longitudes of Constantinople, Corinth, and Belgrade i*

What is the breadth of the Strait of Otranto, at the entrance of the Gulf of
Venice ? W^hat are the distances from Constantinople to Salonica, Sophia, and
Silistria? What are the length and breadth of the Black Sea? How far is

Scio I'roin Smyrna in Asia? What are the distances from Candia to the nearest
points of Europe, Asia, and Aflrica ? How are Candia, Cyprus, and the moutha
of the Nile, situated in respect to each other?

Qufstions on the Notes to Section XXIX.
I. What rivers form the present north-eastern boundary of Turkey?
St. What are the extreme latitudes and longitudes of Turiiey, including Greece ? Its

dimensions and extent?
3. How are Moldavia and Walachia governed? What are their populations ?

4. Name the Ionian Islands. Give an account of them. What is tlieir popula-
tion?

What is the population of Candia? What sort of island is it ? Give an acmimt
of the labyrinth ? To wiiom has Candiii been subject, and huw has it hvfu
treated ? Give an account of the siege of the capital.

What ditTerence is there between the nortliern and southern sides of Cypnts, and
bow is it occasioned? When was this island conquered by the Turks?
How have they treated it ? What is its present condition? its papulation ?

The personal appearance of the inhabitants? Its capital?

What is the population of Rhodes ? Give an account of tlie colossus.

What is the population c; Metelia ? What is the law of successiuu to property
in that island ?

For what is Faros noted ?

Describe the grotto of Antiparos.
What is the natural character of Scio? In what sfate was it immediately beCoM

the late Greek revolution? Describe the calamities to which it was sub>

Jected after that event.

5. What is the nature of the isthmus of CoriniU ? Its breadth ?

7. What are the populations of the principal towns of Turkey and Greece? Ry
whom was Constantinople built? Describe its situation and external

appearance. Describe the interior of the city. Of what materials are tlie

houses generally oonstmnted? What is done by the people in consequeiioe

of their fear of are .' What is there peculiar respecting the burying-grouads
of the Turks?

8. When were the janizaries established ? Of whom were they composed ? Wbea
was their body abolished ?

9. How is the power of the sultan limited? Who are the principal penons in

ofllce under him ? What is the divan, and how attended ;' How do the

Turkish governors treat those under them ?

II. What are the principal articles of belief in the Mohammedan religion? How
many wives are men prmitted to have? What day is set apart for public

worship. Describe the fast of Ramiulan. Bv what it it followed ? Is wins
used by the Turks ? What is sometimes used instead of it?

Who are the mufti, the moulahs, the imaums. and the dervises?

11 What accounts are given of the treatment of Bujaxet, after he was made prisunor .'
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XXX.—GREECE.*

1. i?0MWfito>m'.—The northern limit of Greece,

exclusive of the islands, nearly coincides with a
parallel of latitude passing through Salonica; and it

is hounded on the other sides hy the sea.

2. Divisions.—Since the late revolution, Greece

has been divided into seven parts; East Hellas, West
Hellas, Macedonia, Epirus, Thcssaly, the Morca, and
Caiidia with the other islands.

3. Toivtis.—The principal and most noted towns

in Greece are Napoli di Romania, Hydra, Tripolitza,

Athens, and Corinth.

4. Populaiion.'-~l!he population, exclusive of the islands, is

supposed to be about two miliions.')*

5. £<fMca/ton.—Education is as much attended to among the

Greeks as can be expected from the degraded condition in which

they have so long been. Any little learning that exists in the

country is, for the most part, to be found in the monasteries.

6. Religion.—The religion is that of the Greek church^
7. C/uzrac/«r.—The Greeks are naturally a fine people. They

display on many occasions, however, that duplicity, and that

want of integrity and honour, which are liable to be produced

by such slavery as they have long endured.

8. Manners and DrvM.—In their manners and dress, the

Greeks resemble the Turks in a considerable degree. They
wear turbans of a d^rk colour, however; the use of white ones

* 1. As there is now reason to expect, that Greece will shortly be formed Into a
distinct state, it may be proper to give, in a separate form, some particulars respect*
ing that interesting country, in addition to what is contained in the preceding sec«
tion.

f S. or this, Macedonia Is estimated to contain 700,000; the Morea, 4501000;
Epirut, 400,000; Tbessaly, 300,000; end East and West Hellas, l.'j(),000.

i &. The religion of thv Greek church Tery much resembles that of the Koman
Catholic; and is so called ihtm being that which was established in the Greek or
Eastern Empire, after the time of Constantine the Great. It has, howerer, far more
fasts; their number amounting to more than half the year. These consist of every
Wednesday and Fnday, of the usual period of lent before Easter, and ofmany saints'
days. In this church, the use of images is strictly prohibited ; but pictures are per«
mitted, and receive marks of adoration. The form of government is the same as
in the church of Rome ; with which, however, it is totalTv unconnected. The chief
dignitary is the patriarch of Constantinople ; and under him there are metropolitans,
archbishops, bishops, and inferior clergy. The patriarch is elected by the neigh*
boiiring metropolitans and archbishops; and the appointment isconflrmcd by the
Grand Seignior, to whom the patriarch pays, as tribute, above half his income. The
•ituations of the other clergy are publicly sold by the Turka. In the Greek church,
the clergy are allowed to marry before ordination, but the female must not have been
married before; and no clergyman is permitted to marry a second time.
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being permitted only to Mohammedans. The women also are

exempted from most of the restraints to which the Turkish
females are subject.

9. Language.—The Greeks speak the Romaic or modern
Greek, which bears a near resemblance to the classical Greek
of ancient times.

,'.i
;*»

XXXI.—EUROPEAN RUSSIA.*

1. Boundaries.—The European dominions of Rus-
sia are bounded on thefllrth by the Frozen Ocean;
on the east, by Asia; on the south, by the Sea of

Azov, the Black Sea, and the Turkish and Austrian

territories; and on the west, by Prussia, the Baltic

Sea, the Gulf of Bothnia, and the Swedish domin-
ions in Lapland.f

2. Divisions,—European Russia is divided into the

six provinces of East Sea, Great Russia, Little Rus-
sia, South or New Russia, West Russia, and Poland,

with the Kingdom of Kazan. These, with their

subdivisions and principal towns, are as follows:

I. EAST SEA PROVINCE, FIVE GOVERNMENTS.

GOVERNMENTS. CHIEF TOWNS.

Petersburg Petersburg, Cronstadt

Finland Abo, Uleaborg, Tornea
Esthonia ....... Revel

Livonia Rig^
Courland Mittau

Qutattom on tne Aores to Section XXX.
S. Wha.t are the supposed nopulations of the different divisions of Greece P

3. Why is the Greet; churcn so called? What other church does it most resemble,

and in what does it differ from that church i* What fasts are there ? What
distinction is there respecting the use of images and pictures ? What is the

' foi-m of church government ? What dignitaries are there? How are the

patriarch and the other clergy appointed ? What is the law respecting the

marriage of the clergy j>

• 1. The latitude of the most southern point of European Russia, is rather less

than 45" uovth, and that uf its most northern point about 70°. Its extreme longi-

tudes are 18° and 00° east. The entire Russian empire is far the ^atest in extent
that has ever existed in the world ; being equal in surface to four times the Roman
empire, and one half greater than the present empire of China. Its content has
been computed at seven millions and a half of square miles ; of which, about one
fourth is in Europe, and the rest in Asia. Its power and population, however,
though very great, are by no means proportional to its extent.

< S. The rivers Tornea and Tana form the greater part of the north-western
boundary, since the late cession of Finland and part of Lapland by Sweden.

• u
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II. GREAT RUSSIA, NINETEEN GOVERNMENTS,

GOVERNMENTS.

Moscow . . .

Smolensko . .

Pskov or Pleskov

Novgorod . . .

Olonetz . . .

Archangel . .

Vologda . . .

Kostroma . . .

Nizney Novgorod
Vladimir . . .

Toola . . . .

Kalouga ...
Tver ....
Jaroslav . . .

Koursk . . .

Orlov . . . .

Riazane . . .

Tambov . . .

Voronez . . .

CHIEF TOWNS.

Moscow
Smolensko
Pleskov
Novgorod
Petrosavodsk, Olonetz
Archangel
Vologda
Spstroma
iBbey Novgorod
Vl&imir
Toola
Kalouga
Tver
Jaroslav

Koursk
Orel
Riazane
Tambov
Voronez

III. LITTLE RUSSIA, FOUR GOVERNMENTS.

Kiev Kiev or Kiov
Ukraine Charkov
Tschernigov Tschernigov

Pultava Pultava

IV. SOUTH OR NEW RUSSIA, FIVJ GOVERNMENTS.

Ekaterinoslav . .

Kherson or Cherson
Taurida . . . .

Bessarabia * . .

Don Cossacks . .

Ekaterinoslav

Kherson or Cherson, Odessa
Kaffa, Sympheropol
Akerman, Izmail

Tcherkask

v. WEST RUSSIA, EIGHT GOVERNMENTS.

Wilna or Vilna .... Wilna
Grodno Grodno
Minsk Minsk
Vitebsk or Polotzk . . . Vitebsk
Mohilev Mohilev
Volhynia Berdyczeu
Podolia Kamenetz
Byalystock Byaiystock
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VI. Kn^GDOM OF POLAND, EIGHT WAYWODESHIPS.

GOVERNMENTS. ' ' * CHIEF TOWNS.

Massovia ...... Warsaw
Kalitch Kalitch

Cracow .**,,, Kielce

Sandomir Radom
Lublin Lublin
Polachia Siedlec *

Augustov Suwalki
Plock Plock

VII. KINGDOM OF KAZAN, FIVE GOVERNMENTS.

Kazan Kazan
Viatka Viatka

Perm Perm
Simbirsk Simbirsk

Pensa Pensa

3. Islands.—Two groupes of islands, one west of

Esthonia, and the other south-west of Finland, be-

long to Russia. The principal of these are Oscl or

Oesel, Dago, and Aland.

4. Seaports.—Uleaborg, Abo, Vyborg, Petersburg,

Cronstadt, Narva, Revel, and Riga, on the Baltic;

Archangel, on the White Sea; Odessa, Otchakov,
Kherson, Sympheropol, Sevastopol, and Kaiia or

Theodosia, on the Black Sea; and Taganrog, on the

Sea of Azov.
5. Peninsida, S^c.—The only peninsula worthy of

notice, is that of the Crimea, or Crini Tartary, which
is joined to the mainland by the Isthmus of Perekop.

This isthmus is five miles broad.

6. Face of the Country, Sfc.—The principal moun-
tains are the Uralian or Poyas, some of whose sum-
mits are four or five thousand feet high. The greater

part of Russia, however, is level; and it abounds in

extensive plains, called steppes.* There are also

many forests of vast extent.

* 3. Some of these steppes are barren, and nearly desert; but others are partly

cultivated, and partly covered with a great profusion of grass, and in some places

with forests. One of them occupies the great space between the White Sea, the

rivers Dviiia and Petchora, and a chain of mountains in Vologda. Another coin-
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7. Lakes,—The principal lakes are those of Lado-

ga and Onega, north-east of Petersbui^; Tchodskoi,

south-west of it; and Imandra and Enare, in Lap-

land.*

8. Bivers.—The chief rivers are the Volga, which

rises north-west of Moscow, and, after passing Tver

and several other towns, and flowing 250 miles

through Asia, falls into the Caspian Sea, by seventy

mouths, at Astrakhan; the Dnieper, which passes

Smolensko, Kiev, Kherson, &c. and falls into the

Black Sea; and the Don, which, after passing Ka-
louga, Tcherkask, &c. falls into the Sea of Azov.

Besides these, there are the Petchora, which flows

into the Frozen Ocean; the Northern Dvina, which
falls into the White Sea at Archangel; and another

Dvina, which falls into the Baltic at Riga. The
Volga receives the Kama, and many other consider-

able rivers.f

9. Towns,—The chief cities and towns are Petebs-

BURG, the present capital; Moscow, the former one;

Warsaw, the former capital of Poland; and Kherson.:]:

prebends all the south of Russia between the Boug and Don. Much of the latter

IS very fertile. In all the space between the Carpathian and the Ural mountains,
a space of 1500 miles, there is not a mountain to vary the horizon or oppose the

winds.

• 4. Ladoga is the Istrgest lake in Europe; being 130 miles long, and 70 broad.

The north-western part of the Russian dominions, particularly Finland, contains

lakes almost without number. The government of Olonetz alone is said to contain

1998.

+ 5. The Volga has a course of more than 1700 miles, and is navigable from the

Caspian to Tver, a space of more than 1500 miles, having a fall of only about nine
inches per mile.

X 6. The population of Petersburg is above 300,000, of Moscow nearly the same,
of Warsaw and Kherson about lUO^O each, and of Kazan 50,000. The others

mentioned above have different populations, between 2O,G0O and 40,(X)0.

Petersburg, or St. Petersbm-g, is so called from Peter the Great, by whom it was
founded in 1703, and who made it the metropolis of the empire eleven years after.

It is built at the mouth of the Neva, on both sides of it, and on islands. The situa-

tion is marshy, but in othier respects good. The communication of the parti of the
town separated by the river, is effected in summer by bridges of boats, and in winter
by the ice, at which time the boats Ore removed. At the latter season, the Neva is

covered with ice, from two to three feet thick, and is crowded by pi^rsons engaged
in various amusements, such as skating, and deseendiog in sledges along the slop-

ing sides of artificial eminences. Tb«se are composed of snow incrusted with ice,

and are generally about thirty fpet high ; and such is the velocity acquired in the
descent, that the person is often carried 300 or 400 feet along the level ice, on the
l)ed of the river. In summer, the heat is as great as in the south of France; but,
in Winter, the cold is intense, so that lives are lost, in many instances, from its

severity; and warm clothing is absolutely necessarv. From cnstom, however, the
common people, when employed in active bodily labour, seem to feel little incon-
venience from its effects; and women are sometimes seen washing in holes made
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Also, Kazan, R%aj Odessa, Toola, Vilna, Cronstadt,

Tver, Kiev, and Sympheropol.

10. Climate.—In the southern parts, the climate is moderate.
In the north, the cold is extremelpr severe ia winter; while in

summer, the heat is often oppressive, from the great length of
the day.*

11. SoU and Produce.—Livonia, Crimea, and the extensive

plmns of the Dniepw and the Don, are exceedingly fertile;

while, in general, the north of the country is in the highest

degree bleak and barren : and between these extremes, there is

every variety. Some of the vegetable productions, which are
very numerous, are barley, and other lands of grain; timber,

hemp, and* flax. Silk and vines, also, are produced in the
southern provinces.

12. Animals.—'Besides vast numbers of black cattle, horses,

sheep, swine, and goats; there are bears, reiu'deer, wolves,

foxes, &c. The fisheries on the Caspian Sea, the Volga, and
other rivers, are very productive and valuable.

13. Pcyou/c^n.—The population of this vast empire is sup-

posed to be about sixty millions; of which abcjut fifty-five mil-

lions belong to Europe, and the rest to Asia.f

in the ice with hatchets, when the mercury is 60" below the freezing point; anA
when they are obliged, from time to time, to cut away the ice as it tmma anew.
The city has spacious streets, and a large proportion of excellent dwelling-houses,-

but there are few public buildings of a remarkable kind. All the houses lately built,

are of brick, and are covered with iron or copper; bnt manv of the older ones are
of wood or clay. The oldest, and perhaps the most remarkable erection in the place,

is the hut in which Peter the Great dwelt, while superintending the building of the
city; and which is very properly covered over with a brick building to preserve it
Its roof was only eight feet nigh, and it contained but three apartments to accom—

'

modate a monarch of such well-merited distinction. The commerce of Petersburg
is very extensive, comprehending four fifths of the trade of Russia. It is carried on
chiefly by foreigners, particularly the English, as few of the Russians have capital.

Petersburg is well supplied with provisions in summer, by means of canals, one of
which unites the Neva with the Volga, and thus opens a communication with the
Caspian Sea. In winter, however, the facilities fur the carriage of articles are
mucD greater by means of the snow, the frozen surface of which rorms an excellent

substitute for roads; and the beef of Archangel is often eaten fteiitt in Petersburg,

at the distance of SOO miles. Yet, with all tliese advantages, living is more ex-
peuive in Petersburg than in any other place in Europe.

Moscow, the former capital, was burned during the French invasion in 1813. It

liM since been rebuilt, for the most part, and is supposed to contain nearly 300,000

inhabitants. About tiiree fourths or the houses are of wood; and, on this account,

it is liable to frequent and destructive conflagrations. In this city, there is a bell

which weighs 4S&fiOO pounds, and which is the greatest in the world. The Rus-
sians are fond of having latgd bells near their churches, and they keep them almost
eontinoaUy chiming-

• 7. At Peteraburg^ during the greatest cold of winter, the thermometer stands, in

difierant years, from 4I0P toW below the freezing point ; the greatest degree of heat

in summer varies between flf> and 9-¥> ; and the mean of the whole year is about 49°.

In the northern half of the Russian dominions, there may be said to be only

two seasons, summer and winter, without any of the pleasing mildness of spring or

autumn; the termination of the beat of summer being immediately followed by the

Arost and snow of winter; while these again are as suddenly melted by the return-

ing heat of the sun in April or May; and, after deluging the country with floods,

Me qiwckly followed by summer beat and rapid vegetation.

f 8. Of this great population, the East Sea Province is supposed to eontaia four
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14. Army and Navy.—-In 1820, the army amounted to nearly

900,000. The navy consists of 32 sail of the line and 18 frigates,

Desides many smaller vessels; and is stationed on the Baltic, the

Black Sea, and the Caspian.

15. Government.—The government is an absolute, hereditary

monarchy; the emperor framing all the laws, and being r^
strained only by the usages of the country, which it would often

be dangerous to infringe.

16. Manufactures.—The manufactures of Russia are in a very

backward state, but are improving. The principal are those of

leather, soap, spirituous liquors, sail-cloth, and cordage.

17. Commerce.—The foreign commerce is considerable, con-

sisting principally in the exporting of corn, hemp, flax, tallow,

flax-seed, iron, furs, and timber; and in the importing' of cotton

and woollen goods, cotton wool, tea, sugar, coffee, fruit, and
wine.

18. State of Education.—The education of the people is

greatly neglected; and the country contains very few men of

learning.*

19. Religion.—The religion of the state, and of the great masR
of the people, is that of the Greek church. There are, however,
particularly in the late additions to the empire, considerable

numbers of Roman Catholics, Protestants, Mohammedans, and
other denominations; and all enjoy equal civil rights.f

millions and a quarter; Great Rnsgia, twenty-three millions; Little Russia, six rail>

lions end a half; South or New Kussia, three millions; M'est Russia, nine millions:
the Kingdom of Poland, three millions; and the Kingdom of Kazan, six miUionit
and a quarter; also the Kingdom of Astracan, three millions; and the Kingdom of
Siberia, two millions. In this estimate, however, there is much uncertainty.

* 0. Peter tlie Great, and his successors, hare shown the most laudable desire to
civilize and educate their subjects; and have established various schools, and other
semiiiaries, for this purpose. Catharine II. appointetl and paid a committee of
literary men to enrich the Russian language, and to render knowledge more acoe^
sible to hi>r people, by making Russian translations of several ol the best classical,

Knglish, French, and Italian works on various subjects. In IVtershutg, there is a
seminary, supported by government, which affords instruction to 540 young men, of
high rank, in the elementary branches of education; in the French, English, Dutch,
I^tin, and Tartar languat^es; and in fortification, histonr« drawing, music, &c. It

also aflbrds a similtr education to CO young men of humbler origin, who are after-

wards to be tutors, lliere is a similar seminary for instructing SfiO young ladies,

belonging to noble families, in reading, writing, arithmetic, needlework, history,

geogniphy, music, drawing, and modem languages. It also aflbrds education to
240 daughters of commoners, who, instead of history, geography, music, drawing,
and languages, are instructed in cookery, washing, and other nranchei of domM&
nianaiiement. It is to (h; regretted, however, that all the exertions of the Rnisiaii
sovereigns have failed in making much impression on the great mass of tht people,
who are still, for the most part, extremely ignorant. The parish clergy also an
very imperfectly educated ; and many of them are said to repeat the senrioe of their
churrh by rote, being unoble (o read it. Any little learning that belongs to tbs
ecclesiastics, is to be found among the monks.

f 10. The members of the Greek chur.:h are rapposed to exceed three fourths of
the entire population ; while the Roman Catholics are estimated at six millions and
u half, the Lutherans at two millions and a half, the Mohammedans at unwards of
three millions, and the Jews at half a million. Belonging to the Greek ohureh,
there are about 7(),UI0 places of worship, with about 1CO,000 clergy. There an alto
400 monasteries, eontolning 7;J0O monks; and 126 nunneries, containing 'JOOO nuns.
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20. Character^ 4-c.—Notwithstanding all the exertions of the

Russian sovereigns, the great mass of the people are but half

civilized. They are superstitious, and are in general very fond
of spirituous liquors. Their manners differ considerably, how-
ever, in different parts of the empire.*

21. Historical Sketch.—In early times, European Russia was
divided into many independent states. The greater number of
these were united, in the year 862, under Ruric, who may be
regarded as the first emperor of Russia. Volodomir, who as-

cended the throne in 976, embraced the doctrines of the Greek
church, and introduced them among his subjects, who had pre-

viously been pagans. This change is said to have taken place,

for the purpose of removing an obstacle to his marriage with a
daughter of the Greek emperor, Basilius Porphyrogenitus.

After this period, the country was long distracted with internal

and external wars; and, though frequently successful, and often

acquiring new territories, it was sometimes reduced to a state

The ntonks do not marry; and out of them, as they are more learned, the di^ita-
ries of the church are cliogen. The men are not permitted to become monks till

they are thirty, nor the women nuns under titty. Tlu; worship in the Russian
churches consists principally in long masses, prayers, and singing in the Slavonian
language, which is not understood by the people. 8ermons are scarcely ever
preached ; but sometimes a lecture is given from some of the ftithew. The church
IS governed by a patriarch, four metropolitans, eleven archbishops, and nineteen
bisnops. It has been the policy of the Russian sovereigns, for more than a centurr,
to diminish the wealth, and reduce the power of the clurgy, which were formerly
very great.

* 11. Before the time of Peter the Great, the Russians were almost savages.
This distinguished prince endeavoured to introduce among them, the dress and
manners of the more polished nations of Eurupe. In this attempt, he was suc-
cessful among the higher ranks; but the lower oixlers, both males and females, still

wear lung coats made of sheep-siiii;; with th'i wool turned toward their bodies.

Their houses are in general rudely consirnrtfed of planks, fastened at their extremi-
ties, the crevices between them being tilled with moss, and the roofs covered with
iihingles. When a person wants a house, therefore, he may purchase it in the mar-
ket, convey it home, and have it erected and tit for use, in a day or two. In the
houses of the peasantry, there is generally a briok stove or oven, which occupies
ibout a fourth part of tne house. This is flat at top ; and on the boards with which
it is covered, and on a kind of shelves' round the walls, the family sleep without
beds. As there is no outlet for the smoke, except the di;ors and windows, tlte houses
are constantly almost full of it, and the walls are incrusted with soot.

When a Russian pays a visit, he flrst makes the sij^n of the cioss on entering the
house, and bows to tne picture of some saint, which is so placed as immediately to

meet nis view; and he is then welcomed by the familjr. Ili^fing their long fasts,

which occupy nearly two thirds of the year, the only animal food that is allowed to

them is flsh; the use of flesh, milk, butter, and eggs, being strictly forl)idden.

In Russia, polygamy is nrohibited under pain of death. A widower or widow is

permitted to marry again, out it is considered to be rather improper; a third niar-

Hage, unless in very peculiar circumstances, is reckoned highly culpable; and a
Ibnrth is punishable with death.

When a person dies, new shoes are put on the feet of the corpsp, and it is put in

a coffin made of the hollowed trunk ofa tree. The richer sort, if the season p<>rmtt.

keep the body eight or ten days, during which time the priest conies every day to

sprinkle it with noly water and incense. At the time of interment, the body is en-
compassed with priests singing psalms, throwing incense on it to remove evil spirits,

and praying for tne soul of the ueo(>as<>d. Immediately before the coffin is nut into

the grave, a slip of paper, siyned by the bishop and confessor, is put into the band
of the corpsr, recommending the ieceased to St. Peter, that he may get a ready
admittance into paradise. Prayers are olio utTered up for the dead, for a consider.,

able time after their decease.
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of vassalase to Poland, and sometimes obliged to submit to the

yoke of the Tartars. The independence of the emi)ire, how-
ever, was completely re-establisned by Ivan Basilovitcb, who
died in Id05. About this time, the Russians began to make
conquests in Siberia, which, however, was not finally reduced

fbr more than a century. Alexis, who began to reign in 1646,

found the nobles possessed of great and dangerous privileges.

Taking advantage of their mutual dissensions, he directed them
to assemble on a certain day at Moscow, and to lodge all the

charters on which their respective claims were founded, in a
large wooden building erected for the purpose, that he mi^ht
consider and settle the differences between them. Insteaaof
doing this, however, he set fire to the building, and thus re-

duced the nobles to the necessity of accepting such privileges

as he chose to grant. Peter I. deservedly called Peter the

Great, became emperor in 1683. To this prince, Russia owes
the commencement of its present greatness. He introduced

discipline into the army, and encouraged arts and manufactures
among his subjects.* The example which he set^ has since

been followed by his successors, and the empire has thus en-
dually risen to its present commanding rank among the nations

of the world. Catherine II. in particular, who reigned from
1762 till 1796, contributed greatly to the aggrandizement of
Russia, both by salutary internal regulations, and by the suc-

cess of her arms against the surrounding countries. In her war
against the Turks, she shook theu* empire to its foundation, and
increased her dominions by large portions of their territories.

She also took the most active part in the dismemberment of
Poland, and was rewarded by the largest share of that unfor-

tunate country.

• 13. This great prince had beeu brought up in the grossest ignorance; but, on
arriving at maturity, lie became sensible of his deficiency ; and applied himself, with
great diligence and success, to literary and scientific pursuits, particularly the study
ofmodem languages, and of those branches of mathematics that are usefulIn naviga-
tion and war. In 1(J*J7, he sent a hundred young Russians, part into Italy, and part
into Holland, to learn the art of ship-building < as, at his accession, every ship tn
the empire was of foreign construction. He sent others into Germany, to serve iu
the land forces of that empire, and thus to learn the most approved system of mili>
tarv tactics and discipMne then in use. He also travelled into England, Holland,
ana other places, observing and learning whatever he conceived to oe uieAUt and
labouring himself, with activity and energy, in ship-yards, rope-yards, MW-miUs,
paper-mills, wire-manufactories, and other similar establishments. Having thus
extended his knowledge, he took with him a great number of artificers, and returned
to Russia, where he eatablished manufactures, extended and encouraged conuaeroei,
and patronised the arts and sciences. In 1711, he married Catliarine, a female of
great beauty and talents, who was bom of obscure parents in Livnnla, and was mtf-
ried to a dragoon. 8he was made prisoner, however, on the wedding-day ; and hav>
ing been seen by Peter, she so captivated him, and so pleased him by her talento.

that, ten years after, he made her his wife. By her masculine spint and sound
jadgmciit, she served him essentially in the formation and execution of .his mat
plansi ami in 1713, wiien he was surrounded by the Turks on the banks of the nrut,
she saved him from ruin by a bribe opportunely olTered to the grand viiier. From
these various causes, he made Catharine his successor at hii (wceaie ka liiH,
•be posMMed the throne till ber death In 17S7,

luid
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Exercises on the Map of European Russia,

What are the latitudes and longitudes of Petersburg, Moscow, Anshangel, and
Ismail ? How far is Moscow from the sea? Through what places does the
paraltel of 45° pass ? The meridian of 35P? What are the shortest distances
frbm the Gulf of Bothnia to the White Sea and the Frozen Ocean ? How fltt

is Moscow from Petersburg 'f Ifa person travel direct from Warsaw to Kaxan,
through what places will he pass ?

XXXIL—POLAND.*

1. Poland, before its dismemberment, was of large extent;

being bounded on the north by Prussia and the Baltic, on the

south by Hungary and Turkey, on the west by Germany and
Silesia, and on the east by Russia. It thus extended from the

Dnieper to Silesia, and from the Dniester and the Carpathian
mountains to Livonia. Its content was nearly 300,000 square

miles; and it is supposed to have contained a population of

fifleen millions.

2. The country is remarkably flat; and, in the time of rain,

<——^^^^^.^^ —^—

^

Questions on the Notes to Section XXXI.
I. What are the greatest and least latitudes and longitudes of European RitRsIa*

What is the extent of the Russian empire compared with utherai* llow
many square miles docs it contain ? What proportions of it are in Europe
and Asia?

& How far is the Volga navigahlo ? What fall has it ?

6. What are the populations of the principal towns of Russia?
Whence is l^tersburgso named? What is the nature of its situation? How

do the different parts of the town communicate ? What are some of the
amusements of the people in winter ? Describe the climate and its etfects.

Describe the houses. Describe the hut of Peter the Great. What com-
merce has Petersburg? How is it supplied with provisions?

When was Moscow burned? What proportion of the bouses are of wood*
What weight is the great bell of Moscow ?

7. What are the different degrees of heat indicated by the thf^mometer at ditferent

times at Petersburg ? Describe the seasons in the northern half of the Ku»>
slan dominions.

9. What committee was appointed by Catharine II. ? What two seminaries are
there in Petersburg supported by government ? In what state are the parish
clergy in respect to education?

10 What proportion of the subjects of Russia are members of the Hrcek chnrchP
How many houses of worship, and how many clerKy belong to that church t

How many monasteries, nunneries, monks, and nuns, are there ? At what
age may men become monks, or.women nuns? Describe the worship in
the Russian ohurehes. How is the church goTcmed ?

1 1. What attempt was made by Peter the Great in respect to the dress and ma»*
nen of his subjects ? With what success did he makf it f Describe tha
booses of tb* lower orden. What are the people allowed to eat during their

fasts, and what is prohibited ? What are the law and practice respecting
marriage ? Descrioe the ceremonies oonnected with Minerals.

It. How was Peter the Great brooght up ? How did he supply the deflclenciea of
his education? What means did he adopt to introduce the art of ship*
building and modern military discipline into Russia ? Where did he traTcI?
In what did ha employ himself while abroad ? What did he do on his return
to Rnaaia ? Oiva an aeoount of his empress Catharine.

• Thongh Poland has ceased to have a separate politieal eiisteneo, it nay
proper to give some particulars respecting it on account of its former importaw
kiia tba ftequant nftrences to It in lilstory.
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the rivers overflow it to a great extent. In consequence of this

and of the want of draining, much of it is marshy; and, from the

same causes, as well as from the extensive forests, the climate

is very moist. The soil is in general uncommonly fertile; but

agriculture is badly understood and practised; though, in this

respect, there is of late much improvement.
3. Poland held formerly a high rank among the powers of

Europe, and had several distinguished monarchs, particularly

John Sobieski, who died in 1696. The constitution, however,
was extremely bad; the nobles having contrived to engross

almost the whole power from the king and people. The laws,

which were in themselves very imperfect, and often unjust, were
administered in the most corrupt manner. The kings also were
elective; and, on this account, intrigues, tumults, and frequently

civil wars, were produced over the country, which was thus dis-

tracted and weakened at home, and rendered an easy prey to

external foes.

4. In 1772, Russia, Prussia, and Austria, taking advantage of

a civil war which they had secretly fomented, seized, on very

slight pretences, and in the most unjust manner, about one
fourth of the kingdom, which they divided among themselves.

Tiie king, Stanislaus, then began vigorously to improve the

remaining part of his kingdom, in various respects. After several

fruitless attempts also, a new constitution, of an excellent kind,

was framed in 1701, and met the entire approbation of almost
all the people. On the application, however, of a few discon-

tented nobles, Catharine II. of Russia marched forces into the

country; and, after the most spirited resistance on the part of

the Poles, under the brave Kosciusko, she finally succeeded,

with the assistance of Prussia, in conquering the kingdom, and
dethroning Stanislaus. Austria now applied for a share of the

spoils; and Russia and Prussia, rather than abide the con-

sequence of a refusal, admitted the claim. The country was
then finally dismembered: and, by tMs partition and the former,

Prussia acquired nearly one fifth of the entire country, and about
three millions and a half of subjects; Austria, rather more than
one fifth, and nearly five millions of subjects; and Russia, nearly

three fifths, with a population of nearly seven millions. Austria

and Prussia were subsequently deprived of part of their acquisi*

tions by Bonaparte; and out of the territories which they then
lost, has been formed what is now called The Kingdom op
Poland, and which is to belong to Russia. This territory is

almost a square, 200 miles in each direction, and contains a
population of about three millions. Its capital is Warsaw,
which stands nearly in the centre, and has a population of about
100,000. A constitution, resembling that of 1791, was given to

this kingdom by the late emperor Alexander; and the people

are now living in tranquillity, and are likely to enjoy prosperity.
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The established religion is the Roman Catholic; but there is

full toleration for all others.

&. The town of Cracow, which at a remote period was the

capital of Poland, is now, with a small adjacent territory, an
independent city, under the name of The Bishopric of Cra-
cow. At this city are the celebrated salt-mines of Wielitska,

the greatest in Europe. The entrance to them is a few miles

from Cracow; but they extend beneath the city, and the roofs

of the vast vaults are supported in some places by timber, and
in others by great pillars of the salt itself. They afford constant

employment to 700 miners, and have long formed a productive

source of revenue to Poland.

. im
m

XXXIIL—SWEDEN.
1. Boundaries,—Sweden, including the part of

Lapland that lies north of it, is bounded on the east

by the Baltic, the Gulf of Bothnia, and Russian
Lapland; on the west, by Norway and the Katte-Gat;

on the south, by the Baltic; and on the north, by the

Frozen Ocean.*
2. Divisions,—Sweden may be divided into three

great parts; South Sweden, Middle Sweden, and
North Sweden. These, with their subdivisions, called

laens, and their chief towns, are as follows:

SOUTH SW£D£N.
LAENS. CHIEF TOWNS.

Gottenburg Gottenburg or Gotheborg
Elfsborg Menersborg
Skaraborg Mariestadt, Skara
Liokoping Linkoping
Kalmar Kalinar

Jonkoping or Smaland . . Jonkoping
Kronoberg Merioe
Carlskrona or Blekinss . . Carlskrona

Gothland or Gottland Island Wisby
Halmstad Halmstad
Christianstad Christianstad

Malmohus Malmo, Lund or Lunden

• 1. The part of Lapland which is west of the rivers Tornea and Tana, now h»-

longs to Sweden. The length of Sweden, including this large district, is about ItiUU

miles, its medium breadth nearly WO, and its surface abont 170,000 square miles.

Its extreme latitudes are Aftjo and YI" north) and its extreme longitudes, 11° and
Ui*> east Almost the entire boundary between it and Norway, iaANnaed by mountains.

I
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104> SWEDEN.

MIDDLE SWEDEN.

LAENS. CHIEF TOWNS.

Stockholm Stockholm
Upsal Upsal or Upsala
Wasteras Wasteras

''

Nykoping Nykoping
Orebro Orebro
Carlstad or Wermeland . . Carlstad

NORTH SWEDEN.

Falun, or Storakopparberg, or

Dalecarlia Falun
Gefleborg Gefle or Ge6eborg
Jamtland Ostersund
Norrland Hernosand
Maester and Nordbottens . Umea
Lapland Lulea

3. Islands,—The principal islands are Gothland or

Gottland, already mentioned, and Oland.

4. Seaports.—Gottenburg, Helsinborg, Carlskrona,

Kalmar, Norkoping, Stockholm, Gefle, Soderhamn,
Hernosand, Umea, &c.

5. Mountains, §'c.—Tlie pnncipal mountains are

the great Norwegian chain to the west, some of the

summits of which are 6000 or 8000 feet high. The
surface of the country has a gradual ascent towards

these mountains, and is full of inequalities. Above
two thirds of it is covered with immense forests, which
produce vast quantities of excellent timber.

6. Lakes.—The principal lakes are Wenern, Wet-
tern, and Melern; but, besides these, there are a great

many others.

7. Rivers.—The principal rivers are the Gotha,

which flows from Lake Wenern, and passes Gotten-

burg; the Dahl, which flows through Dalecarlia;

and the Umea, which passes the town of the same
name. The rivers, however, have short courses, and
are therefore small when compared with many of the

other rivers of Europe. m. ..
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8. Tonms.—The chief cities and towns are Stock-

holm, Gottenburg, and Carlskrona.*

9. Climate.—The climate, in the south, resembles that of
Scotland. In the north, it is considerably colder. Over ail

the country, the heat of summer, and the cold of winter, are

much increased by the great inequality of the daj^s and nights.-}*

10. Soil and Prodttce.—The soil of Sweden is in general bad,

and produces too little grain for the inhabitants. Potatoes

have lately been introduced, and seem likely to be of great ad-

vantage to the country.^:

11. Minerals.—The mines of Sweden are numerous and
valuable; producing large quantities of iron, copper, and other

minerals.^

12. Population, Army, and Navy.—The population is about

two millions and a half, and>the array about 30,000. The navy
is now very small; consisting of only six sail of the line, aud
eight or nine frigates.

13. Government.—The government is a limited, hereditary

monarchy.
II

14. Manufactures and Commerce—Sweden has no manufac-
tures, except of articles for home consumption. Its principal

exports are timber, pitch, tar, and minerals.

15. Literature, S[c.—The universities are those of Upsal and
Lund. There are also many endowed classical schools; and
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• 2. The population of Stockholm is about 70,000; of Qottenburg, 18,000 or
90,000) and of Carlskrona, about li,U00. None of the other towns has a population
of 10,000. Stockholm has several fine buildings, and an excellent secure harbour,

capable of containing a thousand vessels.

f 3. Notwithstanding the high latitude of Sweden, the heat in summer is often

greater than in the south of England. The cold in winter, however, is often verf
severe.

X 4. Scarcely one twentieth of the country is fit for cultivation, and only about
the half of this is cultivated. The produce is in general small, being only about fivt

times the seed sown, even in good years ; and it is calculated that the crop fails about
once in ten years. The cattle are generally smaU; but they constitute a great part
of the wealth of the inhabitants.

( 5. The annual produce of the mines is ubout 100,000 tons of iron, 1300 tons of
eopper, and 1000 lbs. of silver; besides lead, atom, saltpetre, coal, and some gold.

The chief copper mines are in Dalecarlia, or Dalarne, as it is also called, 'fhat of
Falun is said to have been wrought upwards of a thousand years. The depth of
this mine to the water in the bottom of it, is 1740 feet. The mines of Dannemom,
thirty miles north of Upsol* have been long celebrated for producing large quantU
ties of the best iron. This iron is highly prized in England, and is lued in tbt
manufacture of the flnest steel. Besides these, there are other iron mines, of great
extent, in Carlstadt and Orebro; and ia Smaland, there is a mountain called Ti^
berg, which is 400 feet high, and three miles in circumference, and is one entire moss
af nch iron ore. Lapland also abonnds in the same mineral; and near Tornea,
there is another mountain of iron ore still larger than Taberg.

I 6b The legislature consists of four stata or bodiest viz. 1100 nobles i from dO lo

(0 clergy; from 100 to 900 burgesses; and 1(N) peasants. These deliberate aen*.
lately; and any proposition agreed to by three of them, becomes a law, on receiving
the royal assent. The crown is hereditary in the male descendants of the present
king; but, in ease of a fhilurB in the male line, the king is to notnidate a sooocsaorf
subject to the approval of the legislature.

E8
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there are parish schools over all the country, in which the Lan-
casterian system has lately been introduced.*

16. Religion.—The established religion is Lutberanism; but

all sects are tolerated.-l*

17. Character, Sfc.—The Swedes are in general peaceable,

orderly, and industrious. They are tall and robust; and the

peasantry are comfortably clad in cloth of their own weaving.

The houses are generally formed of wood, the crevices of which
are filled with pitch; and they are heated 4>y means of stoves,

in which wood is used for fuel.

18. Historical Sketch.—At an early period, Sweden was en-

gaged in almost perpetual wars with Denmark, with various

success. In 1397, Margaret of Denmark, a woman of uncom-
mon talent and spirit, was acknowledged queen not only of
Denmark, but also of Sweden and Norway. After her death,

incessant commotions took place; ^nd Sweden was sometimes
independent, and sometimes in subjection. In 1 520, Christian II.

of Denmark, having possessed himself of Sweden, massacred
most of the nobility, to render himself absolute, and then op-
pressed the country. Gustavus Yasa, after encountering great

dangers and difficulties, succeeded, the same year, in expelling

the Danes, at first by the assistance of the miners of Dalecarlia,

and afterwards of the country at large; and he was made king by
the unanimous voice of the nation. During his reign, the Refor-

mation wiis introduced into Sweden; and, in 1544, the exercise of
the Roman Catholic religion was strictly prohibited. Gustavus
Adolphus, the most renowned of the Swedish monarchs, and
the most distinguished prince of his time, ascended the throne in

1611. He soon acquired so high a character, that he was placed

by the Protestant princes at the head of their confederation

against Austria. In all his proceedings, his arms were attended

with the most brilliant success; but he was at length killed in

1632, at the battle of Lutzen in Saxony, in the moment of vic-

tory. The celebrated Charles XII. ascended the throne in

1697. After the most splendid successes against Peter the

Great of Russia, he was at length totally defeated at Pultava,

in 1709, by the forces of Peter; and, nine years after, he was
killed at the siege of Fredericshal in Norway, according to some
accounts by a cannon shot from the enemy, but according to

others by a shot fired by one of his own followers. In 1771,

Gustavus III. became king. In 1772, he rendered himself ab-

* 7. The univernity of Upsal has of late been attended by 1200 students annually,

and that of Lund or Lunden by half the number. Abo in Finland has a university,

wliich, while that country belonged to Sweden, had about as manv students as
Lnnd. Sweden has produced many learned men, particularly naturalists and che-
mists. The most distinguished are Linnaeus, Bergman, and Scheele.

f '8. The chief dignitary of the church is the archbishop of Upsal, who is the only
archbishop; and tb«rs are twelve bishops, and betweeo 3000 and IWO clergy ot'ilil-

ftrentorden. ^ • - -.-i :..].. .-r-., i:i; .-; :,;:>^-v
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solute; and in 1792, he was shot at a masquerade by an assassin,

named Ankerstrom. In 1809, the Russians conquered Finland,

one of the roost fertile and valuable parts of the Swedish do-

minions; and a revolution having taken place, in consequence
of the ill-concerted and unfortunate measures of the king, Gus-
tavus IV. he was deposed, and his family for ever excluded
from the throne. His uncle was make king, under the title of
Charles XIII.; and, he having no issue, Bernadotte, one of

Napoleon's generals, was appointed to succeed him. In 1814,
Norway was ceded by Denmark to Sweden; and, on the death
of Charles, in 1818, he was succeeded by Bernadotte, under
the title of Charles XIV. who is the present sovereign, and who
seems likely to improve the country, and to secure the crown
in his family.

Exercises on the Map of Snedeti.

What are the latitudes and longitades of Stockholm, Gottenburg, and Wisby?
What are the distances from Stockholm to Oottenburg, Petersburg, and Tor-
nea P What are the breadths of the Gulf of Bothnia at Abo and Umea >

XXXIV.—NORWAY.
1. Situatixm,— Norway, which now belongs to

Sweden, is a long narrow country, between Sweden
and the Atlantic Ocean.*

2. Divisions,—Norway is divided into the follow-

ing provinces or governments, called stifts:

"

STIFTS.
'

CHIEF TOWNS.

Aggerhuus or Christiania .... Chrlstiania

Cnristiansand or Stavenger . . . Christiansand, Stavenger

Bergen . Bergen
Tronyem or Drontheim Tronyem or Drontheini

Nordland or Norwegian Lapland Alstahoug

Qwaiimu on the Notes to Section XXXIil.

1. What are the dimensions and content of Sweden ? What are its extreme lati-

tudes anc^longitudes ?

What are the populations of the principal towns of Sweden?
What proportion of the country is cultivated ? What is the average amount of

the produce ? Ofwhat description are the cattle ?

What quantities of iron, copper, and silver, do the mines annually produce?
Where are the chief copper mines? What mines produce the best iron?
Describe tiie mountain Taberg.

How many, and what bodies compose the legislature? How is a law made'
What IS the law of succession?

By what number of students have the Swedish univenittet of late been attended P

What clergy are then in Sweden ?

* 1. The length of Norway, and Norwegian or Danish Lapland, from the Nase,
or C^e LiodiBsnoM, to the North Cape, is nearly lOUO miksj and the breadth ;> in-
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3. Island8,—-There are great numbers of islands

along the west and north-west coast, of which the

chief are the Loffoden Isles.* The North Cape also

is in the island of Mageroe.
4. Seaports,—The principal ports are Christiania,

Fredericshal, Christiansand, Bergen, and Tronyem.
5. Face of the Country.—The country is very

mountainous, particularly on the side next Sweden $

and the coasts are in general bold and rocky. There
are, however, many fine valleys; and the scenery

is, in many instances, remarkably picturesque aiid

beautiful. Much the greater part of the country is

covered with timber.

6. Lakes, ^c.—^There are many lakes; and the

coast is greatly indented with fiords, or inlets of the

sea.

7. T&UMS.—The chief towns are Bergen, Chris-

tiania, and Tronyem.f

8. Climate.—'T\Mt climate resembles that of Sweden; but nei-

ther the heat of summer, nor the cold of winter, is so great.

9. Scnl^ Prodvccy Sgc.—Very little of the country is fit fur cul>

tivation; but there are some tracts of great fertility.;|: Besides

cattle, and various minerals, particularly iron and copper, the

country produces vast quantities of excellent timber. The
principal exports are timber, pitch, tar, iron, copper, and cattle.

^—^» I II ii I
!

some places more than 200 tnfles, and in others less than .50. The superficial con-
tent is probably about 130,00(1 i^uare miles. The extreme latitudes ai« M" and
71° north; and Norway Proper lies between 5° and 16° east longitude.

* 2. Near the south-western extremity of these, is the remarkable and dangeroos
whirlpool of Malstrom or Moskoestrom. This is produced by strong currents,

which flow first in one diiection, and then in the opposite, during alternate period*

of six hours, and which become stationar^^ at high and low water. In winter,

dnrin^ storms from the west, the most frightful waves are raised, and the noise of

the agittition is heard at an immense distance. At these times, it is necessary for

veeseTs to keep at the distance of several miles, lest they should be drawn into th*

vortex { and frequently whales, bears, and other animals, which aBproach too near,

are drawn in, and destroyed by the irresistible force of the corrent. At other time%
however, the stream is generally navigable; and the common accounts of its tenori
seem to he considerably exaggerated.

•f 3. The first of these has a population of about 18,000; the second, 10,000; and
the third 9000. The last is commonly, but improperly called Drontheim.

« 4. In Norway, as well as in various other places in high latitudes, vegetation

is extremeljr rapid, on the return of summer. Thus, in several districts, barley is

reaped in six or seven weeks after the seed has been sown; and, even to the nortb
of Tronyem, two crops are sometimes produced in the same summer. This is pro*
bably occasioned by the ground being acted on by the sudden return of the heat,

after having been protected from the cold by the deep covering of the snow during
winter, and after it bas been thoroughly moistened by the thaw. This opinion

scemt to tie conobarated by the ctrcunstaucc, that in plM«» new tiK see, wbei»
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10. Population.'—The population of Norway is verj small,

compared with the extent of the country, being only about a
million.

11. Government.—The government is a limited monarchy;
and the king of Sweden appoints a viceroy, who resides in ths
royal palace in Christiania.*

12. Slate of Education.—Hhete Is H dniversity at Bei^^n;M
the people have pretty generally the means of acquiring useful

instruction.

13. Religion.—The established religion is Lutheranismj but

all sects are tolerated.f

14. Character^ ^c.—The Norwegians have long enjoyed civil

liberty. Hence their habits and characters are much superior

to those of the people in the neighbouring countries.

15. Historical Sketch.—In 875, the petty principalities of Nor-
way were united into one monarchy, under Harold Harfager;

and in 1028, the country was subjected to Denmark, by Canute
the Great. The authority of Denmark, however, was not fin-

ally established till 1380, when Hager, king of Norway, married

Margaret of Denmark. Since that tim^ the two countries,

governed by their respective laws, continued under the same
sovereign, till the peace of 1814, when Norway was ceded to

Sweden.

Exerdses tm the Map ofNomag.

What are (he latitudes and longitudes of Christiania, Bergen, Tiftnyem, and Mal-
strom ? What are the breadths of Norway at the parallete of 60», 62", and 64° ?

What are the distances from Christiaiua to Stockhohn, Bergen, and Tronyem?

.11

m

mn.

ud

UtQe snow lies during the winter, vefjetation is much less rapid; and in other dis-

tricts, a deficiency of the usual quantity of snow in winter, is followed by bad crops
m sammer, and is considered a misfortune. In some places, too little grain is pro-
duced for the inhabitants. In such cases, here, as well as in Sweden and Lapland,
they reduce fish, or the inner bark of the flr, to powder} and, this being mixed with
meal, forms a part of the food of the common pieoirie. la seasons of scaioity, also,

they eat parts of the rein-deer moss.

• & The laws are made by two bodies, called the sUrthing or states, the members
of which are elected bv persons appointed by the people at large. These members^
as well as all persons holding any office in the government, must be natives of Nov*
way, and members of the Lutheran church.

f 6. There are in Norway and Norwegian Lapland, five bishops, and abofts 3U0
inibrior clergy.

QBesfiotum the Notes to Section XXXTV. ; '

I. What are the dimensions and content of Norway? Its extnme latKndeo and
longitudes!*

t. Where IS Malstrom ? Describe the whirlpool.

X What are the populations of the chief towns of Norway? -
. .

t--,

4, Give instances or the rapidity of vegetation in Norway. How Is this oooMkned *

What substitute is sometimes used for grain?

i. How are the members of the legislature appointed P What qnalifleations are
necessary in these members, and ia othws who hold tmj oflice in the gov-
ernment? /.

5. Wbatdetgy are in Norway? ' '
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1. Boundaries.—The principal part of tlie Danish
dominions is bounded on the west by the German
Sea; on the north, by the Skager-Rack; on the south,

by the Elbe; and on the east, by the Katte-Gat, the

^und, the Baltic, and Mecklenburg.*

DIVISIONS. CHIEF TOWNS.

I. Jutland:

1. Aalborg Aalborg
2. Viborg ....... Viborg

, 3. Aarhuus Aarhuus
4t. Ripen Ripen ^

II. Sleswick Flensborg, Sleswick, Gottorp

III. Holstein Altona, Gluckstadt, Kiel

IV. Lauenburg Lauenburg

V. The Islands:

1. Zealand Copenhagen, Roskild, Elsineur

2. Funen or Fionen . Odensee, Nyborg

2. Other Islands.—Laaland, Falster, Moen or Mo-
na, Langeland, Femeren, Bornholm, Anholt, and
several smaller about the entrance of the Baltic.

There are also many small islands near the west

coast of Jutland; and Iceland, the Faroe Isles, and
Greenland, belong to Denmark.f

• 1. These territories lie between the parallels of 53" 25' and 67" 4& north, and
between iff and 12^" east longitude. The superficial content is supposed to be

90,000 square miles.

+ 2. Iceland is a large island, situated between the sixty-third and sixty-

serenth parallels of north latitude. So thinly is it peopled, however, that it has
scarcely dO,000 inhabitants. The principal place is Reikiavik, the seat of gOTero-
ment.

Iceland was formerly remarkable for Mount Hecla, a volcano; but this has been
quiet for more than sixty years. In 1783, however, an eruption, of the most terrific

kind, took place from the mountains called Skapta Jokul. The whole island, in-

deed, appears to be of a volcanic nature and origin; and any part of it may perhaps
have been, or may yet be, the seat of a volcano. Besides its volcanoes, U is also

remarkable for its hot springs, which are perhaps the most wonderful in the world.
These are found in different parts of the island ; but the Geysers, which are the most
remarkable, are situated about 16 miles north of Skalholt The greater ofthem has
a basiik formed of matter deposited by the boiling fluid. This basin is 66 feet in

length, and 46 in breadth; and in the centre of it, there is a pipe or pit 10 feet in

diameter. Through this, the hot water rises ; and, after filling the basin, it runs over
the sides. Dread^l explosions constantly take place, at intervals of some hows.
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3. Straits, Sfc.—The principal straits are tliose of

the Sound, and the Great and Little Belts. The
Gulf of Lymliord, in the north of Jutland, extends

On these occasions, loud reports are heard under the ground, which is felt to trem-
ble beneath the feet. Water then issues from the pit, throwing what is previously

in the basin into agitation, and causing it to overflow. Other reports and expltA

sions follow, steam escapes in volumes, and large Jets oi water are driven out with
such force as to ascend to heights varyini; between 'JO and 90 feet. The imprisoned
steam having thus escaped, the explosions cease, and the basin and pit are both
found em^ty. More water, however, begins to collect ; and they are both full, before

the commencement of the next explosion. At Tunguhver, in the valley of Reikholt,

tliere are many boiling springs, two of which are very remarkable. These are about
a foot asunder i and from one of them a jet issues, for about four minutes, to the

heij;ht of ten feet, while the water in the other is boiling furiously. After this jet

ceases, a larger one issues from the other spring, to the height of three or four feet,

and coutinues about three minutes, while the tirst spring boils in its turn; and thus
they continue to pour forth their columns alternately, by some internal works which
it is ditticult to explain.

The inhabitants of Iceland are simple in their manners, correct in their conducl^
and have much literary and general knowledge ; and the country has produced many
men of talents and learning.

The Faroe or Ferroe Islands lie about 200 miles north-west of the Shetland
Isles. The groupe consists of about twenty islands, and has a population a littfe

above 5000. There are now no schools ; but the children are taught to read by thetr

parents. The islands are mountainous, and are remarkable for the extreme rude-
ness and boldness of their scenery. The men are uncommonly expert and dexte-
rous in climbing rocks, to catch birds for food. The religion is Lutheranism; aiid

the people are of ^ood moral habits, and amiable dispositions.

uREKNLANUisa large country ; extending, so far as it has yet been traced, f^om
o9J* to 760 of north latitude. A century ago, the population was 20,000; but, by
the prevalence of the small-pox and other diseases, it has been reduced to about
7000. The surface of the countiy is rude and mountainous ; and the climate is most
inhospitable, the bleak summer lasting only from May till August. During this

period, the natives dwell in tents on the sea-side; hut, at the approach of winter,

the women either repair old huts, or erect new ones. The walls of these are com-
posed of stones, with turf or sod, instead of mortar. The roofs, which are flat, and
about six feet high, are formed of timber, brought by the waves from some distant

shores, and are covered over with shrubs and earth. There is usually a sabterrat-

nean entrance to each dwelling, 12 or 15 feet long, 2 high, and 2 wide. The bonae
consists of only one room, from 12 to 18 feet long, and from 10 to 12 wide. On one
side, there is a kind of stag;e, a foot and a half high, which extends the whole length
of the house; and which is used as bench, table, chair, and bedstead. In their

habits, the people are dirty in the exti-eme ; and, as the winter advances, their huts
liecome intolerable to any except Greenlanders, from the putrid remains of the an^
mals on which they feed, and from filth of every kind, which they never remove till

it becomes troublesome from its bulk. In their persons, cookery, and choice of food,

they are equally disgusting.

The Danes carry to the country, guns, powder and shot, arrow heads, knives,

Ales, axes, needles, nails, lineu, a.>siery, cottons, looking-glasses, tobacco, rye, bar-
ley, tea, colfee, beer, and various other articles ; and receive in return the boms of
the sea-unicorn, the skins of seals, of blue and white foxes, of white bears, white
hares, rein-deer, and other animals, with feathers and eider down. This last is the
exquisitely fine down of the breast of the eider duck, which it pulls out for lining to

its nest A pound sterling is paid for a pound weight of the best sort of this down.
The horn of the sea-unicom, or narwhal, extends right forward from the point of its

upper jaw, to the length of eight or ten feet, and far surpasses ivory in all its vaht-
able properties.

The must remarkable animal of Greenland, however, is the common whale.
Before the whale-fishery was carried to its present extent, animals of this species

were both larp;er and more numerous than they are at present. Still, however, some
are taken which are sixty or seventy feet long. Three hundred and fifty ships-
Dutch, English, and Dauish—have sometimes been employed in this fishery, and
have killed from I^XK) to 2000 whales in one summer. When a whale is seen, four
or five boats, each with six or eight men, are sent from the vessel. When they are
near enough, a person strikes the whale wiUi a harpoon or barbed dart, to which a

'
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from the Katte-Oat, and reaches within a mile or
two of the German Sea.*

4* Seaports.—The chief ports for trade are those

of Copcniingcn, Altona, Tonningen, Fleusborg, Aal-
borg, and Kiel.

5. Face of the Country, ^c.—The country is in

^neral flat) and there are no large rivers or lakes.

The canal of Kiel extends from the river Eyder to

the Baltic.f

6. Chief Towns,—Copenhagen and Altona4

line of some hundrod fathoms is attached. The whale then sinks to a vast depth,
canning the line with him so rapidly, that a person must constantly wet the >id« of
the boat to prevent it trom taking tire by tlie rubbing of the line. The whale Kon
rises to breathe, and spouts water, with great violence and noise, to the height of
snme fathoms, fnira aiiertures on the top of the head, lie is then struck omin, and
dives in a similar wanner; and, alter rising a second or third time, he is pierced in
the vital parts with spears, till blood, as well oa water, is spouted up from the apei^
tures in tue head. Alter this, he is aJlowed to swim about for some leagues, till he
di(s flrum loss of blood and exhaustion. The blubber or fat is then cut out, and
boiled to extract the oil ; or, if there be not proper conveuienoies for this, it is put
into barrels, and conveyed home. Each whale generally yields from sixty to a bun-
dred barrels of oil, worth three or four pounds a barrel. Of all the (ireenland ani-
mals, however, none are so useful to the natives as the seals. Their flesh serves tor
food; their skins are used fur clothing, and in the construction of their boats j their
iduews Bene for thread and cords; their entrails for sails for boats, and windows
for their huts; and of the bones, tltey make utensils of various kinds.

In connexion with Greenland, may he mentioned the islaiuls of Spitzderuin,
M^ich lie east of it; though they are claimed by the Russians. These islands have
no fixed inhabitant; but they ore visited by parties of Russians, who are attracted
by the great number of sea and land animals found in them and on their coasts.
They have the most bleak and lorbiddiuj; appearance imaginable, presenting barren
pointed rocks and mountains, several olwuicb are of great height, and are covered
with perpetual snow.

• 3. The bivndth of the Little Belt, at the narrowest part, is one mile ; that of the
Sound, four; and that of the Great Belt, ten or twelve. Tliese straits, as well as
various parts of the Baltic, are frozen over in severe winters. An occurrence of
this kino was turned to great a<lvantage by Charles X. of Sweden, in liidB. This
prince was fighting in I'oland ; ami war haVing been declared against him bv Frs-
derick III. ni Denmark, he man-lH>d with great rapidity through (termany ana Sle^
wick, and arrived at the shore of the Little Belt with un army of :W,(XN) men. After
soiue iiesitation, he ventured across the stniit with his army, cannon, and baggage;
nd, having crossed Funen, he passed snoressively to the islands of Laaland, Lao-
gHand, Falster, and Zealand; tnns avoiding that part of the tireat Belt when tlie

current and the width of the channel rendered the strength of the ice doubtful. Hjr

tkis means, he arrived at Copenhagen, and sbliged the Uones to purchase a peaoe
witli tlie loss of several provinces.

f 4. This canal cost about £800,000 sterling. It admits vessels of ISO ttins, which
are thus free trom the delays and dangers that often attend the passage round Jut-
land I and no fewer than trom two to three thousand pass through it annually. Hie
whole length from Tonningen, at the mouth of the Kyder, to the Baltic, is lUAmilns
uf wliich tue cauol occupies ^. It was ootuintnced in 1777, and linishcd in seven
years.

t •). The population of Copenhagen Is 90,000 or 100,(100; and that of Altow or
1 Kena, :)U,0iiO. The other towns are small, the population of none of them exoeed-
inx iiOUO or 700O. Copenhagen, or Kiobnhavn, is the best built town in the north
ofEurope. Most of the houses are of brick, some of them of stone from (termany,
and a few of the finest bidldings are of Norwegian marble. The erection of wooden
bouan is prohibited. The harbour is excellent.

he
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7. Colonies.—To the Danes belong the islands of

Santa Cruz and St. Thomas, in the West Indies;

besides the Faroe Islands, Iceland, and Greenland,

already mentioned.

8. Climatcy ^c.—The climate is moist, and rather temperate;

and the soil is in general fertile, producing good corn and pa»>

ture.* Holstcin, and Other parts of the country, produce great

numbers of beautiful, spirited horses, and excellent breeds of
horned cattle.

9. Population, ^c.—The population of the Danish dominions
is supposed to be nearly two millions. The army, in the time
of peace, is about 30,000. The navy formerly consisted of more
than twenty ships of the line, and about fifteen frigates; but it

was nearly annihilated during the late war.

10. Government.—Since 1060, the government has been, in

Krinciple, one of the most absolute in the world. In practice,

owever, it is tempered by various checks, and is far from being

despotic.

11. Manufactures and Commerce.—Scarcely any articles are

manufactured, except for home consumption. The commerce
of the country is considerable, particularly with England, the

Netherlands, France, and the shores of the Mediterranean.

13. Education.—There are universities in Copenhagen and
Kiel. There are also nine seminaries for the education of

schoolmasters, and about 3000 village schools.f

18. Religion.—The established religion is Lutheranism; but

there is complete toleration <br all other denominations.:^

14. Character, ^c.—The Danes are in general tall and robust;

with good complexions, and hair of a flaxen, yellow, or red

colour. The common people, having but lately become free,

want, in general, the bold manly spirit of the Swedes and Nor-
wegians, and are poor and dirty. Since their emancipation,

however, at the beginning of the present century, they are much
improved.

15. Ilittorical Sketch.—About the ninth, tenth, and eleventh

• 0. 1'here are some districts which are covered with loose sand, to a oonsider*
able extent. A ridge of this kind wtretches northerly through Jutland, and produoet
only heath and some useless plants. Theso sands are often blown in clouds by th*
winds, and desolate the cultivated ifrounds in their vicinity. To prevent this, tha

Kvernment encourages the sowing uf certain plant* with spreading routa and btoad
kves, to bind the sand, and break the force of the wind.

f 7. There is also a collr((e, with four profesMn, in Odeniee. The nniversity

of Copenhagen has about 70U student!* ; and that of Keil, 900 or :K)0. Denmark has
produced several men of eminence. ( >f these, it may be luffloient to mention lYolB
Brahe, the celebrated astronomer t and Malte Bnin, the eminent teofrapher. Dei^
nark and Norway have the same langnam. This, as well at tne Swedish, b «f
Gothic origin) and both have a consideranle afllnity to the German and English.

t 9, The bishops ara those of Copenhagen, Fonen, Aalhorg, Aarhuus, and Ripen.
The bishops have annnal incomes of ditlerent amount*, from £4130 to A'lOUOi but
tliey have no political power.
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centuries, the Danes were formidable, by their piracies and in-

vasions, to several of the surrounding countries, particularly

Scotland, Ireland, Germany, and England, the last of whicri

countries was for some time entirely subject to their power.

The Protestant religion was established in all the Danish do-

minions in 1536. In 1660, Frederick III. made Denmark an

absolute and hereditary monarchy, instead of a limited and
elective one. During the wars of Napoleon, Denmark suffered

severely, on two occasions, from the power of Britain : first in

1801, when most of her fleet was destroyed or captured at

Copenhagen by Lord Nelson, and the city was saved only by

the submission of the Danish government; and again, in 1807,

when Copenhagen surrendered, after a destructive bombard-
ment by the British fleet and army. On this occasion, the

Danish fleet, consisting of sixteen ships of the line and fifteen

frigates, with other vessels, and a vast quantity of naval stores,

was brought to England, after which Copenhagen was evacuated

by the British. At the peace of 1814, Denmark was obliged by
the Allied Powers to }icld up Norway to Sweden; and the

island of Heligoland, at the mouth of the Elbe, to England; in

consequence of having refused to join with them in the confede-

ration against Bonaparte. In place of this valuable portion of

her dominions, Denmark obtained a part of Pomerania, which
has since been exchanged with Prussia for Lauenburg, and a

pecuniary consideration.

Questions on the Notes to Section XXXV.

1. What are the greatest and least latitudes and longitudes of the principal parts of
the J)anish dominions i' Their content ?

S. What is the population of Iceland P The principal town ?

What mountain was formerly a volcano? Wliat moiv recently :'

Describe the GeyHt'rs. To what height is the water thrown by theiu ? Descriljf

tlie reciprocating springs at Tunguhver.
What is the character of the Icelanders?
Where ore the Faroe Islands ? What is their population ? What is the natural

apiH'arance of the islands ? W hat is the character of the |H>ople ?

^hat is the |i(ipulation of Greenland ? M hat is the nature of tlie climate ? J3e-

hcribe the huts of the iieonle. Their habits.

W hat articles do the 1 Janes taVe to the country :' What do they receive in return ?

W hat is eider down ? At what rate does it sell ? DeKcribe Uie horn of the

narwhal.
What is the magnitude of some of the Greenland whales? How many 8hi|ts

have sometimes been employed in this fishery? How many whales havi;

been killed in a summer? Describe the mode of killing a whale. How
much oil does a whale generally yield? What animal is most useful to the
Greenlanders ? Describe its uses.

Hy whom are the islands of Spitabergen claimed i' What is their appeamnrr •'

U. W hat are the breadths of the !!$ound and the Belts? Describe the crossing of tiie

ice by Cliarles X. of Sweilen.

4. What was the cost of the canal of Kiel? When was it begun ? Whenflnislwd?
How many vessels pas* through it annually ? M hat is its length ?

5. What are the populations of Copenhagen and Altona? Give an account of the
funuer.

7. How many students are there in the Danish universities?
R What bishops are tliere in Denmark ? What salaries have they ? Jlave tlir,

political power ?
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Exercises on the Map of Denmark.

AVIiat are the latitudes and longitudes of Copenhai;en, Odensee, Kiel, and Altona ?

VV hat is the length of the Gulf of Lymfiord i* What is the breadth of the Katte-
Gat at Gottenburg? What are the distances from Copenhagen to Stockholm,
Christiania, and Altona? What is the greatest breadth of Jutland? liy iiuw

many ways may a ship sail from the German Sea into the Baltic?

if.l'

XXXVI.—LAPLAND.*

i parts of

natural

kte? J)e-

lare tlir,

1. The boundaries of Lapland are not very accurately fixed.

It may be regarded, however, as extending from the bixty-fourth

degree of north latitude to the Frozen Ocean, and from the

Atlantic to the White Sea. The country is divided, by the

continuation of the Norwegian chain of mountains, into two
parts, which are strikingly different. In that which extends

round the Gulf of Bothnia, the hdbt in summer, and the cold

in winter, are both very great; while, in the other part, the

influence of the ocean moderates both. In the former, the heat

in July is often as great as in France, and the inhabitants are

tortured by musquitoes; while, in winter, water is often frozen

in the vessel, as the person is in the act of drinking it; and even
spirits of wine are sometimes converted into ice. In this region,

in consequence of the heat of summef, and of the ground being

protected by snow in winter, vegetation is extremely rapid in

the few fertile spots; corn being often sown in the end of May,
and reaped before the beginning of August. About the North
Cape, on the contrary, grain does not ripen; because the snow
lies less permanently in winter, and the heat is less in summer,
though the mean annual temperature is greater than in some of

the higher parts of the other region.

2. The inhabitants wear coats which are commonly made of
sheepskin, with the wool turned towards the body; and above
these, they have outer coats generally made of the skins of
rein-deer, with the hairy side out. The fires are placed in the

middle of their huts; and the floors are covered with the skins

of rein-deer, on which the family sit or recline. A thicker

covering of skins is used on the floor of that part of the hut in

which they sleep, and they cover themselves with sheepskins to

keep off* the cold. They live, for the most pat i, on animal food,

and on the milk of the rein-deer made into cheese, or in other
states. When their stock of fish, or of the flesh of other animals,

fails, they kill a rein-deer, which serves a family of four for a
week. The entire population is thought to be about sixty

thousand.

• 1. As l4\plan<1, though of small political importance, presents a number of
interesting peiMiliarities, it may bo projwr to give a few particulars res|)euting it,

considered separately from Sweden and Uuisia, the cuuntiies to which it uuw
belongs.
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3. In the parts north of the arctic circle, the sun is constantly

visible for a number of days about midsummer, and invisible for

nearly an equal period about Christmas. Thus, at the seven^

tieth degree of latitude, he never wholly disappears from the

17th of May till the 28th of July, nor is any part of him seen

from the 25th of November till the 17th of January.* During
tlie latter period, however, even at the middle of winter, there

is considerable twilight for an hour or two before and after

noon ; and the moon, the aurora borealis, and the snow, prevent

the nights from being dark. During the other period, the sun,

besides being on the meridian at noon, is visible twelve hours
after, on the continuation of that circle below the pole.

4. In winter, the Laplanders travel in sledges, drawn by rein-

deer, on the frozen surface of the snow. These are made of
birch; and are so small and light, that they may be easily car-

ried in the arms. With ^couple of rein-de^r attached to one
of these, a Laplander will travel fifty or sixty miles a day, oc-

casionally at the rate of ten miles an hour. In guiding and
belancinc the vehicle, he shows great dexterity; and in going

down hin, if the descent be steep, he ties another rein-deer by
the horns to the rear of the sledge, which it pulls back so as to

lessen the velocitv.

5. To the Laplander, Ihe rein-deer is invaluable. It consti-

tutes, indeed, almost his entire wealth. Its milk and its flesh

afford him excellent food, and its skin clothing. Of the tendons
and intestines, he makes thread and cordage; of the horns, glue;

and of the bones, spoons. In winter, it draws his sledges over
froien lakes, rivers, or snow; and, at other times of the year,

it carries his tents and baggage on its back. Of these useful

creatures, a wealthv Laplander possesses 1000, or more; a ner-

son of the middle class, 500 or 600; and the poorer people, from
50 to 200. They frequently kill, also, great numbers of wild

ones, particularly in autumn. In summer, the rein-deer feed

principally on grass; and, in winter, on a peculiar kind of moss
or lichen, which they are dexterous in discovering under the

snow. They are above four feet high, and three of them are

thought to be about equal in weight to a moderate-sized ox.

• 8. The first of these intervals is 72 days, and tlic second only 53. The difTc-

renoe arises from retraction, which causes the sun to be visible when he is really
beluw the horizon) from considering the position of the sun's u|)per limb, insteM
nf that of his centre i and from the earth's motion in its orbit, beinf{ more rapid io
winter than in summer. For fiurthcr iliustntUon, see Note 8, page 3.
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p. V

XXXVIL—GENERAL VIEW.

1. BoundarieSf ^c,—^Asia is the north-eastern part

of the old continent, and is larger than Europe or

Africa.* It is hounded on the north, by the North-
ern O^ean; on the east, by the Pacific, and by Bhe-
ring's Strait, which separates it from the north-

western part of America; on the south, by the Indian

Ocean; and on the west, by the Arabian Gulf or Red
Sea, the Isthmus of Suez, the Mediterranean Sea,

the Archipelago, the Hellespoat, the Sea of Marma-
ra, the Bosphorus, the Black Sea, the Strait of leni-

kale, the Sea of Azov, and European Russia.

2. Seas, Strait<i, ^c.—The other principal seas are

the Sea of Okhotsk or Lama, the Sea of Japan, the

Yellow Sea, and the Chinese Sea, on the cast; and
the Bay of Bengal and the Persian Gulf, in the

south. Other straits are those of Bab-el-Mandeb
and Ormus, at the entrances of the Red Sea and the

Persian Gulf; Palk's Strait, between Ceylon and
India; and the Strait of Malacca, south-west of Ma-
laya.

3. Divisions.—The principal divisions of Asia are

Asiatic Russia, in the north; Asiatic Turkey, in the

west; Arabia, in the south-west; Persia, Afghanisiiiu,

India, Chin-India, and Tibet, in the south; China, in

the south-east; the Japan Islands, on the east;f and
the various Tartar or Tatar nations, in the middle.

• 1. Asia t« Ritnated between the second and teventy-eijihth parallels of north
latitude, and between St>° of pant and 170> of west longitude. Its length, from the

Strait of Hlieriiift to that of itab-el-IMandeh, is about <i7(IU miles; and its br««ultli,

from the south-< ast of China to the Urol mountains, about 'J80U mUes.

4 3. Other islands near Asia,, are Ceylon i the Maldives) the I^accadiwit tho

Andaman and Mcobar Isles; tho Indian or Enittern Archipelago, which containa
Borneo, Sumatra, Java, Celebes, and several smaller; the Philippine Isles, Hainan,
Formosa, and others. Several of these have been classed in the newlv-eitablisbed

division of Orcnnira. There are alw Btwring'i Islet and the AleoutsVoi or AJeu-
tian liUndi, east of KamtKiutlut.
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4. Peninsulas, Sfc.—The chief peninsulas are Ara-
bia, Malaya, Corea, and Kamtschatka.* The Isth-
mus of Suez unites Asia and Africa, and is about
sixty miles broad. Malaya is joined to the rest of
Chin-India by the Isthmus of Kraw.

5. Face of the Country, S^c.—In the middle of Asia,
there is a vast plateau, or elevated tract of country,
which consists of mountains and very high plains.f
The principal mountains are those of Tibet; and the
Altay and other mountains, south of Siberia.

6. Lakes.—The most remarkable lakes are the
Caspian Sea, the Sea of Aral, Lake Baikal, and the
Dead Sea.J

7. Rivers.—Asia contains many great rivers, the

principal of which are the Kian-ku or Yang-tse-
kiang, and the Hoan-ho, which flow eastward
through China; the Lena, Yenissei or lenicei", and
the Obi, which flow through Siberia into the North-

ern Ocean; the Amour or Segalien, which flows

eastward into the Sea of Okhotsk; the Ganges and
the Brahmapootra, which unite and flow into the

Bay of Bengal ; the Irrawaddy, which falls into the

* 3. Tlie countries east ard west of the Bay of ISpngal, are often called the

Eastern and Western Peninsulas of India. These, however, are not properly penin-
sulas, as there are large portions of their boundaries which are not formed hy the

sea. The country between the Black Sea and the Mediterranean, is a peninsnhi.

This, which is now a part of Ajiatic Turkey, was called, in ancient times, Asia
Minor. <»

+ 4. This tract, the most extensive table-land on the globe, lies between the

Sarallels of 30" and 50°; and occupies the vast space between Siberia on the north,

liudostan and the Burman empire on the south, the Caspian Sea on the west, ami
China and Corea on the east. Its length probably exceeds 3(MI0 miles ; and its gent^-

ral breadth is 1:^00 or 1400 miles. From it, rivers flow in all directions ; and the other
cmmtries of Asia slope from its boundaries, on every side. This tract has a remark-
al)le influence on the climate of Asia. From its elevation, it is itself much colder
than might be expected in such a latitude. It also interrupts, in a g^reat degree, the
atmowpiieric currents between the polar and the equatorial regions, which would
otherwise tend to eqnalize the temperature; and thus, the heat of India, and the
cold of Siberia, are both extremely great.

X &. The Caspian is more than 700 miles long, and contains 130,000 square miles;
the Sea of Aral la nearly 300 miles long, and has a suii'ace of about 10,000 square
miles; and l4ike Baikal is about 350 miles long, and 35 broad. The last is tn^
versed by the riwr Angara, a branch of the Yenissei, and is fresh. Neither of 'hf

others has any outlet, and they are both salt. '1 he Caspian receives the Volga, ttte

Jaik or Ural, the Kur, and many other rivers; the water of which, as well as the
rain that falls on its own surface, is carried oil' by evaporation. By this means also,

tite level of the surface is so much reduced as to be nearly 300 feet below that of the
oneun. Some suppose that this lake was once united with the Black Sea by u strait,

whii'h has been stopped up by changes in the surtace of the country. It has also
been inppotted to have been united with the Lake of Aral ; but there is an elevated
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same sea; the Cambodia, or Japanese river, which
flows into the Sea of China; the Euphrates, which

falls into the Persian Gulf; and the Indus, north-

west of India.*

8. Population—The population of this vast division of the

earth is supposed to be three or four hundred millions, or about

half of the entire human race.

9. Character.—The inhabitants of several countries of Asia

are remarkable for retaining, at all times, nearly the same national

character. The Hindoos are indolent, while the Chinese are

noted for industry; and the Arabs and Tartars continue, in

general, to lead the same wandering pastoral life as in ancient

times.f

Exercises on the Map of Asia.

Through what parts of Asia do the parallels of 20", :H)% 40°, and .W pass ? Through
what parts do the meridians of 50°, 80°, and 110' pass:' How are China and
Asiatic Turkey situated in respect to India? In what direction does the Red
Sea stretcl) ? What is its length ? How are theBlack Sea, the Caspian, and the
I^evant or eastern part of the Mediterranean, situated in respect to each other?
What countries of Asia have no sea-coast ? What rivers rise from the great
central plateau, and flow northward ? Eastward ? Southward .'

level between them, which renders this unlikely. This lake produces vas^t quanti-
ties of valuable fish.

The Dead Sea, or the l^ake of Asphaltites, in Palestinej is remarkably clear and
transparent; but its water is unconuaouly salt and even bitter, so that flshes can-
not live in itj and it is between a fourth and a fifth part heavier than pure fresh

water. Many fabulous stories have been told about this lake: such as, that birds,

flying across it, will fall dead into its water, on account of tlie noxious vapour; and
that, on its shoves, beautiful apples are found, which consist internally of nothing
hut ashes. Great quantities of asphaltuin, a kind of pitch or bitumen, are found
floating on its surface; and hence it gets one of its names.

• 6. These rivers are arranged according to the lengths of their courses, as given
by Major Rennell, except the Amour, which he supposed to be greater than the

Venissei or Obi. The length of the Indus is supposed to be 1000 miles, and that of

the Kian Ku about 2300 miles.

+ 7. The national character of the people, and the nature of the climate in di(S?-

retit places, cause remarkable vai-ieties in the kind and structure of their dwellin)ipi.

Thus, in much of the north of Asia and on the great plateau, as well as in Arabia,

on account of the scarcity of wood, the i)eople dwell in tents covered with the skins

of their animals, or with stutfs made of their hair or wool; while in India, where
wood is abundant, the houses are formed of sli^ht perishable materials, both from
the indolence of the people and the mildness of the climate. These circumstance's
account for the rapid rise, decline, and disappearance of Asiatic towns, of which
there have beeu many striking instances.

What are its length

Questions on the Notes to Svrtinn XXXVII,
Between what latitudes and longitudes is Asia situated ?

and breadth .'

Point out the principal Asiatic islands ?

What tract was calietl Asia Minor in ancient times'
How is the great pbteau situatetl? What eitect does it produce on the climate

of Asia?
What sort of water is In the principal Asiatic lakes ? How is the water recetved

by the Caspian carried olf? What fabulous stories have beeu told about the
Dead Sea ? Why is it called the Lake of Asphaltites ?

What are the lengths of the least and greatest Asiatic rivers mentioned in the text'
What peculiarities are there in the dwellings In ditferent parts of Asia? What

effect have these circumstances on the tuwus in tUow parts .'
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^ . ' XXXVIIL—ASIATIC RUSSIA.

1. Boundaries, §*c.—This vast country, which is

subject to the emperor of Russia, extends from the

Ural Mountains to the Pacific, and from the North-

ern Ocean to Tartary.

2. Divisions,—^Asiatic Russia is divided into the

kingdoms of Astrakhan and Siberia, which are sub-

divided as follows:

KINGDOM OF ASTRAKHAN.

GOVERNMENTS. CHIEF TOWNS.

Saratov Saratov

Astrakhan . . . Astrakhan
Caucasus* . . . Teflis, Georgievsk, Derbent, Baku
Orenburg . . . Orenburg, Ufa

KINGDOM OF SIBERIA.

Tobolsk .... Tobolsk, Berezov
Tomsk ..... Tomsk, Kolyvan
Irkutzkf .... Irkutzk, Okhotsk, Nertschinsk, Yakutsk

3. Face of the Country.—In the east and south,

there are many great mountains; but the country
between the Yenissei and the Uralian Mountains, is

a vast plain, with scarcely an eminence. There are

also many other steppes or plains of great extent,

which are generally barren; and much of the coun-
try is covered with wood.

•

* 1. This gorrrnment, which is so called from tlte mountains of the snme name,
consists principally of districts taken from Persia in 1813; and contains the pro-

vinces or governments of (Jrusia, Avl;hasa, Circassia, Daghestan, and Shirvan.
Grusia is the same as Georgia; and is subdivided into Imcrittia, Alingrelia, and
Gruria. The divisions and houndaries of the Asiatic portion of the Russian domi-
nions and its parts, are not well ascertained or fixed; and cfVen the comnioB limit

ftf Europe and Asia, as has been alreadjr mentioned, page 9, is doubtful. According
to the boundary here assumed, Saratov is partly in Europe and partly in Asia.

f 2. The peninsula of Kamtschatka has belonged to Russia since 1711. At that
time, the population was considerable ; but it has since been reduced by the smalU
])ox and other causes, particularly the use of spirituous liquors, which the Russians
barter with the people for furs, so that it is supposed to be at present only 7000 sr
flOflO. The cold in winter is severe, and the snow lies ffeneraily from Ontober till

April or May. In summer, however, the climate is mild and affreeable. The peo-
ple travel on the snow in sledges, drawn by Ave or more larfie aogs; and such an
the strength and swiftness of tbeae lUtiiMU, that tbey M>m«timei perlEirni jifurMjri
ufOOor TOrailea aday. -;,-.;,-—
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" 4. Rivers.—The Volga flows into the Caspian by
seventy mouths, at Astrakhan. The Obi receives

the Irtish and Tobol, and flows into the Northern
Ocean through the Gulf of Obi. The Yenisse'i and
Lena fall into the same sea.

5. Tovms.—The principal towns are Astrakhan,

Irkutzk, and Tobolsk, each of which contains about
30,000 inhabitants.

6. Climate and Soil.—The climate is, in general, cold and dis-

agreeable; and the soil poor, not producing, on an average,

much above three times the quantity of grain sown. There
are, however, some fertile tracts in the south and west, particu->

larly about Kolyvan.

7. Minerals.—The mines of Siberia are very valuable; produ-
cing gold, silver, copper, lead, and vast quantities of iron, besides

various other minerals.*

8. Inhabitants.—The inhabitants are generally rude and uncivi-

lized. There are many wandering tribes; such as the Tartars,

Monguls, and Tungusians: and the Samoieds, and others who
dwell in the northern parts, resemble the Laplanders in their

habits and manner of living.

Exerdsfson the Map of Asiatic Rmsia.

What are the latitudes and lonf;itudes of Tobolsk, Kolyvan, and Okhotsk ? Whether
has Astrakhan, Irkutzk, or Nertscbinsk, the hight'st latitude i* Whether is ISerc-

zuv or Yakutsk farther north?

XXXIX.—ASIATIC TURKEY.

1. Boundaries.—Turkey in Asia, which forms a
principal part of the Turkish Empire, is bounded on

the north by tlie Black Sea; on the east, by Persia;

on the south, by Arabia; and on the west, by the

• 3. The principal gold and silver mines are those of Kolyvan in the south, and
Wertschinsk in the province of Uaouria. The iron and copper mines of the Uralian

and Altaian mountains are far more valuable than these. The Russian mines con-
tribute in a considerable degree to the public revenue, many of them belonging to

the cnrwn.

Qutttiotu on the Notes to Section XXXVIII.

3. Siitce what time has Kamtschatka belonged to Russia? How has the popula<

tion been reduced ? What is its present amount ? What is the nature of the

climate ? How do the people travel in winter ?

3. W^bere are the gold and silver mines of Asiatic Ruula? The iron and copper
ones? . .
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Mediterranean, the Archipelago, the Hellespont, the

Sea of Marmara, and the Bosphorus.*

DIVISIONS. CHIEF TOWNS.

Anatolia or Natolla . Smyrna, Kara-Hissar, Kutaia, Ka»-
tamouni, Boorsa, Scutari, Satalia,

Angora
Caramania Akschier, Konia or Iconium, Kai-

sarieh

Itchill . Adana, Tarsus

Roum Amasia, Tokat
Armenia Erzeroom, Rizeh, Trebizond
Al-Djesira Diarbekr, Mosul
Koordistan Betlis

Syria Damascus or Damas, Aleppo, Je-

rusalem, Antioch or Antakia,

Tripoli, Acre
Irak Arab! Bagdad, Bassora or Basra or Bus-

sora

2. Seaports.—The chief ports for trade are Smyrna
or Ismir, Scala Nova, Satalia, Tripoli, and Acre, on
the Mediterranean; Trebizond and Sinope, on the

Black Sea; and Bassora, an Arabian town rucar the

Persian Gulf, nominally subject to Turkey.
3. Face of the Country, Soil, 8fc.—The surface of

the country is composed of large plains and valleys,

intermixed with numerous mountainous districts. Of
the plains and valleys, many are naturally fertile and
pleasant, in a remarkable degree; but agriculture is

m the most wretched state.

4. Rivers.—Euphrates, Tigris, and Jordan.

6. Tovms.—The largest towns are Aleppo, Da-
mascus, Smyrna, Erzeroom, Bagdad, Kara-Hissar,

Akschier, Kutaia, Kastamouni, Boorsa or Bursa^

Mosul, Angora, and Jerusalem.f

• 1. The content of this great country is supposed to be more than 400,000 square
miles. By the Turks, it is divided into many pashalics, and these again into a
great number of subordinate parts. These divisions, however, are seldom referred

to in European works; and, from their number and minuteness, they would b*
Unsuitable to a publication like the present

+ 3./The populations of the Turkish towns are not well ascertained; and henoa
the statements of travellers are often extremely discordant Thus, according ts dif-

frrent writers, the population of Aleppo is of various amounts between UXJ^UOO and
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6. Climate.—The climate of tliis country has always been
considered excellent. At present, there are some unhealthj

spots, from want of draining and proper cultivation.

7. Population.—The amount of the population is very uncer-

tain; but it is supposed to he about ten millions.

8. Manufactures and Commerce.—The principal manufactures

are those of carpets, silk and cotton goods, with Angora stuffs

made of the hair of a particular kind ofgoats found in no other

place. These, with rhubarb and other drugs, form the principal

exports; and the imports are chieily the manufactures and pro-

duce of England, and other countries of Europe.
9. Antiquities.—This country, formerly one of the principal

seats of civilization and refinement, presents numerous remains
of ancient art. Some of the most remarkable are the splendid

ruins of Palmyra and Balbec*
10. Historical Sketch.—The various states which, in ancient

times, occupied this extensive and interesting country, were
gradually brought into subjection by the Romans, and afterwards

formed a part of the Greek empire. Much of the country was
subdued by the Saracens, at an early period after the establish-

ment of Mohammedanism. It was afterwards gradually con-

quered by the Turks, at different times, between the eleventh

280,000,- of Damascus, between 100,000 and 200,000; of Erzeroom, between 80,000
and 250,00<); of AngoTa, between 20,000 and 100,000; and of Bassora, between 45,000
and 80,000. Smyrna is thought to have 120,000 inhabitants. Jerusalem, also,

which is one of the smallest mentioned above, has a population of 30,000 or 40,000.

This citT, once so justly celebrated, now consists of little else than a collection of
miserable dwellings, indicating the wretchedness of the inhabitants. Bagdad i« said

to have contained a population of half a million, before the plague with which it was
visited in 1772; and to have lost 400,000 of its inhabitants by that dreadful scourge.

* 3. Palmyra, supposed to be the same as Tadmor, built by Solomon (I Kings,
ix.—II Chron. viii.^, was situated in the Syrian desert, in 34° 'iS/ north latitude, and
about 39^ east longitude. It seems to have derived its wealth and greatness from
having been the chief seat of the trade of India, and other parts of the east, with
Syria, Asia Minor, and other places to the west. In the year 272. it was taken, and
its celebrated queen, Zenobia, made prisoner by the Roman emperor Aurelian. At
this time, it had attained a high rank in literature and the arts; and the celebrated
Longinus, one of the most elegant of the Greek writers, was secretin- to the queen,
and was put to death by the order of Aurelian. The city sufferei' .'everely, on this

occasion ; and, though the Romans afterwards attempted to restore it to its ancient
splendour, it continued to languish, till it fell under the power of the Mohamme-
dans, under whom its decay and desolation were completed. At present, it exhibit!
the most splendid remnants of pure and beautiful Grecian architecture any where
to be found. The remains of the great temple of the sun, in particular, present
hundreds of splendid columns of the nicest workmanship, with great elegance and
correctness of design. The place is now occupied by about thirty Arab families,

who have their wretched huts erected in the ruined court of the temple, among
broken columns and mouldering ornaments; and, to complete the dreariness ana
desolation of the scene, it is encompassed with the sands of tlie desert, which seem
to have been nr.aking encroachments around it since the days of its ancient splee-
dour.

Balbec, or Heliopolis, is in Syrii^, in 34o of north latitude, and is delightfully situ-

ated. The present population am lunts to one or two thousand, whose wretched
huts form a striking contrast with the venerable and splendid remains of the ancient
city. Of these remains, which are suffering gradual destruction from the Turks, for

sake of the iron cramps used in joining the stones, the principal are the ruins of a
magnificent temple of the sun, suppos^ to have bieen built, m the second centurji
by tiM Roman emperor Antoninus Pius.

* -J
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and the seventeenth centuries; and, under their tyranny and mis-

government, it has sunk to its present state of degradation.

Exercises on the Map of Asiatic Turkey.

How are Jerusalem, Damascus, Aleppo, and Trebizond, situated in respect tu each
other i* Also Aleppo, Smyrna, and Erzeroom ? Also Bassora, Bagdad, and the

ruins of Palmyra ? What proportion of sea-coast has Asiatic Turkey *

XL.—ARABIA.

1. Situation.—Arabia is situated between the Ara-
bian and Persian Gulfs,and between the Indian Ocean
and Asiatic Turkey.*

DIVISIONS. CHIEF TOWNS.

Arabia Petrsea .... Akaba
Hedjaz Mecca and Medina, with their

ports Jedda and Yatnbo
Yemen Sana, Mokha
Hadraraaut Doan, Kesem
Oman Muskat or Maskat
Lasha or Hajar . . . Lasha
Nedjed ...... Yemama, Kariatain

2. Face of the Country.—There are several chains

of mountains; but vast deserts form the most re-

markable feature of the country.f

Questiona on the Notes to Section XXXIX.
3. Are the populations of the Turkish towns accurately ascertained? \^liat is said

to be the population of Aleppo ? Of Smyrna ? Of J enisalera ? What is the

present state of Jerusalem i* What is said to have been the efiect of the
plague in Bagdad in 1772 ?

3. Where was Palmyra situated? Whence did its wealth and greatness arise?

When was it taken, and by whom ? Who was its queen at that time ? Mho
was her secretary ? What docs it now exhibit? What is one of the most
remarkable of its ruins ? What is its present state ?

Where is Balbec situated :' What is its present population ? What cause is pro-
ducing the gradual destruction of its remains ?

• 1. This country lies between 12
J' and 34" of north latitnde, and between 32J<»

and 50° of east longitude. Its length is about 14U0 miles, aud its breadth varit-s

between GOO and 1200 miles.

+ 2. One of the most remarkable ofthese deserts is that of Mount Sinaf, between
the two branches into which the Ked Sea is divided at its northern extiemity. This
is irrecoverably barren, with the exception of a few fertile valleys, which produce
grapes, dates, pears, and other excellent fruits. Mount Sinai is an enormous mass
of granite rocks, with the Greek convent of St. Catharine at the '••'ttom. Kortlv-

east of this is the vast Syrian desert; and, though the interior Arabia is little

known, except where it is traversed by the caravans, there is rea»un to believe, that

a large proportion of it consists of deserts. Some of these are sandy, and otherst

stony: but, in most of them, there are oases, or fertile tracts, which are fit for culti-

vation, and which often contain forests.

hail
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3. Cli)nate.-~ln the low flat parts of the country, the heat is

excessive; but in the higher districts, the cli.'.iate is mild.*

4. Soil and Produce.—Much of the country is absolutely bar-

ren: but Yemen, and some other districts, are remarkably fertile;

and produce coffee, grain, drugs, and perfumes.f

5. Animals.'^The horses, camels, and asses of Arabia, are the

finest in the world.;]:

6. Population.—The amount of the population is quite uncer-

tain; but it is thought to amount to ten or twelve millions.

7. Slate of Government.—The various parties of Bedouins, or

wandering Arabs, are each under the direction of a chief, called

a Shei/e, who rules them as a father does his family; and there

• 3. In some parts, the thermometer often stands in summer at 98% while snow
occasionally falls on the mountains. Over all the country the sky is clear, and
scarcely a cloud is to be seen, except durin;; the rainy season, which occurs at dif«

ferent times in the different provinces. The winds that blow over the d'.serts, are
dry,, and often so hot, that travellers are in danger of suffocation, from their effects.

T&e most dangerous is the famous samoom or samwl, a whirlwind which prevails

about the confines of the great central desert. The approach of this is indicated by
an unusual redness in the sky, and the smell of sulphur is felt as it passes. Instant
suffocation, followed by immediate putrefaction of the body, is produced by its iiv>

fluence. To avoid these effects, men throw themselves flat on the ground, and the
bea.sts thrust their noses into the sand, till the pestilential vapour, which moves at
some height, has passed.

4. So much coffee is produced, that .5000 or 0000 tons are annually exported.
Gum-arabic, mynb, and frankincense, though procured from Arabia, are nut pro-
duced there, but in Africa. The spices aud perfumes of Arabia Felix, the south
and south-east of the country, have been celebrated since the earliest times. The
kind of grain called dum or doura, which is a sort of coarse millet, constftutes the
chief article of food among the inhai)itants. This grain is astonishingly productive,
yielding in the well-cultivated districts of Yemen, an increase of one hundred and
forty fold; and, in some places, even from two to four hundred.

t 5. The finest of the Arabian horses are reared by the Bedouins, in the northern
desert They are kept in the same tents with their master, are treated with the
same tenderness and familiarity as his children, and are trained to habits of gentle- '

ness and attaclnnent. They are taught only to walk or to gallop j and when they
feel the touch of the hand or the heel, they dart away like the wind. They are able

to bear the greatest fatigue, and will pass whole days without food. If their rider

be dismounted, they stop till he recovers his seat; or, if he fall in battle, they remain
by his side, and neigh for assistance. They are neither large nor beautiful, and yet
they sometimes bring from £100 to £300.

The camel is as valuable to the Arabian, as the rein-deer is to the I^plander. Ha
can perform a journey of several days through parched sandy deserts, without either

eating or drinking, and carries at the same time a burden of from dUU to lOUO pounds
in weight. The milk of these animals is copious and nourishing; and their flesh,

particularly when young, is palatable food. Their dung is used fur fuel; and their

oair, which is renewed every year, is manufactured by the women into garments
and tents. The swiftest have only one bunch on their backs, and are called drome*
daries. Some of these will travel more than a hundred miles a day, for several suc-
cessive days. The camels are peculiarly useful in the trade which is carr'ed on in
the interior of Arabia, and which is the most valuable part of the commen.e of tlie

country. They carry on their backs both the merchant and his wares, for many
hundreds of miles, through burning deserts, in various routes; and they liave

thus conveyed annually, for a long pjeriod, 200,000 people to Mecca, from Syria,

Eg^pt, ^ emen, and Lasha, to pay their homage to the Prophet in the temple, and
to increase their property by the profits of trade.

Besides the animals above mentioned, there are oxen, gazelles, monkeys, hyenas,
iackalls, panthers, wild boars, and wolves. There are also countless swarms of
locusts, which darken the air as they fly; and wherever they alight, they destroy
every vegetable production that comes in their way. Gold is said to have been for«

merly found in Arabia, in vast quantities; but the various metals are now imported
firbm other countries.
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is one superior sheik in each tribe, who governs the inferior

ones with hke authority. In Yemen, and the more fertile dis-

tricts, there are various monarchies of greater or less extent.

8. Religion.—The religion is Mohammedanism ; and there are

various sects, which are strongly opposed to each other.*

9. Character.^-The Bedouins are robbers by profession; but,

unless they be resisted, they do not murder travellers, or injure

their persons. They are hospitable and generous, but exceed-

ingly vengeful. The inhabitants of the towns and cultivated

districts, have the good and bad properties of the Bedouins in

a less degree, and they are generally deceitful.*}'

10. Historical Sketch,—Little, either authentic or important,

is known of the history of Arabia, till the days of Mohammed.
This extraordinary man, who was born in Mecca in the year

569;}^ of our era, propagated a new system of religion, that

seemed likely to overturn Christianity itself. Wonderful suc-

cess, for some time, attended the exertions of the new sects;

and they carried their victorious arms into the adjoining parts

of Asia, and into Africa and Spain. § While, however, Arabia

was thus giving a new religion to a great portion of the world,

it came itself to be comparatively neglected; its warriors pre-

ferring more favoured climes for the seats of their empires.

During the sixteenth century, it was held in partial subjection

by the Turks; but, at the end of that time, it regained its

independence. From that period, till the civil wars arising

from the establishment of the new sect of the Wahabees, little

has occurred that has been of much importance, except to the

Arabians themselves.

* 6. One of the moat remarkable of these wets is that of the Wahabees, estab*
lishcd during the latter part of the last century, by Ald-eUWahab, and his ion
Mohammed. The doctrines of this sect liave l)een propagated extensively bjr thn
•word, in Arabia; and are professed over all the desert, between 8yria and tls
Persian and Arabian Uulfa. Mecca and Medina have also fallen under the power
of the M ahabres ; and the tombs of many of the early founders of MohBmmetianisns
which were worshipped by pilgrims, have been destroyed, and the resort of the
pilgrims interrupted. Their religion is nearly a system of Deism, with few external
observances. It professes to reform the prevailing faith, admits the divine origin of
the Koran, and that Mohammed was a prophet but denies that he is to be addressed
as an intercessor. It alxo relieves its votaries trom the necessity of pilgrimages and
frequent prayers; but it retains the important political dogma, *hat those who do
Dot embrace it, are to be exterminated.

4 7. The houses are in general wretched. Even In the principal citieii, a great
proportion of them are made of mud, and thatched with grass. Tliey are also with-
out windows, and lor doors they have grass mats. The people eat very little animaJ
loud, and indulge in no luxuries. In eating, they have neither liuives, forks, spoons,
nor plates; L\t use their hands, and all sup out of the same dish.

t 8. The Mohammedans reckon events in history by the era of the Hiyin, nr
flight of Mohammed, in the year 683, from Mecca to Medina, to escape from hia
enemies. As they use the lunar year, anv year of the Hegirn will be reduced to X\w
oorresponding one of the Christian era, by multiplying it by the decimal fraction
0(i03, and adding (i22 to the product.

I 0. 1'hese conquerors, as they issued forth ttom the deserts of Arabia, wfi«
railed Sanutnt, ttom the Arabic word which means a desert For the same reaMu*
Um principal dasert of Africa ia called Sahara.
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Exercises on the Map ofArabia,
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How are Medina, Mecca, and Mokba, situated in respect to each other? What
towns of Asiatic Turkey have nearly the same longitude as Mecca? What
Sroportion of sea-coast has Arabia? What are the distances from Mecca t*
iedina and Jenualem ? What are the latitude and longitude of M uskat ?

XLL—PERSIA.

1. Boundaries,—Persia is bounded on the west by
Asiatic Turkey; on the south-west, by Arabia and
the Persian Gulf; on the south, by the Indian Ocean;
on the east, by Afghanistan; and on the north, by
Tartary, the Caspian Sea, and Asiatic Russia.*

DIVISIONS. CHIEF TOWNS.

Erivan, or Persian Armenia Erivan
Adzerbiojan Tabrcez or Tauris, Maragha
Ghilan Reshd
Mazanderan Asterabad, Balfrush

Western Khorazan . . . Meshed
Iraic-Adjemi IsPAHAN,f Teheran, Yezd,

Hamadan

QuMtiont on the Notes to Section XL.

1 . Between what latitudes and longitudes dues Arabia lie ? What are its length and
breadth?

S. Where is the desert of Mount Shiai ? What is its nature ? Of what is Mount
Sinai composed? What is the nature of the Arabian deserts? What ai«
oases?

5. Of what kind are the winds that blow OTer the deserts? Describe the samoora
and its eiTects. How are these effects avoided ?

4. What quantity of coffee is annually exported ? For what is Arabia Felix cele-

brated ? What is the chief article of food for the people ? What is the pro-
duce of this grain?

6. Where are the Hnest Arabian horses produced ? How are they reared and trained P

What are their properties ? At what price do they sell

?

What is the camel able to do ? What do thev supply to the people ? What kind
are the swiftest? In what trade are they peculiarly uselul, and in what
respect?

A. When was the sect of the Wahabees established ? To what extent has it been
propagated? What are its principal doctrines?

& How do the Mohammedans reckon time? How are dates according to their

reckoning reduced to ours ?

* 1. The precise limits of Persia are not well < "-talned i but the principal part
of it lies betweenW and 4(P of north latitude, and iietween 46 • mid )iUo of east lon-

Situde. The part described in this section, is sometimes called Western Persia, to

istlnguish it from Afghanistan or Eastern Persia. In addition to the proTincet
mentioned in the text, Mekr4n yields a partial submission to Persia) but has, at

the same time, a prince of its own.

f 9. Ispahan became the seat of goremment in the sixteenth century; and re-

tained that distinction till a few years ago, when Teheran was made the royal resi-

dence. Ispahan was formerly a large and fine cityi containing, at the lowest

eomputation, titiO,OUU inhabitants. In 17itf, however, it was taken and plundered

£i
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DIVISIONS. CHIEF TOWNS.

Persian Koordistan . . . Senneh '

Farsistan Sheeraz

Kerman Kerman or Sirdjan

Khusistan Shuster

Laristan Lar, Bender Abbas or Gom-
beroon

2. Face of the Country.—Persia is very mountain-
ous, and Hes high; except near the Caspian Sea, the

Persian Gulf, and the Indian Ocean. Nearly a third

of the country consists of salt or sandy deserts.

One of the most remarkable mountains, is that of

Ararat, in the north-west.*

3. Rivers.—Near the boundaries of Persia, are the

Euphrates and Tigris or Hiddekel; also ^e Kur,
and the Aras or Araxes, which unite, and flow east-

ward into the Caspian. The country, however, has

few rivers, and the scarcity of water is greatly felt.

4. Climate.—Except in the mountainous districts, the heat in

suniinir is very great, particularly in the low grounds near the

Caspian Sea and the Indian Ocean. In the high central parts,

the winters are very cold, and there are great storms of snow.

5. Soil and Produce.—Much of the soil is naturally fertile;

producing, when properly watered, wheat, rice, and other grain.

Scarcely a twentieth of the country, however, is cultivated; and
the people have little knowledge of agriculture.

6. Animals.—Besides horses, camels, black cattle, sheep, and

hy the AfKlmnK; ami, in conRcquence of this and other misfortunes, its population
vvas mhicfd to about llMMKNi. It lias since increased, and is now suppoiied to con-
tain twice tliiit iiuuibcrot inhabitants. Teheran, or Tehran, has a jiopulation of
(;tt,WJO or 7(M''Hi, except wiit n tlie kingretires Iroin it to escape the summer heats;

and it is Uien roduced to about 1U,(IOO. Tabreeis was, for several centuries, tlie

rpMidcnce of the Persian i>ings, and contained a popuhit ion of lialf a million. It bus
however, Huilered severely in war; having been taken and sacked eight times, by
Tiii'kN, '1 arturn, and IVrsiuns. in 17:i7 and 17K7, also, it sufleied dreadftilly fruni

eartb(|uak(-)t! nio.it ot itsi buildings liaving been levelled with the ground, an<l

Kmmmm) uI its iuiiubitants having been destroyed. Its present population is about
:VVKH).

* 3. This is supposed to be the monntain mentioned in Scripture, on which the
nrk n-sted after tin- deluge; and the (iatden of Fden i» thought to have been i tract

of country in the basin or valley of tlie Euphrates and 'I'igris. In consequence,
however, ot the cbunKCS in laUKimge, and perhaps in the earth itself, it is impos-
sible to nrrive at any < ertiiin conclusion on the subject. I'he great salt desert \'sn

l>etwecn Kbora/iin tind Irak. Tbis large tract is, in many places, covered with t

layer ul cr^iNtalli/.td i>ult, an inch thick. It contains, also, ni]re and otiur salts;

and these lind tl.u couMiion salt impregnate the neighbouring rivers and lakes. '1 h's

nn<*. the sandy desert, which lies soutu-east ol' it, occupy a spaco uf I4U,U(XJ Hquaiu
miles.
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Other- tame animals; there are lions, tigers, bears, wild boars,

&c.*
7. Minerals.—One of the most remarkable of the Persian

minerals, is the Tabreez marble, a trans|)arent stone, beautifully

variegated, which is formed by the petrifaction of the water of a

spring. There are also mines of iron, copper, and silver.

8. Populalion.'—The population is thought to be about twelve

millions.

9. Government.—The government is despotic, and the kings

are almost always tyrants. *!*

10. Literature, Sf^c,—The Persians are unacquainted with the

modern discoveries of the Europeans in science. Education,

however, is so cheap, and there are so many schools, that the

children even of the poorest tradesmen receive the rudiments

of instruction.;]:

1 1. Religion.^The religion is Mohammedanism, in its mild-

est and most rational form.^

12. Character, Sfc.—The Persians who have fixed residences,

are lively and polite ; but they are generally blamed for false-

hood and duplicity. The wandering tribes are sincere and brave,

but rude and violent.

13. Historical Sketch.—The first Persian monarchy was founded
by Cyrus, 5j9 years before Christ; and overturned by Alexan-
der the Great of Macedon, 228 years after. It then continued,

for a long period, subject partly to the Greeks, and partly to

the Parthians; but, in the year 229 of the Christian era, a second
monarchy was founded by Ardicheer or Artaxerxes, a common
soldier. About the year C40, Persia was conquered by the

• •!. The I'ei'^iian horses an' 8o stronif, and so capable of endurin'^ fafi:;up, that
BOtneofthem have been known to travel nine hiuxlivd utiles in tleven successive

days. The tail of the Persian slieep is hir^i' and of a Hat .sha^e, and often contains
thirty pounds of fat. The silk-wonn is extensively reared j and the weight of silk,

uuniiaiiy product d, is computed at four millions of pounds.

+ 0. Tlie two prime ministers are tlie Vitier Axem, or Grand Virier, and the
Ameen a Ihulah, or chief treasurer. Thesic are always men ot low origin, and are
often disRraeed or executed. The king asiiuiiies pompous titles, such us " the
shadow of the Alinii^lity"—" the clory of the state and of religion ;" and all Ids

edicts are Ri^ned " by him whom the universe obeys." The common title of chiefs

In Persia, is Khan or lord. Another title is Mirza, which is given to sons o*' lords.

M hen applied to persons of the royul blood, it follows the name) but in other c;<at's,

It precedes it.

t t>. There an' also madrassaa or colleges, in which moral philosophy, metat»hy-
•icN, and tliei.li>{{y, an; taught. Astronomy is studied according to the Ptohriain
BVhtem, with a > lew to astrology. Per.tla has produced some excellent poets, par-
ticularly Fenloti, Sail, and Halls!. In this cimntry, story-tellin^r is a regular, and
often a lucrative occupation. The king has alwavs a Rtory-lelk-r in attendance,
even when at the headuf liis army in war, to aiuuse nis leisure hours, or brguile his

cun:s with tiles and romances; and the same story is ucvcr allowed tu be told a
Mcoiid time, on pain of punishment.

{ 7. The I'ersians are of the 8heah sect, maintaining that AH should lave sue-

ceetled to the sovereign power on the dentli of lMohamr.ied, and rejec.ing all the

dnrirines and ohservanees introduced by the raliphs, whom they consid»r usurpers.

The\ are ngnnled as heretics by other Mohammedans, and the bitterest enmity ex-
ists In each party iiKuinst the other. The general duvtriues are the muuc ; but there

are many luiuutc diilcienctis.
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Arnbinni; nnd tlic inhnbitantn were forced to cinbrncc Mohnm*
iitcdnnisni, or fly i'roin the country. In the ninth rentury, the

country ngnin bcrnrnc independent. After thin, there were
varioun rhungeN nnd rcvohitionH; nnd, in 12iiil, it was conquered
by the celrbrnted Tnrtnr prince, Zenghiz Khan, who nt bin death
nssigncd it to one of bis sons. It wuh ngnin conquered, in 1392,

by the fnniouH Timour or Tanierlnnc, who in one mnHsncrc, in

Ihpahiit) niono, cauNcd 7(),()()U bends to be cut off) After various

cbatigcH, one of the niOMt dintinguiMhed monnrchH, Khnh AbbnH,

began to reign in 1/>H.'>; nnd, in u reign of 43 ycnrn, greatly

ndvanced the intercKtK of his kingdom. In 1722, the Afghnns
revoltcui, nnd conquered Fcrsin; but they were at length over<

come and expelled bv ThanuiN Kooli Khan, n pernon of low
extraction, who raisetl himself to tiie throne, under the name of

MiKJir Sliiih. Knice that time, the nation has l)een generally in

II htateof lurhnlence; and itH power has been diminished, partly

by cessions to liussia, and partly by the erection of the kitigdom

of Afghanistan, a considerable portion of which formerly be-

longed to Persia.

/.'.rmivM (iw tin- niiijt of IWaia.

How nri' iHintliiin, 'IVIn'vnn, mul 'I'liliiTr/., r<itniit>'il in rrnpi'Ct tornrli ntlirr? Alfto

Nlirnii/., (iiiiiilirroon, iiiul ANlcraliitil :' \\ liul iiri' tlir hititiiilr uiiil loriKitiiilc of
'JVhi'iuii :' W liiit luwiis ol IVrnin Imvc iirurly tlic miiiic lutitudc ua AU'|ipot> la

XLII.—AFGHANISTAN.*
1. DIVISIONS. ( IIIICI' TOWNS.j-

Claubool, or Af^Iuinistun Proper . Caudool, Pcsliuwur

Seistnn or Scghistan Juilulabud

Qtirstion* on Ihr Ao/rt lo SWliou X IJ.

S. \Mirn did I.i|iiilmn lirniiiii', nnd wlini did it vvnnv to lii- tlir ornt of fjovrrnnipnt ?

(tivi> nil tiri'niiiit ol it. ^Vliiit Ik till' |io|)iiliktioii <>(' 'IVIirriiii ' VVIiiit )h>|iii-

litlioii liiid 'I'ldirt'i-/ I'ornirrly :' How nfli-n wiin il tnkrni' W'liut injuries did
it NiHrr Iroiii rutllii|iiiilici«, mid wlini t'

3. Girr iiii nironnt ol Ihr Ki'i'ut Milt drMTt. M lint K|iiiri< in occiiidrd hy it nnd tlm

mljoiiiiiiK Katidv dcMTl:'

•t. At wliiit nilc liiivi' 'l'<'l^iull linrM-H Imtii known tiili'MVcl:' Mlint in mimiiiilili-

nitiHrtiiiK till' IViHiun slirrpi' Wliiit i|iiiinttly ul ailk in uiiniiiilly iirudiircd

ill IV IK ill:'

A. ^^ liiit titlm docK tlic king nf IVrxin nitRiinir
!'

li. Mlmt IN IniiKlit in lli<> INininii colliKi'it.' WImt porlM linvr hrrn prmliirrd in tlir

ruiinliy i' \\ lint piinuii ih ulwnyn in uttcndunrr un tlir kiii^ to aniimi' lilni ?

• I. Thin ooiintry in nomrtlmrn rnlli'd MnNtern PrrNiii, Ronirtinit'd tin' kini(dnm of
Cnidioo), iind iitimrtiiiicii tlir kiiiKdnni of Cuiidiilinr. Troiii il!i nnm-ltird Mtnte, it«

lioiinduiii'H nil' tiiifcrtnin t lint llir rliirf i>nrt of il niny lir rcKurdrd «ii«-xt«'ndinf(, at

nn-M'nt, fmni tlir wcit of lltnit, in nint loni;itud)' M)", to lli«* wmt of CimlinH-n', in

lonHltiidi' 7W"<n)it! nnd from tin* nioiitli ol tin- IndiiK to tlii* tliirty-riKlilli pamllcl of
north Inlitiidf. Cniihnirrr, whii'li liirnu'rly licloiitfiil lu tliii* kiiiKdoni, i* now indv-
|trndrnt. IIn rnpitnl, Cntihnirrr, ronlninii IAll,IMNi or :HNl,(NIU inhuliiliints.

4 Ji. Of llirNr lownn, Kuiidnhnr i* mippoiu'd to rontnin 16U,()UU Inliahitantui and
IVi>litt«ur, lit-rut, nnd i'uuboul, the cuiiltui, lllli,(iuu cucli.
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DIVISIONS. CIIIF.F TOWNS.

Eastern Klioraznn ficrat

Eastern Mekr&n Kidj

Balkh Balkh
Kandaliar Kandahar
Sind6 Hyderabad, Tutta
Part of Lahore Lahore
Mooltan Mooltan

2. Mountains, Sfc.—The chief mountainR arc the

Hindoo CooHh, or Indian CaucaHUS, and the Solimdn
r'ulprc. The country contains many Bne fertile plains

and vallcyR.

3. llivera.—The principal rivers are the Indus or

Siiid, which runs southward into the Indian Ocean;
and tlio Etymander or Ilecrmund, which flows wcKt-

ward into Lake Zcrrah in Soistan. There is also the

Jihon or Oxus, which rises in the northern part of

tliis kingdom, and then flows through Independent
Tartary, into the Sea of Aral.

4. Climate.— In some places, the heat is great in summer; but

in much of the country, the climate is temperate.

5. Population.—The population is thought to be twelve or

fourteen millions.

G. Government,—The king is absolute; and under him, there

are many princes, who are sovereigns of particular provinces,

and some of whom yield but a slight degree of subjection.

7. Religion.—The established religion is the Mohammedan,
but others arc tolerated; and Hindoos, who arc numerous, are

admitted to all offices of trust, without distinction.

H. C/iararter, ^c,—The Afghans, properly so called, resemble
the Persians in manners, customs, ami character; while the

Hindoos resemble their countrymen in India.

9. Historical Sketch.—About 1722, the Afghans threw off their

allegiance to Persia, and reduced most of that kingdom under
their power. They were expelled, however, by Kooli Khan
from the present kingdom of PerAi; but they retained the

eastern provinces, and they continue to possess them at present.

About 174-7, Achmet Shah Abdallah, the founder of the pre-

sent dynasty, began to reign. He added ii\|^ch to his dominions,

by conquests in India; and he penetrated so far into that coun-
try, that he six times plundered Delhi. Since 1702, the country

has been involved in almost continual civil wars, arising from
disputes about the succession to the throne; and, in consequencu
of this, its power has been declining.

ii
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Exercises on the Map of Afghanistan.

How is Afghanistan situated in respect to Persia and India? What towns of Per-
sia and Asiatic Tutkey have nearly the same latitude as Caubool? What towa
of Asiatic Russia has nearly the same longitude P

XLIIL—INPIA.

1. Boundaries.—India, or Hindostan, is bounded
on tlie nortli and north-cast by the Hindoo Coosh
and Himalaya Mountains; on the east, by the river

Brahmapootra; on the west, by the Indus; and oii

the other sides, by the sea.*

DIVISIONS. CHIEF TOWNS.f

I. Northern Hindostan:
1. Cashmere .... Cashmere or Sirinagur

2. Nepaul Catamandoo, Almora
3. Bootan .... Tassasudon

II. Hindostan Proper:

1. Lahore ..... Lahore, Amretsir
2. Mooltun and Sinde . Mooltan
3. Ajnieer .... Ajraeer

4. Delhi Delhi

5. Agra Agra, Farruckabad
6. Allahabad .... Allahabad, Benares

7. Bahar Patna
8. Oiule Lucknow, Fyzabad
D. Bengal Calcutta, Dacca, Morsheda-

bad, Serampore

Questions on the Notts to Section XLII.

1. lly what olhrr ramt's is Afi^hanistan sninrtitiips called:' Wliat is the presen*
p('liti(':il state of tlic province of Caiilinii're :* Wliat is the population of its

capital i"

J. U hat are supposid to be the populations of the principal towns of Afghanistan;'

• 1. This (^fat and important coiinlry iir« between the riglith and tltirty-fifth

drs;ire» of north latitude, and betllben tlie sixty-eighth and ninety-second of east
li.i]i;itude. Its liiiBtli. iVoin Caj c Coniorin to the northern extreniity, is nearly aOtX)

n.iles; its biiudtl), luOU; and it^i superficial content, above a niilliun of s(]nare

miles.

+ 2. ^ortl (in IlindostMi is a lenar narrow tract, extending north-westerly from
tlic JlraliiiiupiMitia to the Indus. Iietwcen the Himalaya and ticevalic mountains.
IliiiiUiNtan l'ro]ii I lies north of tlio river ^<'rbudda, and of a line drawn from its

source to the ii.oulhs of the Ganges. The Decan is hounded on the south by the

rivers Krishna and IMalpuiiin. AccordiuK to this division, a siuiall \s.r\ of the pro-
vince uf I'.ejupo'ir is in the lourth great division. The country tlirniii'h which thu

principal branches of (he Indus flow, is ulteu called the J'ui^ab; and that betwe«Mi

t!ie Jumnah and Oanises, the JJuuub.
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JO. Malwah . . .

11. Guzerat and Cutch

III. Decan:

1. Aurungabad . .

Indore, Oojein

Surat. Cambay, Brodrah

2. Kandesh

. . Bombay, Aurungabad, Dow-
letabad

. . Boorhanpoor
3. Beder Ahmedabad
4). Hyderabad . . . Hyderabad, Golconda
5. Nandcrc .... Nandere
6. The Northern Circars Ganjam, Visagapatara, Ma-

sulipatam

7. Berar Ellichpoor

8. Gundwana . . . Nagpoor
9. Orissa Cuttak, Juggernaut or Pooree

10. Bejapoor

IV. South of India

•

1. .The Carnatic

2. Mysore . .

3. Canara . . .

4. Malabar . .

5. Baramahal
6. Coimbetoor .

7. Dindigul . .

8. Cochin . . .

9. Travancore

Poona, Bejapoor orVisiapoor,

Bijanagur or Bisnagur

Madras, Pondicherry, Tan-
jore

Seringapatam
Battecola, Barcelore

Calicut, TeUicherry
Kistnagherry

Coimbetoor
Dindigul

Cochin
Anjengo, Travancore

2. Seaports.—Surat, Bombay, Goa, Calicut, Pon-
dicherry, Madras, Calcutta, &c.

3. Mountains^ S^c.—The principal mountains are

the great Himalaya chain, the highest in the world,

on the north-east; and the Gauts, in the south. The
sea-coasts are flat; and Hindostan Proper is, in gene-

ral, level : but a largo proportion of the rest of the

country, is mountainous.*

* 3. The Himalaya or Himalah mountains, anciently ImauB< are no called from
the Sanscrit word hem, which oiKniflvs snow, their hiKneiit summits heiiig always
covered witli that substance. Several peaks adjoining Nepuul, have been lately

measured by British ullicers, and their heights have been found to be from 8;;},0U0

to S7,(X)0 feet. The measurements, however, are subject to considerable unc<?r<

tainty. The western Ciauts are pnmllul to the Malabar coast, and the eastern lie

nt-ar thai of Corumandel. Tho country between thetu is intersected by numet;uut

i
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4. JRivers.—The Ganges and Brahmapootra rise

from nearly the same place in the Himalaya moun-
tains; and, after separating to the distance of nearlv

1200 miles, unite and flow into the Bay of Bengal.

The Indus lies on the north-west. The Nerhudda
runs westerly into the Gulf of Cambay; and the

Gc 'avery and Krishna flow eastward into the Bay
of Bengal. Several of the branches of the Ganges
and Indus, are considerable rivers; particularly the

Jumnah, Goggrah, and Sutlege.*

other chains extending; in different directions; and many parts of it are accessible

only by narrow, and often difticult passes or defiles. From this circumstance, these
mountains derive their name, the term gaut signifying a passage or gate. This
country contains also several plains of great magnitude. One of the principal of
these is the vast plain of the Ganges, which extends from the Seevalic mountains
to the sea, a distance of 800 miles, gradually widening till in Bengal its breadth ia

930 miles. Another stretches northerly above ISO miles from Delhi to Sirhind. On
the east of the Indus also, there is a great sandy desert, which is 550 miles long, and
from 100 to l(iO broad; and a salt morass, which is thought to have been formerly
covered by the sea, extends several hundred miles from the Gulf of Cutcb along the

western boundary of Guzerat, and round the north of Cutcb.

• 4. The Ganges, the most noted of the Indian rivers, rises in the Himalaya
mountains, about the thirty-first parallel, and has a course of 1.500 miles. Among
the rivers which it receives in passing through the plains, there are eleven, none of

which is smaller than the Thames, and some of them equal the Rhine; and it :§

computed, that it conveys to the sea about 5000 tons of water, each second, at an
a%'erage. About 200 miles from the sea, the river divides into mouths or branches,
which form its Delta (so called from its resemblance to the capital Greek letter of
that name). The southern part of this, called the Sundcrbunds, is covered with
vast quantities of jungle (a mixture of copse wood with grass and other rank vege»
talile matter eight or ten feet long), and is the haunt of multitudes of tigers. In tlie

rainy season, the Ganges overflows its banks to the width of 100 miles; nothing
appearing but trees, and villages erected on artificial eminences. During this sea-
son, the river, above the commencement of the Delta, rises thirty-tw'> feet above its

natural level. Lower down the rise is less, as the level of the river is influenced
by that of the sea. For 510 miles from the sea, the depth of the water, when the
river is lowest, is no where less than thirty feet, and the general breadth of the
channel is three quarters of a mile.

I'his river is regarded by the Hindoos as an object of peculiar sanctity and vene-
ration; particularly at Hurdwar, where it first appears in the plains after quitting
tite mountains; at the places where other large rivers join it; and where, in any of
its windings, it runs northward. It is supposed to flow directly from heaven; and
its waters are considered so holy by the Hindoos, that the natives are sworn on them,
in the English courts of justice; as Christians are on the Gospels, and Mohamme-
dans on the Koran. They also bathe in its waters, and drink them for the benefit
both of the bod^ and soul ; and persons on the point of death are often brought to
expire with their feet in the river, as it is believed that, by this means, they will
secure happiness in a future state. At Hurdwar, pilgrims annually assemble for

the purpose of ablution and devotion; and they take advantage of the occasion, for
holding a great fair for the buying and selling of merchandise. It is computed, that
these causes sometimes bring together no fewer than two millions ofpeople.

Great changes are made by the Ganges in the plain country, esprcially in Ben*
gal ; (.Id channels being often filled up by mud, sand, and the falling in of the banks,
and new ones being formed. These effects are chiefly produced during the inunda-
tion, when ihe ciin-ent flows with grefit force and rapidity. By this means, the
banks are undermined, islands and villages are often swept away, and trees are
overturned that have stood for a centuiy. To counterbalance, in some degree, these
destructive effects, new islands are often formed. If these be able to resist the suc-
ceeding inundations, they ore soon occupied by persons who have been driven by
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5. Towns.—India contains a vast number of towns,

many of which are very populop' The principal are

Calcutta, Benares, Surat, Madras, Patna, Hydera-
bad, Dacca, Bombay, Delhi, Poona, and Agra.*

6. Climate.'—The climate of India is in general hot; but, m
some of tlie elevated districts, it is temperate. In most of the

country, there are only two seasons : the dry, when the ground

the river from their former dwellings, and who sometimes (inarrel about the pos>
session of what has thus been provided for their accommodation. These islands am
often joined to the mainland by the stopping up of channels; and, on this accoant,
their number is less than might be expected.

The tide ascends the Ganges with great force and rapidity. In the branch called

the Hoogly, it flows to a considerable distance above Calcutta, producing a bore, or
instantaneous elevation, which passes over a space of seventy miles in rather less

than four hours ; and sometimes causes, at Calcutta, a rise of Ave feet in an instant.

The Urahraapootra, called also the Sanpoo by the people of Tibet, is thought to

have a course or 1650 miles, and to be larger than the Ganges.

* 5. The population of these towns is supposed to be as follows: Calcntta,
500,000; Benares, (jl)0,000; Surat, 600,000; Madras, 300,000; Patna, 3!)O,00O5 Hy-
derabad, 200,000; Dacca, 200,000; Bombay, 160,000; Delhi, 150,000 or 200,000;
Poona, 130,000; Ag •?, 60,000.

Calcutta is situatt^ on the Hoogly, about 100 miles from the sea. Thout;h it is

now so large, and is ibe capital of the British dominions in India, it was but a vil>

lage a century ago. About a quarter of a mile below the town, stands Fort Wil-
liam, the erection ofwhich cost the East India Company about two millions sterling.

In Calcutta is the famous Black Hole, eighteen feet square, in which, in 1757, 8u-
rajah Dowlah, a Hindoo chief, shut up 146 Englishmen in the evening, 123 of
whom were found dead in the morning, after dreadful sufferings from heat and sui^

focation. The two other seats of the British government in India, are Madras and
Bombay.

Delhi was formerly the capital of the Mogul's empire ; but it now belongs to the

English. In the seventeenth century, it is said to have contained more than a
million and a half of inhabitants. It was taken by Nadir Shah in 1739, who
spoiled it of its treasures, valued at more than ten millions sterling. Among the*
were statues of elephants in chased gold, and a throne of massive gold studded with
precious stones. The finest building now remaining is the imperial palace, which
18 1000 yards long, and tiOO broad, and which cost above a million sterling. The
apartments of this edifice are most splendid: even the kitchens are finisned like

drawing-rooms; and there are stables for 10,000 horses. It formerly contained
also the beautiful " peacock throne." This was overshadowed by a palm-tree of
gold ; and a peacock of gold, standing on one of the large leaves, stretched its wings
to cover the person on the throne. The tail and wings glittered with superb emer-
alds; and the leaves and feathers were so thin and delicate, that they waved and
trembled with the slightest wind. The fruit on the palm-tree was partly formed
of diamonds, and bore the most exact resemblance to the real fruit.

Surat is remarkable fur having an hospital for Rick, maimed, and aged animals;
such as horses, oxen, monkeys, and poulti^; and it accommodates even rats, mice,
and bu};s. In thisestablishment, ample means are provided for supplying the animals
with suitable food and careful attendance. They are, however, much neglected by
their keepers.

Agra was once a large and splendid city, but is now grently reduced. Still,

however, it contains some monuments of its ancient magnificence, particularly tlie

palace of the emperor Akber, which is composed of red granite, with columns of
white marble, and is reckoned one of the finest buildings in Asia.

The city of Lahore, also, contains another palace of the Mogul sovereigns, which
is one of the finest and most splendid in the world. This city, and many others in
India, have lost their ancient magnitude and consequence, from the many revolu-
tions to which the country has been subjected ; and several that were great and
noted, at no very remote period, are now in ruins. The rapid decay of the eastern
cities, as has been already mentioned, arises in a considerable degree from the cir-

cumstance, that in manv of them the dwelling-houses are in general compowd of
mud, or otiier per'jihable materials.
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is parched, and vegetation suspended; and the wet, when rain

tails in torrents, and inundates the low grounds.*

7. Soily Sfc.—The plains and valleys ofIndia are not exceeded

in fertility by any country in the world. In many places, they

contain fine vegetable mould, six feet deep; and yield two har-

vests in the year. In the higher regions, however, much of the

soil is barren. Among the productions of the country, are

timber of various kinds, medicinal plants, cotton, rice, and the

finest dye-stufis. The trees also produce delicious fruits, in the

greatest profusion.-)*

8. Animals.—The principal animals are horses, asses, black

cattle, sheep, camels, elephants, rhinoceroses, apes, monkeys,

and almost all the ferocious animals, except the lion. The
royal tiger of Bengal is of great size and strength, and is one of

the most dreadful animals any where to be found.

9. Mineralogy.—India is extremely rich in minerals; pro-

ducing gold, silver, copper, iron, &c. besides diamonds, and
other precious stones.;):

10. Population.—In 1820, the population of the British terri-

tories in India, was estimated at 83 millions; that of the British

allies and tributaries, at 40 millions; and that of the indepen-

dent states, at 11 millions: making a total of I34 millions.^

• 6. The rainy season usually commences in April or May, and coniinues till

September or October; but there are considerable varieties in difterent places. In
tlie valleys of Cashmere, Mepaul, and other parts, which are situated between high
mountains, the re are winter and summer, with the intermediate varieties of spring
and autumn, as in the more favoured countries of Europe.

+ 7. One of the most remarkable productions of India, is the banyan tree, which
throws oil numerous branches that afterwards take root, and form new trunks. One
d these, called the Cubbeer Burr, grows in Guzerat, on the bank of the Nerbudda,
and is celebrated over all Hindostau. Its age is unknown; but it is supposed to

have existed, and to have been at least as large as at present, in the time of Alex-
ander the Great. Much of it lias been earned away, at different times, by floods;

yet it has still three hundred and fifty large trunks, and more than three thousand
smaller ones; and the part of it that remains, measures nearly two thousand fe«t

round the principal stems, and thus covers an area of about seven acres, besides a
large additional space over which the projecting branches extend. Beneath its

branches, there are beautiful walks, and cool retreats from the scorching Iieat; and
there is shelter in its shade for eight or ten thousand peo^)!e. It has large, soft

leaves, of a tine green colour; and produces small fij^s, wnicn afford nourishment to

monkeys, squiiTels, peacocks, and various other birds. Multitudes of these ani-
mals ai'e constantly in motion among its branches, and enliven the scene. The
Hindoos are peculiarly fond of these trees, and almost worship them. The Brah-
mins spend much of their time under their shade ; and there they perform their

devotions, when no strij 3ture for that purpose is nigh.

t 8. Gold is contained in the sands of various rivers, from which it is separated
by washing. The diamonds of India are the finest in the world: and are found in
]>'engal, Orissa, Berar, the Carnatic, and several other places. Golconda has been
long celebrated for these gems, as they were brought to it to be polished and
fusliioned for sale; but it produces none itself, and perhaps never did.

{ 9. The British possessions arc divided into the three presidencies of Bengal,
Madras, and Bombay: the first containing a population of 57^ millions; the second,
of 15 millions ; and the third, of 2j millions. 1 be British have also acquired, since
1B15, territories containing eight millions. One of the principal of the British
allies is the Mizam, whose dominions lie in the centre of the Decan, and consist of
Hyderabad, Nandere, and Beder, with most of Berar, and part of Aurungabad and
Bejapoor. His subjects amount to ten millions. Other allies are the Kajas of
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1 1. Laws.—In the presidency of Bengal, the natives are tried

according to the Mohammedan law, which was established there

before the country became subject to the British. In the pre-

sidencies of Madras and Bombay, the Hindoos and Mohamme-
dans are respectively tried by their own laws.*

12. Manufactures.—The principal manufacture is that of cot-

ton, for which the country has long been celebrated. Silk and
woollen goods are also manufactured, besides various articles

for the use of the inhabitants.

13. Commerce.—The principal exports are cotton goods, silk,

sugar, rice, precious stones, opium, and spices; and the principal

imports are wines, spirits, cutlery, stationery, glass-ware, naval

stores, and many other articles. Foreign comnoerce is chiefly

carried on with Britain and America.
14<. Education, ^c.—There are schools in almost all the vil-

lages, where the children sit in the open air, under the shade of
a tree; and are taught reading, writing, and accounts; tracing the

characters at first on sand with the forefinger, and after some
time on palm-leaves with an iron pen. The Hindoos have been
civilized, in a considerable degree, from very early times; and
seem to have had some knowledge of science at a remote
period.

15. Religion.—About a fifth of the inhabitants are Moham-
medans; and the rest are, for the most part, of the Hiindoo
religion.f

Na.((poor and Mysore, and the king of Oiide, who have each about three millions of
subjects ; the Guicowar, in the north of Guzerat, whose capital is firodrah, and who
has two millions of subjects; and more than twenty petty chiefs, particularly the
Rajepoot princes about Ajmeer, and the Seiks in the Punjab and part of Multan
and Delhi. The independent parts are the dominions of the Scindiah in Malwab,
whose capital is Oojein, and whose subjects amount to four millions; the Rajas of
J^hore and Nepaul, whose subjects are about three and two millions respectively;

knd the Ameers of Sind6, who amount to a million. The Indian dominions of the
Afghan empire, also, contain about a million of inhabitants. In 1819, the British
army in India amounted to about 30,000 Europeans, and 180,000 sepoys, or native
soldiers.

• 10. The British continue the use of the old laws, to secure the confidence of
the people. The Hindoo laws chiefly in use are those called the Institutes of Menoiw
the son of Brahma. The administration of justice has been considerably improved
by the British ; but it is still far from beini^ perfect.

f 11. It would be impossible, in a small compass, to give any adequate idea of
the complicated and abominable religious system of the Hindoos. In the character
of its mytbolopy, and in the objects and modes of its worship, it is more extrava-
gant, cruel, and disgusting, than the religion of the Greeks, Egyptians, or any of
the other nations of antiquity. They believe in three principal deities: Brahml^
the creator; Vishnu, the preserver; and Siva, the destroyer; and in many others,

particuhvrly a great number of malignant demons. They also worsliip almost every
creature that has life. Some of these, such as the cow, the ox, the ape, the ser-

pent capclla, and a bird of prey called garuda, are objects of more particular veim-
ration than others. In the vedas, or sacred books, even their supreme deities ara
represented as guilty of every species of debauchery, and as debased by all the weak«
ness and evil propen3ities of men. I'heir worship, too, consists in many instances

of the grossest and most disgusting scenes; and the images that are worshipped am
often of the most indecent kind. One of the most deplorable scenes of superstition,

is exhibited at Juggernaut in Orissa. Juggernaut is a name of Vishnu; and, from
this circumstunce, the temple and the town get the same name. On a car, 80 feet

I
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16. State of Society^ 4"<?«--The Hindops are divided into four

Srincipal castes: 1. The Brahmins, or fMgious caste; 2. The
kshatriyas, or soldiers, including the princes, and sometimes

called the caste of Rajas or Rajepootras; 3. The Vaisyas, or

husbandmen ; and, 4. The Sudras, or labourers. These castes

are regulated by their respective laws ; and no person is allowed

to change from the caste to which he belongs by birth : but, if

any one lose his caste from transgressing its rules, he is held in

detestation by every Hindoo, and lives ever after in degradation,

which extends also to his posterity.*

17. C/utracteTf ^c.—The prevailing characteristic of the Hin-
doos, is indolence. They are moderate in food and clothing,

living chiefly on rice and water; and their dress in general con-

sists of a uimple piece of linen or cotton cloth. Their houses

also are commonly of the slightest and cheapest construction.

Princes and wealthy individuals, however, often live ! great

splendour and luxury.

18. Curiosities,—At EUora, near Dowletabad, there is a re-

markable groupe of Hindoo temples cut in the rock, and dis-

playing beautiful columns, cornices, and other architectural

ornaments. In the island of Elephanta, near Bombay, also,

there is a cavern, containing a temple 130 feet long and 123
wide, which is supported by twenty-six massy columns cut out
of the solid rock. Similar caverns are found in the island of

high, is placed the image of this deity, and on two similar ones are those of hia

brother and sister. At the festival of Rutt Jattra, many hundred thousand pilgrims
assemble, some of them from very remote parts; and they believe, that if they die
any where within ten miles of the temple, they will obtain eternal happiness. The
vast cars are dragged along by the multitude with cables; and frequently some of
the infatuated devotees throw themselves below the wheels, and are crushed to death.
From this cause, as well as from deaths in consequence of fatigue, want, and acci-

dents, all the approaches for forty or fiftv miles present multitudes of human bones i

the bodies of those that thus perish not being buried, but being left to be devoured
by dogs, vultures, and other animals. Other parts of the worship present the most
disgusting scenes of debauchery and indecency; and these, and other similar prao-
tices, call loudly for exertions on the part of Christians to do away such enormities,

and introduce in their stead the pure doctrines and morals of Christianity. The
barbarous practice, also, of widows burning themselves on the funeral piles of their
husbands, is well known, and still not unmquently occurs. The inhuman destruc-
tion of female infants, even by their mothers, was formerly very common; but
It has lately been checked, in a considerable degree, by the interference of the
English.

• 12. The division into castes, or tehadi, is of extreme antiquity, and has been
maintained with great strictness. There are, however, mixed castes, arising from
Intermarriages ; and war, and other circumstances, have on some occasions produced
encroachments of the castes on one another. Persons of the mixed castes an
subjected to ^reat humiliation, and are obliged to keep at a distance from other
Hindoos. Still more d^raded, however, are the Pariahs, as those are called who
have lost their caste. These are held in abhorrence, and treated with the utmost
indignity, by all the other castes. They are not allowed to live in a town: their
clothes must be those of persons deceased: they must carry out the corpse of any
one who dies without kindred: they are employed as common executioners: ana
tile shadow of one of them passing over any article of food, or even water, defiles it
By such treatment, as may naturally be expected, they are rendered disgusting ob-
Jeeti^ and are sunk into ignorance, and low vices ofevery kind.
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Salsette, nenr the same place, and elsewhere. These are all

extremely ancient.

19. Historical Sketch.—Like other countries, India was at an
early period divided into many states, which were engaged in

continual wars among themselves; but, from religious conside>

rations, neither they nor their descendants ever carried war
into the neighbouring countries, though they have been oflten

invaded by external foes. Among their foreign invaders in

ancient times, were Sesostris, Darius Hystaspes, and Alexander
the Great. The conquests of these princes, however, were only
of partial extent and temporary duration. In the year 1000,
Maiimood, of Ghiznee or Ghazni, now Afghanistan, subdued
most of Hindostan; and, in 1398, Tamerlane overran India in

five months, and carried off immense spoil from Delhi. It was
invaded again in 1526, by Bauber, one of Tamerlane's descen-

dants, who became emperor of most of Hindostan. This prince

was the first who was known in Europe by the title of the

Great Mogul. His grandson Akber, who reigned from 1555 to

1605, was one of the wisest and roost distinguished of the Mo*
gul sovereigns; and he greatly enlarged the empire, and intro-

duced many improvements. His great-grandson Aurengzebe,
after dethroning his father, became emperor in 1658, and reigned

till his death in 1707. He was a cruel tyrannical prince, and
his reign was turbulent. Under his successors, the empire,

falling into a state of anarchy, rapidly declined; and suffered

severely from the invasions of foreign enemies, particularly the

Persians, under Nadir Shah, in 1739; and the Afghans, under
Abdalla, about twenty years after. The governors of the diffe-

rent provinces also, taking advantage of the general confusion,

rendered themselves independent, and seized such districts as

they could. From these various causes, this empire, which in

the time of Aurengzebe had a population of more than sixty

millions, was so reduced in 1750, as to consist of only the city

of Delhi, and a small territory around it; and some time after,

even this remnant of the empire sunk under the attacks of diffe-

rent enemies. In the beginning of the present century, however,

Delhi, as well as Agra, came into the possession of the British;

and, from the settled government then established, much inv-

provement has already resulted. It would be impossible, in a
sketch like the present, to give even a tolerable outline of the

progress of British power in India. It may suffice to say, that

the English began to trade with that country in the reign of
Elizabeth, in 1583, and that the East India Company was estab-

lished in 1600; that, previously to the reign of George III. the
British were gradually extending the limits of their possessions;

but that, during his reign, their arms were attended with the
most splendid success; and that, by this means, the greater part

of India is now reduced under their power.
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Exercises on the Map of India.

What is the general direction of the Ganges? Of the Indus? What are the lati-

tudes and longitudes of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay ? How are they situ-

ated in respect to each other, and at what distances asunder ? How is Juggernaut
situated in respect to Calcutta, and at what distance ? How far is Golconda
from the sea? How far is Agra from Delhi? Surat from Bombay ? Seringas
patam Irom Madras? What towns have nearly the same latitude as Calcutta?
W hat places have nearly the same longitude as Cap« Comorin? What are tl>e

directions of the Malabar and Coromaudel coasts?

Questions on the Notes to Section XLIII.

1. Between what latitudes and longitudes is India situated ? What are its length,
breadth, and content?

2. How are the great divisions of India situated ? What are the Punjab and the
Dooab ?

3. Whence are the names Himalaya and Imaus derived? What are supposed to

be the height of some of the Himalaya mountains? Where are some of the

great plains and deserts of India situated ? What are their dimensions?
4. Where does the Ganges rise ? What is the length of its course? What are the

magnitudes of the rivers which it receives ? Huw much water does it con-
vey to the sea each second ? What is the extent of its delta ? What part is

called the Sunderbunds ? What is jungle ? I'o what extent does the Gan-
ges overtlow its banks in the rainy season ? How far does it rise above its

ordinary level ? What are the depth and width of the river?

. . What parts of the river are most venerated by the Hindoos ? Wlience do tbey
suppose it to flow ? How is its water used in tiie courts of justice ? Give
other instances showing the veneration of the people for this river. How
many people annually assemble at Hurdwar ? For what purpose do they
assemble ?

What changes are produced in the plain country by the Ganges ? How are these
changes effected ? Describe the effects ot a contrary kind that are produced.
What prevents the islands in the river from being so numerous as might be
exiiected ?

Describe the progress and effects of the tide in the Ganges.
How long is the course of tlie Brahmapoutra thought to be?

6. How many towns of India have more than 10U,0UU inhabitants each ? What
are the populations of some of the largest?

How far is Calcutta from the sea ? On what branch of the Ganges is it ? W hat
was it a century ago ? Whatdid the erection of Fort William cost? M'here
is it ? Give an account of the Black Hole of Calcutta.

What was the former rank of Dellii ? W hat was its population formerly ? What
kind of spoils, and df what value were carried away from it by Nadir Shah ?

Describe the imperial palace. The peacock throne which it contained.
For what is Purat remarkaule ? How are the animals in the hospital takeu care

of by their keepers ?

What ^rcat buildings are contained in Ann and lAhore ?

7. M hat IS the nature of the banyan tree ? How long is the Cubbeer Burr tliought
to have existed ,'' liow many trunks of it still remain? What space dues
it cover? How many peop])i may be sheltered under it ? What animals
are always among its branches?

8. Where arc the diamonds of India found ? Are any produced at Golconda ?

9. Where are the dominions of the Nizam? Wiiat are the sepoys? What was tht
aniuunt of the British army in India in 1819?

10. What Hindoo laws are principally in use?
11. \S hat is the Hindoo religion in comparison of the idolatrous religions of ancient

times? In what deities do tlie Hindoos believe? What other objects do
they worhhip? What is Juggernaut? How do the neuple think they will
obtain eternal happiness through this deity? How ifo some of them com-
mit suicide ? For how far around the temple are human bones to be seen,
and why ? What R-murkable practice of widows Is there in India? What
barbarous practice has been checked by the English?

lit. What circumstances have produced mixed castes In India ? Are persons be-
longing to these respected? Who are the most degraded of the people?
How ure these tteat)?d by the oth<-rs ? W here must tliey live ? \\ hut must
they wear? W hat itumiliatiiiK senicea must they perform

?
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XLIV.—CEYLON*

1. Situatiovif Sfc,—The fine island of Ceylon, or

Singala, is situated in the Indian Ocean, and is sepa-

rated from tlie southern part of India by Palk's Strait

and the Gulf of Manaar,
2. Face of the Country.—The coasts are low and

flat; but the interior contains many mountains, some
of which are beautiful and verdant, others rocky and
peaked.

3. Towns,—The principal towns are Columbo,
Kandy, and Trincomalee.f

4. Climate.—Winter is unknown; and the change in the

degree of heat, during the year, is less than in almost any other

place. The winds, or monsoons, blow from the north>east,

during our winter; and from the south-west, the rest of the

year.

5. Produce, ^c.—Some of the principal productions of this

country are cinnamon, cocoa-nuts, sago, rice, oranges, bamboos,
sugar-canes, and tobacco. There are great numbers of elephants,

and other quadrupeds; and useful and beautiful birds are verv

numerous. The country is also uncommonly rich in gems, such

as rock crystal, amethyst, cat's-eyes, topaz, garnet, &c.; and the

coasts furnish large quantities of fine pearls.:}:

m
*i 11

• 1. This Island may naturally follow India, from its nearness to it, and from its

belon^ng to the liing of England, while India belun.^s to the English East India
Company. Its extent is ab -t two thirds of that of Ireland ; and the latitude and
longitude of its centre, are about 8° north, and 81" east respectively.

4 2. Of these towns, Colurobo is the largest, containing j30,UOO inhabitants. It

is well built, after the European plan ; and is chiefly inhabited by English, Dutch,
and Portuguese. The harbour of Trincomalee is one of the fliit-st in the world.

Kandy was the residence of the king of Ceylon. The housos are of mud, and the

town lias a mean appeal ance. It contained many temples; one of which, flrora

having in it what is said to be a tooth of the god Buddha, was held in peculiar esti-

mation. The apartment which contains this relic, is most spli^ndidly ornamented.
The doors have polished brass pannels, and curtains before and behind tiieni. Tlw
roof and walls are lined with gold brocade; and scarcely any thing iner^s the eye

but gold, gems, and beautiful fragrant flowers. Among many other ornnmenis,
there is a bird formed entirely of diamonds, rubies, blue sapphin's, emeralds, and
cat's-eyes, set in gold.

t ;). "In Ceylon, the stones," it has been said, "are rubies and sipphires; amo-
mum scents the marshes, and cinnamon the forests, and the moxt common plants
furnish precious perfumes. Elephants of the most handsome and valuable kind run
in flocks, as the wild boars do in the Ibrestsof Europe; while the brilliant peacock
and tlie bird of paradise occupy the place of our rooks and our swallows." I'houirh

this is, in some respects, an exaggerated description, yet Ceylon is unqtiestionably

one of the richest places in the world, in the most valuable productions i* nature.
The pearl flsherv on the const is much celebrated, and is very valuable. The prin-

cipal station is on banks olf Condatrhy, on the western const. The peiirls are lound
In oyaters of a imrticular kind, wliieh (Vom (tils circumstance are called mother-nf.
pearl oybtert. Hit se are broiiglit up from the bottom by divi-rs. The fishery com-

w
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6. Population.—The population is thought to be rather less

than a million.

7. Hutorical Sketch.—The Portuguese discovered Ceylon in

1505, and soon obtained a firm settlement in part of the country.

In 1658, the Dutch assisted the natives in expelling the Portu-

guese, and received in return most of the maritime provinces.

In 1796, the Dutch were in their turn expelled by the English,

in connexion with the king of Kandy. This prince, who was
an inhuman tyrant, provoked a rebellion among his own subjects;

and was at length dethroned, in 1815, by the British, who since

that time retain possession of the island, and govern it by its

ancient laws.

Exercises on the Map of Ceylon.

What are the latitudes and longitudes of Columbo and Kandy? How are Cnlumho,
Kandy, and Trincoinalee, situated with respect to each other ? W hat parts of
India lie north of Ceyluni*

XLV.—CHIN-INDIA.*

1. Boundaries,— This large portion of Asia is

bounded on the west by Hindostan and the Bay of

.. I

mences in the month of February, and employs 120 boats with fiOOO men, for thirty

days. W hen every thing is ready, the diver grasps his nostrils flrmly, and is carried

rapidly to the bottom, by means of a stone attached to one of his feet ; while, with
the other foot, he forces down a basket. The stone is then drawn up, for the use of
the next diver, by means of a rope fixed to it ; and the person who has descended,
collects into the basket, with tne utmost despatch, as many oysters as possible.

When he can remain no Inn^r under water, he pulls the rope wnirh connects him
with the boat, and is immediately drawn up with his basket. Each dip occupies a
minute, a minute and a half, or sometimes two minutes,- and sometimes Ave or six,

and sometimes a hundred and fifty oysters are collected at one descent. The diver
gets a fourth of all the oysters which he brings up. Kach oyster usually contain*
several pearls : and when a large quantity of these is rollected, they are nsHorted by
bein||[ passed through sieves with holes of diflerent sizes. In 179H, the clear value
of thu fishery was £ltM,<XX)i but, on some occasions, it has not exceeded i,'30,t)00.

Questioru on the Notes to Section XLIT.

1. What Is the content of Ceylon compared with that of Ireland ? What aie tht
latitude and loncitiide ot its centre P

f. What is the population of Columbo? By whom is it chiefly inhabited? For
what is Trincomalee remarkable ? I'esrribe the it)iartment which contains
tiie supposed tooth of linddha. Describe the bird contained in it.

S. Where is the principal ))earl llshtry on the coast of Ceylon :* Describe the mode
of diving for the oysters. Iluw long does the diver continue below waterF
How mnnv oysters are brought up at each dip!* How is the diver paid?
How are the pearls assorted :' How many men are employed in the fisneryf

What has been its value on some occasions ?

• 1. This conntry has been called " India beyond the Oanges,** '• Kxlerior India,"
•* Indo-China," and, very improperly, "The Eastern Frninsula of India." Malts
Brun rejects these names, ami. with more proprie^, terms it "Chin-India," as if

••Chinese India." Its situation, boundaries, and other particulars respecting it, art
Tcry imperfectly known i hut it is a large country, liiuii or lUOU miles long, and MO
or MM) miles broad, exclusive of the pcuiusula of Mahiya.
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Bengal; on the north, by Tibet; on the east, by
China, and the Chinese Sea; and on the south, by
the Indian Ocean.

DIVISIONS. CHIEF TOWNS.

Burman Empire. . . Amerapoora, Ava
Tonquin orTungquin Don-Kin or Tonquin
Cochin-China .... Hu6 or Toan-Hoa
Kingdom of Siam . . Siyuthia or Juthya or Siam, Louvok
Malaya or Malacca . Malacca*

2. Climate, Soil, Sfc.—In some places, the heat is excessive; in

others, moderate. Some parts are scorched and barren : but
others, where there is sufficient moisture, are very fertile; pro-

ducing grain, aromatic, medicinal, and other plants, and fine trees

of various kinds.

3. Animals and Mineralt.—The animals are nearly the same
as those of India, with the addition of the ourang outang, a
large ape, wliici, ')ears a near resemblance to man. The coun-

try is rich in l'\\ ii ;; producing gold, silver, iron, tin, lead, &c.
besides rubies, i> 'res, and other precious stones, and marble
equal to the fiiitibc Italian.

4. Population.—The amount of the population is very uncer-

tain. It is small, however, compared with the size of the couiv
try, not exceeding perhaps eight or ten hiillions.

5. Government.—In the Burman empire, the government is

in the highest degree despotic;f and Tonquin, Siam, Laos, and
most of the other states, are governed bv absolute sovereigns.

6. Religion.—The god Buddha is worshipped by the Burmese,
under the name of Godama, or Soramona-Kodom ; and they

• 8. Other towni are Chittagong or Islamabad, Arracan, Prome, Rangoon, Pegn,
Cambodia, &c. There are also other divisinni of the country, such as the kingdoms
of Cassay, Cutchar, I'egu, Laos, Tsiompa, &c. i but they do not require particular

notice here. Respecting t'.e mountains and rivers, there is great uncertainty; th«
interior of (he country being almost quite unknown to Europeans. The irrawaddy
is a large river, with many mouths and a delta; and in the rainy season, it and the

other rivers inundate their banks. There are also the Meinam in Sium, and the

Cambodia or Japanese river.

i 3. The Burmese emperor, or king of Ava, assumes an extraordinary degree of
state, and receives almost a species of adoration fVum his subjects. \\ hen anv thing
belonging to him is mentioned, the epithet "golden" is attached to it When he
lus heard any thing, it is said to have reached " the golden ears ;" a person ad>
mitted tu his presence, is said to have been at " the golden feet;" and the perfums
of roses is described as grateful to the " golden nose." The kine of Hiam, also,

h i.'s himself three times a day, fur a ffw seconds, tu hi* great otticersi and tliey

ioitantly prostrate themselves on the ground before him.
In the Burman empirejthe emperor is first in dignity, the empress third, and a

wbite eltrphant second. This animal has a regular establishment, with ministers,

secretaries, and other officers, and a guard of lUUO men. He sleeps on mattrrssee
covered with silk; the vessel out of which he eats, is of pure goldj and his trap-

> are of gold, studded with large diamonds, and other prrciuu!< stones. He is

V
L,» 1

„ Ifi
I,'

.•I'-

ll

u||B Mv ui Kw, BtHuuini Willi iiuiiv uiBinuiiiia, Bnu uimr |iir«;iuu!< siuiiri. ne u
elievcd, by the Burmese, to contain a human souli which, after millions of pievluiM

transaaigrations, ia about to be absorbed into the efsenoe of tlie Deity.

<' !l
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worship several inferior deities. They believe in the trans-

migration of souls; and their worship is free from the barbarous

practices that stain the religious observances of the Hindoos.

7. Character, Sfc.—The people are imperfectly civilized ; and,

while they are active and sprightly, they are often deceitful, and
pay little attention to truth. They seem in general to be of

Chinese or Tartar origin, except the Malays, who appear to be

a distinct race.

8. Historical Sketch.—The Burmans were formerly subject to

the king of Pegu; but, in the sixteenth century, they established

an independent monarchy, which consisted of Ava and Marta-
ban. In 1740, they engaged in a war with the king of Pegu,
which terminated in their complete subjugation, in 1752. A
Burman named Alompra, however, a man of low extraction,

began with only a hundred men; and yet, by his activity and
prudence, in a short time he not only made himself master of

the former Burman territories, but also overran Pegu, and took
the capital. From this period, the Burmese continued to ex-

tend their dominions, by successive acquisitions from the king

of Siam, and others. In a war of short duration with Britain,

which terminated in 1826, th^ were unsuccessful ; and were
obliged to yield up Arracan, Tavoy, Mergui, and Tenasserim;
and to allow Munnipore, Assam, and some other districts, to

be under Rajas appointed by the East India Company. By
this means, Britain has acquired a tract of country 300 miles

long and 50 broad, lying along the seacoast, south of the delta

of the Irrawaddy.

Exercises on the Map of Chin-India.

How i8 Chin-India situated in respect to the Bay of Bengal ? How is Amerapoora
•itnated in respect to Calcutta and f^iam? In wi'iat direction does Malaya
tretcii I* How are the Andaman and Nicobar Islands situated in reaped \o
Chin-Iudiu?

XLVL—TIBET.
1. Boundaries.—Tibet or Thibet is bounded on the

east by China; on the south, by the Burman empire
and India; on the south-west and west, by India,

Questions on the IS'otes to Section XLV.
S. I'oint out other towns of Chin-India besides those mentioned in the text. M'hat

rivers are llierr
:"

9< What epitliet is applied to things belonging to the Burmese emperor ? How does
^« the king of Siam behave towards his great officers? How do they behave

'

toAvards him i*

What is tlie ?<ature of the establishment for the white elephant of the Barman
court ? Describe tlie urtiolef belonging tu him. Why is he treated ivith lucb
rcBiH-ct? -

- •>
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Afghanistan, and Bukharia; and on the north, by
Chinese Tartary.*

2. Mountains,—The principal mountains are the

vast Hinvahiya chain, on the confines oF India.

There are, also, a great many others; and the coun-

try has, on this account, been called the Switzerland

of Asia.

S. Lakes,—Terkcri, Paltce, and others. Lake
Paltee is very remarkable; being, it is said, a ring

five miles and a half broad, encompassing an island

a hundred miles in diameter.

4. Towns.—The towns are small, and not nume-
rous. The principal are Lassa or Dsassa, Latak,

and Askardo or Eskerdon.

5. Climate.—From the elevation of the country, the cold in

winter is extremely great; and, except in low valleys, there is

little heat in summer.
6. Soil, Sfc,—The fertile parts produce wheat, pease, barley,

and various fruits. Gold is found in mines, and in the sand of

rivers; and tinkal or borax, which is peculiar to the country, is

procured in a crystallized state in the north.

7. Religion and Government.—The Dalai Lama, or Grand
Lama, is worshipped as the Deity, by the people of this country,

and of a great part of central Asia. He formerly possessed

also the supreme civil power in Tibet, which was exercised by

a person of his nomination. The chief civil ruler, however, is

now appointed by the emperor of China. The laws of Tibet

resemble those of Hindostan.f

I 'I

1
r.

M .11

Mhat

• 1. The precise bonndarles of this larjje inUind country, anrt its extreme latitiules

and longitude*, ara unknown. I'he principal part of it, however, !•< Mitiiated bctnci-n
the latitudes of So" and 3<i° north, and between I'fi and KlU" of east longitude. 'I'lie

divisions are also unknown. The part next AfKhaniMan and Nortiiem Hindnstnn,
is (generally called Little Tibet, and the reitt 'J'iliet. or sometimes (irrnt I'ilipt. The
principal town of the rormer is Askardo or Eskerdou ; and uf the latter, Lassa.

f 2. Sinnel792, when the Chinese sent an army to Assist the r>rand ramaa(;ainst
the Nepaiilese, the nuuntry bos been under the protection of C'liina, or rather has
been sul)ject to its power.

The Ijiroa is supposed, by his votaries, never to diei but when his dls<olution
takes place, they conceive that tht divinity merely passes out of one bodv into an*
otheri and, on such occasions, the priests search diligently till they flnd the new
deity. In 1781, the EnKlish ambassador. Captain Turner, was introduced to the
lAma, who bad been then lately found; and was a line spriKhtly boy, eighteen
montha old, attended by his lUther and mother. Tlie worsliiptters uf the Lama con*
ccive, that a celestial odour exhales from his person ; that flowers spring up beneath
bis feet( and that, in the most parched desert, fountains How at his command. His
palace, which is at Puta-la, or *' the holy BWiiMain,** seven miles east of Lassa, is

unconmonlv splendid) containini;, it is laid, ten thousand apartments, wiUl vast
number! of Images of gold and iilver, besides many other ornameHtt.

h-i

> il
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Exercises on the Map of Tibet.

M bat are tlie latitude and longitude cf Lassa? How is it sitiiated in respect to
Askardo, Delhi, and Amerapoora? What country lies between I'ibet and
Asiatic Russia?

0;

i

XLVIL—CHINA.

1. Boundaries.—The Chinese empire is hounded
on the nortli by Asiatic Russia; on the west, by In-

dependent Tartary; on the south-west and south, by
Tibet, Chin-India, and the Chinese Sea; and on the

soutli-east and east, by the same sea, and other parts

of the Pacific Ocean.*
2. Divisions.—China Proper is divided into fif-

teen provinces, which, with their chief towns, are as

follows:
FOUR KORTHERN.

PROVINCES. CHIEF TOWNS.

Pe-tche-lee Pekin, Pao-ting-foo

Shan-see Tai-yuen-foo

Shen-sce Sin-gan-foo

Shan-tong Tsee-nan-foo

SEVEN IN THE MIDDLE.

Honan Cai-fong-foo

Kiang-nan Nankin
Se-tchuen Tching-too-foo

Koei-tcheoo Koei-yang-foo

Hooquang Voo-tchang-foo

Kiang-see Nan-tchang-foo

Tche-kiang Hang-tcheoo-foo

FOUR SOUTHERN.

Yun-nan Yun-nan-foo
Quang-sec Quei-ling-foo

Quang-tong Canton, Macao
Fo-kien Foo-tcheoo-foo

Qufstions on the Notes to Section XLVI.
1. Mhere is Little Tibet situated ? What is its capital i*

St. Vlien and liow did Tibet become dependent on China?
\\hat opinion do the worsliiupers of the Grand I^uia hold respectinj; bim?

What is dune when be dies? >Vbat fartlier opinions do bis votaries hold
respecting his i/erson and power? M'liere is bis palace? Uhat does it

contain?

• i. This Tnst empire is computed to contain uhove five millions of square milei,

or considerably more, if I'ibet, and some otiier placet under Chinese influence, be
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3. Islands,—The principal islands are Formosa or

Tai-ooan, and Hai-nan.

4. 5ea5.—The Gulf of Pe-tche-lee, the Yellow
Sea, the Chinese Sea, and the Gulf of Tonquin.

5. Seaports.— The chief seaports are Canton,
Emouy, and Ning-po.

6. Face of the Country.—So far as the country is

known, there seems to K b small proportior "•*'

it mountainous; and the. arc me large plains.

7. Rivers.—The Yang-tse-kiang, Kian-ku, or Blue
River, after a long eastward course, falls into the

Eastern Sea, at Nankin; and the Hoan-ho, or Yellow
River, after a like course, discharges itself into the

Yellow Sea, L 10 miles north of the same place. The
Hoan-kiang falls into the Bay of Canton; and the

Pay-ho passes Pekin, and falls into the Gulf of Pe-
tche-lee.*

8. Canals.—China contains a vast number of ca-

nals. The principal of these is the Imperial Canal,

which, in connexion with rivers, extends from Pekin
to Hang-tcheoo-foo, a distance of 900 miles. By
means of another canal, the navigation is continued

to Canton; with the exception of one day's journey,

in a mountainous district, between Quang-tong and
Kiang-see.f

9. Great Wall.—The vast wall in the north of

China, which was erected to prevent the incursions

of the Tartars, is about 1500 miles long; from Bftcen

to thirty feet high; and so broad, that, in many
places, six horsemen may ride abreast on its top.:]:

included. It has a sea-coa«t which is nearly four thouwnd miles in extent. The
extreme latitudes are about aC and 63° north, and the extreme longitudes about
70" and 140 ' east. China Proper contains about a million of square miles ; and lies

between 20" and 41* of north latitude, and between 100° and 124" of east longitude.

• 2. The Hoan-ho derives its name from the great quantity of mud suspended in

its water, which gives it a yellowish tinge. The same cirirumstance gives name to

the Yellow Seaj as, from the vnst quantity of coloured water carried into it by the

Hoan-ho, the sea has also a like tinge, to a great extent.

+ 3. The Imperial Canal, the greatest in the world, is 200 feet broad at the sur-

face. In passing through high grounds, its channel is, in several instances, cut to

tl»e depth of (iO or 70 feet below the surface. In marshy or low districts, on the con-
trary, It is often raised 20 feet above the level of the surrounding country by embank •

ments,' so that its surface is freciuently higher than the walls of the cities which it

passes j and it sometimes occasions destnictive inundations.

t 4. In the plains, the height is thirty feet; »nd, in the mountainous dltitrirts,
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10. Toums.—China contains many large cities and
towns. The principal are Pekin, the present capi-

tal; and Sin-gan-foo, Nankin, Cantoti, and Uang-
tcheoo-foo.*

11. Climate and Soil.—The climate is in most places tempe-

rate, but rather warm, particularly towards the south. The
soil is in general fertile; and in some places, there is fine vege-

table mould, five or six feet deep.

12. Produce.—China has most of the vegetable productions

of Europe, besides several which are almost peculiar to itself,

particularly tea.-)- The fruits are of inferior quality, from want
of ingrafting, and other proper management.

13. Animals.—This country has most of the domestic animals

known in Europe; but the breeds of them are generally inferior.

It has also most of the wild and ferocious animals of other

countries, except the lion.

14. Pojmlation, Sfc.—The population is thought to be about

150 millions; and the army probably amounts to 500,000 or

600,000 ill-disciplined men.}:

\b. Government,—The emneror has the most unlimited power

fifteen or twenty. It is thought to have been erected between 200 and 300 years
before Christ; and is said to have occupied every third luan in the empire, for five

years, in building it. Some doubt this account, however, and think that it ^as
erected at different and much later i>eriods. Ttie ibundation is formed of large

square stones laid in mortar, and the rest of it consists of a mound et earth cased on
botli sides with brick or stone. It is the greatest and most stupendous fabric in tlie

world ; and contains materials sufficient to form two walls, each ilix feet high and
two feet thick, round the globe.

• 5. The population of the Chinese cities has been excessively exaggerated.
Thus, Pekin has been said to contain three millions of inhabitants, while nie latest

and best writers reduce the amount to tOO,000 or 7tO,000. 8in-gan-foo is next to it

in magnitude and importance ; and Nankin, Canton, and Hang-tcheoo-fod, haM«
proJiably a population of about 200,000 each.

These cities contain many great and remarkable buildings, such as palaces and
pagodas ; the latter of which are temples, and other houses of worship. I'he famous
porcelain tower of Nankin, so called from being cased with porcelain, belongs to
one of these temples. This is eight stories high, and is ascended by 884 steps.

f 6. 1'he tea>8hrub grows to the height of six or eight, and sometimes ten or
twelve feet. 'I'he leaves are gathered in spring, and are exposed to the steam of
hut water. They are then made to assume the shrivelled apfiearance in which we
see them, by being placed on plates of copper, iron, or baked earth, and held over
the fire. I'lie black teas are afterwards dried thoroughly by exposure to the sun.
The earliest leaves of the spring, and those from the extremities of the branches, are
considered the finest. There are manv varieties, arising chiefly ttom bein^ pro-
duced in ditl'ercnt districts, or preserved in ditferent modes. I'he tea-shrub is cul-
tivated only in China and Japan. It has been tried in Europe; but thus far the
experiments have tietiled.

The sugar-cane is successfully cnltiv.'.ted in this empire, and the bamboo grows
in great abundance. This is a kind of reed which reaches the height of 30 or 40
feet, and is of the greatest utility to the Chinese. Its shoots are used as food. Its

fibres serve as wicks of candles, or are made into matting and cables. Its trunks
are used as water-pip<;8; and its wood is made into furniture and utensils of every
kind, or is bruised, and converted into pajier.

X 7. The Chinese are in the habit of giving exaggerated accounts of the power of
their empire to foreigners. 1'hus, in 17<>.>, they represented its population to Lord
Macartney as being 333 millions.
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over the lives and properties of his subjects. The civil and
military affairs are managed by nine classes of persons, called

mandarins by the Europeans. These have absolute power over
the people whom they govern.*

16. Manufactures.—The Chinese manufacture silk, cotton,

and woollen goods, and many other articles. The only manu>
facture in which they excel, however, is pore >:n; and their

superiority in this arises chiefly from the excellence of the
materials which they possess for its formation.

17. Commerce.—The country has a vast inland trade, in con-
sequence of the facilities presented by the numerous canals and
navigable rivers. There is sometimes also a considerable over-

land trade with Russia, by means of caravans. The commerce
by sea with Europe and America, is entirely confined to Can-
ton.f

18. Agriculture.—Agriculture is gnefUly encouraged by the
emperor, and men of influence; yet it is not practised oq « great

scale, nor are its principles well understood.:}:

'I;

* 8. The «mperor is almost adored by fhe people, and offerings are made to his
image find throne. He styles himself " the Great Father,'' "the Son of Heaven,'*
and " the sole Ruler of the world." The people prostrate themselves in his pre-
sence; and his nobles kneel when he addresses them, or j^ves them orders. Wnen
ke goes abroad, he is attended by 2pU0 men, carrving chains, axes, and other sym-
bols of power. On these occasions, the people shut themselves in their houses, and
close their shops; and, if any one happen to be in the way, he is exposed to instant
death, unless he turn his baok, or.fatl ilaton his face on the ground.

The mandarins are removable at the pleasure of the emperor; and, on this ac-
count, they endeavour to enrich themselves by exactions from the people. To pre-
vent (ianger from their influence, they are changed every three years from one station

^ another; are not permitted to holn any civil office in their native province; and
cannot be statToned nearer to it than fifty leagues, till they are sixty years old.

They are also prohibited from marryingin the place where they govern, and are
•ulnect to several other restrictions. They are almost all taken from the lower
ranks of the people, who are pleased to see ue avenues to power and wealth thus
open to the talents and exertions of their sons; and they obey and honour the man-
darins as they would the«mperor himself.

f 9. The principal articles which the Enroj^na and Americans receive in this

traffic are tea and porcelain; and they give m return, broadcloth, cotton goods,
spices, watches, mirrors. Jewellery, &c. In 180& the weight of the tea exported
amounted to 45 millijns of pounds, of which the British took 31 millions; and the

quantity has since increased. The Chinese have a limited trade, in vessels of their

own, with Japan, Manilla, Malaya, and a few neighbouring places. This trade is

confined to the ports of Canton, Emouy, and Ning-po. Commerce is considered the

least creditable employment in China; the trader.being looked upon as the lowest
character in the empire, and as one who will cheat wlwnever he has it in his power.
At the same time, as it affords the means of procuring a livelihood, and as the faci-

lities for internal traffic are so great, amaaing multitudes are engaged in it; and it

has been computed, that the number and tonnage of the vessels thus employed, is

•qual to that of all the veaselsin the rest of the worUL This, however, is most pro-
bably an exaggeration.

t 10. The Chinese huve been compareAto gardeners, from enltivating smell spots

with great care, chiefly with the spaoe and the hoe ; while .there are few large farms,

and these are badly managed. A fourth part of the country, also, consists of lakes

--d swamps; the latter ot whioh, from want of enterprise and capital, the Chinese
never attempt to cultivate. Husbandmen hold the next rank to the officers of the

tate, and to men of letters. Every year, on a day about the beginning of March,
the em peror repairs, in graat-state, to a field appointed for the purpose ; and, after he
has mane a prayer, sacnflced an ox, and performed other ceremonies, in presence of

vast numbers, particularly husbandmen, ne opens the ground with a plough drawn
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19. Literature, S^c.—There are schools in every city and vil-

lage in China, and half the people can read and write. The
acquisition of this degree of knowledge, requires ten or twelve

years, from the difficulty of the language, and the bad system
of teaching. The country is almost destitute of science, and
has made little progress in literature.*

20. Religion.—The religion is idolatry, in a vast number of
sects; particularly those of Kong-foo-tse or Confucius, the

Tao-tse, and Fo. The emperors of the present race, are of

the religion of the Dalai ^\tcA.

21. Character.—The Chinese are submissive, orderly, polite,

and industrious; but they are cunning and fraudulent, and pay
little attention to truth.f

22. Historical Sketch,—The Chinese make extravagant pre-

tensions respecting the antiquity of their empire, some of their

writers tracing their history back through a period of more
than 90,000 years before the commencement of the Christian

era. Even from their own histories, however, when carefully

examined, the empire does not seem to have been of any con-

siderable magnitude or power earlier than eight centuries before

Christ. Since that period, there appear to have been nineteen

or twenty dynasties, or lines of sovereigns; and the country
has been ftgitated by numerous wars, and internal commotions;
having been sometimes divided between different princes, and
having been permanently united into one empire, only since

the year 1279, of the Christian era. The first monarch of the

present dynasty was Sun-sheeor Shee-tsong, a Man-tchoo Tartar

who, in 164)4, conquered the empire, and whose descendants

by oxen splendidly ornamented. After he has made several furrows round the field,

he gives the plough to the chief mandarins, who do the like in succession. Some
time after, when the tield has recoived the necessary preparations, the emperor re-

turns, and sows the first seed of the season, the produce of which ia carefully

gathered and preserved for the most holy otierings. The like is done on the same
days by the viceroys and governors over all the empire; and by this means, the

practice of agricultui-e is countenanced and promoted.

* 11. The Chinese are unable to predict eclipses, and Portuguese are employed
to regulate their almanacks. They oelieve in all the absurdities of astrology; and
endeavour, by means of it, to predict future events. They think that the sky is

round, and that the earth is a square placed in the middle of it, with the element
of water on the north side of it, that of fire on the south, that of wood on the

east, and that of metal on the west; and they believe that the stars are a' stuck in

the sky, at equal distances, from the earth. During eclipses, they conceive that

the sun or moon is in danger of being devoured by a great dragon; and on such oc-
casions, people of every kind, from the highest to the lowest, assemble in the towns,
otlering up prayers for the safety of tly luminary, aid beating on drums and kettles

to frighten away the dragon.

t- 12. 1'he Chinese are of a complexion betweeu dark and fair; and they have,

in (general, small eyes, high cheek bones, pointed >hins, flat noses, and large ears.

A Cliinese female is considered beautiful in proportion to the smallness of her eyes,

the protuberanre of ber lips, the lankness and blackness of her hair, and, above all,

the extreme smullness of her feet. To gain this last qualification, the feet are very

tightly bandaged during youth ; so that all the toes, except the neat one, grow into

the sole. Hy this means, the foot is rendered so small, that itslength does not ex-
ceed four inches, and its breadth an inch and a half. The ankles, however, be-
come bulky \nd clumsy; and the temalescaa scarcely walk.
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Still occupy the throne. The sovereigns have of late shown

favour to their Tartar countrymen, and thus displeased the

Chinese; and for this and other causes, secret societies of a

seditious character are extensively spread over the empire, and

render another revolution a likely event.

»%%<WH^»SI»W»^*^*^*^

Exercises on the Map <(f China.

How is China separated from India? In what part of China is Pekin? How are

Pekin, Nankin, and Canton, situated in respect to each other? What towns of

China are in nearly the same latitude as Jerusalem ? What towns of Asia have

nearly the same latitude as Pekin ? What are the nearest towns of China to

the island of Formosa? What are the latitudes and longitudes of Sin-gan-fuo,

Canton, and Emouy ?

XLVIII—CHINESE TARTARY ^ND COREA.

1. Divisions.—Chinese Tartary or Tatary consists

of two great divisions, Mantchooria and Mongolia,

Questions on the Notes to Section XLVII.

What is the extent of its sea-coast?
Between what latitudes and longi-

2.

3.

6.

8.

What is the content of the Chinese empire ?

What IS the content of Ciiina Proper?
tudesdoesit lie?

Why are the Hoan-ho and the Yellow Sea so called ?

What is the breadth of the Imperial Canal ? To what depth is its channel cct
in some places, and how high is it reused in others ?

4. Where is the Great Wall highest, and where lowest? What are the opinions
respecting its erection ? How is it formed ? For what would its materials
be sufficient?

5. What are the probable populations of the principal Chinese cities?

What are pi^odas ? Describe the porcelam tower of Nankin.
What is the height of the tea-shrub ? When are its leaves gathered ? To what

are they then exposed ? How are they shrivelled ? How are tlie black teas
dried ? What leaves are the finest?

Describe the bamboo. To what uses is it applied ?

What titles does the emj^ror assume ? How do the people and the nobler con-
duct themselves in his presence ? How is he attended when he goes abroad ?

What do the people do on such occasions ? If a person happen to be on the

way, what is ne obliged to do ? ^

How often are mandarins chan^ from one station to another ? What testrio*
tions are they under respecting their native province ? Under what restric-

tion are they as to marriage? From what ranks are they generally taken'
How do the people act towards them ?

9. What articles do the Europeans receive in commerce from the Chinese? What
do they give in return ? How is commerce looked on in China ? How are
merchants re^rded ?

10. What kind of agriculturists are the Chinese? How much of the country con-
sists of lakes and swamps? What rank do husbandmen hold? Describe
the opening of the ground with the plough by the emperor. Who sows the
first seed of the season? What is done with the produce? By whom are
the like acts done on the same days ? What is the effect of these ceremo-
nies?

11. What do the Chinese think respecting the figure of the sky and earth? What
respecting the stars ? What do they conceive respecting the sun and moon
when eclipsed ? What do they do on such occasions ?

12. What, in general, is the personal appearance of the Chinese ? What qualifica-
tions are thought by them to constitute female beauty ? What is done with
the feet of females during youth? What are the effects of this treatment?

1.', si
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with numerous subdivisions. The principal town of

the former is Mookden or Shin-yan; and that of the

latter, ZheholL In 1759, Little Bukharia was con-

quered by the Chinese. Its chief towns are Cashgar
and Yarkand.

2. Face of the Country.—The Man-tchoo territory

contains many vast forests, with some deserts; but a
large proportion of it is fertile. Mongolia, in its full

extent, embraces the vast sandy desert of Gobi or

Shamo, which is 1400 miles in length, and is inter-

spersed with only a few oases, or habitable tracts.

3. ClimatCt ^c.—A great part of this vast region is much
colder than might be expected from its latitude. This is par-

ticularly the case in Mongolia, which is situated on the high

central plateau of Abia. There are, however, many fertile

plains and valleys, which produce excellent pastures.

4. Manner of Livings 4'<^.—Among the numerous tribes in

this extensive country, there are many varieties in manners and
customs. Most of the Mongols live in tents, which, as the

pastures fail, they remove ten or fifteen times a year, going

northward in spring and southward in autumn. In these pere-

grinations, they move with their flocks in regular procession

;

and the young women, who are placed in the rear, enliven the

march by cheerful songs. Tlieir nocks consist of horses, camels,

black cattle, sheep, and goats. The people live principally on
animal food. They play at draughts; and amuse themselves
ivith archery, wrestling, and, above all, horse-races, in which
even the young women excel. It will i^pear, therefore, that

they are in a very iropeifect state of civilization: at the same
time, they have many amiable qualities, and they seem to en-

joy a very considerable degree of happiness.

5. Govemmenty Sfc.—The khans or chiefs are subject to the
emperor of China, and pay an annual tribute. The religion is

Lamaism, or that of the Dalai Lama.
6. Corea.—The peninsula of Corea is governed by a king,

who has absolute authority lamong hfis own subjects, but pays
an annual tribute to the emperor of China. The capital in

King-ki-^tao; but very little is known of the country.

Exercises en the Map qf Ckmese Tortuty.

now are Shin-yan and Zhe-hbll situated in respect to Pekin ? What towns of India
lie nearly south of Cashgar and Yarkand ? From what countries does Chine^
Sartary separate Asiatic Russia ? How is Corea separated from China Proper ?

ow from the Japan Islands? What are the latitude and longitude of Kins-
•kutao?

•- -•
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XLIX.—INDEPENDENT TARTARY.

]. Situation.—^Independent Tartary lies between
the Caspian -Sea and Chinese Tartary, in one direc-

tion; and between the Russian dominions on the

north, and Persia and Afghanistan on the south.

9. Divisions.—This country is very little known;
but its principal divisions seem to be the following:

DIVISIONS. CHIEF TOWNS.

jCountry of the Kirghees . . (No towns.)

Turkestan Tashkent or Tashkund

Khowaresm Khieva or Khiva

Great Bukharia Samarcand, Bukhaura

3. Climate.—The climate is, in general, temperate; but the

winters are in some parts very severe.

4. Condition of the People.—AH the hordes of the Kirghees,

and many others, live in tents, and move about with their cat-

tle, like the Mongols. A rich Tartar is sometimes known to

possess 10,000 horses, 4000 black cattle, and 20,000 sheep,

besides camels and goats.

5. Historical Sketch.—The most remarkable events in the his-

tory of this part of Asia, are the subjugation of the surrounding

countries, by its hordes, under Zenghis Khan and Tamerlane.

The former of these, who was a Mongol, conquered Corea,

Cathay, all central Asia, and part of China; but he was stopped

In his career by death in 12*^7, and his vast dominions were
divided among his four sons. Tamerlane, or Timour, who was
a Tartar of Bukharia, overran Persia and India, and spoiled

Delhi of its treasures. He next overthrew the T: '''«:s under
Bajazet; and, having thus made himself master of al! ^''%: centre

and south of Asia, he conquered Egypt, and carried off the

treasures of Cairo. He then made Samarcand his capital ; and
received homage from the emperor of Constant^rtople, and the

king of Castile in Spain. He died io 1405, while preparing to

invade China. The exploits and success oi these conquerors

have perhaps not been exceeded by any on record; but their

tracks, particularly t^at of Tamerlane, were marked with cruelty

and blood. . ^

I'
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Exemm on the Map of Independent Tartary.

flow is Satnarcand situated in respect to Delhi, Ispahan, and Astrakhan? How
are Tashkent and Khieva situated in respect to the Sea of Aral ' What towna
of Asia have nearly the same latitude as Samarcand

G3
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-' L.—EMPIRE OF JAPAN. -^

1. Situation.—The empire or kingdom of Japan

consists of the islands of Niphon, Kiusiu, Sikoff, and
nriany smaller, situated east of Corea, between the

Sea of Japan and the Pacific Ocean.*

2. Face of the Country.—The country is greatly

diversified with mountains, hills, and valleys; and

the shores are hold and rocky.

3. Towns.—The principal towns are Iedo or Yedo,
Miaco, Namboo, and Osaka, in Niphon; and Nanga-
saki and Sanga, in Kiusiu.f

4. Climate and Soil.—The climate is variable, and rather moist;

and there is often great heat in summer, and severe cold in

winter. Much of the soil is naturally unproductive; but such

is the industry of the people, that every spot which will at all

admit of it, is carefully cultivated.J
5. Produce, ^c.—Japan produces tea, and other articles, in

common with China; and the animals are nearly the same,

except sheep, goats, and pigs, scarcely any of which are allowed

to be in the country, as they are supposed to be injurious to

agriculture, which is encouraged in preference to every other

occupation.

6. Population.—The population is supposed to be fifteen or

twenty millions.

7. Govermuent,—The emperor is an hereditary absolute mo-
narch; and the princes under him are the same in their respec-

tive territories.

* 1. Tliese iRlanda are situated between 31° and 41)** of north latitude, and be-

twren 1'^.)° and U39 of enut longitude. Niphon in nearly TOO mileg long, and boi
an average brradth of above lOU milei. Kiur' ' is above 800 miles long and KO
broad, and ^ikutf about ViO miles long and GO broad. The content of tliese and
the smaller .Inpanese islands, is above 180,000 square miles. The island of Matsu-
mai or lesso, north of Miihon, now Iwlongs to Japan; but it is very imperfectly

known. Little indeed is known of the empire at large, in consequence of the ex-
treme jealousy of the government in respect to foreijfners.

+ 2. ledo issaidtotw sixty miles in circuit! and it contains the emperor*! palore,

which, with the numerous huildinkrs belonging to it, is said to be no less than flfleen

miles round. In these buildings, the various princes of the empire reside, dnring
half the yearj nnd their families, or part of them, are always kept there os hostagea
for their fidelity. The " Holl of a hundred mots" is fi(« feet long and aoo wide.
The houses in Japan have neither chairs nor tables, tlie people sitting on matSj and
the emperor himself, when he grants an audience, sili* on a carpet. Miaco. accord,

ing to a census taken in 1(}7<I, contained above 4IN),(X)t) inhabitants. In this city is

the palace of the DaVri, or supreme dignitary of the church) who, in the degree of

homage and adoration that he receives, is little inferior to the Grand lama of Tibet.

} X Even on (he sides of mountaiuii termcci are fonaed by means of wall|| sod
are sown with grain and pulie t< « .% ,-..?•
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8. State of Education, Sfc.—The schools of Japan are said to

be superior to those of any other country in Asia; and the

people are more enterprising than the Chinese.

9. Religion.— There are different religious sects, some of
which resemble those of China, and otners those of India.

Christians have been held in detestation since about the com-
mencement of the seventeenth century, when the Jesuists were
expelled for political reasons, after they had made many con-

verts, a great number of whom were put to death.

Exerdses on the Map ofJapan.

In what direction does Niphon stretch ? What towns of Asia have ncr.rly the siwne

latitude as ledo ? What towns of Japan are nearest China P How are Sikotf

and Kiusia situated in respect to ^iiphon >>

•«
'. .'fl

AFRICA.

LI.—GENERAL VIEW.

1. Boundaries^ ^c,—Africa is the south-western

part of the old continent. ' It is joined to Asia by
the Isthmus of Suez; and is bounded on the north-

east by that isthmus, the Red Sea, and the Strait of

Bab-el-Mandeb; on the east and south-east, by tlie

Indian Ocean; on the west, by the Atlantic Ocean;
and on the north, by the Strait of Gibraltar and the

Mediterranean Sea.*

2. J>ivisiotis.—The principal divisions of Africa

are as follows:

QuatUm$ on tht Nota to Section L.

1. Wbst Is ihr content of the principal islands of the empire of Japan ? Why is so
little knowti of that empire?

8. What is said to be the circuit of ledo? Of the emperor's palace ? Whatprrsnns
reside in the palace? What are the IcnKth and hn-adth of the " Hall of a
hundred mats " ? On what do the people sit ? The emperor P What popu-
lation did Miaco contain In 1074 ? What remarkable person resides there ?

• 1. This cnnntry, which isgreatrr than I'.urope, and less than Asia, ts about
MWO miles in length, (Vom Cape d'Agiilllas to the north of Tunisi and nhout 47(NI

in breadth, ftrom t'ape Verde to Cape (iuardofui. It lies between :)7o of north an<l

Oio of south latitude, and between Itf of wst and liSfi of east lonvitude Jrom the
want of inland seas and fruits, and from other obstacles to travelling, Africa it lest

known tluin any of the otuer great div^iiuns of the cartlt.

*r-i
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NORTHERN AFRICA.

Egypt, Barbary, and Sahara. Barbary is divided into the

states of Barca, Tripoli, Tunis, Algiers, Fez, and Mo*
rocco.

WESTERN AFRICA.

Guinea and Congo.

SOUTHERN AFRICA.

Countries of the Namaquas and Hottentots, district of

the Cape of Good Hope, and Hambrona.

EASTERN AFRICA.

Sabia, Sofala or Botonga, Mocaranga or Monomot^pa,
Mozambique, Zanguebar, Magadoxa, Ajan, Adel,

Abyssinia, and Nubia.

CENTRAL AFRICA.

Soudan or Nigritia, comprehending Houssa, Timbuctoo,
Bornoo, Darfoor, and several other states, besides

many unknown countries south of it.

3. Islands.—Madagascar, the Comora Isles, Bour-
bon, Mauritius or the Isle of France, and Socotra,

in the Indian Ocean; aYid the Madeiras, Canaries,

Cape Verde IsliuidH, St. Matthew, Ascension, St.

Helena, Fernando Po, and St. Thomas, in the At-

Jantic.

4. Capes.—The Cape of Good Hope and Cape
d'A^uillas, at the south; Capes Serra and Bon, at

the north; Cape Guardafui, at the cast; and Cape
Vcrtlc, at the west. Besides these, there are Capes
Spnrtel, Cantin, Bojador, Blanco, Roxo, Mezurado,
Pill mas, Three Points, Formosa, Lopez Gonzalvo,

Lcdo, Voltas, and others, on the Atlantic; and Cor-
riontes, Delp;iido, ike. on the Indian Ocean.

6. MonnfnhiSf ^c.—The principal mountains are

the Atlas chain, in the north; the mountains of Lu-
patn, in tho south-cast; and the mountains of Konp^

and of the Moon, in the middle.* Vast sandy deserts

• 3. The Attn!* mountn'nx cotidUt of *pvrritl chains, rining in rmdiial unrceiiiioTi,

likp tfrmrfu fVom the wa. 'Thvm moiiiita iim kIvi* name tt> the A linn tic Ocean, from
ila pnixiiiiilv to thrir wi-stcrn extivnilt v. 'I he niountaini of Lupata are loiuetinif

cuIkhI the Si>iiii' tit liactwbun*! ul tiie Murld.
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ill-

constitute a striking feature of the country. That
of Sahara is the greatest in the world.

6. Lakes,—Dembea, in Abyssinia; the Sea of Sou-
dan, in Houssa; and Lake Maravi, near the moun-
tains of Lupata.

7. Rivers.— The principal rivers are the Nile,

which flows through Abyssinia, Nubia, and Egypt,
into the Mediterranean; the Senegal and Gambia,
which fall into the Atlantic, on opposite sides of

Cape Yerdt; the Zaire or Barbela, in Congo; the

Zambezi or Cuania, south of Mozambique; and the

Kowara or Niger, in Soudan.*

8. Climate.—More than three fourths of Africa is in the tor-

rid zone ; and lience the heat is, in general, very great.

9. SoUy Sfc.—Many parts of Africa, ofgreat extent, arc parched
deserts, which are irrecoverably barren. In places, however,
where there is sufficient moisture, particularly in the valleys of

great rivers, and in tracts where there are copious springs, the

fertility is extreme, and vegetable productions attain a growth
and magnificence unusually great.

10. JnJiabUants.—There are three distinct varieties of inhabi-

tants in Africa: the Moors, in the north; the negroes, in the

middle; and the CafTres, in the south-east and south. The first

of these resemble the Europeans, except that their colour is

darkened by the climate. The negroes have black complexions,

thick lips, and woolly hair. The Caffres have complexions,

varying from a yellow brown to a shining black; and, compared
with the negroes, they have more erect faces, higher noses, hair

less onrlcd, and lips not so thick. Besides these varieties, which
are strongly marked, there are several intermediate ones.

1 1. Pojmfalion.—The amount of the population is extremely

uncertain; but it has been estimated at 60 or 70 millions.

ExtrAsM on the Map <(f Africa.

How l8 AAIca iiitnatrd in re8p<!ct to Asia Mid Europe' How in it separated from
llii-ui ;* AV lirtlicr is more of Alrira iiortli or south of tlie equator i' U Imt coun-
tries of Afri''a liavi* the same latitude as the Cape Verde islands ? The Caiia>

ries? Th)Y Madeiras? In what Eones is the island of Madai(a!ioar? Towhat
part of Alricii U it nc.ircst? What is tlie least distance ? What are the latitude

and loiifT-tudf of Ht. Helena? How far is it from the nearest point of Africa?
What is i\\f general direction nf tiie coast from the Cape of (iu<Ml Hope to Cape
Guardofui ' What are the dilferent directions of the coast from tlie Strait of
Gibraltar to the Cape of Gootl Hope ? Describe the situations of Socotra,
Bourbon, l^luuritius, Ascension Isle, and the Comora Isles.

* 'i. Various attempts have been made to explore the course of the Mgcri but
they haTe all failed from the difficulties opposed by climate, and by the inhabitants

of tlie states throuKh wliich it tiows. Home suppose that it terminates in an nn>
known inland lalie, such as the Caspian t but the most probable opinion Mernt to he,

that it discharges itself into the Gull ofGuinea, about itiorm.

k. 'A

•;:.il

1)
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f.

LII.—EGYPT.

1. Boundaries.—Egypt is bouuded on the northby
the Mediterranean, on the east by the Isthmus of

Suez and the Red Sea, on the south by Nubia, and
on the west by the Libyan Desert.^

DIVISIONS. CHIEF TOWNS.

Lower Egypt, or Bahari . CAiRo,f Alexandria, Raschid
or Rosetta, Damietta, Djizeh

Middle Egypt, or Vostani . Medineh, Benisooef

Upper Egypt, or Said . . . Djirdjeh, Sioot, Meshieh, Den-
derah

2. Seaports.—^The principal ports are Alexandria,

Rosetta, and Damietta, on the Mediterranean; and
Suez and Cosire or Coseir, on the Red Sea.

3. Lakes.—Menzaleh, Mareotis, Boorlos, Etko, &c.

4. River.—The only river is the Nile, which in

Questions on the Notet to Section LI.

1. What are the length and breadth of Africa ? What are its extreme latituik-s and
longitudes? Why is it so little known?

2. Of what do the Atlas mountains consist ? To what do they give name ?

a. M hy have the attempts to trace the course of the Niger failed? M hat opinions
are there respecting it ?

• 1 Egypt lies between the latitudes of SO}" and 31 J" north; and its extreme
longitriles are about 30" and a6° east. Its length from north to south is upwards
uf .^) miles. Its breadlfi is uncertain ; but it nowhere exceeds 250 miles, while iu

most places it is much less.

f 2. The population of Cairo is abont 30n,(NX). That of Damietta is differently

stated, from t:tO,OUO to 30,000 j and that of Alexandria is about l(i,UUO, and of Rosetta
almut 12,000.

Cairo, or Grand Cairo, called by the Arabs Kahira, was foimded in the year 070,
hy the caliph Almanzor. From the Nile, this city has a line umiearance: nothing
being seen except the tops of the citadel, and other lur^e buililings, rising above
l)euutiful trees. On inspection, however, it disappoints the expectations thus
formed ; mean hovels ever>' where presenting themselves, in narrow, crooked streets,

unuaved, and choked with dirt and dust. The houses of the higher classes are two,
au(1 sometimes three stories high, and are of stone ; but those of the lower orders are
uf mud or unbnrned bricks, and are but one story high. It contains a few handsome
public buildin<;!i, particularly mosques.

Alexandria, so called fVom its founder, Alexander the Great, continued to he the
metropolis of F.gynt, and the principal seat of the arts and sciences, trom his time
till it was rnptureil by the Saracens in the year 040. It contained the two noblest
streets in the world ; which, crossing each other perpendicularly, extended through
its entire h-ngth and breadth, and were each 2000 feet in width. These streets con-
tained the most beautiful and magnilicent palaces, teniiiles, and other public build>
iiigN, conipofied of the finest materials, and planned and executed witii the gri-atest

Hegance and taste. The neighbourhood of the present town, for the extent of two
leagues, still presents remains of pilasters, obelisks, and other monuments of its

iincient greatness, in such abundance, that tiie heaps of them are often higher tlian
the houses en-cted beside them.
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Lower Egypt separates into two principal branches.

One of these falls into the sea near Rosetta, and the

other near Damietta; and they enclose between them
the fine fertile tract called the Delta.*

5. Climate and Soil—The climate of Eg5'pt is very hot, par-

ticularly during the inundation.f The soil in the Delta and
the valley of the Nile, which are the only parts that are of much
value, is uncommonly fertile; consisting of black unctuous
mould, deposited from time to time by the river.

6. Produce^ ^c.—The vegetable productions of the country
are extremely numerous. Some of the principal are rice, wheat,
barley, doura, tobacco, flax, sugar-cane, indigo, and cotton, with
various kinds of fruit. Besides the common domestic animals,

there are crocodiles and hippopotamuses. These, however, are

now confined almost entirely to Upper Egypt.

7. Population.—The amount of the population is uncertain

;

but it is supi)osed to be about two millions and a half. Of these,

• 3. The >'ilc, in ancient times, had seven mouths, some of which have since

heen chukcd up. Ity this means, the Delta is now much smaller than funnerly.

I'his river has been celebrated, since the earliest times, lur its annual inuudutiunit

or floods, which lay the greater part of Lower Egypt under water,- though in that

country, except on the coast of the Mediterranean, there is seldom even a sliowet.

These inundatioi s ?re occasioned by the gitat rains which ibll between the trupici*;

and oMhem the i'crtility of Egypt, and even the existence of the inluibitants, depend.
The river begins to swell about the middle of June, is at the highest iu the middle
of September, and is again at its natural level about the winter solstice. At this

latter period, the' lands are put under culture ; and, after the grain is sown, the chief

labour of the husbandman consists in irrigating the ground with water preserved in

canals, from the time of the inundation. Disastrous elfects result to tlie inhabitants
from the rise of the river being either much greater or much less than the average
height. In the latter case, there is not sutHclent water to fertilize the ground, and
to leave the necessary quantity in the canals; and in the former, there is often great
loss of life and property, by the overwhelming of villages. Many of these are not
raised even above tlie level of the ordinary inundations i but depend for safety on
fences of earth and reeds, which, when the water rises three or four feet above the
usual height, are unable to resist its pressure. On such occasions, the boats of the
pasha are employed in r<?movin^ flrst the corn, which he considers most valuable,

and then the people j and individuals often climb palm-trees, or keep themselves
afloat on logs of timber, or bundles of reeds, and wait lor relief; while others endea-
vour to escape on bulfaloes or cows; but many, particularly women, children, and
old men, poWsh.

+ 4. The following rc-niarks on the appearance of Egypt at different times, are
chnracteristic and beautiful: "The aspect of Egypt undergoes iieriotlical clianges

with the seasons. In our winter months, when nature is for us dead, she seems to

carry life into these climates; and the verdure of Egypt's enamelled meadows, is

then delightful tu the eye. The air is perfumed with the odours of the flowers of
oraiigf! and citron-trees, and numerous shrubs. The flocks over8pre:iding the plain,
add animation tu the landBca|>e. Egypt now forms one delightful garden, though
simiewhat monotonous in its chariu;ter. On all hands, it presents nothing but a
plain, bounded by whitish mountains, and diversified here and there with clumps of
palms. In the u|)posite season, this same country exhibits nothing but a brown
soil, cither miry, or dry, hard, and dusty; immense fields laid under water, and vast
paces unoccupied and void of culture; niains iu which the only objects to lie seen
are date*trees; cumels and bulliilues led by miserable peasants, nuked and suit-

burned, wrinkled and Icaui a scorching suii, a cloudless sky, and constant winda
Varying in force. It is not, therefore, surprising that travellers have dillered in their

physical deliaeatiuus of this country."
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about a quarter of a million are Kopts, who are descended from
the ancient inhabitants; and the rest ar? principally of Arabian
origin, with some Turks, Jews, and Greeks.

8. Government.—Egypt is governed by a pasha, appointed by
the Grand Seignior.*

9. Commerce.—The greater part of the trade of Egypt is car-

ried on by caravans, which travel to Abyssinia, Barbary, Syria,

and other places. Exertions have of late been made to increase

the commerce with Europe, and considerable quantities of cot-

ton have been exported to Britain.

10. Learning, 4"^.—This country was greatly celebrated, in

ancient times, for the progress of its inhabitants in the arts and
sciences. There is at present a kind of college in Cairo, in

which instructions are delivered on grammar and astrology, and
on the doctrines of Mohammedanism, which is the established

religion. The country, however, is destitute of any knowledge
of real science.

11. Antiquities.—Egypt displays numerous and striking re-

mains of ancient art and greatness. The principal of these are

pyramids, catacombs, sphinxes, obelisks, and the ruins of many
beautiful temples, and other buildings.-j*

iHfj

Mi * 5. The pasha had formerly only nominal power; the real authority belonging
to the Mameluke beys, who ruled the country as they chose, and sometimes even
dismissed the pasha. The Mamelukes, who were originally military slaves, pur-
chased by the ciiliphs to form their body guards, aiid wiiose numbers were kept up
by new purchases, suffered severely from tlie late French invasion. After that event,
a pasha of determined spirit was appointed, who treacherously put most of the
Mameluke chiefs to the sword. The rest of the body fled to Nubia, and were driven
from thence to Darfoor; and thus, the body is for ever removed from 12g>pt The
goveniment is now like that of otiier Turkish provinces, the pasha usually paying
a tribute to the Grand Seignior, but in other respects yielding only a nominal s^b-
jection.

f 6. There are numerous pyramids in diiTerent places; but tlie runst remarkabk
are those of i)j izeh, near Cairo. These are composed of stone, are erected on square
baseii, and taper almost to a point. 1 he perpendicular height of the tirst is 477 feet,

and each side of its base is 7^ feet. In tlie second, the like dimensions are 466 and
GM feet. Hence, the tirst of these vast masses covers tbe space of nearly twelve
acres, and the second nearly ten acres and three quarters. From late examination!
of their interior, it seems to be fully established that they were erected as sepulchrea
for the early kings. They contain within them large apartments, one of wbich bas
Iteen found to be M feet long and 27 wide. It is remarkable, that in six pyramids
which have Wen opened, the principal passage is directed towards tlic polestar,

having an inclination of 87" to the horizon. It is also remarkable tliat their faces

are turned with precision towards the north, south, east, and west points of the
horizon; and the sloping side of the first forms with the horizon an aiiyle equal to
the sun's altitude at the equinoxes. From these facts it appears, that at a very early

period, the ancient Egyptians must have made some progress in practical astronomy.
Catacombs, or subterranean vaults for the dead, are found in several places; but

the most remarkable, are those near the site of Thebes, in Upper Egypt. Some of
these are thought to have been formed between three and four thousand years before

tbe present time. They consist of subterranean passages and chambers, cut in tbe
sides of the mountains, at ditfereiit heights above the adjacent plain. 1 hey exhibit
numerous hieroglvphics, and are adorned with many paintings, which otten .usplay
nnicli excellence in their execution, and which still retain their colours fresih and
good. Those intended for the remains of the Theban monarchs, were peculiarW
spacious and magniflcent* and each of them contained a sarcophagus or stone cot-

tin, of great muguitude. One of these coflius that bas been examined, consists of a
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12. Historical Sketch.—The earliest line of kings in Egypt, of
which there is any authentic account, was that of the Pharoahs.

It is supposed that by them Thebes and Memphis were built,

and the pyramids and many of the other stupendous works of

the country were erected. This dynasty was overturned by
Cambyses, king of Persia, 525 years before Christ; and Egypt
continued occasionally subject to the Persians, and occasionally

independent, till it submitted to Alexander the Great. After

his death, it was seized, 323 years before Christ, by Ptolemy,

one of his generals, who was the first of the kings of that name.
To this line of sovereigns, it continued subject till the death of

the celebrated queen Cleopatra, when it fell under the power
of Rome, thirty years before Christ. The next conquerors of
Egypt were the Saracens, under the caliph Omar, by whom it

was subjected in the year 640. In 1517 it was subdued by the

Turks, who extinguished the glory of the country, already ob-

scured by the Saracens. In the recent history of Egypt, the

most prominent events are those connected with its invasion by
the French, under Bonaparte, in 1798; and its defence by Bri-

tain. The result of these extraordinary proceedings, was the

overthrow of the French power in the country, in 1801, by the

English; and the restoration of the province by the latter to

the Turks, to whom it still continues nominally subject*

[

Ertrcists on the Map of Egypt.

Why are Upper and Lower E|nrpt so called ? How are Alexandria, Cairo, and Da-
niietta, situated in respect to each otlier ? On wliich side of tlie Nile is Ojizeh ?

Wiiatare the latitude and longitude of Cairo? Whether has it or Suez the

Cter latitude? Whatcountry of Asia is nearest Egypt? How far is Cairo
k Jerusalem ? How may a ship sail firum Damietta to Suez ?

mass of granite sixteen feet long, six broad, and eight high ; and has a lid of a single

block of stone, adorned with the effigy of a king. The formation of these cata-
combs, arose from an opinion entertained by the ancient Egyptians, that if the body
were preserved from dissolution, it would again, after the lapse of five or six thou*
sand years, be animated by the louL On this account, also, they embalmed the
bodies of the dead in such a manner, that little chanire was made in the appearance
and tigure; and many of them lemain, even at the pi%sent day, in a high state of
preservation, and are known by the name ofmummies

The It^rgest of the numberlesa sphinxes found in Egypt, is near the pyramids of
DJizeh. This monstrous production consists of the head of a virgin joined to the
bodv of a quadruped, and Is principallv formed out of the solid rook.

Near Alexandria are the two obelisks called Cleopatra's Needlue. iTfaese are
columns each about seventy feet high, and consistlncofa single stone. One of these
is still erect; but the other is overturned. Near the same place is the beautiful
column called Pompey*s Pillar, which is above ninety feet high. Neither the time
at which these were erected, nor their object, is known.

In speaking of the antiquities of Egypt, Us two moat ancient capitals, Thebes
and Memphis, may be mentioned. The site of Thebeo is in Upper Egypt, and is

known by the ruins of some of its public edifices, by the catacombs, and by some
great statues i but respecting Memphis, as after its decline its principal architeo-
tural ornaments were carried to Alexandria, it is only known, that it was situated

on the western side of the Nile, near the great pyramids. It was the seat of gov-
ernment during the reigns of the Pharaohs. The greatness of Thebes has doubtless
been much overrated. At the same time, the poetic exaggeration, that in time
of war it could send forth 900 chariots and 90,000 men ttan -each of its hundred
gates, gives reason to believe, that itmost have been a plaee of eztraordinary mag-
nitude and population.

i
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LIIL—NUBIA.

1. Boundaries.—The limits of Nubia are uncer-

tain ; but, in its largest extent, it lies between Egypt
and Abyssinia, in one direction; and between the

Red Sea and Bornoo, in the other.*

2. Divisions and Tcums.—The principal divisions

are Nubia Proper and Sennaar; and the chief towns

are Deir or Dehr, Ibrim, Dongola, Gherri, Harbaghi,

and Sennaar.f

3. Climate.—The heat in Nubia is excessive; and there is a

rainy season, which lasts from June till September.;]:

Questions on the Notes to Section LII.

1. Between what latitudes and longitudes does Egypt lie? What are its length and
breadth ?

8. ^Vhat are the populations of the principal towns of Egypt?
When was Cairo founded, and by whom ? What appearance has it from the

^ ile ? Describe the streets and houses.

Why is Alexandria so called? M'hat did it continue to be till the year 640?
Describe the two principal streets of the ancient city. What marks of its

greatness are still found round the present city ?

3. Kow many mouths had the Nile in ancient times? For what has this river

been celebrated? Is there rain in Egypt? How are the inundations occa-

sioned ? M hen do they commence and terminate, and when are they highest?

When are the lands put under culture ? lu what does the subsequent labour

of the husbandman consist? What evils result from the river rising either

too high or too low ? On what do many of the villages depend for sal'etj' ?

. . When villages are inundated, what is done by the boats of the pasha ? How
are individuals often obliged to endeavour to save themselves?

4. Describe the appearances of Jbgypt at different seasons of the year.

6. Who had formerly the real authority in Egypt ? M ho were the Mamelukes

?

What tirst weakened their power? What was their fate finally? What is

the nature of the present connexion of Egypt and Turkey ?

6. Where are the principal pyramids ? Of what are they composed ? What is tbi u'

Ibrra ? What are the dimensions of the first and second? WHiat spaces do
they cover? What were their uses? What do they contain within them?
What is remarkable as to their principal entrances, and their situation with
respect to the j)oints of tfie compass ? What may we infer from this ?

What are catacombs ? ^ here are the most remarkable found ? M'hat is thought
to be the age of some of these? Of what do they consist' What do they
exhibit, and how are they adorned? What was contained in the ones de«
signed for the kings? Describe a sarcophagus that has been examined.
Why were these catacombs formed? Why were bodies embalmed? What
are such bodies called ?

Describe the sphinx that is near Djizeh.
What columns are there near Alexandria?
What were the two most ancient capitals of Egypt? Where were they situated ?

Which of them was capital during the reigns of the I'haraobi? ,.^

* I. Taken in this extent, Nubia is about 700 miles long and fiOO broad. From
the comparativelv small importance of this country and several utiiers in Africa,

the accounts of them here given will be short.

t 2. Sennaar is said to have formerly contained 100,000 inhabitants.

t 3. The greatest heat is between January and April ; and the burning sands
then render travelling impracticable, except at night. The high grounds consist of

ti-ightful deserts, either ofsharp stones or deep sand.
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4. Produce, 8fc.—The most important production is durra,

which is the principal article of food. This is brought to matu-
rity by irrigation with water raised by wheels, which are turned
by cows. The animals are elephants, rhinoceroses, and most
of the others which are found in the rest of Africa.

5. PopulatioHy Government, Sfc.—The population is extremely
small, compared with the extent of territory; and most of the
country belongs to the pasha of Egypt, who has lately added
much to the part that formerly belonged to the Turks.

6. Inhabitants.—The inhabitants are all black, or at least of a
dark brown. Some of them towards the south, have the features

and appearance of negroes; but, of the rest, some resemble in

figure and features the Arabs, and others the Europeans.
7. Religion.—The religion is partly Mohammedanism, and

partly idolatry.

I%

LIV.—ABYSSINIA. '

1. Situation,—Abyssinia oj Ethiopia, or, as the

natives prefer that it should be called, Agazi or

Ghez, is situated south of Nubia, between the seventh

and fifteenth degrees of north latitude; but its boun-
daries are very fluctuating and uncertain.

2. Towns.—The chief towns are Gondar,* Axum,
Uixan, and Antal^.

3. Climate.—Abyssinia is in general an elevated country; and
hence, except in low valleys, the heat is less than in Nubia and
Egypt. The wet season continues from June till September,

during which period the rains fall in torrents, and are often

accompanied by thunder and dreadful hurricanes.

4. Produce.—The principal produce is wheat, barley, maize,

and various tropical fruits, with numerous perfumes.

5. Animals.—Besides lions, panthers, and leopards, which are

common over most of Africa; there are elephants, rhinoceroses,

hyenas, hippopotamuses, and crocodiles, with great numbers of

black cattle, and other domestic animals.

6. Government.—The government is a despotic monarchy.

7. Religion.—The religion is nominally Christianity, but is in

a most corrupted state; being mixed with many Jewish, Mo-
hammedan, and Pagan absurdities.

8. Character, S^c.—The people are barbarous and depraved in

their manners, and disgusting in all their habits.f

• 4. Gondar, the capital, b laid by Bruce to contain 10,000 families, and a hun>
dred Cbrittian churcliei.

f A. Bruce^s statement, that they eat raw flesh Just cut from the living animal,
has been controTerted. It is certoia, howeTcr, that tliey often feed on "tw flesh,

i:
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9. Historical Sketch.—One of the earliest events recorded by
the Abyssinians in their anjaols, is the visit of their sovereign,

the queen of Sheba or Ethiopia, to Solomon. By him she is

said to have bad a son, from whom they assert that their mo-
narchs at the present time ace descended. Abyssinia was over-

run by the Egyptians in the reign of Ptolemy Euergetes, and
by the Bomans in the reign of Augustus. Neither, however,

made any permanent settlement in the country. Christianity

was introduced from Egypt, in the year 330. Since that time,

there have been various wars with the Moors, the kingdom of

Adel, and other adjoining states; and there have been many
internal commotions, and several revolutions. The history of
these, however, is of little general importance.

<W>W<»W^<>WWWO

Exercisei on the Map of Nubia and Abyssinia,

Wbatare the latitudes and longitudes of Dongola, Sennoar, and Gondar? What
are the distances from Dongola to Cairo and i^eir ? How are Darfoor and Adel
situated in respect to Abyssinia? Whether has Dongola or Bomoo the greater

latitude ? What towns of Africa have nearly the same longitude as Seunaar ?

LV.—BARBABY.

1. Situation.—^Barbary extends from Egypt to the

Atlantic, and from the Mediterranean to Sahara.*

DIVISIONS. CHIEF TOWNS.

Barca Barca
Tripoli ...... Tripoli

Tunis Tunis
Algiers Algiers, Constantine

Fez Fez
Morocco f Morocco, Mogadore

with recent blood for sauce. In their punishments, they are excessively severe;

and prisoners taken in war are treated with the greatest barbarity.

Questions on the Notes toSectimts XIII & -LIV

.

S. What numbnr of inhabitants is Sennaar said to have formerly contained ?

3. At what time is the heat greatest in Nubia? When, at that period, is travelling

practicable? Of what do the high grounds in Nubia consist?

4. What is iBruee's account of Oondar ?

& What is the character of the punishments ipAbyafinia? Urw are pv{M>nen ta)(cii

in war treated?

* 1. This country lies between lOn of westand 36" of east longitude, and between
98" and 37o of north latitude. Its length is about S700 miles, and its breadth varies

between a little more than 100 and nearly 600 miles.

4 3. Another portion of the north of Africa, which may also be regarded as a
put of Barbary, is Bbi.ad-bl>djkrid, or, as it is generally oalled, BiLuoLaBRio,
4 name which aigaifies " the land of dates." .Under this same, toeAnbs CM&pn-
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2. Climate.—A large proportion of the country, particularly

the higher parts and the seacoasts, has a n)il(l, salubrious cli*

mate. In the southern parts, however, and in Barca, the heat

is often excessive.*

3. Soil.—Much of the country is remarkably fertile: but

some parts are barren deserts.

4. Produce.—Some of the chief productions are wheat, bar-

ley, Indian corn, rice, hemp, flax, cotton, tobacco, sugar>cane|

and olives.

5. Animals,—Barbary contains most of the animals found in

Africa, except the rhinoceros, the hippopotamus, the zeora, the

camelopard, and several kinds of monKeys.-{*

6. Population,—The amount of the population is unknown;
but it is so small, that the country could support four or five

times the number. The inhabitants are composed chiefly of

Turks, Mours, Arabs, Jews, Negroes, and Berebbers.;):

7. Government^ Sfc.—In ail the states of Barbary, the govern-

hend all the countries situated on the southern declivity of the Atlas mountains.
This stripe extends from the Atlantic to Egypt ; and comprehends Darah, Tafilet

or Tatilelt, Sedjelmessa, Zab, Gadamis, Fezzan, Audjelah, 8ivah, and some other
districts. Bildulgerid is often liuiited, so as to comprehend only a greater or less

part of tlie extensive region above mentioned.

* 3. The mildness of the climate is produced partly by the yicinity of the coun-
try to the sea, and partly by the refreshing breezes from the snowy sumtnits of the
Atlas mountains. In the southern provinces, a suffocating wind, called the ctoom or
sAoom, trom Sahara, is often felt for one, two, or even three weeks, about the beginning
of September. Such is the effect of this, that the ground is so heated as to render
it almost impossible to walk upon it; and the people retire to subterranean apart-
ments or ground stories, sprinkling the floors and walls with water and vinegar, and
eating nothing but iVuits. Over all Barbary, from March till September, scarcely »
cloud is to be seen, and scarcely a shower falls; nnd, during the rest of the yeaf,

there is rarely a day during whtch the sun is not ai least occasionally visible. Tbft
plague sometimes produces dreadful effects in various parts of this country.

f 4. The camels of Barbary are extremely useful. Of these, the hdrit, or camel
of the desert, is far the most valuable ; sometimes selling for as much as two hundred
common camels. An instance is recorded, in which one of these arrived in seven dayft

at Senegal, from Mogadore, a distance, including the windings of the road, of 1000or
1100 miles; thus travelling, for so long a period, at the rate of 1'9) miles a day: and,
on another occasion, a Moor of Mogadore set out in the morning for Morocco, at the

distance of lUU miles, and returned on the same animal in the evening of the same
day. The following is the expressive description of the swiftness of this animal,
given by the Arabs of Barbary: " When you meet a heirie, and say to the rider

JS'a/em alik (peace be with you), he is out of sight before he can return the alik lalem;
for he flies like the wind."

t 5. The Turks, who are the least numerous, are in general an abandoned race,

a great part of them being pirates and fugitives from Turkey. At the same time,
as they consider themselves masters of the country, they are haughty and overbear-
ing to all others. The Moors and Jews are the descendants of those who were
expelled from Spain. The towus and cultivated plains are chiefly occupied by the
former. The Arabs are partly the desccadants of those who overran the country at
the commencement of Mohammedanism, and partly recent settlers from Sahara;
and both kinds lead a nomade or wandering life, moving from pla<^ to place with
their tents and cattle. The Jews are subjected to the moat severe treatment,
though they practise various trades, are the most useful class of the people, and pos-
sess the greatest degree of information. They are tolerated in the exercise of (neir

religion ; but are not allowed to possess lands, to wear a swonl, to ride a hei-se, or
to leave the country witliout special permission.

m
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ment is of the most despotic kind; justice is badly administered;

and punishments are excessively severe.

8. Seligion.'—'rhe religion is jMohammedanisiii, of a less rigid

character than in Turkey.
9. Character, Sfc.—The inhabitants of this country are repre-

sented by European writers as being treacherous, deceitful, aftd

addicted to falsehood; and they are remarkable for their hatred

and contempt of Christians, and others who differ from them in

religion.

10. Historical Sketch.—One of the most remarkable events in

the ancient history of this part of the world, was the overthrow
of Carthage by the Romans, who thus made themselves masters

of a great part of the north of Africa, and held it till its inva-

sion by the Vandals in the fifth century. These barbarians

succeeded in conquering all the Roman provinces in this coun-
try, by the year 455; and thus gave a blow to its ancient pros-

perity, from the effects of which it never recovered. About the

year 530, these invaders were themselves overcome by the
celebrated Belisarius; and the country continued subject to

the Greek emperors, till it was overrun by the Saracens, in the
latter part of the seventh century. After continuing for some
time a part of the great empire of the caliphs, its governors ren«

dered themselves independent, and erected in it several petty

states, which were continually changing their limits, in con-
sequence of mutual wars. Early in the sixteenth century, the

states of Barbary attracted notice by their piracies against Eu-
ropean ships. This annoying practice they have since continued

till the present time, as far as circumstances have permitted;

making prizes of vessels and their cargoes, and selling the crews
and passengers as slaves. On this account, they have more than
once subjected themselves to chastisement from the offended na-

tions of Europe. One of the latest events of this kind was the

bombardment of Algiers by the British in 1816, when the dev was
obliged to yield to the terms dictated by his powerful assailants.

^»l^*%».V»%»i»l»V»%»^<»<l%

' ' ' Exercises on the Map of Barhary.

In what direction does Barbary stretch ? What part of it is south of Greece ? Of
Sicilv? Of Spain i* W hat is the general direction of the Atlas chain :' What
are the most northern parts of Barbary ? M bat part has the same longitude as
the Cape of Good Hope ? What towns have nearly the same latitude as Jera«
salemp

Questions on the Notes to Section LV.
1. Between what latitudes and longitudes does Barbary lie? Wliat arv its leogtli

and breadth ?

3. What is the signification of the name Belad-el-djerid ? What portion of Africa do
the Arabs comprehend under this name ? \\ bat countries ai"e contained in it ?

3. Wliat occasions the mildness of the climate of Barbary P Describe the siooro,
and its etlects. What do the people do while it continues ?

4. Which of the camels of Barbary are the niost valuable ? At what extraordinaiy
rates have some of these been known to travel ?

d> Of wh&t character and conduct are the Turks of Barbary ? Of what origin are
, the Arabs who are found there ? What kind of life do they lead ? W hat is

the condition of the Jews P
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LVL—BARCA.*

1. Situatioti, Sfc,—Barca, a part of the ancient

Libya, is the most eastern division of Barbary.
2. Face of the Country, 8fc,—Much of this country

consists of barren sandy deserts. Some parts, how-
ever, particularly along the seacoast, are naturally

very fertile; but they are now badly cultivated.

3. Towns.—Barca, Tolometa, (anciently, Ptole-

mais), Audjelah, Derne, and Bengazi.f

4. Government.—This country is governed by the beys of

Derne and Bengazi, who are appointed by the bey of Tripoli.;]:

LVIL—TRIPOLI.

1. Situation,—Tripoli lies between Barca and Tu-
nis, extending from the Gulf of Sidra or Syrtis to

that of Gabes or Cabes.

2. Towns.—Tripoli and Lebida.

3. Political State.—This country, which is ofsmall consequence,

is governed by an hereditary bey, who is in more subjection to

Turkey than the deys of Tunis and Algiers.
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LVIIL—TUNIS.

1. Situation.—Tunis lies between Tripoli and Al-

giers, and is bounded on the north and east by the

Mediterranean, v iM
2. Towns.—Tunis, § Hammamet, Sfakes, ^j

3. Population^ SfC.—The population is thought to amount to

four or five millions. The people are more employed in agri-

* 1. After the foregoing general remarks, a few particulars may be giveu respect-

ing the states of Barbary, considered individually.

f 2. This country contains magnificent ruins of the ancient Cyren^; and ethers

supposed to be those of the temple of Jupiter Ammon, which was so difficult of ac-

cess on account of the sandy tracts by which it was surrounded.

X 3. South-west of Barca is Fezzan, a state which is tributary to Tripoli. The
chief town is Moor^ook ; but little is known either of it, or of the country at large.

2 4. Tunis is one of the finest towns in Barbary. Ancient Carthage stood a few
miles north-west of the site of this cityj aud some of.its ruins still remain.

i'!'
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culture, and are less addicted to piracy, than those of the other
states; and they are more civilized and courteous.

4. Political State.—Tunis is governed by an hereditary bey,

who scarcely acknowledges the sovereignty of Turkey.

LIX.—ALGIERS.

1. Situation.—Algiers lies between Tunis and the

empire of Morocco. It is bounded on the nortli by
the Mediterranean; but its southern boundary is

uncertain.*

2. Toums.—Algiers, Constantine, Oran or War-
ran, Telemsen, Bona,f &c.

3. Climate, 4"c.—The climate is delightful, except when the
sioom blows from the desert; and a great proportion of the

country is exceedingly fruitful.

4. Government.—Since 1710, the dey has been invested with
absolute power, though nominally controlled by a douan or
council. He is chosen by the soldiers, out of their own body.

Hence, the elections often produce bloody contests; and not
one in ten of the deys escapes assassination by some aspirant

to the sovereignty.

I '

LX—EMPIRE OF MOROCCO.

1. Situation, ^c.—The empire of Morocco consists

of the kingdom of Fez or Faz in the north>cast, and
that of Morocco or Marocca in the south-west; and
is situated between Algiers and the Atlantic.

2. Towns.—The principal towns are Morocco,
Mequincz, Mogadore, Fez, Sallee, Tangier, Mazagaii,

and Ccuta.|

* 6. Tbii cmintr; coraprebendi the anci«nt Numidia, with part of Mauritania.

f C. Algiers, or Algier, properly AI-j«Bair or Al-jciirah {Ihe Mtmd, ih)ni an iilaml

brfoie the city, now joint^d to it liy a mole), ii a handiome town, (tnety sitiioted. and
containing fruni 80,(NI0 to 1()0,OOU Inhabitant!. Conitantine, anc.ently Cirta, has a
population of nearly 1(I0,U0(), and exhibits many flne remains of Koman architecture.

t 7. Mororcn, or Mrrakash, was founded in the year 1052. ItH population hat
been stated by different writers at 90,0U0, 970,0(10, and (iaO,(MN)i and tltat of Fei at

30,000, ](;o,(XJO, and 3M),n00! The high estimates here piven are evidently absurd
exaggera.ions ,- as the country has neither trade, manuflictures, nnr other resources,

to support towns of such population. Kqnal uncertainty prerails respecting the

populatioo of the empiie, which hai been estioMlad oy diflerent travellrr* •*

i,m,QI», 6,000,000, and ia,<lllO,000.
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3. Soil, 8fc.—Most of the country is remarkably productive,
particularly in grain and pasturage.

4. Government.—T|ie government of Morocco is, both in prin-

ciple and practice, one of the most despotic in the world; the
mandates of the emperor being the only laws, and the exercise

of his authority being limited by no restraints.

5. Comiiierce.—The commerce, which is very limited, is car-

ried on chiefly by the port of Mogadore, and by means of cara-

vans through Sahara to Timbuctoo.*
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LXL^SAHARA.

1. Situation, Sfc.—Sahara, or Zahara, is a vast

country, reaching, in its entire extent, from the At-
lantic to Egypt, and having in some places a hreadth

of nearly a thousand miles. This name, however,
is generally confined to the desert regions west of

Fezzan, while other names are given to the eastern

parts.

2. Face of the Country.—A large portion of the

surface is covered witli loose sands; while in other

parts, there are rocky heights and some valleys. In

some instances, also, there are extensive tracts cov-

ered with sharp pebbles.f

* 8. The chief imports at Mogadore are clothn, linenH, muslins, tea, sufcar, iron,

and hardware ; and the principaF articles exported are almonds, raisins, f^ums, olive

oil, leather, elephants' tP(;th, au(ldru((!(. From the mixguvemmt-nt of the country,

however, and the dit*iculty of recovirinK debts, the Euro|)ean8 liave little iuducw-
ment to cn^^ge in a trade, which, under pr<)p;>r reKuIations, might be of great mu-
tual advantage. The caravans rarry into the interior of Africa, Iiish and German
linens, muslins, cloths, tea, sugai, spices, tobacco, &c. ; and bring back alares, gold,

elephants' teeth, gums, ostrich featlic-rs, and various other articles.

-f 9. In these dre*rv regions, the only vegetable productions commonly to be met
with, except in the oBses, are thorny shrubs, brambles, nettles, and ferns, which
atford support to a few monkeys and gazelles. Other animals are ostriches, nume-
rous flocks of which fW'd on lizards, snails, and tome of the thinly-scattered plants)

also, lions, nanthers, and serpents, sometimes of enormous mtg^nitudej while ravens,

and other birds of prey, dispute with dogs about the dead bodies of men and quad-
ru)ied8. A great part of the st^anty population are Arab Moors, who are scarcely

les.s savage than tlie wild beasts of tlie desert, and are tar more to be dreaded by
travellers. Caravans, or akkabtihs. traverse the desert in dillercnt d!n>ctions. One
of the principal is that which travels annually from Fez to Timbuctoo. This passes
through Tatta and Tarassa, and completes the journey in IMdaysi M of which are

employed in travelling about seven hours daily, at the rate of three mile* and a half

pex hour; and 7A in resting at dilferent places. Another caravan takes a more
wes'erly route, and emplova flm or six months on the Journey. The distresses to

which travellers through tne desert are subiected, flrom exposure to a burning sun,
and trom want of water, are often dreadful. The aronom, or iioom, often blows
with such a buni'ni; InHuence, as to dry up the water carried Kv the camels iu lea-

thern bottles lur the use of the caravan, (hi these occasions, the camels often die

fromthiritj und they are sometimes killed by their owners, for sake of the M'iu

II
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3. Climate.—The heat in the desert is often extreme; and the
atmosphere, near the horizon, appears glowing with red vapour
in all directions, as if it were lighted up by the fires of nume-
rous volcanoes. In some places, there is scarcely any rain; and
in others, its effects are slight and transient

»W»^»r'^^i»m»l»%»%»^»%»r»»

Exercises on the Map of the Barbery States and Sahara.

What towns of Africa have nearly the same latitude as Mo-jadore? Whether is

Algiers or 8al>ee farther north ? How are Tunis, Tripoli, and Alji^ers, situated

in respect to each other? Trace the route of the caravan from Fez to Tim-
buctoo, as described in note 9, page 1C9. What are the latitudes and loogitudei
of I'unis, Fez, and Morocco ?

LXII.—GUINEA AND CONGO.

1

.

Situation, Sfc.—These large countries reach along

the Atlantic, from the river Senegal to the southern

extremity of Benguela. Their extent into the inte-

rior is uncertain ; but it is often very considerable.

2. Divisions.—The principal divisions of Guinea
are,

Senegambin, Senegal, or North Guinea; containing the

countries of the Yalofs, Foulahs, &c.

South Guinea; containing the Grain Coast, Ivory Coast,

Gold Coast, country of the Ashantees, &c.

liquid that niav remain in their stomachs. By such means, the traTellers are perhaps
enabled to make their way to the next fountain ; and, if it contain water, their lives

are saved: if it he dried up, as not unfrrquently hap|)ens, they all perish by a death
of a more dreadful nature than it is possible to conceive. Occurrences of this kind
are by no means rare. Such an event took place in 18U5, when a caravan, consist*

ini; of 2(W men, with 18(10 camels, was so circumstanced, and the men and animals
all perished without exception.

l!l '

ill

Questions on the Notes to Sections LVI LXI.

1. What nilns are there in Barca?
3. Where is Fezznn P \\ bat is its chief town ?

4. Where did Cnrthajfe stand? Are there ttn>» ruins of it remaining?
6. V* hat nnrieiit country is comprehended in the state of Algiers?
6. Whence does Algiers get its name? What cort of town is it? What are the

Impulntions of it and ConstuutineP What was the ancient name of tbo

alter ?

8. What are the chief imports of Mogadore? Its chief eii,)orts' What obstacles

are there to romnierre in Morocco ? M hat articles do the caravans carry

Into the interior of Africa?
9. What vegetable moductiniis are to be met with in the desert of Sahara? M hat

animals? Vk lint inhuhitants are there? What is their charicter? Describa
the Journey oi the c iiravun fn m Vtt. to 1 inibucton. At what rale do they

travel? How are the distresses of travellers in the desert ()Cca^ioned ? What
is the eflect of the sanioom ? W hat means do the travellers adopt, on such
occasions, to savt themselves? W hen do these means succeed ? When do
they fail? W hat dreadful event of this kind took place ii. ItUA?
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(

i

East Guinea, or t je Slave Coast; comprehending Daho-
mey, Benin, Biafra, the country of the Calbongos,
&c.

The principal parts of Congo, or, as it is some-
times called. Lower Guinea, are,

Loango, Congo Proper, Angola, and Benguela.

3. Towns.—There are iew towns of importance in

these countries. The principal are Jillifrey, Medina,
Sierra Leona or Sierra Leone,* Timbo, Dromera,
Cape Coast, Abomey, Angra, Montong, Booali, St.

Salvador, Bombi, and Benguela. The towns, or

rather villages, of the natives consist of mud cabins;

and those of the Europeans are forts or factories.

4. Climate,—On this coast, the heat is more intense than in

any other part of the world.
-f-

5. Animals, Sfc.—Almost all the African animals are to be

found in Guinea. The vegetable productions are extremely

numerous and varied. Some of the principal are rice, duna,
Indian corn, pine-apples, tobacco, aromatic plants, gums, indigo,

and various kinds of trees.;^ The principal mineral is gold,

which is found in considerable quantities.

* 1. Sierra I^eona is an Englisli settlement, formed in 1787, by a philanthropic

asMK-.iation, called the African Institution, for tlie express pur]>uNe ot civilizing the

Africans and improvini^ their condition. Great exertions iiuvt- been raiuib by this

laudable society, to counteract the evils of the slave trade, and finally to abolish it;

and, though they have had numerous dilliculties to contend witli, they Inv- rstali-

lished above IMMM) schools, and done much gootl in other respects.

f 3. In this part of Africa the wind blows almost constantly fmm <he rortb or

north-west, except in the Gult of (juineo, where the prevailing wind is .rn>n the

south-west; a circumstance which makes vessels avoid that Kul:, frutr the dilHcnlty

of gettinK out of it, if they venture in. On some parts of the cnast, th^'n^ are tre-

mendous tornadoes or hurricanes. These are whirlwinds which cuiitiniie only about
u quarter of an hour; but, in that short time, they tear up trees 1> n? roots, throw
down cottnj^iMS and sometimes destroy entin- villages. 'I key also kinr in ^!<>.harI\.

where they raise vast columns of siind, like water-spouts at wa. An easterly wind,
called the hnrmattan, iit felt about the solstices, which causes the iiir to he darkened
with a dry haze, and the Kkins of men and anin als to btcome cracked and chopped.

t 3. The most reroarkalde tree is the vast baobab, which, whih only SOorlW feet

high, is sometime!* above ItIO feet in circumference. As the tree iiicrea!<es in size,

its trunk becomes hollow, so as to I'omi a cavity large enoU{(li to scne us a temple
fur the ne);r(M>s, a hall of assembly fur a tribe, or aliabitation for several families.

It is clotlied with beautiful green tiiliage, which is raid to have given name to Cape
Verde; and it prwiuces fruit, railed monkey's bread, which rlfords abundant ali-

ment to the negroes. There are alto cocoa, palm, and orange trees; as also tha

valuable liuttcr-tree; and cotton is produced, which evei< surpasses that of Oratfil.

The (iuinea grass grows to the vast height often, twenty, and even thirty feet;

covering extensive spaces, where flocks of elephants, boars, ami o,her animals,
wander unneen. and where the huge boa serjtents lie in wait for their prey. The
African elephants are smalk'r than those ot Asia; but they proilucc better ivory.

They are never tamed. iMonke)H are very numerous; and there are multitudr<i of

beautilul biids, particularly paroquets. lu remote fu.f»t» ulto, there are loui'.i
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6. Political State.—These countries contain a great number
of states, which are in general governed by kings or chiefs, and
which differ much in extent and power. Some of the principal

are the empire of the Yalofs or Jalofs; the kingdoms of Benin,

Dahomey, Warree, Owal, Bambook, Loango, Cacongo, Congo,
and Angola. Most of the sovereigns are absolute; and the

country is almost perpetually in a state of anarchy and internal

warfare.

7. Slave Trade.—For more than three centuries, natives of

this part of Africa have been exported in great numbers, as

slaves, to America and the West Indies. This inhuman traffic

has been productive of misery to millions of individuals, thus

exiled from their homes and friends; and has been the cause of

cruelty, oppression, and wars, by which thousands perish, in

consequence of the means employed to furnish the slaves.*

8. Religion.—Mohammedanism is professed in the northern

part3: but, in the southern regions, the religion is in general

fetichism; the people worshipping a bird's feather, a shark's

tooth, a tree, a serpent; the horns, hoofs, or other parts of quad-
rupeds; the beak or claw of a bird, and numerous other objects;

any of which is called a fetich. Attempts have been made, by
.the French and Portuguese, to introduce the Roman Catholic

faith in the southern kingdoms, but with no permanent success.

numberless swarms of termites, a kind of ants, which erect structures in fonn of
pyramids, sixteeu feet high, uud covering a space of more than a hundred squiixe

feet

• 4. This tnule was commenced by the Spaniards and Portuguese in 1503; and,
holdiug out strong inducements to mercantile av trice, it was griulually engaged in

by the various commercial nations of Europe ; and, in later times, by the United
States of America. This last po^ver and Liii;lund abolished it in i607{ and, siiioe

that time, the other states engaged in it have >ifided a tardy and reluctant assent to

a similar measure. Stil), however, a cuutral)and trade is carried on to a great exti*ut

;

but it is to be hoped, that the exertions uf England will Dually succeed in annliii-

latiug this unnatural and unchristian commerce. In the practice of this trade, \\»

staves are bro. .j;ht to the coast cf Guinea, lor sale to the Europeans, by the natives
tnemselvcs; who obtain, in return, brandy, tire-aims, and various other articles of
European manufacture. The persons thus sold are prisoners taken in war, indi-

viduals found guilty of crimes, and others wlumi there may be any pretext for thus
disposing of. Ilenccj it is not unusual tor a prince, on the arrival of u slave ship,

to set out at night with an armed tbrce, to set tire to a village while the inhabi-
tants are asleep, and to carry them oB while they are endeavouring to sav«
themselves from the flames. 'I'he same cause perverts Justice,- as persons are
often condemned on the slightest grounds, and false witnesses are frequently prw-
cure<l to charge individuals with witchcraft or scn.e oti'er crime, and the universal
jjunishment is slavery, Even a father or mother will so.netimes sell a child for a

" son has been known to s»'ll 1 is lather. Of the slaves

els, it has been computed, that seventeen out of the bun-
.n conse(|iieiice of diseases iiri.iiii)! from so mary of them
same ship; and that thirtj lliree others die in the tMuonlw;,

the term applied to the training of Ihf m to the sev. re labours which they are des-

tined to uiiiieri;u: so that about half of those who leave Africa are carried off by a
misernhle death in a few months) and the wretched and degradeil state In which
the survivors live, is well I :iiiwn. Snch are sumr of the evils brought by the Euro-
peans nn this |iurt of Ai'rirn. Instend of the improvement and happiness which they

tniKht have produced by the introduction of arts, civilization, uid the Christiau
religiuD.

few bushels of rice ; ii

'

embarked on boanl tl

(lre<l die on the tut!>sn

being crowded into tl
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9. Charocter, 8;c.—The inhabitants are very little civilized, and
have many bad propensities and practices. Their princes are,

in general, proud, cruel, and tyrannical.

LXIIL—DISTRICT OF THE CAPE OF GOOD
HOPE.

1. Situation, 8fc.—The principal part of the south-

ern division of Africa, is the district of the Cape of

Good Hope. This, which is as large as Great Bri-
tain and Ireland, is situated between the Koussie
and Fisch rivers; and is bounded on the north by
mountains in the latitude of about thirty-two degrees
south. It now belongs to Britain.

2. lown.—The only town of any consequence is

Cape Town, which has a population of about twenty
thousand.

3. Climate^ Soil, 4-c.—The clinirte is remarkably mild and
healthful : and much of the soil is very fertile, yielding valuable

agricultural productions, with fine pastures; and producing
wines, particularly that called Cape Madeira,* and the excel-

lent kind called Constantia.

4. Population.—The population exrieeds 120,000; of whom
above a third are free, about a fourth part Hottentots, and the
rest slaves.f

^^1

Extrciaet on the Map of Guinea, Congo, and the District of the Cape of Good Hope.

What are the lalltiul .: of Ansni and Montong? The longitude of Abomey ? How
is Luango situated in respect to Uiut'ra and BenRuelai' What towns of Africa
have nearly the same longitude as Tiiiibo P Wliat part of liarbary lies nortl of
the Cape of fiood Hope ? What are the latitude and longitude of Cape Town ?

or Cape Verde? How are Jillitirey and Sierra Leone situated In respect to
each other ?

u

• 6. This wine is so nrmed, because the species of vine that produces it was ori-

ginally brought from Mudeim.

0. The whites are of Dutch, flerman, French, or English origin. Tliose of

Dutch descent are the mo*), numerous, lu consequence of the colony having, till

lately, boloiiced to Holland; and hence, the Dutch manners and religion preponde-
rate. The Ilotteutots, Bushmans, and other tribes dwelling to the north of this dis-

trict, are in the most uncivillKed state, and are represented as excessively disgusting

in flifure and appearance, particularly the females. They are also extremely dirty ia

their habits ; ana the Bushmans, or Boschmans, are cowardly, cruel, and murderous,
in their dispositions. Many etl'orts have been nuide by the Christian missicmaries

to reclaim these barbarians! and, In several instances, with much success, and
with the prospect of still greater. The CalTres, on the eastern coast, art) a much
more intcresuutt race, and have shown much williugness to ba Initructed in Chri.<

tianity.
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LXIV.—SOUTH-EASTERN AFRICA.

1. The principal divisions of this part of Africa, which is very

Mttle known, have been given already in the General View of

this division of the world. The coast, between Capes Corrien-

tes and Delgado, is claimed by the Portuguese: the rest is

independent.

2. The principal kingdoms are those of Sofala or Botonga,

Monomotapa, Magadoxa, and Adel; and there are numerous
petty states. Mozambique is governed, in subjection to the

Portuguese, by a native prince.

3. The chief towns on the coast, are Sofala, Mozambique,
Qulioa, Zanzibar, Melinda, and Magadoxa; and the chief town
cf Mcnomotnpa is Zimbao.

-«. The Portuguese formerly possessed much more of the

country than they do at present, but were driven out by the

Arabs. Many of the inhabitants profess Mohammedanism, and
appear to be of Arabian descent.

5. A great proportion of the country is naturally rich in soil;

and gold seems to be abundant in several places. The inhabi-

tants arc, for the most part, in a very uncivilized state, and do
not avail themselves of the natural advantages of the country.

,1^

LXV.—INTERIOR OF AFRICA.

1. A i.AK<iL; portion of the interior of Africa is known by the

general name of Soudan, N'gritia, or Negroland. The interior

of Southern Africa is almost entirely unknown.
2. Sonic of the principal states in Negroland are Karta,

Bambarra, Tiiiibuctoo or Tombuctoo, Houssa or lloossa, Bor-
noo, and Darfoor; and there are many snjaller.

Quentions on the Kotes to Sectiotis LXII & LXIII.

1. Wuui r.nn the object of tlie African Institution? Mhat has this association

3. In vl'Mt (iircftion dues ''i' wind i^'ow on thn roant of Guinea? V hat are the
the . • (mdoL'sl' AVhat etFect is pioducud by tht har-cliir;iti(iiis and clkc

t'lattiin:'

3> DeM't'lif the h:iii1iab. '.'. iiit is its size?
ol llie other trees (

'

what height does thi

diller irom tlie Asiatir

U'l -it 'oes it pr/tUice? Name some
linen. U hat sort Ol cotton is priHlnced there? To
iiin 'a priiss prow? In wiiat do the ACrican elepbauts
\Miat are the termites ? What do they erect ?

4. Who cdmiiienced tlie African shive trade? Who were the first to aljolish it, and
when :' How were slaves procnreil in tills trade? Wliaf <h'scri|)tion of pc-
Boris were Oic slaves;' \Miat were the (Mijustiliuhle means taken to procure
them ? V hat pruportion of the slaves usually died on the passpRe from
Aii'icn? What pru])ortion in the seasuuiiig? What is meant by tiie xta-
SDiihin ?

!). W hy is ( iipe Madeira wine so called ?

ii. (M what ori^iM are the whites at the Cape of Good Hope? Of what appenrficr,
haliils, and dispositions, are the natnes? M ith what success huvt; tlie clforttt

ot till' niissiunuries been uttcuueJ.'
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3. Some of the chief towns are Karta, Sego, Walet, Timbue-
too, Hoossa, Bornoo. Of these, Walet, Timbuctoo, Hoossa,
and Bornoo, are large and populous. The last, in particular, is

larger than Tripoli; and, according to some accounts, it is even
more populous than Grand Cairo.

4. In these regions, the climate is in general very hot; but
the country ia refreshed by copious periodical rains, and much
of it is remarkably fertile. The inhabitants are, in many places,

considerably more civilized than is generally imagined.
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LXVL—AFRICAN ISLANDS.

1. Madagascar iy„ a t'ast island, 1000 miles long and 250
broad. Its population is, according to some accounts, a million

and a half; and, according to others, four millions. It is divided

into several kingdoms. The principal towns are Bombetoc and
Moozangaye, the latter of which contains 30,000 inhabitants.

It is a fine, fertile island; and the climate is agreeable, and in

general salubrious, though hot.

2. Saint Helena, in the Atlantic Ocean, lies about the six-

teenth parallel of south latitude, and belongs to Britain. It is

a rocky isle, twenty or thirty miles in circuit, and contains

about two thousand inhabitants. From its remote situation,

and its great security, it was selected by the British government
as the final place of exile for Bonaparte; and within its narrow
limits, he terminated his mortal career, after having shaken to

its centre a large portion of the civilized world.

3. The Cape Verde Islands are a groupe, ten in number,

lying about 400 miles west of the promontory of that name.

The largest is San-Iago. They arc often subjected to great

droughts, which produce famine and distress among the inhabi-

tants. They belong to Portugal.

4. The Canarv Isles are another groupe, ni^ar the coast of

Morocco. These—from their mild, agreeable climate, their fine

productions, and other advantages—were called, by the ancients.,

the Happy or Fortunate Islands. The most important are Te-
neriff'e, Grand Canary, Ferro or Hierro, Lancerota, and Forte-

ventura. Though sometimes scorched with drougutf, tho inlands

of this groupe yield, in the greatest abundance, the necessaries

and luxuries of life. The island of TenerifFe produces Teneriffe

wine; !'nd contains the celebrated Peak, which is more than

1 1,000 feet high. These islands belong to Spain, and their popu-

lation exceeds 200,000 inhabitants.

5. About 300 miles north of the Canaries, is the fine island

of Madeira, which belongs to Portugal, and which is famous

for its wiuc. The climato is temperate and agreeable, and there

3

fey!
|r«iV«

wm.J^^ sm
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is almost perpetual spring. The population is about 100,000;
and the principal town is Funchal, which contains about 15,000
inhabitants. Near this island there are some others of minor
importance.

6. There are many other islands near the coast of Africa;

but they do not require individual notice.

Exercises on the Map of the South'Eastem and Interior Parts of Africa, and of the

African Islands.

Whether is Cape Guardafui or Cape Verde farther north ? Wliat towns in Africa
have nearly the same longitude as Jerusalem ? Through what other island of
Africa does the parallel of St. Helena pass ? What are the latitudes and lon«
gitudt, uf Moozan^ye, Mauritius, Bourbon, and Tenerifie? How are the Co-
mora Isles situated in respect to Mozambique and Quiloa t> How are Timbuctoo,
Hoossa, and Bomoo, situated in respect to each other >>

^i;

AMERICA.

lxvil-jgeneral view.

1. Situation, 8^c.—America is situated between the

Atlantic Ocean on the east, and the Pacific on the

west. It consists of two grand divisions, Nortli and
South America, which are joined together by the

Isthmus of Panama or Darien.*

NORTH AMERICA.

2. Divisions.—Tlie principal divisions of North
America, are the United States; tlie British Posses-

sions; and Mexico, with the adjoining countries,

which lately belonged to Spain.

3. Islands.—Besides the West Indian groupe be-

tween North and South America, there are Nevv-

* 1 . ^'otwilhstanl^inR the adventurous voyages of Captain Pniry, for the purpose
of diftcovcrius the northern boundary of America, it is still but partially traced.

Prarcely any ratioiial doubt, bowevcr, can now renmin, that it is formed by part* of

the Northern Ocean, cxtendini;, near the seventieth degree of north latitude, from
liaflin's U.iy to the bca norih of Bbering's Stniit The southern boundary of the

American Continent is the iStrait of Magallnn or Magellan, in &A° or (A" uf south
latitude.
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foundland, Cape Breton, St. John's, Anticosti, and
others oif the eastern coast of North America; and
several near the north-western coast.

4. Seas, 8fc.—The seas contiguous to North Ame-
rica, are the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, the Gulf
of Mexico, and Hudson's and Baffin's Bays. There
are also the Gulf of California, the Bays of Honduras
and Campcchy, the Gulf of St. Lawrence, &c.; also

Bhering's Strait, the Strait or Gulf of Florida, the

Strait of Bcllcisle, Hudson's Strait, &c.

5. Peninsulas.—The peninsulas are those of Cali-

fornia, Yucatan, East Florida, Nova Scotia, Labra-
dor, &c.

6. Mountains.—The principal mountains in North
America, are the Rocky Mountains, and their con-

tinuation, the Mexican chain, which extend from the

Isthmus of Panama to the sixty-fifth parallel of north

latitude; and the Apalachian or Alleghany chain,

extending through the United States in a direction

neiU'ly parallel to the shore of the Atlantic*
7. Lakes.—The chief lakes are the five south-west

of Canada. These are Superior, Huron, Michigan,

Erie, and Ontario.f Besides these, there are Lake

• 2. The Alleghanies are, in general, low ; the highest not exceeding 6000 or 600O
feet. The Rocky Mountains have a base, in several places, 300 miles broad; and
tlieir loftiest summits, which are covered with perpetual snow, rise in the noi-th to
tlie height of l:i,000 feet, aud in Mexiro to the height of 17,000 or 18,(100. Tiiese
seem obviously to be a continuation of the great chain of the Andes, in South Ame-
rica. The whole chain, therefore, extends 9000 or 10,000 utiles, a length which
greatly exceeds that of any other chain in the world.

+ ;). The largest of these lakes is I,ake Siiperior, which exceeds in extent every
other body of Irvish water at present known in the world. Its length is about 401)

mHes, and its bi-eadth about l(i0. It receives the waters of nearly tbrty rivers, some
of which are of considerable magnitude. It contains several islands ; one of which,
Isle Royale, is said to be 100 miles long, and 40 broad. Its water is remarkable for

its great transparency, so that lish may be seen at a vast depth. It is subject to tre-

mendous storms, and has waves little inferior to those of the ocean. From its

northern situation, it is often covered with ice to the extent of 70 miles from the
shore. Lake Huron, the second in point of nmgnitudc, is of an irregular form, and
is about 2aO miles long, and 1^0 broad. Lake Erie or Oswego, and I^ike Michigan,
are each about UOO miles long; and Lake Ontario or Cataraguy, about IGO miles.
< hitario is so deep that, in some places, the bottom has not been found, though it

\iji» been sounded with a line of ^iOO fathoms; and, from this circumstance, as well
as from volcauic matter having been observed on its shores, some have supposed it

to have Ijeen, ut one period, the crater of a volcano. Lake I'.rie contains, towards
the west, a nuuibcr of beautiful islandt, which are infested, in a remarkable degrecu
with reptiles, especially rattlesnakes: and the marcin of the lake is, in severed
places, completely covered for many acres, with the large leaves of the pond liiyi

un which, in summer, myriads of water-snakes aie seen basking in the sun.

H2
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Wiiiipic or Ouinipic, Slave Lake, Lake Champlain,

and many otlicrs.

8. Hirers.—The largest rivers are the St. Lawrcrice

and the Mississipi. The former flows north-easterly,

from Lake Ontario, through the Gulf of St. Law-
rence, into ilie Atlantic. The Mississippi flows south-

ward into the Gulf of IN'exico, after receiving in its

course the Missouri, the Ohio, the Arkansas, the

Red River, the Illinois, and several others. Of
these, the Missouri is greater than the Mississippi

itself, at the place of their junction.* Besides those

above mentioned, there are the Rio Bravo del Norte,

or North River, flowing south-eastward, through

Mexico, into tlie Gulf of the same name; and many
in the L'nited States.

! :
I

SOUTH AMERFCA,

9. Divisions.—The principal countries of South
America, according to the former division, were New
Granada, Veoezuela or Caraccas, and Quito, in the

1101 ill : Per" and Chile, in the west; Patagonia, in

the south; Paraguay and Brazil, in the east; and
Amazonia, extending from the north-east into the

interior. By the late changes, it has been divided

into tiie republics of Colombia, Peru, Upper Peru,

Chile, and the United Provinces of Rio de la Plata;

besides Brazil and Amazonia.
10. Mauds.—Terra del Fuego, the Falkland Isles,

Juan Fernandez, &c.

11. Mountains.—The principal mountains are the

great chain of the Andes, which extends, near the

shore of the Pacific, from the Strait of Magallan to

the Lithmus of Darien; and contains the highest

• 4. 1 he St. Lawrence is 700 miles in length, If its origin be taken from Lake
Ontario; or above 2600 miles, if it be talcen from the source of soii.e of the rivers
that fall into Lake Superior. It is SO miles wide at its mouth; and it there coq>
tains the island of Anticoati, which is 120 miles long and 'iQ broad. It is navigable
for shi|)s of the line, at the distance of nearly 4(J0 miles from the sea; and for ^hips
of considerable size^ as far as Montreal. It is thus justly ranked among the largest
rivers in the world. The Mississippi is also a very large river; having a course of
about 2<j00 miles, from the source of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico.

,1
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mountains in the world, except some in the Hima-
laya chain in Asia.* The western region of South
America is, in general, a vast plateau, of the ordi-

nary elevation of 12,000 feet; to the east of this,

there is an expanse of low, plain country, two or

three times broader; and Brazil, on the east of the

continent, is another plateau, of less elevation.

12. Rivers.—The Amazon, the largest river in the

world, has an easterly course from the / des, and
falls into the Atlantic, at the equator, 'i he Rio de

la Plata, or River of Silver, is compose tlie Pa-
rana, the Pilcomayo, the Vermejo, and' s; and
falls into the Atlantic, at Buenos Ayres. Die Ori-

noco, in the north, fl(nvs north-easterly into the

Atlantic; and the St. Francis passes, in the same
direction, through Brazil.f

• 5. The stupendous chain of the Andes may be regarded as a vast plateau,
crowned with other Cordilleras or chains; from which, peaks and summits often
rise to an extraordinary lieight. The plateau is narrow towards its southern extre-
mity; but, in Potosi, it li is a breadth of 180 miles. Its distance, from the shore of
tlie Pacific, seldom exceeds ten or twelve leagues; and, like its continuation in

North America, it forms a barrier which causes the rivers to flow towards the At-
lantic, and thus occasions their great magnitude by lengthening their courses. Some
of the highest summits are Chimborazo, Cotopaxi, Pichincha, Antisana, and Cay-
amb6 ; and, in the entire riiain, there are said to be fifteen or sixteen volcanoes, one
of the most dreadful of which is Cotopaxi. The height of Chimborazo, which is

situated under the equator, has been found by measurement to be about 21,000 feet

or almost four miles; and some of the others are nearly as high. So much of thf;

summits of these mountains as exceeds the height of 15,000 or 16,000 feet, is covered
with perpetual snow. At these hia;h elevations, there are treme '.dous storms of
snow and wind ; and the greatest hardships have been endured by those who visited

them. Such persons experienced great dilBculty in breathing, from the extreme
ra4ty of the air: and such was the cold, that their feet were swelled so as to render
them almost incapable of walking; their hands were covered with chilblains; and
their lips and faces were so swelled and chopped, that it was impossible to move a
muscle, or even speak, without blood issuing from the skin. They were often en-
veloped in dense fosrs; and the intervals during which these disappeared, only
enabled them to ascert:« in more fully the desolation of the surrounding scene, and to

see the clouds beneath them, which were often discharging storms of rain and thun-
der 6n the plains that lay thousands of feet below the place where they stood.

+ 6. The rivers ofAmerica, like its lakes and mountains, are on the gi-andest scale.

The gigantic Amazon, called also the Klaranon or Orellana, is composed of a vast
number of streams; several of which, in other parts of the earth, would be consi-

dered large rivers. The principal of these have their origin in the Andes; and the

distance from the Atlantic to the source of the Ueayal, which seems to be the largest,

is more than 3000 miles. For 200 or 30O miles from the Atlantic, such is the size of
the river, that the banks on both sides can scarcely be seen at the same time, from
a vessel in the middle; and, for many hundred miles above this part of its course,

tlie breadth is from half a league to a league. The depth, also, for a long space, ex-
ceeds 100 fathoms; and, at 1^ miles from the sea, it is nearly 40 fathoms. It and
its branches are so well adapted for navigation, that large vessels may ascend nearly
u) the Andes, the fall being generally little more than six inches in the mile. The
tide ascends to the distance of (iUO miles from the ocean; and, when it and tUe

m
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13. Climate of America.—At the northern and southern extre-

mities of this great division of the globe, the cold is intense. In

many of the intermediate parts, particularly in districts that have
small elevation, the heat is great. In all America, however, the

heat is less than in the old continent, in the same latitude, and
at the same elevation; and the climate is in general moist.*

14. Historical Sketch.—America was discovered, in 1492^ by
Christopher Columbus or Colon, a native of Genoa, in the sex*

vice of Spain; who thus opened a noble field for European
enterprise, and communicated an impulse to the energies of

Spain, Portugal, England, and France, which ha$ produced per-

haps greater effects on the civil and political state of the world,

than any other event that has ever occurred. Soon after the

original discovery, Brazil was occupied by the Portuguese, and
most of the rest of South America by the Spaniards. In North
America, Mexico and some of the neighbouring countries were

river meet, the shock occasioned by the collision, is tremendons; causing the water
to rise to uii extraordinary height, with loud noise, and inundatini; tlie adjoininf^

banks. I'liis conflict is called by the Indians the pororoca. The Orinoco, though
much inferior in magnitude to the Amazon and La Plata, is so large, that when
Columbus saw the volume of water which it poured into the ocean, lie Immediately
concluded that the country which could produce such a river, must be a continent.

• 7. Various causrs have been assigned for the coldness and humidity of the

American climate. The most satisfactory seem to be the narrowness and elevation

of the continent about the torrid zone, and its being covered with vast forests; and
also its great extent in the frozen regions of the nortli.

Quesiiona on the Tfota to Section LXVIT.

1. How is it probable tliat the northern boundary of America is formed ? Wliat is

the southern boundary of the American continent?
'2. What is the elevation of the highest of the Alleghany mountains ? What are the

heights of some of the Rocky and Mexican mountains ? What is the length
of the entire chain of these and the Andes ?

3. What is the largest fn<sh-water lake at present known ? What are its dimen-
sions? How many rivers does it receive:' For what is its water remagk-
able? To what is it subject? VMiat is the consequence of its northern
situation? Mhat opinion has been entertained respecting Lake Ontario,
and why ? What does Lake Erie contain ? What reptiles are in its islands,

and round its margin ?

4. AVhnt is the lengtlt of the St. I.awn>nce ? flow broad is it at Ita mouth P What
are the length and breadth of the island of Anticosti? How far is it navi-
gable <br ships of the line ? How long is the course of the Mississippi?

&, M'hat is the breadth of the Plntenu of the Andes? How far is it from the shore
of the Pacific ? U hat occasions the great magnitudes of the American rivers ?

What are some of the highest summits of the Andes? What volcanoes do
they contain ? M hat is the height of ChimLorazo ? What storms are thera
on (he summits of the Andes? Describe the hardships suflered by personi
who have ascended them.

6. What other names has (he Amanon? Ofwhat is it composed? Wliereha^'^the
principal rivers that flow into it (heir origin ? How (ar is the source of the
largest from the Atlantic? W hat is the breadth of the AmaKon at dilTerent

places? I'he depth? How fnr dors the tide ascend? Vesrrihc (he poro-
roca. M hat did Columbus infer when he saw the quantity of water poured
in(o (he ocean by the Orinoco ?

7. What are the most probable causes of the coldncM and humidity of the Americnn
climate?
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also seized by Spain; while the eastern parts were gradually

occupied by Britain. The most prominent events that have
occurred in late times, are the formation of the United States

into an independent republic, in 1783; and the recent establish-

ment of the late Spanish possessions, both in North and South
America, into independent states.

MMMMMMMAMMANAAtWMI*

Exercises on the Map$ ofNorth and South Atneriat.

What are the lon^tudes of the most eastern and most western points of North and
South America * What is the latitude of the Isthmus of Panama ? Of the most
southern point of North America :* Of the most northern point of South Ame-
rica? What is the latitude of Bhering's Strait P Through what parts of
America does the meridian of TO'' west longitude pass? How are the three
peninsulas of East Florida, California, and Yucatan, situated in respect to each
other? What is the general direction of the western coast of Soutu America?
Whether is the greater part of South America north or south of the equator ?

Between what parallels are the Ave great lakes south-west of Canada situated ?

With what meridian does the chaiu of the Andes coincide for a considerable
length?

NORTH AMERICA.

LXVIII^UNITED STATES.

What it

1. Situation, §*c.—The territories of the United
States extend from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and
from the Gulf of Mexico to the St. Lawrence and
the great lakes of Canada.*

2. Divisions.—This vast territory i« at present

divided into the district of Columbia; twentv-four

states; three territories, with civil governrarnt!), but

without the constitution or privileges of states; and
three otlicr territories, not yet occupied by a civilized

population. These are us follows:

! Amerirnn

• 1. The northern boundary, which is not exactly settled, is formed by New
Brunswick, thr 8t. Lawrence, I^kes Ontario, Erie, Huron, and Superion and a
line extending to the i'ucitlc, and nearly coinciding with the forty-ninth parallel

The const of the Parinc, between this and the forty-second parallel, belongs to ths
United States. They claim also the roast as far as tl>e sixtieth parallel i but thia

is disputed 'ly Russia. The entire territory is divided, by the Mississippi, into parti

which are n. arly equal. The greatest length, from east to west, is about SMW miles t

the breadth, from nort'i to south, aliout lUtlUt and the content has been estimated at
9,300,000 square miles. This extent h-\s hren eciualled by few of the great empire*
that have ever been established in the world t and such are the fertility and resoumet
of the country, that it is capable of supporting an immrnuM population, aad may yet

attain no ordinary degree of greataest and power.
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DIVISIONS. CHIEF TOWNS.

I. Federal District ofColumbia Washington

II. New England States:

1. Maine (1820)* . . Portland

2. New Hampshire . . Portsmouth •

3. Vermont (1791) . . Montpellier

4. Massachusetts . . . Boston, Salem
5. Rhode Island . . . Providence

6. Connecticut .... Newhaven

III. Middle States:

1. New York .... New York, Albany
2. New Jersey .... Newark, Trenton

3. Pennsylvania . . . Philadelphia, Pittsburg

4. Delaware ..... Wilmington, Dover
5. Maryland .... Baltimore, Annapolis

IV. Southern States:

1. Virginia Richmond, Norfolk

2. North Carolina . . . Newbern,Edenton,RaleigIi

3. South Carolina . . . Charleston

4>. Georgia Augusta, Savannah,Louisville

5. Alabama (1819) . . Mobile
6. Mississippi (1817) • . Natchez
7 Louisiana (1811) . . New Orleans

V. Western States:

1. Tennessee (1796) . . Knoxville, Nashville

2. Kentucky (1792) . . Lexington
3. Ohio (1802) .... Cincinnati

4. Indiana (1816) . . . Vincennes
5. Illinois (1818) . . . Kaskaskia

6. Missouri (1820) . . St. Louis

VI. Territories with Settleme«

1. Florida di. Augustine, Pensacola
2. Michigan Detroit

3. Arkansas Arkopolis

VII. Territories without Settlements:

1. North-west Territory

2. Missouri Territory

3. Western Territory

* i. The numbers annexed to the namei of elcTen of (he Rtate*, denote tht
yrmn in which they were erected into dUtinct ttatei. The other thirteen hare btcn

I I .
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3. Seaports.—The principal ports for trade are

New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, New
Orleans, Salem, and Charleston.

4. Rivers.—Missouri, Mississippi, Ohio, Illinois,

Tennessee, Alabama, Connecticut, Hudson's River,

Delaware, Susquehanna, Patomac, &c.

6. Towns.—The principal cities and towns are New
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Boston, New Orleans,

Charlecston, Washington, Salem, Albany, Richmond,
and Providence.*

6. Climate.—The climate is variable; sudden changes from
heat to cold, and the contrary, being very usual. There are, in

general, more dry days than in most of Europe; and yet there

is more rain, in consequence of its falling in heavier showers.

The high and mountamous districts are favourable to health;

but malignant fevers are very prevalent in the low, marshy
districts, near the Atlantic. In the northern states, the cold

in winter is very severe.

7. SoU and Produce.—The soil, in its general character, is

fertile; producing Indian corn, and other grain, with fine pas-

turage, over most of the country. In the middle states, wheat
and tobacco are produced in great abundance; in the southern,

cotton and rice; in Louisiana, cotton, rice, and sugar; and in

the western states, wheat, Indian corn, cotton, tobacco, and
hemp. Much of the country west of the Alleghauies, is re-

markably fine and fertile, particularly the vast valleys of the

Ohio and Mississippi.

8. Animals.—Besides many of the common animals, there are

ft

distinct sinne the country declared itself independent, in 1776. By the constitution,

any new settlement is entitled to be erected into a separate state, when the popula<
tion amounts to not less tlian 60,000.

* 3. According to the census of 1830, the foref^oinf; were the onl^ towns whose
population exceeded 10,000. By that census the population of New York was
133,700) of Philadelphia, 114,400; of Kaltimore, 63,700; of Boston, 43,300; of New
Orleans, 37,300; of CImrlpston, 34,H00; and of Washin^on, 13,'iOOs but some of
them, particularly New Orleuns, have increusea greatly since that time.

New York is a tine, well-built city; and its commerce is so great, that perhaps
London and Liverpool are the only places that exceed it in this respect. It haa
also, by means of the Hudson, and the canals from that river to Iakcs Erie and
Champlain, advantages for inland trade far surpassing those of any other town in

the United States, except New Orleans.
Philadelphia is the handsomest and most regularly built town in these states.

The houses in it, as well as in New York, are of brick, and are generally three sto-

ries high. The principal streets are a hundred feet wide, and the rest not less than
fifty.

The city of Washinirton, the seat of the supreme government, and the nominal
capital of the United States, has advanced much more slowly than was expected.

It has been commenced on a regular and excellent plan; very little of which, how>
ever, is yet completed. The District of Columbia lies between Maryland and Vir.

Kinia, and is about ten miles square.
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bisons (improperly called buffaloes), bears, mtoItcs, ermines, bea-

vers, seals, alligators, rattlesnakes, and other reptiles.*

9. Population.—By the census of 1820, the population of the

United States was 9,650,000, of whom nearly a sixth were

slaves.f

10. Government.— All the states, taken together, form a
republic; which is governed by a congress, consisting of a pre-

sident, a senate, and a house of representatives. Each state

has also, for its own internal government, a legislature; which^

in most instances, resembles the general congress.;]:

11. Manufacturesy Sfc.—Agriculture is the chief employment
of the people. Next to this, they succeed best in some of the

mechanic arts; such as in cabinet>making, in the construction

of mill machinery and wooden bridges, and in the building of

ships, particularly steam-vessels. They have an extensive com-

• 4. The alligators are from twelve to twenty-four feet in length, and the rattle-

snakes from four to six. The lion, leopard, elephant, hippopotamus, rhinoceros,

and several other animals of the old continent, do not exist in America. The horse,

a£S, sheep, goat, hog, and others, were not found originally, but have been intro-

duced from Europe. Nine-tenths of the quadrupeds of the United States produce
furs, which are employed for use or ornament. The principal minerals are iron,

lead, and coal. The iast of these is little used, in consequence of the great abun«
dance of wood.

+ 5. The population is increasing with extreme rapidity. In 1790, it was
8,920,000; in 1800, 5,320,000; and in 1810, 7,240,000; at present (1829), it probably
exceeds twelve milliuns. The slaves are princij^ally in ATaryland, Virginia, Ken-
tucky, North and South Carolina, Georgia, Louisiana, and Tennessee. In South
Carolina, they Ibrm more than half t'.ie population. There are none in Vermont,
^l'ew Hampshire, Maine, Massachusetts, or Ohio. The standing army does not
exceed five or six thousand ; but the militia, consisting of all the males between
eighteen and forty-five, amounts to about a million. The latter have, when on ser-

vice, the same pay and clothing as the regular array; but they are obliged to serve
only six months at once. The navy, though very eilective, is small ; consisting of
cmly eight or ten ships of the line, and about an equal number of Irigates, with
mailer vessels.

% 6. The senate consists of two members for each state, who are chosen by tlie

respective legislatures of the states to which they belong. These are elected for six
years, and one third of them vacate their seats every two years. They must be at
leai^t tliirty years old ; must have been citizens of the United States for at least nine
years; and must be resident in the state for which they are chosen.

The house of representatives now consists of more than 200 members. Each
state elects one representative for every 40,000 inhabitants, exclusive of Indians, and
of two fifths of the people of colour. The representative must he an inhabitant of
the state for which he is elected; must be at least twenty-five years old; and must
have been seven years, or longer, a citizen of the United States. The representa-
tives are chosen every second year.

Both senators and representatives take an oath to support the constitution; bnt
they may be of any religion. When attending congress, they receive eight t'ollars

per day ; and when going to it, or returning from it, they receive tlie same sum for

every twenty miles of their journey.
1 he president and vice-president are elected for periods of four years, by electors

appointed by the people in the several states; and both are generally re-elected, so
as to serve eight years. They must be natives of the United States, and not under
tliirty-five. The president receives a yearly saltu^ of 25,000 dollars, or £5500 ster-

ling; and the vice-president, a fifth of that sum.
If a bill pass both houses, after three readings, as in the Dritish parliament, it

becomes a law on being signed by the president. If he disapprove of it, he sends it

for re-consideration, with written objections, to the home in which it originated.

If it then pass both houses, by a majority of two thirds, it becomes a law} otherwise,

it fulls to the ground.
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inerce: exporting cotton, tobacco, sugar, grain, and timber; and
importing various articles of European manufacture, besides tea,

and other productions of the old continent. About half their

commerce is with the British dominions.

12. State of Education.—Laudable and successful efforts have
been made to diffuse the elements of instruction among the

people at large. There are about thirty universities, the most
flourishing of which are those of Harvard in Massachusetts, and
Yale in Connecticut, which contiun from 300 to 400 students

each.*

13. Jf2<?/^{o;t.—pThe prevailing religious sects are Baptists,

Methodists, Gongregationalists, Presbyterians, and Episcopa-
lians; and, besides these, there are a few Roman Catholics, and
some others. These all support their own clergy, as there is

no established religion in any of the states.-}-

14. Character^ 8fc.—The inhabitants are independent in spirit,

intelligent, and active; but they do not yet equal the more po-

lished nations of Europe, in refinement of taste and manners.
15. Language.—The English language is universally spoken

in the United States; but it is, in some places, corrupted by a
mixture with others.

16. Curiosities.—One of the most remarkable curiosities, is

the great cavern in Kentucky, 130 miles south-west of Lexing'
ton.l Another curiosity is a natural bridge over Cedar Creek,
in Virginia. This is formed by a rock stretching over a chasm
90 feet wide, and above 200 deep.

17. Historical Sketch.-^The original United States were colo*

nies established by emigrants, chiefly from the British Isles. The
states were formed at different times, between 1607 and 1732;
and they continued in peaceable subjection to Britain till 1 776,
when, in consequence of discontents produced by taxes imposed
on them by the British parliament, during the preceding ten or
eleven years, they broke out into rebellion, and declared them
selves independent. The celebrated General Washington was

* 7. In the northern states, almost every nrown person can read and write. The
universities, howevor, are in gen(>ral far behind those of the British Isles; and the
country has yet produced few meu who have made great advances in science or
literature.

f 8. There are about 9000 congregations; of which, about 3000 belong to the

Baptists, SOOU to the Methodists, I'iOO to the CongreKationalists, 900 to the Presby-
terians, and (iOO to the Episcopalians. Maryland is the chief seat of the Roman
Catholics.

I 9. This astonishing cavern has been traced to the great extent of ten miles.

It consists of various avenues, and several areas covered with vast arches or vaults.

One of these areas occupies eight acres, and has a roof at least a hundred feet liish,

without a pillar to support it. The cavern contains much nitrous matter; and the

air in it i» pure, and the streams of water sweet and refreshing. There are also

lar^ and curious caverns in other parts of the United States, particularly in Vir-

ginia; and thereare remains of walls and fortifications in Kentuclcy, and other places
ti» the south-west, which show that, at a remote period, the country must have been
orcttuied by people much farther advanced in civilization than those found in it by
tlie Europeans

1
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made commander-in-chief; and, after a war of seven years, their

inde[)endence was acknowledged by Britain, in November, 1782.

In 1788, the present constitution was adopted; and, the suc-

ceeding year, Washington was elected the first president of the

republic; an office which he held for eight years. The most
remarkable event since that period, was a war with Great Bri-

tain, which began in 1812, and ended in 1815.

Exercuet on (he Map nf the United States.

Wliat is the general direction of the Alleghany chain of mountains? What states

have no sea-coast? What states lie along the Atlantic ? What are the lati-

tudes and longitudes of New York, Philadelphia, Washington, and New Or-
leans? How might a person travel by land from New Orleans to Boston,
without crossing a river? What are the distances from Washington to Boston,
Charleston, and Kaskaskia? How are Boston, New York, and Philadelphia,

situatdl in respect to each other ? What states get their names from rivers ?

Questions on the Notes to Section LXVHI.
1. How does the Mississippi divide the territories of the United States ? What are

the length, breadth, and content of the entire territory ?

2. How nany distinct states were there when the country declared itself indepen-
dent ? When is a new settlement entitled to be erected into a separate stete ?

3. What were the populations of New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Boston, and
Washington, lu 1820? How many towns had then upwards of 10,000 inha-
bitants ?

What kind of city is New York? In what state is its commerce? What advan-
tages has it for inland trade ?

. What kind of city is Philadelphia ? What sort of bouses has it ? What width
are the streets?

Ofwhat is W ashington the seat ? Where is the Dutrict of Columbia ? What is

its extent?

4. Of what dimensions are the alligators and rattlesnakes ? What animals of the
old continent do not yet exist in America? What others were not found in
it at first, but have been since introduced ? What proportion of the aniicals

in the United States yield furs? What minerals are there? Why is coal
little used?

5. What is probably the po aulation of the United States at present ? In what states

are there slaves? fn what are there none ? Where are there most? M hat
is the amount of the standing aimy ? Of the militia ? How long do the
latter serve at one time ? What pay and clothing have they ? Of what does
the navy consist?

6. Of what does the senate consist? How are the members elected? For how
long ? What qualifications must they have ?

Of what does the house of representatives consist? For how many inhabitants
is a representative elected ? What qualifications must a representative have ?

How often are representatives elected ?

What oath is taken by the members of both houses ? Is there any restriction as
to religion ? W hat pay do they receive ?

How are the president and vice-president elected, and for how long? What qua-
lifications must they have ? What salaries do they receive ?

After a bill has passed both houses, how does it become a law ? If the president
disapprove of the bill, how does he act? How may it become a law, not-
withstanding his disapproval ?

7. How are the people educated in the northern states ? In what state are the uni-
versities compared with those in the British Isles ?

8. How many congregations are there in the United States? \lliat proportions of
these belong to the different religious denominations? What is the chief

, seat of the Roman Catholics ?

9. To what extent has the great cavern of Kentucky ucuu traced ? Of what does it

consist '{ What is the extent of one of the areas ? M hat is the height of its

roof? Has it any pillars to support it ? Of what kind are the air and wa-
ter in the cavern? Where are there remains of walls and fortifications

found? What do these seem to prove respecting the former inhabitants of
country?
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LXIX^BRITISH POSSESSIONS IN NORTH
AMERICA.

1. Divisions,—The British colonies in North Ame-
rica, are Canada, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and

Hudson's Bay; with the islands of Newfoundland,
Cape Breton, and Prince Edward or St. John's
Island.

2. Situation, 8fc,—Canada lies north of the St.

Lawrence and the great lakes, and extends to ahout
the fifty-first or fifty-second parallel. The eastern

part is called Lower, and the western Upper Canada.
New Brunswick is situated between the United

States, and the river and gulf of St. Lawrence.
Nova Scotia is a peninsula, lying between the Gulf

of St. Lawrence, the Atlantic, and the Bay of Fundy.
The territory of Hudson's Bay extends east, south,

and west of the gulf of that name; but its limits are

not fixed.*

The islands of Newfoundland, Cape Breton, and
Prince Edward, lie on the south-eastern side of the

Gulf of St. Lawrence.

For how

CANADA.

3. Face of the Country, 8fc.
—^There are se^ev al

ridges of mountains, particularly in Lower Canada.
The valleys between these are, in general, pleasant

and fertile. The part of Upper Canada which lies

east and south-east of Lake Huron, is scarcely sur-

f)assed in fertility by any district in the world. A
arge proportion of Canada is covered with immense
forests, containing timber of almost every kind, and
of the largest dimensions.

4. Lakes,—In addition to the four great lakes

between Canada and the United States, there are

* 1. The country on the eastern coast of Hudson's Bay, is called East Maine;
and that on the west and south-west, New Wales or New South Wales. The large

country, between East Maine and the Atlantic, is called Labrador. Sometimes
these are all comprehended under the general name of New Britain.
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vast numbers of others, some of which are of con-

siderable magnitude.

5. Rivers,—Besides the St. Lawrence, there are

the Ottawas or Utawas, the Saguenay, and several

smaller. The Ottawas forms a great part of the

boundary between Upper and Lower Canada.
6. Toums.—The principal towns in Lower Canada

are Quebec, Montreal, and Three Rivers or Trois

Hivieres; and in Upper Canada, York and Kings-
ton.*

7. Climate.—The heat in summer, and the cold in winter, are

both very great, particularly in Lower Canada.f
8. Produce^ Animals^ ^c.—The principal productions are to-

bacco, grain, and timber. Among the animals are the beaver,

otter, bear, martin, elk, and wolf, which are valuable for their

fups.j

9. Population.—The population in 1814 was 335,000, ofwhom
more than two thirds were descendants of the original French
settlers. It is now perhaps half a million.

10. Government.—In each of the two great divisions of C»>
nada, there are a legislative council and a house of assembly,

modelled after the British parliament. The acts of these

bodies must have the assent of the governor; and the king of

England has the right of repealing them any time within two
years.J

11. Commerce.— Canada has a very extensive commerce,
chiefly with the British Isles.

12. Education.—Education is very little attended to, parti-

cularly among the peasantry.

13. Religion."~^\ie established religion is that of the Church
of England; but most of the people are Roman Catholics.

||

; ,1 :

i'.i
1

* 2. The population of Quebec Is, by seme accounts, 18,000; and, by others,

32,000; of Montreal, about ld,0OO; and of the others mentioned above, about 2500
vach. Quebec is built on a rock about 350 feet high, and is a place of uncommon
treiigth. Montreal isonan island, at the junction of the Ottawas and St. Lawrence.

4 3. Tlie thermometer sometimes rises, in summer, to the height of above 100 de-
grees; and sinks, in winter, 30 or 40 below zero. There may be said to be only two
easons, summer and winter; the changes being so sudden as to exclude the genial
mildness of our spring and autumn.

X 4. Curious insects found here are fire-flies i two or three of which, on the hand,
will afford light equal to that of a candle.

{ A. A governor-general is appointed by the British government over the fb-jr

provinces of Upper Canada, Lower Canaaa, Kova Scotia, and New Brunswick <

and, over each province, there is a lieutenant-governor, who, in the absence of the
governor-general, has the supreme power.

II 6. In the established church, there are ten or twelve clergymen, who are nnder
the bishop of Quebec. The Roman Catholic clergy are entiUed to tithes and other

dues from Roman Catholics, but not from others.

I

li.i
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14). Character^ Sfc.—The descendants of the French settlers

are sprightly and polite. The chief peculiarities in manners
and customs, are produced by the nature of the climate.*

15. Curiosities.—The principal curiosities of Canada are the

numerous water-falls, particularly those of Niagara, between
lakes Erie and Ontario.f

1 6. Historical Sketch.—Canada, or New France, as it has some-
times been called, was first occupied by the French, who were
long engaged in contests with the native Indians. It was con-

quered by the English, in the reign of Charles I. in 1629, but

was restored in 1632. It was again conquered by the English

in 1760; and it has since continued to be a British colony-

HUDSON'S BAY, &c.
m

17. The countries east, west, and south of Hudson's Bay,

and extending northward to the arctic seas, are cold and inhos-

pitable in the extreme, and are valuable to Europeans only for

the large quantities of furs which they produce. In these re-

gions, the light of the aurora borealis often equals that of the

full moon.
NEW BRUNSWICK.

18. The chief towns of New Brunswick are St. John's, Fre-

derick-town, and St. Ann's, on the river St. John. The popu-

* 7. In winter, the inhabitants wear fur caps, fiir coats, and fur gloves; also,

worsted stockings, both under their hoots and over them. In travelling, they wear
also a double coat, mutf, and tippet, all of fur; and when their way is off the beaten
track, they use snow shoes, of a Kind of network fixed in a frame, two feet long,

and a foot and a half broad. During this period, the inhabitants, being prevented
from following their ordinary occupations, spend the greater part of their time in

various amusements, particularly dancing; and this is the season of their principal

enjoyment. One advantage, arising from the severity of the climate, is the great

facility which it presents for the conveyance of provisions, firewood, and other artW
des, and their consequent cheapness. By the same means also, fish and butcher's

meat, by being allowed to become frozen, are preserved fresh and good, without
alt, for several months. So intense is the cold, that, notwithstanding all the pr»-

cautions that are taken, the cheeks, noses, chins, or other exposed parts, are olten

frost-bitten ; and, without proper treatment, are lost by a speedy mortification. On
these occasions, the individual is ignorant of bis danger, as no pain is felt, the state

of the part being indicated only by its white colour. The first person he meets^

however, on perceiving this change of colour, applies instantly the only remedy, a
handful of snow ; and, by continuin);[ to rub the part with this simple application, he
generally succeeds in restoring it to its natural state. The exposure of it to he.it

before the application of the snow would hasten the mortification, and ensure the

loss of the part.

f 8. At these astonishing falls, the St. Lawrence, or, as it is railed, the Niagara,
is 600 yards broad, and is divided by two islands, into three parts; the largest, or

western one of which, descends through the height of 142 feet, and the smallest

through that of 163 feet. So loud is the noise, that it is heard at the distance of 15
miles; and the water is broken into vapour, which ascends in such quantity, as to

form a cloud that is said to be sometimes visible at the distance of 90 miles. When
the sun shines, the numberless drops of the spray exhibit a beautiful rainbow; and
the whole scene is one ofa degree of grandeur and sublimity that cannot be described.

The fall of Montmorency is still higher, being 246 feet. This is on the river Mont-
morency, almost at its junction with the St. Lawrence, eight miles east of Quebec.
In its general effect, it is for inferior to those of Niagara, in consequence of the

mallor hum of water.

if
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lation is supposed to be 150«000. The principal exports are

timber, fish, and furs; and the commerce is very considerable.

NOVA SCOTIA.

19. The climate of Nova Scotia, or Acadia, is warm in sum-
mer, but cold in winter. In the latter season, the air is exces-

sively foggy. The chief towns are Halifax, Shelburne, and
Annapolis;* the first of which has a population of 15,000 or

20,000; and the second, of 9000 or 10,000.

NEWFOUNDLAND, PRINCE EDWARD'S, AND CAl»E BRETON
ISLANDS.

20. The population of Newfoundland is 70,000 or 80,000;
and the chief towns are St. John's and Placentia. The princi-

pal town of Cape Breton Island is Louisburg, and that of Prince

Edward's Island is Charlotte's Town. The climate, in these

islands, is cold and foggy.f Newfoundland is barren, but is

* 9. The Bay of Fundy, on which Annapolis is built, is remarkable for its tides,

which rise with uncommon rapidity, and reach the height of 60, and sometimes, it

is said, of 100, or even 120 feet.

The Bermudas Islands maybe mentioned in connexion with Nova Scotia,

as they are dependent on that colony. They lie in the Atlantic, 700 or 800 miles
t.'ast of Carolina. Their chief wealth consists in cedar-trees, which are made into

large skifis, and are sold to advantage for coasting along the shores of the United
States and the British American colonies. The climate is mild, and air pure and
wholesome. The population is above 10,000, nearly half ofwhom are slaves.

f 10. The fogs are thought to arise from the heat of the water in the sea being

greater than that of the atmosphere, the water being principally brought by what is

railed the gulf stream from the Gulf of Mexico. The same cause is supposed to

occasion the vast collection offish about the banks.

QuesHoiu on the Notes to Section LX1X.

1. What places are sometimes comprehended under the name of New Britain *

2. What are the populations of Quebec and Montreal? For what is Quebec le*

markable?
3. What seasons are there in Canada ? What is the range of the thermometer ?

4. What is remarkable respecting the fire-flies?

6. What governors are appointed for the British territories in America?

G. What clergy are there in the established church? To what are the Roman
Catholic clergy entitled, and from whom ?

7. What do the people of Canada wear in winter? What, in particular, when
travelling? Howdo the people spend their time in winter? What benefits

result from the severity of the climate ? How are parts of the body that are

frost-bitten known to be in that state? What is done in such cases? What
would be the tttect of exposing them to heat before the application of snow ?

How broad Is the St. Lawrence at the falls of Niagara ? How is it divided ?

What are the heights of the falls ? At what distance is the noise of the falls

beard ? At what distance is the cloud of vapour that rises from the falls

seen ? W hat is seen when the sun shines? How high is the fall of Mont-
morency ? W here is this ? In what respect is it intierior to the falls of Nia-

gara?

8.

9. For what is the Bay of Fundy remarkable ? To what heights do the tides rise f

Where do the Bermudas Islands lie? In what does their wealth chiefly con-

sist? What is the nature of the climate? What is the population ?

JO. What is thought to cause the fogs about Newfoundland, Prince Edward's, and
Cape Breton Islands ? W hat else is the same cause thought to occasion ?
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important for the cod-fishery on its banks, which is the most
valuable in the world. The Great Bank is 330 miles long and
75 wide, and there are others. Above 100,000 men are annually
employed in the fishery.

Exertiie$ on the Map 0/ the British Poitestiotu tn Ameriea.

How are Quebec and Montreal situated in respect to New York ? What are the
latitudes and longitudes of Quebec, St. John's in Newfoundland, and Halifax *

What are the latitudes of the most northern point of New Brunswick, and the
most southern point of Hudson's Bay? How are Cape Breton and Prince
Edward's Islands situated in respect to Nova Scotia and New Brunswick*
How is Labrador situated in respect to the Gulf of St Lawrence ?

IS

LXX.—MEXICO, OR NEW SPAIN.

1. Situation.— Mexico, or New Spain, extends

from the Isthmus of Panama to the thirty-eighth

degree of north latitude; and from Louisiana to the

Pacific Ocean.*
NORTHERN.

DIVISIONS. CHIEF TOWNS.-j*

New Mexico Santa Fe
California Loretto

Sonera * . Arispe, Sonora
Durango, or New Biscay . Durango
San-Louis Potosi .... Loredo

MmDLE.

Zacatecas Zacatecas

Guadalaxara Guadalaxara
Guanaxuato Guanaxuato
Valladolid Valladolid

Mexico Mexico, Queretaro

Vera Cruz Vera Cruz
La Puebla Fuebla

SOUTHERN.

Oaxaca or Guaxaca . . . Oaxaca or Guaxaca
Yucatan or Merida . . . Merida, Campechy
Guatimala ...... Guatimala

• 1. The eastern boundary is uncertain, the United States claiminf^; the country

M far as the Rio del Norte; while the Spaniards fixed, as boundary, the river Sa-

bine, about 300 miles west of the Mississippi.

+ 2. The population of Mexico is about 150,000; of Guanaxuato and Puebla,

about 70,000 each J of Queretaro, 30,000 or 40,000; and of Oaxaca, 24,000.

Mexico is the most superb city in America; having spacious streets, fine build-
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2. Fa£e of tite Country.—A great proportion of
this country is a vast plateau, of different heights,

between 6500 and 8500 feet above the level of the

sea. From this plateau, many mountains rise to great

elevations, and several of them are volcanoes.*

3. Lakes and Rivers.—There are several lakes; but
there are few rivers and little water, in proportion to

the extent of the country; and some of tlie elevated

parts are so parched, as to be destitute of vegetation.

The chief rivers are the Rio del Norte, and the two
Colorados.

4. Climate.—In the elevated parts of the country, the climate

is mild and salubrious; but in some low parts, it is hot and un-

healthy.

5. Soil and Producc-^A large proportion of Mexico is not

exceeded in fertility by any country in the world. Among the

numerous productions are bananas, maize, wheat, barley, sugar-

canes, mahogany, and the best indigo; with cocoa, and various

other fruits.-j-

I i

]'.

h

ings, and an excellent police. It stands In the middle of a fine valley, 70 leaffties

in circumference, nnd was formerly suiTOunded by the lake Tezcuco, through which
it was approached by three causeways, each iH) feet in breadth. The waters of the

lake, however, have partly receded of themselves, and have partly been carried off

by draining, so that the city is now above two mil^s from the lake. The floating
gardens in this hike, wliich were first formed by the ancient Mexicans, and many
of which are still kept up, are objects of curiosity. They are formtd by covering
rafts of reeds, rushes, roots, and brushwood, with vr^etalile mould; and aie gene-
rally above 'MO feet long, and 18 or 'JO broad. In several instances, a cottage is built

on one of them for an Indian, who has the char^^e of a groupe. Some of them asc
driven about by the winds; while others can be removed to new situations by poles,

and can be anchored at pleasure. From their deriving abundant moisture from the
I^e, they are uncommonly fertile ; producing for the city, a large supply of vege-
tables, such as beans, peas, potatoes, artichokes, and cauliflowers. 1 his city is at
the great elevation of 74*0 feet above the level oi'the sea.

In 1777, the ancient city of Guatiniala was de.stroyid by one of tlie most tremen-
dous earthquakes on record. In an instant, the city, with its mOO families, and all

its wealth, was swallowed up; while the place where it stood whs overwhelmed
with lorrentit of mud and sulpliur, and is now a frightful desert. Tlie new city is

built at the distance of four leagues from the site of the old.

• 3. This plateau extends from the eighteenth to the fortieth degree of north lati-

tude. Tlie accent to it is very dilBcult, partirularly from the Gulf of Mexico; and
this greatly interrupts the communication between the interior nnd the sea-coast.
Several of the Mexican mountains are from 13,000 to 18,000 feet high.

f 4. The banana is highly valuable in this conntry as an article of food. It is so
productive, that a tract planted with it will support twenty-five times as many peo-
ple as the same space would if sown with wheat. It is sometimes prepared like

the potato, and sometimes dried and pounded into flour. The maize, or Indian
eorn, is also very productive, yielding at an average l.W grains for one ; ant', in some
Tery fertile districts from 300 to 800. The Sine red dye, cochineal, which is produced
from an insect, is procured in large quantities in Oaxaca. The bays and shores of
Honduras and Campechy have been hmg celebrated ibr their mahogany and log-

wood, a great part of which is cut and carried away by the £nglisb, who have a
colony in the Bay of Honduras.
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6. Anmals.—The most useful of the European animals havo
been introduced into Mexico, and thrive well. Before these

became numerous, there was a great want of beasts of burden.

7. Minerals.—The mines of Mexico are uncommonly valua-

ble; producing annually gold and silver to the amount of four

or five millions sterling, and giving employment to 30,000 mi-
ners, who are all free and well paid.

8. Popidation.'—The population is supposed to be eight or
nine millions.*

9. Comjnerce.~-The foreign commerce is chiefly carried on by
the ports of Vera Cruz on the Gulf of Mexico, and Acapuico
on the Pacific. The exports consist of the precious metals, and
various other Mexican productions; and the imports are linen,

cottons, woollens, paper, brandy, wine, Stc.f

10. State of Learning.—The scientific establishments of the

city of Mexico, are not equalled by any others in the new con-

tinent. Such are the botanic garden, the school of mines, the

academy of the fine arts, and the university. These institutions

i>roduce several men of learning ; and Lancasteriau schools have
ately been established oter the country, for the education of
the working classes. ,

1 1. Beligion.—As in all the Spanish and Portuguese colonies,

the religion is the Roman Catholic. The inquisition was for-

merlv established; but it has been abolished since the recent

revolution.^

12. Hiitorical Sketch,—When Mexico was first visited by the

Spaniards, early in the sixteenth century, the inhabitants were
found to be considerably advanced in civilization. The coun-
try was subject to an emperor; and there was a regular govern-

ment. It was sees reduced under the power of Spain, and has

* 5. The inhabitants here, as in the other Spanish colonies, are of four principal

classes t the whites, the Indians, the negroes, and the people of mixed extraction.

The whites are either those born in Europe, who consider themselves superior to

all others i or those of European extre^ction, born in Mexico, and called Creoles.

The Indiam are descended of the ancient Mexicans, and constitute about two fifths

qf the entire populatioin. The whites amount to about a sixth of the population,

and gJiout a fifteenth of these are of European birth. Th« number of the negroes is

««ry UHall, not e::cee4ing, it is thought, six thousand.

f 6. The commerce is greatly impeded bv the badness of the porta in the Gulf
of Mexico, which are choked up with sand; by the storms in winter, and the yel-

low fever in summer, on the coasts of the Faciflo: and by the difllculty of conreyinf
goods between the seacoatts and the interior. The trade on the western side, it

cbiefly carried on by a galleon of 1'^ or IStlO tons, which sails annually across the

Pacific, between Manilla and Acapulca, and back again i and each time carries a
€aq;o worth £JO0fim or £400,(JOU.

t 7. The Roman Catholic re1i)(lon fs estabNshed in mat splendonr in Mexico,
rhe churches in the capital glitter with gold and silvrr. The cathedral. In particular,

iwrpaaaes all other ehurehea in the world, in this respect. The balustrade round
the great altar, is composed of massire silTer. A lamp of the same metal is of so

Hut a sise, that three men go into it when it is to be cleaned i and is enriched with
llon*s heads, and other ornaments, of pure gold. The statues of the Virgin and the

•alnts are either made of solid silrer, or are richly gilded i and thev are ornamented
with precious stones. The number of the ecclesiastics, of all kinds, is 13,000 or

iVMi Th* leTeniw of the archbishop of Mexico, is about £iffiOO sterling.
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continued in that state, till the recent insurrection or the colo-

lysts against the mother country. The result of this revolution

has been the formation of Mexico into a republic, independent
of Spain. The declaration of independence was made m 1821..

«MI«M*%W«WWWWWW«I«WW

Exercises on the Map qfMexico.

What are. the latitudes and longitudes of Mexico and Vera Cruz ? What parts of
America lie north of Yucatan ? What proportion ot the Mexican republic is

in the torrid zone? What is the shortest distance between Yucatan and East
Florida? Whether is Honduras or Campechy nearer the Atlantic ?

SOUTH AMSRZCA.

LXXL—NEW GRANADA, CARACCAS, & QUITO,
OR THE REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA.

1. Situation.—New Granada, Caraccas, and Quito,

formerly called Terra Firma, and now constituting

the republic of Colombia, occupy all the north-

western part of South America.
2. Divisions.—The principal divisions are Darien,

Cartagena, Santa Marta, Maracaybo, Caraccas Pro-
per or Venezuela, Santa Fe de Bogota, Spanish
Guiana, Popayan, and Quito.

3. Towns.—The chief towns are Quito, Santa Fe
or Santa Fe de Bogota, Caraccas, Popayan, Cunia-

Questions on the Notes to Section LXX.

2. What are the populations of the principal towns of Mexico ?

How does Mexico rank among the cities of America ? How is it situated ? How
was it formerly approached P M hat change has since taken place ? What
objects of curio <ity still remain in lake Tezcuco? How are the floating

islands formed ? What are their dimensions ? Do any persons live on them ?

Are some of them morrable P M'bat do they produce ? Vl'bat is the height
of Mexico above the sea ?

3. What are the heights of some of the Mexican mountains ?

4. M hether will a tract planted with the banana, or another planted with wheat,
support more people ? How is the banana prepared ? VVhat is the produce
of maize? W hat fine dye is pnMlured in Mexico, and in what part of it?

M hat remarkable kinds of wood are priMluced in Yucatan?
6. What principal classes of inhabitants are there in the Spanish colonies? What

are the proportions of thene in Mexico?
Q. What obstacles are there to commerce in Mexico? Whai ressel sails annually

between Acapulco and Manilla ? What is the value of her cargo ?

7. t^liat is the appearance of the churches in Mexico? Describe the splendour of
the cathedral of Mexico. M hat nuiHher of ecclesiastics are there in the
Itate of Mexico ? What is the revenue of the arobbisiiop ?
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na, Marac^ybo, Cartagena, Riobamba, Guayaquil,

and Panama.*
4. Climate.—In some low parts, particularly on the seacoast,

the heat is excessive; but in the elevated districts, the climate

is temperate, and sometimes even cold.f

5. Soilf Produce, S[c.—Much of the country is very fertile;

and the vegetable productions are, in general, the same as those

of other tropical countries. The produce of the gold mines,

which are principally in New Granada, is worth about half a
million sterling.

6. Population.—The population is thought to be between
three and four millions.

7. Government.—These countries have formed a republic since

1819; and the constitution and government resemble those of
the United States of North America.

Extrcise$ on the Map qf Colombia.

What are the latitudes and longitudes of Quito, Santa Fe, and Cartagena? How
is Panama situated in respect to Quito and Cuniana? In what zone is this

republic ?

• 1. The population of Quito is 70,000; of Santa Fe and Caraccas, 30,000 or
40,000 each; and that of tlie other towns above mentioned, from 25,000 to 10,000.

Quito is at the extraordinary elevation of more than 9000 feet above the level of
the sea. Its situation was formerly delightful ; and it enjoyed a perpetual spring,
and an almost equable temperature. lu 1797, however, there was a tremendous
earthquake, which destroved, in an instnnt, 40,0(X) people in the province of Quito;
and, since that time, earthquakes have been almost continual ; the atmosphere has
become lowering and cloudy; and, instead of the former mild temperature, cold has
almost uniformly prevailed.

The city of Santa Fe is pleasantly situated on a plateau, at the height of 8900
feet This plateau has been supposed to have l)een the bottom of a lake, drained at
some remote period, by the opening of a passage for the water, through the sur-
rounding rocks, by an earthnuake. The water of the river of Bogota, which is of
considerable magnitude, rushes through this oiiening, and forms the water-fall of
Tequendama, one of the most splendid in the world, descending at two bounds
through the space of SiO teet. 1 he clond of vapour which is thus raised into tie
atmosphere, is so great, that, on being precipitated by the cold air, it greatly con-
tributes to the extraordinary fertility of the surrounding parts of the plain of Bogota.
The natural bridges of Icononzo are also extremely curious. These are two enor-
mous arches extending over a torrent, with precipitous banks; and one of them is

elevated more than 300 feet above the surface of the water.

f 9. There are, in general, only two seasons ; the rainy, from November till April,

and the drv. In the hut season, the water of the river Magdalena acquires the tem-
perature of a hot bath ; and the stones are uequently so warm, that they cannot b«
touched with the hand. I'he hot parts are extremely unhealthy, yellow fever carry-

ing oil' great numbers. I'his is particularly the case at Cartagena and QuayaquiL

Qu«t(iofU on the Notti to Section LXXI.
1. What an the populations of Quito, Santa Fe, and Caraccas?
How high is Quito above the sea ? What was formerly the nature of It* climate ?

When dkl it change ? What is its present state ?

What is the height of Santa Fe? Mbkt is thought reipeoting the platean ou
which it stands? What water-fall is formed by the river of Bogota? How
high ii this fall? What contributes to the frrttli^ of the lurroundinK dis-

tr^t ? Describe the natural bridges of Icononio.
•2. What seasons are there ? Give instances of the Krettness of the heat daring the

hot season. Vihat fatal distemper it preTaleot f What plaoet ufler greatly

llrom this cauM ?
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LXXII^PERU.

1

.

SituatuM, ^c,—^Peru extends along the ooaet of

fhe Pacific, from Quito to Chil^. The part called

Lower Peru lies between the Andes and the Ocean,

and consists chiefly of sandy plains and deserts.

Upper Peru lies principally between two great pa^

rallel chains of the Andes, and contains many fertile

and pleasant valleys. ^
2. Towns and Divisions,—The principal towns are

Lima, Cuzco, Truxillo, Tarma, Arequipa, Guancar
Yelica, and Guamanga. Peru is divided into seven

intendencies, of the same names as the towns above

mentioned, which are their capitals^ To these towns

may be added Callao, the port of Lima; also, Caza^
marca, Chuquisaca or La Plata, Potosi, and La
Paz.*

3. C&mate.'^The climate of Lower Peru is cool, in con-

sequence of fog8;f but rain and thunder are almost unknown.
The habitable parts of Upper Peru enjoy a temperate; hedtby
climate.

4. Produce.—Among the vegetable productions are grain,

sugar, palm-trees, and many other articles. The mines are u»>
commonly vaJuable, particularly those of gold, silver, copper,

and quicksilver^

5. PopulatiotL-^The population is supposed to be three or
four millions, nearly half of whom are Indians.

6. Historical Sietch.'-Peru was first invaded by the Spaiw
iards under Pizarro, in 1538. At this time, the inhabitants

were considerably advanced in civilization, and were governed

by sovereigns called incat. The Spaniards, by perfidious and
cruel means, made themselves masters of the country. Fnom

;i if

* 1. The population of Lina ii stated to be 64^000; and that of Cueo, the an*
eient capital of the Incas, 33,000. The tUver miaei of Potoii were opened in Ut&t
and the population of the town increawd lo rapidlj, that it amountea to 160,000 in
1611. It has since decreased to about 30,000. The district of Potosi, and kmm
others fonaerly connected with Peru, were annexed to Buenos Ayres, in ITTBl

f 9. This coolness is also produced, injpart, by a cold current which fows akmg
the coast, ikmn the Strait of Macallan. The temperatura of the water, in this et»
rent, is nine degrees below that of the rest of the ocean. In consequence of the

want of rain, the onl« fertile parts of Lower Peru an th»se wtticb an watered by
riren or springs i and seTeral of these are delightful

I & About the end of the laat century, there wen wrought In Pern, seventy gold

and seren hundred and eighty«ibttr silver tnlnesi the aawMl produce of whict. -vaa

worth £70ayOOO sterling.
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that period, it conHnned under the power of Spain till 1819,
when the colonists revolted, and formed themselves into an in-

dependent republic.

Extrcises on the Map of Ptnt,

What are the latitudes and longitudes of Lima, Cuzco, and Potosi? How&r is

Guanca-Velica from the Pacific ? What towns of South America have nearly
the same longitude as Truxillo?

LXXIIL—CHILE.

1. Situation^ 8fc,—Chil^ or Chili extends from the

twenty-fourth to the forty-fifth degree of south lati-

tude. The inost important part of it, called Chil^
Proper, lies between the Andes and the Pacific ; but
it also comprehends the provinces of Cuyo and Tu-
cuman.

2. hlands.—Chilod and Juan Fernandez.*

3. Face of the Country,—Several summits of the

Andes of Chile are said to be twenty thousand feet

liigh.f In the low parts of the country, there are

many delightful plains and valleys, adorned with
wood, and watered with numerous rivers.

4. Towns.—iThe chief towns are Santiago, Con-
ce])tion or Pen9o, Coauimbo, Valparaiso, Copiapo,

Quillota, Mendoza, Valdivia, and Tucuman4
5. Gimate and Soil.—The climate is remarkably mild and sa-

lubrious ; and the soil is, in many places, very fertile. There is

Questions on the Notes to Section LXXII.

1. What are the populations of Lima and Cuzco ? When were the mines of Potosi
opened? What was the population of Potosi in 1611 ? What is it now?

S. M'hat partly occasions the coolness of the climate of Lower Peru ? What diiTe.

rence is there in the temperature of different parts of the ocean near the coast
of this country?

3. M liat number of gold and stiver mines were wrought in Pern about the end of
th« last century ? What was the value of their annual produce ?

• 1. On the island of Juan Fernandez, preTionsly uninhabited, Alexander S«U
kirk, a Scottish sailor, lived in asoliUn state, from 1705 till 1709; having been
OTieily put ashore, and abandoned by tne cantain of the vessel in which he was
sailing. This event is said to have Aimished Defoe with the groundwork of bis

celebrated romance of Robinson Crusoe. Since that time, the Spaniards made a
settlement in the island i but they are said to have lately deserted it.—Chiloi is tb«

largest of a groupe of forty^seven islands.

4 2. One of the highest of these summits is Deseabezado, in latitude 33P. Th«
•nmmit of this is veiy remarkable, presenting a plain of more than six niilcR sqoare,

and having in the middle a very deep lake, supposed to have bten the crater of a
vokano.

t U. The population of Santiago is stated at upwards of aO,OUU.
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the agreeable vicissitude of spring, summer, autumn, and winter;

but their seasons and ours are at opposite times of the year.

6. Minerals.—Like the other countries adjoining the Andes,
Chile is rich in mineral wealth, particularly in gold, silver, and
copper. The produce of the gold mines has sometimes ex-

ceeded a million sterling in a single year.*

7. Historical Sketch.^Chi\e was invaded in 1534 by the Span-
iards, who easily formed settlements in several parts of the

country. They were bravely opposed, however, by the Arau-
canians,-)- who, after perpetual wars during the long period of

109 years, completely succeeded in establishing the indepen-

dence of their country in 1643. Since that time, there have
been other wars; and, on all occasions, the brave exertions of
this people have been rewarded bV their success in maintaining

the liberty of their country. Th^Spanish colonists have lately

renounced their allegiance to the mother country, and have
formed themselves into an independent republic.

Exercises on the Map of Chilf.

What are the latitudes and longitudes of Santiago, Valdivia, and Juan Fernandez ?

How far is Juan Fernandez from Valparaiso ? What towns of .''outb America
have nearly the same longitude as CoquimboP In what zone is ChiI6 ?

I'-ill:

! . LXXIV.^BUENOS AYRES.

1. Situation.—Buenos Ayres is a large country,

lying between Brazil, Peru, Chil^, Patagonia, and
the Atlantic.

• 4. It is generally remarked, that, where minerals abonnd, the soil is unproduc-
tive- 1 but Chile forms an exception, as its mines are extremely valuable, wbile it

produces luxuriant crops and pastures, fine fniits, and forest trees of the . largest
kind. It is also tiie only country in the new continent, in which the culture of the
vine has completely succeeded.

+ 6. Araitcanio. one of the finest portions of Chilt, lies between the parallels of
pr,o 44' and 3«)o

fiO* south ; and extends from the Paniflc, 420 milei into the interior.
The inhabitants are a highly interesting race. They are brave and magnanhuousi
and are distinguished, in an extraordinary degree, for their love of liberty and inde-
pendence. In their wars with the Spaniards, in which even their females took a
part, they displayed a degree of perseverance, and a series of heroic deeds, that are
perhaps not surpassed in the authentic historv of any nation. Besides the Arauca-
niansj the Cuenclies and Huilliches, two adjoining tribes, have also maintained
their independence, but have not acquired an equal degree of distinction.

w»»»%»»»»»»«>%n«»»»»

QueiHam on the Notet to Section LXXIII.

1. Who lived in a solitary state on the island of Juan Fernandez ? When did this
take place? What work is said to have been produced in consequence of
this circumstance How many islands are in the gronpe along with Chiloi f

5. What is remarkable respecting the summit of l)eicabezado!> .-,<,,.. ,,

3. What is the population of Santiago ?

4 In what respe«!ts docs Chil6 diflier tVom other mineral countriea, and from other
countries of America ?

6. Where is Araucania situated? What is the character of the inhabitants? Ilov
did they conduct themselves in their wars with the Spaniai-ds;->
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2. Rivers.—The principal rivers are the Rio de la

Plata, and its branches.

8. Ihums.—The chief towns are Buenos Ayres,
Monte Video, Maldonado, Assumption, Santa Fe,

and Corrientes.*

4. Climate and Soil.—The climate of this country is, in gene-

ral, mild and healthful; and the soil of a large proportion of it,

is exceedingly fertile, but is badly cultivated.

5. Produce.—Under proper cultivation, this country would
yield almost every production of the hot and temperate regions

of the earth. A production peculiar to it is the Paraguay tee,

which is in universal use over a great part of South America.

6. Animals.—Oxen and dogs, which were introduced from
Europe, have become wild, and are extremely numerous. The
most remarkable birds are the condorf and ostrich. There is

also a species of tiger called the yagouar; and there are vast

numbers of other animals.

7. Commerce.—The principal exports are hides, provisions,

furs, and wool; the returns for which are European manufac-

tures, sugar, brandy, slaves, and many other articles.

8. Historical Sketch,—The Spaniards began to make settle'

ments in this country in 1635, and gradually succeeded against

the vigorous opposition of the natives. In 1816, the colonists

threw off their allegiance to Spain; and since that time, the

country has continued to be an independent republic.

Exerdses an the Map of Buenot Ayret.

What are the latitudes and longitudes of Buenos Ayres and Maldonado ? What are
the principal rivers that compose the Rio de la Plata? How far is Monte Video
from Buenos Ayres ? What lies between them ?

rom other

ts? Halt

LXXV—BRAZIL. '

I. Situation, ^c,—The empire of Brazil is a vast

country, extending from the equator to about the

* 1. The population of Buenos Ayres is stated, at different amounts, between
8.i,000 and 7U,000.

f S. The condor is three or four feet in length t and the distance between the tips

of its wings, when extended, is ten or twelve feet. Its usual residence, except when
it descends to the plains for its prey, is on the sides of the Andes, a little below the

region of perpetual snow. These birds are remarkable for their great strength, and
foir the extraordinary height to which they soar ; and two of them will kill and devour
a heifier.

QMftfeiw on (*« iVbfei to S^Mm LXXIV.
1. At what amoauts is the population of Buenos Ayres stated?
8. Uf what length is the condor 'f What is the distance between the tips of its wings

when extended? What is its usual residence '^ For what are condors re-

arkable 7
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tliirty-tliird parallfil of south latitude) and from the

Atlantic two thousand miles into the interior.*

2. Divisions.—^The principal divisions are Para,

Maranham, Pernamhuco, Biahia, Bio Janeiro, San
Paulo, Kio Grande, Minas Geraes (or the Qeneral
Mines), Goias, and Matto Grosso.

3. Tqwm.—The chief towns are Rio Janeiro,
San Salvador or Bahia, Pernamhuco, Cuyaha, Villa

Bica, Para, St. Paul, and Maranham or Maranhao,
called also San Luiz.f

4. Rivers.—The principal rivers *re the San Fran-
cisco, the Araguay, the Parnaiba, and the Xingu.

5. Climate.—The climate, though warm, is opt 90 hot |is in

most other places in the same latitudes; an4 the country is in

general healthy.

6. Soilf Sfc.—In a great proportion of the country, the soil is

uncommonly fertile, yielding many productions of the most va«

luable kind ; while go)d and diamonds f^e found in the greatest

abundance-^
7. Populati<nw^Tht. population is supposed to be nearly four

millions; about a million of whom ace of European origiq,

while the rest are negroes, Indians, and persons of roix^d ex-

traction.

8. Historical Sketch.—The Portuguese began to make settle-

ments in Brazil about the year 1500; but, as no precious minerals

were found at first, and as the natives made fierce opposition,

the country was in a great degree neglected, and the only colo-

* I. The boundaries of Brazil mto not accurately settled, and have been tbe
source of frequent disputes between Spain and Portugal; the latter haTing been
charged with making frequent encroachments, and, in particular, with having
appropriated to itself a great part of what was formerly called Amazonia, or the
country watered by the Amazon. The interior countries, especially Amazonia, haro
scarcely any inhabitants, except Indians i the Europeans being, in general, confined
to the coast.

+ 3. The population of Rio Janeiro is stated at 110,000 ; that of Bahia, at different

amounts, from 70y000 to 110,000; Pernamhuco and Olinda (which almost form one
city), at 65,(X)0i and San Paulo and Maranham, about 30,000 each.

Rio Janeiro has one of the finest harbours in the world, and the town contains
manv good bouses. Bahia was formerly the capital of Brazil; and contains some
fine buildings, particularly the church of the Jesuits, which is entirely of European
marble. This city is buUton tjie excellent harbour called the Bay of All Saints; and
bence it gets its name, the Portuguese woid baMa signifying bay.

% 3. Some of the principal productions are tobacco, wood, sugar, hides, and ex-
cellent cotton. There are forests of vast extent, producing timber well calculated

for ship-building and numerous other purposes, as also various d^e-woods. So
great is the number of cattle, that they are often slaughtered for their hides, while
their carcasses are left to be devoured by birds and wfld beasts. Tbe gold and dia«
mond mines are found in many parts of the interior, particularly near Rio Janeiro.
These are extremely valuable ; and are computed to hav^ yielded annually, for sixty

years after their discovery, produce worth more than a million and a half sterling.
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nists, for some time, were banished criminsils. By its natural

fertility, however, and by the exertions of these settlers, it began
to prosper, and soon attracted the notice of the French and
Dutch, who successively made settlements on the coast. The
former were quickly overcome; and the latter, though they had
nearly ni?.le themselves masters of the entire country, were
finally expelled in 1654, after various struggles. In consequence
of this, a war, which continued seven years, arose between the

Portuguese and the Dutch, the result of which was the con-

firmation of Brazil to the former, on their paying the Dutch
eight millions of florins, or about £750,000 sterling. After

this, there were sometimes internal commotions, and sometimes
disputes with the Spaniards about the mutual boundaries; but
nothing of much interest occurred till the removal of the Por-
tuguese court to Rio Janeiro, on the invasion of Portugal by
Bonaparte, where it remuned from 1808 till 1821. The most
important event, however, in the late history of Brazil, is its

erection, in 1825, into a separate and independent empire, under
the son of the king of PortugaL

Exercues mi the Map of BnmL
How is Brazil situated in South America? What are its most eastern to\nis?

What are the distances from fiabia to Rio Janeiro and Pemambuoo? What
are the latitudes and longitudes of these cities? What towns of America lie

West of Maranham ?

and ex>
alculated

nods. So
es, white
and di»*
Janeiro.

', for sixty

itcrling.

LXXVI—GUIANA.

1. Divisions, S^e.—Besides Spanisli Guiana already

mentioned, there are British Guiana, Dutch Guiana,
and French Guiana, which all lie along the north-east

coast of South America.

3. British Guiana consists of the settlements of Essequibo,

Demerara, and Berbice, which formerly belonged to the Dutch,
but were taken from them in 1796. The population consists of

about 90,000, nearly a tenth of whom are whites, and the rest

negroes.

3. Dutch Guiana now consists of only the fine colony of

Surinam, the only town in which is Paramaribo. The popula-

QtMsMoM on (*• 2Vbte* to Swlion LXXT.

1. What inhabitants are in the interior of Brazil ? Where do the EnroK^o* nside f

2. What are the populations of the principal towns ofBrasil? Which of these towns
are remarkable for their fine harbours ?

3. Vn>at are some of the principal productions of BraiilP Where are the gold and
diamond mines? What was the annual value of their produce, for a con>
•Uerable period after their discovery?

12
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tion, and its proportions, are nearly the same as in British

Guiana* This country also, as well as that, is highly culti-

vated, and remarkably fertile; and, in both, every thing bears

the marks of Dutch industry, neatness, and cleanliness.

4. The population of French Guiana is supposed to be
twenty thousand, about two thousand of whom are whites, and
the rest negroes ; and, besides these, there are Indians. The
principal town is Cayenne. This country is naturally fertile,

but is badly cultivated.

5. Climate.—The climate is milder than that of perhaps any
other con inental region between the tropics. Much of the
country, t owever, from its lowness, is moist, and subject to in-

undations: and hence intermittent fevers are very frequent.

• ' ' * Exerasea on the Map of GuiofM.

What are the relative positions of the difTerent divisions of Guiana? What are the

latitudes and longitudes of Cayenne and Demerara? What towns uf South
America have nearly the same longitude as Essequibo? What is the general

diiectioa of the coast of Guiana?

LXXVIL—PATAGONIA, &c.

1. A LARGE portion of the southern part of South America,

is called Patagonia. This country is little known; but it is, in

general, cold and inhospitable. The inhabitants are savages,

who are represented, by the concurring testimony of most of

the voyagers that have visited the country, as being taller than

any people in the world; their mean stature being between six

and seven feet.

2. South of this, and separated from it by the Strait of Ma-
gallan,* are the island of Terra del Fuego, and others. These
contain volcanoes, and are inhabited by tribes of miserable sa-

vages. The Falkland Islands lie east of the Strait of Magallao.

LXXVIIL—WEST INDIES.t

]. Situation.—The West Indian Islands, Bometimes

called the Columbian Archipelago, extend, in form

!i
"(ffl

• The Strait of Magallan or Magellan is about4^ miles in length, and from two
to fifteen leagues in breadth. Since the discovery of the passage round Cape Horn,
vessels generally avoid this strait ; as the passage through it is attended with danger,
from its currents, sinuosities, and other causes.

<f 1. When Columbus discovered these islands, it was thought that they were
some of the islands of India, arrived at by a westward coursie. Alter the mistaktt

was discovered, they were called the West Indies, for the sake of distinction ; and
the natives here, and on the American continent, were improperly called Indians.
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of an arch, between East Florida and the mouths of
the Orinoco.*

2. Divisions.—^This groupe consists of Cuba, St
Domingo, Jamaica, Porto Rico, the Bahama or Lu-
caya lolands, and the Caribbee Islands.

3. Climate.—The summer is excessively hot; and k,he heat
would be almost insupportable, if it were not moderated by the
sea-breeze, which blows during the greater part of the da}'.

The climate is in many places very unhealthy, particularly to

£uropeans.f

* 2. These islands lie between IQo and 28" of north latitude, and between C)0° and
85° of west longitude. Cuba, St Domingo, Jamaica, and Porto Rico, are sometimes
called the Great Antilles; and the others, the Less. The Caribbean Sea lies between
Jamaica, St. Domingo, Porto Rico, and South Americft. This sea is sometimes
subject to hurricanes; but, in fine weather, its water is so transparent, that flsh and
coral can be seen at the depth of 300 feet. The current which crosses the Atlantic
Ocean from the Canary Islands, continues its motion through this sea; and, being
interrupted in its course by Mexico, it changes its direction, and passes through the
Gulf or Strait of Florida;—a circumstance which causes it, during the rest of its

conrse east of the United States, to be called the Gulf Stream. This latter part of
it is about 75 miles from the coast of Georgia and the Carolinas; but its distance
fi'om the shore increases as it proceeds northward; and, after passing Newfound-
land, it turns eastward towards Europe: it then acquires such a bread tli, however,
that its etlect is little perceived. Its general width, near the United States, is altout

£0 or 60 miles ; but it enlarges towards the north. Its rate of motion is about three
miles an hour; and it is easily distinguished, by the quantity of sea-weed wliich it

carries along with it, by its tine blue colour, and by its not sparkling at night. It
has been found to be from 6" to 11° warmer than the sea through which it runs;
and, in the northern part of its course, it is constantly cover^^ with fogs. Its

bpeadth and situation are changed, in some degree, by the winds.

+ 3. The spring begins about May; and there are then copious rains, which pro-
mote vegetation, and clothe the country with verdure. The summer follows, when
tbere is a cloudless sky and intense heat. The moon shines with such brightness
during the night, that the smallest print can easily be read. The heat increases till

Octowr, when the great rains commence, and fall in tremendous torrents, whicU
inundate all the lower parts of the country. The atmosphere is loaded with niois-

tnre; metals quickly contract rust; and it has been expressively said, that the inha-
bitants live in a vapour bath.

The following animated description of a West-Indian hurricane is from Malte
Brun:

'' A hurricane is generally preceded by an awful stillness of the elements, the air

becomes close and heavy, the sua is red, and the stars at night aeem unusually large.

Ftequent changes take place in the thermometer, which rises sometimes from eigntv

to ninety degrees. Darkness extends over the earth: the higher regions gleam witn
lightning. The impending storm is first observed on the sea: foaming mountains
rise suddenly from its clear and motionless surface. The wind rages with unre-
strained Airy: its noise may be compared to the distant thunder. The rain descends
in torrents; shrubs and lofty trees are borne down by the mountain-stream; the
rivers overflow their banks, and submerge the plains. Terror and consternation

seem to pervade the whole of animated nature: land birds are driven into the ocean (

and those whose element is the sea, seek for refuge in the woods. The frighted

beasts of the field herd together, or roam in vain for a place of shelter. It is not a
contest of two opposite wlnds^ or a roaring ocean that shakes the earth: all the ele-

ments are thrown into confusion, the equilibrium of the atmosphere seems as if it

were destroyed, and nature appears to hasten to her ancient chaos. Scenes of deso-
lation have been disclosed in these islands by the morning sun,—uprooted trees,

branches shivered from their trunks, the ruins of houses, have been strewed over tite

land. The planter is sometimes unable to distinguish the place of his former pos-
sessions. Fertile valleys may be changed in a few hourainto dreary wastes, coveratl

with the carcasses of domestic animals and the fowls of heaven."
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4. Procfuce.—These islands abound in trees, and other vege*

table productions, of a great variety of kinds. The principal of
these, and that to which they owe their chief importance, is the

sugar-cane. Other valuable productions are cofibe and cotton.

BRITISH WEST-INDIA ISLANDS. '

' 5. The principal islands which belong to Britain are Jamaica,

the Bahamas, Anguilla, St. Christopher's, Nevis, Antigua, Do-
minica, St. Lucia, Barbadoes, St. Vincent, Grenada, Tobago,
and Trinidad.

6. Jamaica is 150 miles long and 60 broad. The chief towns
are Kingston, St. Jago de la Vega cr Spanish Town, and Port

Royal.* This island is of gre^at value, producing three fourths

of the coffee, and more than half of the sugar, which Britain

derives from her colonies. It also furnishes excellent mahogany.
The coasts are unhealthy, from their lowness and the heat; but

in the higher grounds in the interior, the climate is mild and
salubrious. The highest mountain has an elevation of nearly

8000 feet. In 1815, the population was estimated at 360,000,

seven eights of whom were negro slaves.

7. The Bahama Islands are about five hundred in number;
but many of them are merely barren rocks. The twelve prin-

cipal ones contain 1.3,000 inhabitants. Guanahani, called alsp

St. Salvador and Cat Island, will ever be remarkable as the

first part of the new world discovered by Columbus.
8. The population of Barbadoes is about 90,000, three fourths

of whom are slaves.

9. Trinidad, or Trinity Island, was ceded by Spain to Eng-
land in 1801. It contains a remarkable lake, which is three

miles in extent, and is filled with bituminous or pitchy matter.

This matter, when melted with tallow, is used for naval pur-

poses.

SPANISH WEST-INDIA ISLANDS.

10. The Spanish West-India Islands are Cuba and Porto
Rico.

1 1. Cuba is 700 mMes long and 70 broad. Its population is

supposed to be 600,000 or 700,000, about two thirds of whom
are slaves. Havannah, the capital, contains about 50,000 inhabi-

tants. Other considerable towns are Puerto del Principe and

* 4. Kingston has a popalation of about 30,000. St. Jago, which was the capital

when the island belonged to Spain, is still the seat of Kovernment Port Royal was
once the capital, and was remarkably wealthy and flourishing, its line harbour
attracting numerous settlers. It has been reduced, however, to.an inconsiderabte
size by an earthquake and other calamities. The legislature of the island consists

of two houses, and is modelled after the British parliament. Columbus discovered
this island in i49i, and it was taken firom Spain by the Engiiah in lOSSw
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St. Yago de Cuba. The island is healthy and fertile, and its

tobacco is considered the finest in the world.

12. Porto Rico is a fine fertile island, 120 miles long and 40
broad, and contains a population of upwards of 30,000.

FRENCH WEST-INDIA ISLANDS.

13. The principal islands belonging to France are Guada-
loupe, Mariegalante, and Martinico or Martinique.

14. Guadaloupe consists of two islands, separated by a nar-

row channel. The population is about 120,000, and the capital

is Basse-Terre.

15. The population of Afortinico is nearly 100,000, and the

island is rich and valuable.

DANISH WEST-INDIA ISLANDS.

16. To Denmark belong Santa Cruz and St. Thomas; which,

though small, are fertile and valuable.

Eng-

Porto

ST. DOAUNOOi

17. The large island of St. Domingo, called also Hispaniola

and Hayti, which is about 400 miles long and 140 broad, for-

merly belonged partly to Spain and partly to France. The
negro slaves, however, during the wars that followed the French
revolution, revolted against the whites; and, af^er numerous and
dreadful atrocities on both sides, the latter were overcome and
expelled. Since that time, the island has remained in the

power of the negroes, who have divided it into two states. It

IS now enjoying the advantages ofpeace and regular government;
and the negro sovereigns are forming establishments for affi>r(^

ing their subjects instruction both in the elementary and higher

branches of education, and are, in general, pursuing a liberal and
enlightened policy. Most of the island b fertile, in the highest

degree; but the low grounds are very unhealthy. The chief

towns are Port-au-Prince, Cape Franyois, and Santiago or San
Yago.

Exercites on the Map of the West Indk$.

Wliat are the latitudes and lon^tudes of Kinj^ton, HaTannah, Port-an-Prince, Bar-
badoes, and Ouanahani ? In what zone are most of the West India Islands

situated? Where does the tropic of Cancer pass through them? How ans
Cuba, Jamaica, and St. Domingo situated in respect to each other ? Through
which of the Great Antilles does the parallel of Mexico pass ? What towns in

the United States lie northofCuba? What northed Jamaica? OfStDominm?
Which of the West India Islands lie north of the Isthmus f Panama ? WlUcb
of them lie next the Gulf of Florida? How are Trinidad and Margarittft litu-

ated ? Which are the principal of the Caribbees ?
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LXXIX.—AMERICAN INDIANS.*

I. The American Indians are, in genera], of nearly the same
stature as Europeans, and are well made, and robust. Over
most of the continent, they are of a copper colour; and, except

in the cold regions of the north, there is a remarkable similarity

in their complexion and general appearance. They are almost
destitute of mental cultivation; having no ideas of any thing

beyond their present wants, or what is just presented to their

senses. They never think of providing for the future; and they

are, in consequence, subjected, from year to year, to distresses

and privations which a due foresight, and a moderate degree of
labour, would be sufficient to obviate. They have no regular

government: but, when they think it necessary to make war,

they submit themselves to some individual of their own num-
ber, who is distinguished for his bodily strength and deeds of
valour; but, as soon as the war ^'^ erminated, the chief loses

his authority, and all the memb'' ' the tribe recover their ori-

ginal independence. They have ..c/er advanced so far in civi-

lization, as to tame any of the inferior animals, and employ them
as auxiliaries in labour. When first visited, they were ignorant

of the use of iron; and hence, an Indian, with his stone hatchet,

tvas occupied two months in cutting down a tree, and a year in

hollowing it out into a canoe. Unaided also by the inferior

animals, and without iron tools, they practised little agriculture,

and lived chiefly on the spontaneous productions of tho earth,

and on what they caught in hunting and fishing.

1' •:

I '

Questions on tlte Notes to Section LXXV 1 1 1.

1. Why were the M'est Indiun Islands so called? Why iiave the native inhabitants
of America been called Indians ?

S. Between what latitudes and lunKitndes are these islands situated ? 'What islands

are called the Great Antilles, and what the Lessp >Vhere is tlie Curibbeua
Sea situated? M hat is remarkable in respect to the water of this st^'a? U»>
scribe the course of the Uulf Ntream. llow far is it from the Carolinas?
How broad is it near the United States? Mliat clian^c does it undergo
towards the north ? At what rate does it flow ? How is it distinguished

from the rest of the ocean ? How much is it warmer than the sea throuBH
which it runs ? M'here is it covered with fogs? M hat etlects do the winds
produce on it ?

3. When does the spring commence ? What is the efTect of the rains at that time f

Describe the summer. When do the great rains commence? M'bat is tlia

ellcct of these ? •

(live the substance of Malte Bran's description of a M'est Indian hurricane.

4. What is the population of KinKston? What was the former condition of Port
Royal? Mbat has caused its decline? Of what do«!S the legislature of
Jamaica consist? Who discovered this island ? When did the English ob>
tain possession of it?

• 1. The foregoing sketches ofAmerica, so far as they respect the inhabitants, haw
been chiefly confined to those oi European origin. It may now be proper to give ft

lew particulars respecting the aboriginal inhabitants, who, when the new world

was discovered, wer« all, with the exception of the Mexicans and Peruvians, in a
surage state.
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2. Their wars, which are commonly undertaken to revenge

an injury, generally the death of some of their own tribe, are of
the most dreadful description. Before the expedition sets out,

the war-kettle is put on ; and the shell is sent round, to indicate

their intention to eat the flesh and drink the blood of their

enemies. When they arrive at the scene of action, they employ
stratagem, and endeavour to surprise the enemy. If they get

possession of a village while the young men are engaged in the

chase, they set fire to the huts, and drive the women, children,

and old men, into the flames, or massacre them indiscriminately

by other modes. When they are obliged, however, to come to

close fight with their armed foes, the conflict is dreadful. The
combatants on each side discharge, successively, volleys of ar-

rows or bullets, and then shelter themselves behind trees. The
combat is continued in this manner, till one party is incapable

of farther resistance.

3. The prisoners are then secured, and are borne to the resi-

dence of the victors, where some of them are taken into families,

to supply the places of those who have fallen in the war; and
are ever after treated in the same manner as the other members
of the tribe into which they are adopted. For the others, a
fate of the most dreadful kind is reserved. They are put to

death, after undergoing a series of cruelties, not surpassed by
any ever devised by the depraved ingenuity of man. They are

tied to stakes, beaten with clubs, torn with pincers, and burned
with hot irons. The nails are pulled out, one by one, from their

fingers; gashes are cut in their flesh, and instantly seared to pre-

vent the effusion of blood, and thus to protract their torments.

Their toes are pounded between stones, the bare nerves and
tendons are pulled and twisted, their eyes are put out, and their

teeth torn out of their heads. After these tortures and many
others, the victim is stuck all over with matches, which are set

on fire, and burn slowly. This cruel treatment is sometimes
continued for several davs, till at length one of the chiefs re-

leases the sufferer from his torments, by despatching him with

a dagger or club. In the infliction of these torments, even the

women bear a part, and do not yield to the men in those deeds

of cruelty.

4. The cool and determined fortitude of the prisoners, on
these occasions, is such as can scarcely be conceived. A groan
or a complaint, escaping from their lips, would be considered

disgraceful to their tribe, and is carefully avoided. The cruelty

on the one side, and the endurance* on the other, seem to arise

• 3. Another initanrf of the extraordinary endurance cf pain, of which than
people are ca]>ul)le, i» fiiriiiithcd hy the inude in which a chief is appointed, particu-
larly in some of the suutlifrn n-Kioni. He is obliged to undcri(u nRoruus faiting,

and leviTH fliiKellation. He in Rnnpended in hit hammock : and, while niultitndes

of aoti| wbuie bites occasion severe pain, ore thrown upon liiiu, a lire of stinking
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from example, and from the principles instilled into their minds
from infancy ; as, on many other occasions, they show the same
feelings of tenderness and kindness, that ornament civilized

society.

5. To conclude the account of these dreadful scenes, it may
be stated, that the mangled remains of the prisoners form a
banquet for their foes. It is only the captives taken in war,

however, that furnish such repasts; as every individual would
shudder at the idea of devouring any other human flesh. It may
also be remarked, that many of these dreadful practices are now,
in a great degree, discontinued.

6. As among other savages, the Indian women are the slaves,

ond not the companions, of the men; being obliged to perform

all the offices of labour and fatigue, and to undergo severe bo-

dily chastisement if they displease their cruel masters. Among
some of the tribes, if twins be born, one of them is expose^
and allowed to perish; and, if a woman die while nursing, the

child is buried with her in the same grave. The children are

never taught to obey or reverence their parents; and, as they

advance towards maturity, they are regarded by the parents

with increasing indiflerence. When the parents become old

and helpless, they are put to death by their children; the old

man placing himself voluntarily in the grave which he has or-

dered to be dug; and the son, or nearest relation, pulling the

thong, or striking the blow which is to terminate his life.

With respect to the mode in which America was first peo-

pled, there have been various opinions. The geographical dis-

coveries of modern times, however, show the proximity of that

continent to Asia on one side, and to Greenland on another;

and hence there is good reason to suppose, that it received set-

tlers from both these parts of the earth, at remote, and probably

successive times.

hfrhs ii kindled below him, wliirh Rcorches him with heat, and almost tuilbcatei

him with smoke. UurinR all this trial, under which many expire, a look, a motion,
or a sound, expressive of uneastnesH, would exclude him for ever t'lom the honour
to which he aspires ; but, if it lie passed successfully, he is ever after regarded as ft

person of proved valour, and one who is fit to lead his fellows n^aiust their foes.
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OCEANICA/

LXXX.—GENERAL VIEW.

1

.

Divisions,—The following are the principal di^i-

BioQs of this part of the earth:

NORTH-WEST OCEANICA.

The Sunda Islands, consisting of Borneo, Sumatra, Java,

and others; the Philippine Islands, comprehending
Luzon, Mindanao, &c.; and the Moluccas or Spice

Islands, consisting of Celebes, Gilolo, Coram, and
others.

SOUTH-WEST OCEANICA.

New Holland, Van Dieman's Island, New Guinea or Pa-
pua, New Zealand, New England, New Ireland, and
Solomon's Islands.

EASTERN OCEANICA, OR POLYNESIA.

The Ladrone or Marianne Islands, Pelew Islands, Caroli-

nas, Sandwich Islands, New Hebrides, Friendly Islands,

Society Inlands, Marquesas, and many other8.f

2. Straits.—The principal straits are the Strait of

Sunda, between Sumatra and Java; the Strait of

Macassar, between Borneo and Celebes; Torres or

Endeavour Strait, north, and Bass's Strait, south of

New Holland; and Cook's Strait, between the two
islands of New Zealand.

LXXXL—NORTH-WEST OCEANICA.

1. BornBO.—Borneo, the largest island in the world, except

New Holland, is 750 miles long, and above 600 broad. From
the unhealthiness of its climate, it is little known. It produces

• 1. This part of the world, though in tnanv retpecti Interesting, it of Uttle im-
portance compareil with the other jrreat divisions already described. Henre, the
account of it liere given will be confined to the principal parts, and will be short,

j

f i. Such as the Mulgrave Islands, the Feyjee Islands, Navigator's Islands, Low
Islands, Easter Island, Christmas Island, Ike.
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gold and diamonds, in large quantities. Among its vegetable

productions are camphor, pepper, ginger, and cotton. Among
the animals are monkeys, called pongos, as large as men, and
also the ourang outang. The country is governed by several

despotic sovereigns, and the prevailing religion is Mohamme-
danism. Two of the principal towns are Benjarmasson and
Borneo. The Dutch have a settlement near the former.

2. Sumatra.—The large island of Sumatra is above 1000 miles

long, and from 50 to 240 broad. A chain of mountains runs
through its entire length; but the coasts are low and marshy.

Some of the mountains are volcanoes; and one mountain, called

Mount Ophir, is nearly 14,000 feet high. Three fourths of the

country are covered with an impenetrable forest, containing

trees and shrubs of numerous kmds. The island is divided

into several states, one of the principal of which is the kingdom
of Acheen or Atcheen. The cinef towns are Acheen, Nattal,

Palembang, and Bencoolen. The English and Dutch have set-

tlements on the coast.

3. Java.—Java is 700 miles long, and its breadth varies from
60 to 140 miles. The northern shore is very unhealthy, and
often fatal to Europeans; but the elevated parts in the interior,

are pleasant and salubrious. The fertility of the unhealthy dis-

tricts, is extremely great.* The eastern part of the northern

coast, is the chief seat of the Dutch power in India. The rest

of the island is governed by native pnnces, who, as well as their

subjects, are of the Mohammedan religion. The population of
the island is supposed to exceed two millions. Batavia, the

Dutch capital, contained in 1799 above 170,000 inhabitants; and
Samarang contains 30,000. Other towns a^e Bantam and Sh&>
ribon. The chief exports are sugar, coffee, and pepper.

4. Philippine Islands.—The Philippine Islands belong partly

to Spain, and partly to native sovereigns. They have moun-
tains of great height, and many volcanoes. Earthquakes are
frequent, and there are often great rains and hurricanes. The
islands, however, are scarcely equalled in fertility. The fields

are always verdant, the trees constantly in leaf, and fruit and
blossoms are found on the same tree at the same time. The
chief town, Manilla, in the island of Luzon, contains about
40,000 inhabitants.

5. Moluccas, or Spice Islands.—The Moluccas, properly so
called, are the five small islands of Ternate, Tidore, Motir,

Mukian, and Bakian or Batchian, which lie west of Gilolo; but

• 3. A poisonous tree, called the upas, grows in this island. It fornishes an
artlTfl poison i but does not liill men or animals at a distance, nor blast and destrpy
the Rurrouuding plants, as has been often stated.
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Celebes, Gilolo, Ceram, and several others, are generally com-
prehended in the same groupe. Celebes and Gilolo are re-

markable for their curious figures, and their resemblance to

each other. The five islands above mentioned, are the only
places in the world where cloves and nutmegs are produced in

perfection. The Dutch have monopolized the entire traffic in

these commodities, which, in consequence, sell at extremely
high prices.*

LXXXIL—SOUTH-WEST OCEANICA.
&

and

1. New Holland.—This vast island seems to be nearly 2500
miles long, from east to west; and above 2000 miles in breadth,

from north to south. Except the eastern coast, which is called

New South Wales, it is almost unknown. This part is the seat

of an English colony, a great part of the population of which
is composed of convicts, sentenced to transportation for crimes.

Several of these have reformed, and become respectable and
wealthy members of the colony. Many, however, have shown
little improvement in their habits and propensities; There are

several useful and efficient schools, for the instruction of the

children, both of the free settlers and of the convicts. There
is one also for instructing the children of the original savage
inhabitants, which is likely to be productive of much good, as

the children show sufficient aptness, though their parents are

among the rudest and most uncultivated of the human race

found in any part of the world. The principal town, Sydney,
on Port Jackson, contains about 7000 inhabitants; and there

are several smaller, which are fast increasing.

2. Van Dieman's Island.—Van Dieman's Land is a fine island

which lies south of the eastern part of New Holland. The cli-

mate is mild and salubrious, and the soil fertile. Many settlers

have of late resorted to it from the British Islands; and the

colony is in a very prosperous state.

3. New Guinea.—New Guinea is a large island, north of

New Holland, It is very imperfectly known, but it seems to be
fertile; and the inhabitants, who are blacks, are savages of the

rudest kind, and of the most disgusting appearance.

* 4. Cloves arc the fruit of a tree, which ktowi tu the Iit'ight of forty or flf'ty feet.

The nutmeg is the fruit of afiniilar tree; and the coating by which tlie nutmev ia

covered, ii called mace. Theic spices, were there no monopoly, might be sold in
Europe for sixpence per pound i while in England, in consequence ofthe highprice
paid to tin Dutch, and or the duties, they sell for seventeen times that sum. These
Iilands, as well as those already mentioned, have many birds of extreme beauty;
such as birds of puradiae, paroquets, and several others.
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4. New ^aland.«—New Zealand consists of two islands, of

which the northern seems to be rather smaller, and the south-

ern rather larger, then Ireland. The northern island is fertile,

and well adapted for cultivation; but the southern seems tu be
rather mountainous. • The climate of both is good. The in-

habitants are far superior in intelligence to those of New Hol-
land> and are much farther advanced towards civilization. They
devour the bodies of their enemies, however; but this is done
from vengeance, and not from fondness for human flesh.

LXXXIIL—POLYNESIA, OR EASTERN
OCEANICA.*

I. Sandwich Islands.—The principal of the Sandwich Is-

lands is Owhyhee or Hawaii, the place where Captain Cook
wait unfortunately killed, in an affray with the natives, in 1779.

Since that period, the inhabitants have greatly advanced in

civilization; and have now twenty merchant ships, with which
they perform voyages to the coast of America. They are d^
scribed as a gentle, benevolent race; though, from custom and
their religious ideas, they sacrifice human victims.

8, Fhikndlt Islands.—The Friendly Islands are about a
hundred in number, and are in general fertile and pleasant, but

are subject to earthquakes.f The principal island is Tongat»*

boo, which is divided into three small states. The inhabitants

of these islands frequently sacrifice human victims; but they

are, in general, represented as in other respects gentle and kind
towards each other.

3. Society Islands.—The principal islands in this groupe
are Otaheiti, Huahein^, Ulietea, and Eimeo. Of all the islands

in the Pacific, none is perhaps so interesting as Otaheit^, or, as

it is also called, Tahiti. The plains and vidleys are extremely

fertile; and produce, in the greatest perfection, almost all the

1

i

* A. In the almost nnmberleu iilandt Mattered over the Pacific Ocean, the cli-

mate, from their insular situation, is in general mu'^h milder than might be expected
from their latitudes. BeTeral of them contain rolcanoes i and others exhibit marks
of former ones, now extinct Most of them are fertile and pleasant and yield in

profusion the fine productions of the tropical regions of the earth, such as the bread-
fruit, cocoa, and orange trees, the sugar-cane, and many other*. T^-eir shores
aJiound in fine fish, and their forests are peopled with myriads of I >uti'al birds. In
almost all these tstands, however, the Europeans fbund very few quadrupeds. In
some, indeed, it is said there were nonet and in others, only pigs, dogs, and rats.

Several of the most useful species have since been introduced.

t 6. The inhabitants of Tongataboo believe, that the island is supported on the
back of the god Mauwi; and that earthquakes take place when he moves, iu con-
sequence of becoming tired of his load.
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vegetable species known in the islands of the Pacific. Of late,

the inhabitants have very generally embraced the Christian

religion, as propagated by the missionaries ; and, with it, the

manners, and even the dress of civilized Europe.

Eseniia on the Map ^f Octanica.

Through what parts of Oceanica does tiie equator pass? Whether is the greater

part of this division of the earth in north or south latitude ? What parts of it

lie north of New Holland ? What east of it t What are the extreme latitudes

and longitudes of New Holland and Borneo ? How are the Philippine Isles

situated in respect to China? What parts of America are in the same latitudes

as Otaheit6 and.Owhyhee? What islands are most nearly in the longitude of
180"? How are the Society, Sandwich, and Friendly Islands, situated in re-

spect to each other ? How are the islands of New Zealand situated in respect

to the Society Islands ? What islands lie east of Van Dieman's Island ? How
ore Borneo, Sumatra, Java, and Celebes, situated in respect to each other?
How tax is Easter Island from the coast of Chil6 ? How far is Uwbyhee from
California?

Ques(to» on tht Nota to Sections LXXX. ..LXXXIIL

What &ls« statements3. Where does the upas tree grow? What is its nature?
have been maae respecting it?

4 What are cloves? Nutmeg? Mace? At what rate might these spices be sold
in Europe, were there no monopoly? At what rate do they sell? What
beautiful birds are found in these several islands?

0. What is the nature of the climate in the islands of the Pacific? What do most
of these islands produce? What animals are found on their shores and in
their forests? What animals were found to be scarce in them ?

6. How do the inhabitants of Tongataboo account for earthquakes?

END OF THE OEOORAPHY.
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APPENDIX.

I—FIGURE OF THE EARTH.*

1. The Earth is proved to be nearly globular, by va-

rious arguments. When a ship approaches the land, the

first parts of her that are seen by those on shore, are her

masts and rigging; and she seems gradually to rise out of

the water, till at length the hull becomes visible. In like

manner, the persons in the vessel see first the tops of

mountains or hills, and last of all the be^ch. When the

vessel sails from the land, the hull first disappears from
the view of those on shore, and the top of the mast is

longest visible; and those in the vessel see the tops of

spires, hills, and igpuntains, for a considerable time after

the beach has disappeared. In all these cases, the dis-

appearance of the lower objects can be accounted for,

only on the supposition, that the surface of the water is

convex ; as, were this not the case, the bulkiest objects-
such as the hull of the ship, and the lower parts of build-

ings, hills, and nu)untains—^would be longest visible.

These appearances are observed at every shore in the

world, and in every direction. The surface of the sea,

therefore, must in all places be nearly globular ;f and the

• 1. Other interesting particulars respcfing the Earth, will be found in what
follows. The remarks on its figure, in this section, are given in a separate form, on
account of their close connexion with Geography.

+ a. The same phenomena are observable in the ocean, at any distance fW)m
lond i as the seaman finds from experience, that, in all places, he has a more ex-
tended view from the top of the mast, than from the deck of the ship. In sandy
deserts also, and in regions which are destitute of mountains and hills, the same ap-
pearances are exhibited s the lower parts of remote objects being constantly concealed
from the view bv the intervening country. These phenomena may be illustrated, by
moving a pencil, or any similar object, along the surface of a ball or artificial globe,
in such a manner, that its length may always be directed towards the centre. They
are also well illustrated by the appearances observable on the sides of a round hill,

the lower parts of the objects disappearing as we recede from them. It may be far-
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highest mountains on the land are far smaller, in com-
parison of the Earth's magnitude, than the inequalities on
the surface of the smoothest fruit are in comparison of the

fruit itself.*

2. This conclusion is confirmed by eclipses of the

Moon; as the shadow of the Earth on that luminary, is

always found to be terminated by a boundary not differing

sensibly from an arch of a circle; and no body, except a
globe, can, in all positions, cast a circular shadow.f

3. A farther proof of the same conclusion is, that the

Earth has been circumnavigated by Magallan, Drake,
Anson, Cook, and many others.;)^

4. All calculations alsv, partituhtdy iti Geography and
Navigation, which are made on the supposition that the

Earth is spherical, are found to give results which are

very nearly true; while the results derived from the sup-

position that its Surface is a plane, at-e quite false.^

5. None of the inhabitants of the Earth feel any incon-

venience from this figure ; ad in eve^y place all objects are

attracted towards the centre, and every perison conceives

the Earth to be beneath his feet, and the heavens to b6
over his head.

6. A plane touching the Eattli's siiiiface it any point,

is called the sensible horizon of triat ptiint; and a great

circle whose plane is parallel to the sensible hodzon, is

csdled the rational horizon of the same point.
||

ther observed, that, if the Earth werri an extfeiid^d plane, as was bMieved in early

times, the Andes and other high mountains Wotld he visible at vast distances, the
thickness of the atmosphere being the only obstacle to their being seen from elevated
padtions, at the remotest parts of the Earth;

• 3. How small the heights of mountains are, in eompttrison of the magnitude of
the Earth, will appear, if we consider that five miles, a space which almost equals
the height of any moun^in at present known, is only aboUt a sixteen-hundredth
part of the Earth's diameter. Now, the sixteen-hundredth part of twelve inches it

about the hundred and thirtieth part of one inch; so that the hifrhest mountain on
the Earth would be represented on a terrestrial globe, twelve inches in diameter,
by a prominence very little exceeding the thickness of common writing paper.

+ 4t The nature of eclipses will be explained hereafter in Section X.

t & If the Earth were a flat surface, it might, in one sense, be circumnavigated
bv a vessel perpetually changing her course, and thus describing a circuit on the
plane, in the same manner as a boat may sail round a lake. In the coses above
referred to, however, the navigators constantly sailed in the same direction, except
when obliged to deviate in some degree for the purpose of doubling certain lands,

particularly the southern parts of Africa and America; and they at length arrived

at the place from which they bad set out, which they could not have done, had the
Earth been a plane.

i & We also naturally infer flmn analogy, that the Earth is of the figure men.
tioned above, since all the other planets are found to be very nearly of that flgnre.

I 7. The term horixon is the participle of a Greek verb, which signifies to bomtif
•ad, hAving the word synonymous witn cirrte understood, it denoted originally tb«
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7. The zenitJi of any place is tlic point in the imaginary
celestial sphere around us, which is exactly over the place;

and the nadir is the point of the same sphere, which is

diametrically oppositCi or which is the zenith of the anti-

podes of that place.

8. When the figure ofthe Earth is accurately examined,
it is found not to be exactly spherical. This is inferred

from the fact, that degrees of the meridian are rather

greater towards the poles, than near the equator;* and
from this it follows, that the Earth must be somewhat
flattened at the poles, and protuberant at the equator.

circle vhich Hmita the view, as nothing below it can be seen. In a popnlar sense,

it is the circle in which the sky and the surface of the Earth, or rather of the sea,

appear to meet; and, if tlte eye be supposed to have no elevation, this circle will

coincide with the sensible horizon, as above defined.

8. If the Earth were an exact sphere, and if a person should travel due north
or south, the altitude of the pole star, or of any other when on the meridian, would
increase or decrease exactly in proportion to the space passed over. This is found
to be nearly, but not exactly so ; a degree of the meridian at the equator being about
1373 feet less, and one at the polar circle about 1158 feet greater^ than the one above
mentioned at the parallel of 43°. Hence it is evident, that a circle nearlv coincid-

ing with the meridian at the equator, would be less than one nearly coincidingwith
it in the higher latitudes; and, consequently, the curvature is greater in a given
space near Uie equator than near the poles; or, which is the same, the surface dif-

fers less from a plane in the polar regions than in the equatorial. According to

late measurements in various parts of the world, the ditlerence of the polar and
equatorial diameters is found to be between a three hundredth and a three hundred
and twenty-fifth part of tiie latter.

If there be two places on the same meridian, or due north and south of each other

;

and if, at each, the altitude of any star, when on the meridian, be taken with a
quadrant or other instrument; the difierence of the altitudes will be the difierence

of latitude of the two places. Should the difference of latitude be one degree, if the

distance between the places be measured, it will be the length of a degree at that

Sart of the meridian. Should it not be a degree, the length of a degree will be
etermined by proportion.

Some terms occurring in this Appendix will be understood from the following

illustrations. If the ends of a thread, S P S', be
fastened to two pins, !S S/, fixed at a less distance

asunder than the length of the thread, and if the

point of a pen or pencil, P, be carried round in

such a manner as to keep the thread constantly

stretched, the figure enclosed bjr the curve line

thus described, is called an e//t;Me . the points

8 and S', where the pins are fixed, are called

the foci (and each of them a focus): the line

A B, drawn through the foci, and terminated
both ways by the curve, is called the greater

axis; and the line D £, drawn perpendicular to

this axis through its middle point, and termi-

nated by the curve, is called the less axis.

If one oi tiie parts into which an ellipse is divided by either of the axes, revolve
about that axis, the figure which it describes iscalledacpAeroid,—Hm>/ate, if the
revolution be performed round the greater axis; obtate, if round the less. An egg
is nearly of the formtr figure ; and a watch, or a flat tnrnip, nearly of the latter.

The diameter of a circle is to its circumference nearly as 113 to 335, or more
nearly as 1 to ;}-l4I.5!?9. A straight line drawn from the cenbre to tlie oiroumferenee,
is called a radiuM, and is evidently half the diameter.
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The length of a degree at the parallel of 45", is found by
measurement to be 69 miles 79 yards, which mav be taken

as the mean length of a degree. If this be multiplied by
360, the product is 24,856 miles, the circumference of a
great circle passing through the poles; and hence, the

mean diameter of the Earth is found to be nearly 7912
miles. From a comparison of the lengths of degrees

measured in various parts of the world, it is inferred, that

the Earth is very nearly an oblate spheroid, which has its

equatorial diameter about twenty>five miles longer than

its polar.
m»n^m0mt>0tMMHm/tA0Mmm

O^vstiom on Section I.

1. Wliat appearances does a ship approaching the land present to an observer on
the snore? What parts of the land are first seen by those in the vessel?
Describe the corresponding phenomena, when the vessel sails from the shore.

' How are these appearances accounted for ? Were the Earth flat, what ob-
jects would continue longest visible ? Are these appearances observed at all

shores and in all directions? What is the general inference from these ph»>
nomena? Are the magnitudes of mountains considerable in oompariion of
the Earth's magnitude ?

2. Bow do eclipses of the JVIoon i^rove the Earth to be nearly globular ? What is the
only body that in all positions can cast a circular shadow ?

J. What proof of the Earth's being a round body is drawn from the voyages of cer-
tain navigators?

4. How is the correctness of this opinion inferred from the truth of some, and the
falsity of other calculations ?

fi. Why do the inhabitants of the earth feel no inconvenience from its figure ?

6. What is the sensible horizon? The rational?
7. What is the zenith of a place? The nadir?
8. How is it inferred that the Earth is not exactly spherical? What is the mean

length of a de^ee ? What is the circumference, and how is it found ? What
is the mean diameter? Of what figure is the Earth? How much is the
polar diameter less than the equatorial ? How is this known ?

Questions on the Notes to Section L

3. How is it shown that the lower parts of distant objects are invisible at any part
of tiie ocean, as well as near its shores ? In what cases are the ame pheno-
mena exhibited on land ? How may these appearances be illustrated ?

3. How may the sinallness of the heights of a\ountains, compared with the magni-
tude of the Earth, be illustrated?

6. Illustrate the argument in support of the opinion, that the Earth is a round body,
drawn from its having been circumnavigated.

6. What argument is there from analogy, in support of the opinion that the Earth
is nearly globular?

8. How much shorter is a degree at the equator than one at the parallel of 45° .'

How much is one at the polar circle longer than the same ? How do we
infer from this, that the Earth is flatter towards the poles than about the
equator ? What part of the equatorial diameter is the difference between it

and the polar one found to be ?

How may the len.<{th of a di gree of the meridian be fonnd ?

How may an ellipse be described ? What are the foci ? The greater axis ? The
less axis?

What is a prolate spheroid ? An oblate one? ive instances of objects which
are nearly of these figures.

What is the ratio of the diameter and circumference of « circle? What k the
'• radius of a circle?
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ASTRONOMY.

II^GENERAL VIEW OF THE SOLAR
SYSTEM.

1. Number of the Planets^ Sfc,—The solar system con-

sists of the Sun, and several bodies which revolve round
him, and are called planets; besides many comets. The
planets are of two kinds, primary and secondary. The
primary are those which revolve round the Sun, as the

centre of their motions; and the secondaryy which are also

called satellites or moons, are smaller planets which revolve

round some of the primary, and are carried with them
round the Sun.* The number of primary planets at pre-

sent known is eleven, and that of the secondary eighteen.

2. Names of the Planets, SfC.—The primary planets are

Mercury, Venus, the Earth, Mars; Vesta, Juno, Ceres,

Pallas; Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus or the Georgium
Sidus.-)*

The secondary planets, at present known, are the Moon,
which accompanies the Earth; four satellites belonging to

Jupiter, seven to Saturn, and six to Uranus.:}^

3. Orbits of the Planets.—The primary planets revolve

from west to east, in elliptical paths or orbits, having the

Sun in one of the foci. Most of these orbits differ very

little from circles; the eccentricity, or distance between
the centre of any of them and the focus, being in most
cases very small in comparison of the magnitude of the

* 1. The essential diiTerence between a secondary planet and its primary is, that
the latter contains many times more matter than the former. In conscuuence of
this, the common centre of gravity of both is very near the primary; and though,
in strictness, both revolve round that point, the motion uf the primary, from its

nearness, is very small: and tlie primary may be regarded, without much error, as
the centre about which the second;\ry revolves.

f 2. Uranus was discovered by Dr. (afterwards Sir WilHam) Herschel, in 1781

»

deres by M. Piazzi, at Palermo, on the tirst of Jamury, 1801 (the tii'st day of the
present century^ ; Pallas in 1802, and Vesta in 1807, both by Dr. Olbers, at Bremen ;

and Juno in 1^04, by Mr. Harding, at the observatory of Lilienthal, near Bremea.
The other primary planets have all been known since the earliest times.

t 3. The satellites of Jupiter were discovered in 1600^ immediately after the ia*

Tention of the telescope; and those of Saturn and Uranni, at different times nnos.

€
'

I-

n
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orbit itself. The secondary planets also describe orbits

of the same kind, having each its respective primary in

one of its foci.*

4. Distances ofthe Planets.—^The mean distances of the

planets from the Sun, in millions of miles, are as follows

:

Mercury, 36; Venus, 68; the Earth, 93; Mars, 142; Ves-

ta, 221; Juno, 248; Ceres, 257; Pallas, 257; Jupiter,

486; Saturn, 890; Uranus, 1790.t
5. Periodic Times.—The periods oftheir sidereal revolu-

tions, or the times in which they complete their revolutions

round the Sun, are nearly as follows: Mercury, 88 days;

Venus, 7^ months; the Earth, 12 months; Mars, 1 year

10^ months; Vesta, 3 years Smooths; Juno, 4 years 4
months; Ceres and Pallas, 4 years 7 months; Jupiter,

11 years 10^ months; Saturn 29^ years; and Uranus, 84
years4 These times are the lengths of the years in the

several planets.

6. Velocities,—From the distances and periodic times

of the planets, their mean velocities in their orbits may be

* 4. This will be illostnted by the foregoing fignre, in which S will represent
the Sun, the curve line A D G E the orbit of a planet, and C S its eccentricity. At
the voint A, the planet will be nearest the Sun; at B, most remote; and at D or E,
it will be at its mean distance. By the nature of the ellipse, the mean distance,
S D or S E, is equal to A C or C B, half the greater axis. Tho planetary orbits,

however, dilfer much less iVom circles than the flgure referred to. In the Earth's
orbit, for instance, the eccentricity, S C, is ouljr about a sixtieth part of the mean
distance A C. From the table at the end of this article, it appears, that the orbits
of Juno, Pallas, and Mercury, are the most ellipticals and those of Venus and the
Earth, the least so. It may be fartherremarked that the eccentricities are all sub-

ject to some variation, in consequence of the mutual attractions of the planets.

f A. These dlbtances are nearly as the numbers 4, 7, 10, 10, 24, 27, 28, 28, 58, 9.%

and 102. If round a point representing the Sun, circles be described with tlieso

distances, as radii, they will nearly represent the orbits of the planets. The radii

may be talien from a scale of equal parts, which the pupil can form for himself, with
the parts greater or smaller, according to the intended size of the scheme. If much
accuracy \>e wished fur, and more especially if the scheme be large, the orbits of
Juno, Pallas, and Mercury, may be made elliptical by means of their ecoentricUies.

8o vast are these distances, that a body moving at the rate of 13 miles per minute,

which is about the velocity of sound, would be Ave years and a quarter in moving
from the 8un to Mercury j and a cannon ball, with the velocity of 20 miles per mi*
uutc, would be 170 years in passing from the Sun to Uranus.

t 6. By the time of a sidereal revolution, is meant, the period that elapses be-
tween the planet's appearing, as seen from the Hun, in any position in respect to

the fixed stars, and its being again seen in the same position. It has been found,

that the squares of these penwla are prvportUtnal to the etibes qf the mean diitaneti.

I'hus, by squaring 365 and 88, the nearest days to the periods of the Earth and Mer^
enry, we get 133225 and 7744; and the cube of'^93, the millions of miles in the Earth's
nean distance, is 80 1357. Then, as 13:i«25 t 7744 i : Hi4M7 : 46755; the cube toot

ett which is 3 ), the millions of miles in the mean distance of Mercury. This impor-
tant theoram is the last of tlie three Laws that were dlsonverBd by Kepler. The flrst

of these Is, that \f a etrmght line be drawn fnm the central to the rmUoing b»dy, it

mill describe emuU armu in equal timeit and the second, that the plunet§ rewtos <n

MpUe orbilt, hnina the Svn in one ^' tkefod. Kepler waa a diitinguiftlwd Owwaa
MlimuHMr, who cued ia liilM.
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calculated. Tlius, by multiplying double the Earth's

mean distance by 355, and dividing the product by 113»

we obtain 584 millions of miles, the space described du-
ring one revolution. If this be divided by 365^, the

auotient is 1,600,000 nearly, which is the average space

escribed in one day. Dividing this again by 24, we get

66,600 miles, the motion in one hour; and two successive

divisions by 60 give 1110 miles, the space described in a
minute; and 18 miles, that which is described in a second.

By similar prccesses, we should find the mean hourly

spaces in miles described by Mercury, Jupiter, and Ura-
nus, to be 110,000,* 29,000, and 15,000; the velocity be-

ing less, the more remote the planet is from the Sun.

7. Apparent Motions of the Planets,—Seen from the

Earth, any of the other planets appears sometimes to

move westward among the fixed stars, or contrary to the

direction of its real motion. At the beginning and end
of this apparent retrograde motion, the planet appears for

a short time to be stationary. These appearances are the

effect of the combined motions of the Earth and planet.f

8. Inclinations of the Planetary Orbits.—The planes in

which the orbits of the planets are situated all pass

through the centre of the Sun. With the exception of

the orbits of Juno, Ceres, and Pallas, they are all inclined

to each other at small angles; none of them making, with

the plane of the Earth's orbit, an angle exceeding seven

degrees and a few minutei; while most of them make
much smaller angles.:^

•n

* 7. This ipace it between four and fire timet the eirenmfemiee of the Earth.

f 8. Tbeie phenomena may be illuBtrated, by canting two balls to move ronnd
a candle or other centre, the interior one in ihorter time than the other. Then, the

eye beltog kept at one of them, if the other be obierred, It will appear generally to

adrance in reference to any marks on the walls, but aometines to recede. In like

manner, the planeti generally appear to more eastward, in relation to the fixed ttarst

but tometimes they seem to have a motion in the contrary direction. The inferior

planets have this apparent retrograde motion, for some time before and after their

Hi/eWor cofv'uncHons, or their positions when between the Earth and Sun \ and th«

superior planets, for tome time before and aner their oppositions. The periods of
ntrogradation are nc «yt the lanwi bat the mean period for Saturn is about
140dayi| for Jupiter, 190 days i for Mars, 73 daysi for Venus, 49 days; and for

Mercury, 9S days. It may be remarked, that the Earth, seen fh>m any of the pla-

nets, would appear to move retrograde at the tame time that the planet appcart to

moTe retrograde, at teen ftom the Earth.

t V. I'o illnstrate this snhjjcct, take a piece of pasteboard, to represent the plane
of the Earth's orbit, and on it describe a circle for the orbit, the centre representing

the Bnn. Then, through this oentre, cut a straight slit, in which put another chrle,

described bn a separate piece of pasteboard, and of a sue diiTerent fkrom that whioh
represents the Earth's orbit Make the two centres coincide, and incline the circles

at a mall angle. Then the cinsln thiu intcrted will reprvtant the orbit of an infe-
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" 9. Rotations.—^While the planets are performing their

.revolutions round the Sun, several of them are known to

revolve from west to east, on lines within themselves, called

their axes ; and thus all parts of their surfaces enjoy the
vicissitudes of day and night. The times of rotation,

except for the Earth, are found by observing the periods

occupied by certain spots in completing revolutions round
the planets. Some of the planets, from their distance,

smallncss, or other causes, do not exhibit any spots by
which their rotations can be ascertained;* but there seems
to be every reason to conclude from analogy, that they
all have such motions. The Sun also is found, in a simi-

lar manner, to perform a rotation in upwards of twenty-

five days, and the Moon in the same time in which she

revolves round the Earth.

10. Figures of the Planets.—The planets are all nearly

globular. Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, are found to be
compressed at the poles in the same manner as the Earth,

but in a much more considerable degree; the polar and
equatorial diameters of Mars being as 15 to 16, of Jupiter

as 13 to 14, and of Saturn as 10 to 11. This compres-

sion is thought to be produced in the two latter, princi-

pally by tlieir swift rotations on their axes; and in the

former, by its being composed of matter which is denser

in some parts of his body than in others.

11. Magnitudes of the Planets.—Some of the planets

are much smaller, and others vastly larger than the Earth.

Thus, the bulk of Jupiter is nearly 1300 times, of Saturn

nearly 1000 times, and of Uranus nearly 90 times, that

of the Earth; and, while Venus and the Earth are of nearly

equal size, the magnitude of Mars is about one scventli,

and that of Mercury about one fiflcenth, of the Earth's

magnitude. The Sun is of enormous dimensions, his bulk

being nearly 1,400,000 times that of the Earth.f . ,

rior planet. The point* in which the orbit of the planet cuts the plane of the eoliptie,

are called the nodei of iu orbit i and the straight line Joining these, is termed the

iiiM <i/' (A« mdei.

• 10. For these reasons the times of rotation of Uranns, V^'xta, Juno, Ceres, and
Pallas, arc unknown. That of Mercury, aluo, is doubtfu!. It will be svrn, by tb«

table to be f(iven hereafter, that the lengths of the -ay in Venus, the Earth, and
Mars, are nearly equal) and that in Jupiter and Satui'ic, they ars also nearly equal

to one another, but are much smaller than with us.

ill. The maRnitudf s of Vesta, Juno, Cerrs, and Pallas, 'ire not well ascertained t

but Ceres is thouKhl to Im about ns large as the Moon, awd Vesta a little larger t

while Juno and I'allas are much smaller. The maKnitndes, or solid contents, of

•pberioal bodies, are propurtiunai to the cubes of their diameters. Thus the db-
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12. Sun*s AttractioHf Sfc.—^The Sun's direct influence

on the planets in respect to heat, h'ght, and attraction, and
also his apparent magnitude as seen from them, are in-

versely proportional to the squares of their distances from
him ; that is, it decreases as the squares of the distances

increase. Hence, the direct influence of the Sun on
Mercury is nearly seven times as great as on the Earth;

and seen from that planet, he will appear nearly seven

times as large: while his influence on Uranus will be
only a three hundred and sixty-eighth part of his influ-

ence on the Earth, and his apparent magnitude will be
diminished in an equal degree.*

13. DensitieSt Sfc,— From comparing the attractive

powers of the bodies in the system, and their magnitudes,

the quantities of matter which they contain and their den-

sities have been determined. Thus, it has been found,

that Jupiter contains 312 times as much matter as the

Earth; Saturn, nearly 98 times; and Uranus, nearly 17

times, as much. The densities of Jupiter and Uranus are

rather above one fifth of the Earth's density, while that of

Saturn is little more than one tenth. The Sun's density

rather exceeds one fourth of that of the Earth; but so

vast is his magnitude, that he contains nearly 334,000
times as much matter ^s the Earth, or above 600 times

as much as all the planets at present known.f

ii*ri

I

meters of the Earth and Satnm being nearly as 1 to 10, their solid contents or
Tolumes will be nearly ns 1, the culie of the first, is to lOUO, the cube of the second.
The contents ol'the surfaces of such bodies, are i>roportional to the squares of their

diameters. Hence, the surface of Saturn is almost 100 times as great as that of the
Earth. By this means, it would be readily found, that the surfaces of all the planets,
taken together, are nearly iSO times that of the Earth.

• 18. For the distance of Mercury is to that of the Earth nearly as fi to 13i and
the squares of these are 3A and 100, the latter of which is nearlv seven times the for-

mer. Again, the Earth's distance is to that of Uranus nearly as 1 to lU-18, the
squares of which are 1 and 368 nearly.

We are not entitled to conclude, fifom these results, that Mercury is so hot and so
brilliiuitly illuminated, or Uranus so cold and gloomy, as we might at first suppose.
We are ignorant of the nature of their surfaces, structures, and atmospheres > and,
consequently, we cannot kuoyt what eflects may be produced on tliem by the solar

nvs. They may, therefore, be as well adapted as the Earth, to afford comfortable
habitations for animals; and even if they and the other planets should differ eon>
siderably in this respect, there can be no doubt, but the wisdom and goodneu of
the Creator have suited the constitutions of the inhabitants to the rexidence which
they are destined to occupy. The degree of attraction, and the Sun's apparent
magnitude, follow precisely the law above stated. Hence, in Mercurv, tho 8un'a
diameter will appear to be more than two and a half times as great as it diifs tu i:s,

and his disk nearly seven times as great i while in Uranus, he will appear very little

larger than Jupiter or Venus does to the inhabitants of the Earth.

f 13. The quantities of matter contained in bodies, are proportional to the de-
met of attraction which they exert on other bodies in similar circumstances.

Hence, the degrees of attraction exerted by the prinuury planets on their satellites,
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Quntiom on iSiec(ion II.

1. Ofwhatdoesthe solar system consist? What are primary planets? SecundaiyP
How many planets are at present known f

4i. Name the first four of the primary pb^nets. The next four. The rest. Wbkb
of the primary planets have secondaries, and how many has each i*

3. In what direction do the planets roTolve? Of what Agure are their ofbitaP
Where is the Sun situated ? What is the eccentricity of an orbit? Areths
eccentricities in most of the planetary orbits great or small ? Of what kind
an the orbits of the secmdarv planeta ;'

4. What are the mean distances of the several planets from the Sun?
6. In what times do the several planets revolve round the Sun?
ti. Show the method of calculating the velocity of the Earth's motion in its orbit

Show the same in respect to Mercury, and the other planets. What is the
velocity of Mercury per hour? Of Jupiter? Of Uranus? What planet*
have the greatest velocities?

7. What apparent irregularities are exbfbited in the motions of the planets, as seen
from the Earth ? Whence do these result ?

8. Through what point do the planes of all the orbits of the planets pass? How
are the orbits sitnated in respect to each other?

9. What motions have the planets, besides those in their orbits? M'hat effects

result from these motions ? How are the times of rotation of the Sun, and
the otiier planets, besides ibe Earth, determined? Why are the times of
rotation of some planets unknown ? Why is ii probable, that tbey all haw
such motions? In what times do the Sun and Moon perform their rota^

tioM?
10. What are the figures of the planets? Which of them are observed to be com-

pressed at the poles ? In what degree do the equatorial diameters of these

exceed their axes ? How is this compression thought to be produced ?

11. How many times greater are Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and the Sun, than tbe
Earth? What is the Earth's balk compated with those of Venus, Mars,
and Mereury?

IS. Mliat is the law that regulates the degree of tbe Sun's direct influence on the

S
tenets, in respect to heat, light, and attractioaf In respect to what eln
oes the same law hold ? Compare the Earth, in these respects^ with Mer-

eury and Urannst and also with Venus and Juptter.
13. Uow are the densities of tbe planets, and the quantities of matter which tbey

contain, determined? How many times more matter do Jupiter, Satom,
Uranus, and tbe Sno, contain than the Earth? What are thx densities of
the same bodies, compared with that of the Earth? What 'c iw quantity
of matter contained in the Sun, compared with that containta in all the
planets at present known ?

being known from the periods and distances of the satellites, the quantity of matter
contained in those planets which have secondaries, can in genenl be ascertained
with a great degree of accuracy. The case is different with respect to those which
have not satellites, as their power of attraction can be known only by the eftectx

which they produce in disturbing the motions of the other planets. Hence, the
auantities or matter contained in such planets, are determined with much more dif-

ficulty and less certainty. Tbe results which appear to be most nearly correct, will

b« found, in the table at the end of this article. By examining these, it will appear
that, with the single exception of Uranus, the nearer any planet is to tbe Sun, the
greater is its density.

It may be &rther remarked, that the mean density of the Earth is supposed to be
about Ave times that of water: and hence it will follow, that the planet Merfiury, if

It* density be correctly determined, is considerably heavier than a mass of copper of
the same magnitude i while tbe mean density of Saturn is only about three fourths

of tbe density of fir, or less than twice that of cork.

Qm««om en tht Notm to AscNon IL

1; Who was the first in modern times to discover a new planet ? What planet was
this, and when was it discovered ? Who diKovered Ceres, and when ? Pal>
laa? Vesta? Juno?

3, When were the satellites of Jupiter discovered, and on what occasion?

4 Point out in tbe diagram the place of the Buni the orbit of a planet, and its

tMcatricity. Show tbo plaaet's potttkms, when aaarMl tM Man, whea
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III.—THE SUN.*

1. The Sun is nearly, but not exactly, the centre of
the system. The real centre is the common centre of
gravityf of the Sun, and all the other bodies in the sys-

tem; and round this, the Sun and all those bodies move.

m

How

most remote, and when at its mean dietance. In the earth's orbit, what
part is the eccentricity of the mean distance ' What planets have the most
elliptical orbits ? Which differ least tram circles i*

6. In what time would a body, moving with the velocity of sound, pass from the
Sun to Mercury? In what time would a cannon ball, wiu the Telocity of
SO miles per minute, move from the Sun to Uranus?

6. What is meant by a sidereal revolution ? What is the first of Kepler's laws *

The second? The third? WhowasKepkr? When did he die?
7. How many times the Earth's circumference, is the space described by Mercury

in his orbit in a single hour?
8. How may the apparent motions of the planets be illustrated? When are the

apparent motions of the inferior planets retrograde? When those of the
superior planets .-* When would the Earth's motion, seen from any other
planet, appear to bv retrograde?

9. How may the inclinations of the planetary orbits be illustrated ? What are tha
nodes of the orbit of a planet ? What is the line of the nodes ?

il. To what are the solid contents of spherical bodies proportional ? Illustrate thia

in respect to the Earth as compared with Jupiter and Mars, and in respect
to Mercury as compared with J upiter ? To what are the contents of the sur«
faces of spheres proportional ? illustrate this in respect to Saturn and Ju-
piter, as compared with the Earth. What is the amount of the surfaces of
all the planets, compared with that of the Earth ?

13. TTow many times greater does the Sun appear as seen from Mercury than fh)m
Uranus ? How many times greater is the Sun's attraction on Venus than
on Saturn ?

Why are we not entitled to conclude, from the differences in the Sun's distances
from the several planets, that they rannot be habitable ?

13. To what are the quantities of matter contained in bodies proportional ? Of
wlmt class of planets can the quantities of matter he ascert.tmed with most,
and ofwhat with least accuracy? Whether have the planets near the Sun,
or those more remote, the greater densities ?

What is the Earth's mean density, compared with that of water? Give ftHniliat

illuitntioas of the weights and densities of the planets Mercury and Saturn.

m

* 1. After the foregoing general sketch of the solar system, it will be proper to

ronsidcr the bodies in it separately, especially in respect to any peculiarities that

may belong to them.

«. If two balls be fixed at the opposite ends of a straight wire or rod, th»ir

common centre of gravity ia the point of the wire, on which they will be exactly

balanced. I'he distance of this point from the centre of the lighter ball, will be to

its distance from that of the other, as the weisht of the heavier is to that of the

lighter, if the weight of the wire be nedected. If one hall, equal in weight to these

two, be placed in the point thus found, the common centre of gravity of it and a
fourth, iuund in the same manner, will be the common centre of gravity of the first

two and the fourth, whether these three are In the same straight line or not i and

it In easy to see how, by this principle, the common centre of gravity of four or more
balls might be determined. It will be seen also, that this centra will be nearest the

heaviest boll, and most remote from the lightest In lust the same manner, bv nsing

the qnantlties of matter contained In the Sun and planets, instead of weights, tha

position of their common centra of gravity may be (bund i and .t is plain, that the

Hun will be nearest it, when the planeU are situated in dlflerent parte of the hravrM
around biBi and most remote, when they are aU on tbt msm aioe «f Urn.

K8
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So great, however, is the quantity of matter contained in

the Sun, that his centre is never more remote from the
centre of the system than the length of his diameter, and
it is generally much less, the distance depending on the

positions of the planets ; and hence there is little impro-
priety in calling the Sun the centre of the system.

2. SpotSf Sfc.—When the Sun is examined with a tele-

scope, various dark spots are frequently discovered on his

surface. These are sometimes far larger than the entire

surface of the Earth. They vary much in their number
and appearance, sometimes none being visible, and some-
times several ; and on some occasions one spot separates

into two or more, while at other times two or more unite

into one. They are now generally supposed to be pro-

duced by convulsions and openings in the luminous mat-
ter on the surface of the Sun. Though there are some
irregularities, from the causes already mentioned, they
sdem to complete their revolutions, from one limb of the

Sun to the same position again, in the average period of
27 days, 7 hours, 37 minutes; and hence, the period of
the Sun's rotation is computed to be 25 days, 10 hours,

nearly.*

3. Nature of the Sun.—With respect to the nature of

the Sun, there have been different opinions. Some have
thought, that he is an immense mass of fire, merely de-

signed to afford heat and light to the planets; while others

have supposed him to be a habitable world. Of the lat-

ter opinion was Sir William Herschel, who thought that

the Sun consisted of a solid body or nucleus, surrounded
with an atmosphere in which luminous clouds float, dif-

fusing light and heat through the system ; and he con-
ceived that the interior, or habitable part, is protected

from the heat of the exterior surface by strata of dark
clouds placed between them. Another opinion is, that

the Sun is not a heated body; and that, instead of dif-

fusing heat and h'ght through the system, his influence

merely brings into action the principles of these sub*

• 3. The period in which the spots appear to revolre, is longer tlian the real

Kriod, in consequence of the Earth's motion round the 8uii, in the siune direction

which thry rerulre i as, by this means, the observer ou the Earth is enabled to

keep them luni{er in view, than he would if the Earth were at rest. To And the

tnie period, acid the observed period to the time of the Earth's revolution; then,

as the sum thus obtained is to the £Mlik'i period, so i» tl|* olneryad period 9(.Um
Sun's rotation to the true period.
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Stances contained in the bodies themselves* These,

however, are all merely theories, which it is perhaps
impossible either to confirm or disprove.

4f, Sun*s Apparent Motion,—^Like the other heavenly

bodies, the Sun appears to us to perform each day a
revolution round the heavens, from east to west, in con-

sequence of the Earth's rotation in the contrary direction.

He is also constantly, though slowly, changing his appa-

rent situation in relation to the fixed stars, appearing to

move each day almost one degree, or nearly twice his own
diameter, eastward; and thus, in the course of a year,

completing an entire revolution round the heavens. The
circle which his centre thus appears to describe, is called

the ecliptic. This is really the circle described by the Earth
in its annual motion; the Earth describing one part of it,

while the Sun appears to describe the opposite.*

5. Aphearances of the Planets^ 8fC.—The Sun is the

only boay in the system, in which the apparent motions
of the planets accord with the real. Seen from the Earth,

or any other planet, the rest appear sometimes to move
eastward among the fixed stars, and sometimes westward;

while at other times they seem to be stationary: but seen

from the Sun, they appear constantly to move eastward,

and always present a full, round, enlightened disk.

6. Sun's Attraction.—So great is the Sun's attraction,

arising from his vast quantity of matter, that the weight
of bodies on his surface, or the pressure which they sus-

tain towards his centre, is nearly twenty^eight times as

great as at the surface of the Earth.

7. Motion ofthe Solar System—The Sun and the en-

tire system are supposed to have a motion towards the

constellation Hercules. This is inferred from the stars in

that part of the heavens appearing to recedef from each
other with extreme slowness, and from other similar ap-

pearances.

m

111

• 4. This will be illustrated by placing a candle, lamp, or other object, in the

middle of u room, and movinfj round it. In tliiacaae, it will appear to be succps-

irely in the direction of various points on the wallj and, in the same manner, tha

Bun, though at rest, appears to a person on the Earth, in its motion around him, (o

describe a circle round the celestMl sphere amone the fixed stars. The ecliptic ia

•0 called, because eclipses take pl^ce when tba Moon ia In or near it

^ fi. In the same manner as the trees in a grore seem to become mora distant

from one another as ve appnioch them, while tha intenraU between those behiad

.

us seem to diminish as we re ire turn them.
, ^^ .. „ ^„,»,ji
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Questions on Section HI.

1. What :s the real centre of the solar system ? What is the greatest distance which
the centre of the Sam can have from this centre ? On what does the distance
depend .-*

2. What does the telescope show on the Sun^s surface ? Of what magnitudes are
some of the spots i* What changes are there in their appearance ? How are
thev supposed to be occasioned f In what time do they appear to complete
their revolutions? In what time does the Sun revolve on bis axis?

3. What opinions have been held respecting the nature of the Sun ? What was
Herschel's opinion P State another opinion.

4. What apparent diurnal motion has the Sun ? What is the cause of this ? What
apparent annual motion has he ? What is the daily amount of this ? What
is the circle thus described called ? What, in reality, describes this circle ?

& What diilerences are there between the appearances of tlie planets and their mo*
tions, as seen from the Sun and from each other?

6. How much greater is the weight of bodies at the Sun's than at the Earth's surfhce ?

7. \Vh»t motiou is the solar system supposed to have ? Whence is this inferred ?

IV.—MERCURY AND VENUS.

1. Mercury and Venus are called, in relation to the

Earth, inferior planets ; because they are nearer the cen-

tre of the system, and, as it were, lower in it, than our

pbnet. Those that are more remote than the Earth, are

called superior planets,

2. Mercury, in consequence of his nearness to the

Sun, can never be seen from the Earth, except a little

before sunrise, or a little after sunset. From the same
cause, the Sun's diameter, seen from Mercury, appears

more than two and a half times as large as it does to us,

and his surface nearly seven times as large. The Earth
also, and its satellite the Moon, will both be distinctly

visible, if his atmosphere permit.

3. When viewed from the Earth with a telescope,

Mercury presents phases similar to those of the Moon

;

appearing sometimes horned, sometimes half, and some-
times nearly round and lull. In all these appearances,

his enlightened side is turned towards the Sun;—a cir-

cumstance which proves that he shines, not by his own
light, but by reflecting that of the Sun.

.
< a; <>

Queitiona on the Note» to Section HI.

1 Illustrate the method of finding the common centre of gravity of two balls ? What
is the relation of the distances of that centre from the centres of the balls ^

How might the position of the common centre of i^vity of more than two
bal4fr<be determined ':' Uow is this centre situated in refl|iect to the heaviest
and lightest balis ? How may the common centre of gravity of the solar sys>

tem be found ? When will the Sun be nearest it, and when most remote ?

S. Why is the period in which the solar spots appear to revolve longer than the real

period ? How is tlie true period calculated :'

4. How may the Sun's apparent motion be illustrated ? Why is the ecliptic so called ?

d. How are the appearances illustrated, which give reason to think that the solar

•ystcm is in ^notion i*
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4. Mercury sometimes passes exactly between the Earth

and Sun, and car ..« \he appearance of a dark spot cross-

ing the Sun's disk. Such an appearance is called a transit*

These transits take place sometimes in May, and more fre-

quently in November, because his orbit crosses the ecliptic

at the Sun's positions about these times. About fourteen

or fifteen of these happen each century.*

5. Venus, as seen from the Earth, is the most beautiful,

and apparently the largest of the planets. When about
40^^ from the Sun, she may be seen in day-light; and in

this situation, she causes objects, in a place from which
other light is excluded, to cast a sensible shadow.

6. When west of the Sun, she rises before him, and is

called the morning star, or sometimes Lucifer; but when
east of him, she sets after him, and is called the evening

star, or sometimes Hesperus. She presents exactly the

same phases as Mercury.

7. There are also transits of this planet, which happen
in June and December, and which afibrd the only method
of determining the Sun's distance from the Earth, with

any tolerable degree of accuracy.f
8. From late observations, it appears, that Venus has

mountains which are much higher than any on the Earth,

and she has also an atmosphere and twilight.

inll

Questims on SecUon IV.

1. What are inferior planets? Superior ones »

2. Wheu only can Mereury be seen from the Earth, and why? How lar^fe do the
Sun'8 diameter and surface appear, as seen from this planet i'

'\^ bat primary
planet, with its secondary, cau be seen from Mercury ?

3. What phases does Mercury present, when viewed with a telescope ? How is his

enlightened side always turned ? W hat does this prove ?

4. What is a transit? When do trensits of Mercury take place, and why? How
many of them happen in a century?

6. What is the appearance of Venus, as seen from the Earth? Give instances of
her great brilliance.

6. When is she called morning, and when evening star? What phases does she
present?

7. When do the transits of Venus happen? Of what great use are these in astro-

nomy ?

8. What do late observations prove respecting mountains ? What else has Venoa
in common with the Earth ?

* 1. Wlien an inferior planet is in the same direction as the Sun, and on th«
aide of its orbit next the Earth, it is F:aid to be in its ififerior cvnjwtction < but when
it is in the same direction, beyond him, it is said to be at its superutr cotyutwtUm.
In both cases, it is invisible.

f 3. These occur very rarely. The last three, the only ones that have been rb-
wrved, were in 1639, 17(il, and 171.U; and the next two will be in lh74 and inm.
Fhe method of determining the Sua'i diataaec by aieaaa of titese tnuttits, i« to*
iliSmlt to be introduced here. -^<k ^ .'?»'«/«'>>• .
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1. The Earth has two motions; one round its own axis

in a day, and another round the Sun in a year.* The
former is called its diurnal motion, and the latter its

annual.

2. The Earth's rotation on its axis from west to east,

causes all the heavenly bodies to appear to revolve from
east to west; in the same manner as, when we ride in a
carriage or sail in a boat, the ground beneath us in the

first case, and the banks and other fixed objects in the

second, seem to move in the opposite direction. The
same phenomena would be produced, indeed, were the

Earth at rest, and all the heavenly bodies moving round
us from east to west, and completing their revolutions in

a day: but it is much more agreeable to the simplicity

which is found to exist in all the works of the Creator, as

far as they are known to us, to suppose, that the various

phenomena are occasioned by the single motion of the

Earth, than that all the numberless heavenly bodies should

be moving round it, some of them at distances, dnd with

velocities, far exceeding any conception that the human
mind can form. Nor can any inconvenience result from
such a motion ; as the atmosphere moves along with the

Earth, and since in all positions, and at every point of tlie

Earth's surface, all objects, as has been already remarked,

are attracted towards the centre; so that every person

conceives the Earth to be beneath his feet, and the heavens

to be above him.

3. Another proof of this rotation is, that pendulums
move more slowly in places near the equator, than in those

near the poles;-—a circumstance which is easily explained

on the supposition, that the rotation counteracts the effect

of the Earth's attraction, by causing objects to tend to

Questions on the Nota to Section IV.

1. What Is meant by the inferior, and what by the superior conjunction of an infe-

rior planet ?

S. When have transits of Venus been obserred ? When will the next two happen f

• I. Motions similar to these may be seen in a ball thrown from the hand, which,

while moTinfi; forward, may, if thrown with a particular cast, be at the same time,

revoWing on an axis within itself. A top in motion affords a similat illustration.
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fly off from the surface, in the same manner as a stone

tends to fly off from a sling, when whirled round; and
that the pendulum thus moves more slowly, being less

affected by the power of gravity.*

4. A farther confirmation of the same opinion, arises

from the Earth's being protuberant at the equator; not

merely the solid parts, but even the surface of the sea,

being twelve or thirteen miles higher, or more remote
from the centre there, than at the poles.f

5. Since all the planets, also, upon which accurate

observations can be made, revolve on their axes, we
naturally infer from analogy, tliat the Earth has a similar

motion.

6. The arguments in support of the Earth's motion in

an orbit round the Sun—instead of the Sun, and the other

bodies in the system, moving round the Earth—are of thv<;

same general character as those that prove the Earth's

rotation. The objections against them may be answered

* 2. It is a well known principle, that any body in motion will continue to move
in a straight Hue, and with a uniform velocity, unless prevented by some external
cause. Hence, if the earth have a rotation, and if bodies were not attracted t(w

wards its centre, they would be thrown off, except at the poles, by what has been
called acentrifugal tbrce,alongastraightlinetouchingthe8urface. This is prevent-
ed by the attractive or central force, the entii-e effect of which, however, is diminished
by the amount of the centrifugal force. It follows from this, that, in case of rota-

tion, bodies will tend towards the centre with less force at the equator than in the

higher latitudes; and this is proved to be the case by the slower motion of pendu-
lums in tropical countries, as it is evident that the motion of a pendulum must
depend on the force by which it is attracted. The first experiment of this liind was
made in 1672, by M. Richer, who found that a pendulum clock, which indicated

time correctly at Paris, lost 2 minutes 28 seconds daily at Cayenne ; and numberless
experiments of a similar kind, have since been made in various other places, and
have all been attended with like results.

f 3. The principle on which the spheroidal figure of the Earth depends is the

same as that oy which, if a bunch of keys be suspended by a cord, and be made to

turn rapidly round, they will diverge from one another; or by which the parts of a
mop, if it be whirled round in a similar manner, spread out in every direction, in
like manner, if a very thin hoop be made to revolve rapidly, by means of macbU
nery, about a diameter, it will become flattened in a considerable degree about th»
extremities of that diameter, and protuberant at the parts midway between them.
These facts depend on the general principle mentianeid in the last note, that bodies
in motion tend to move in a straight line.

A popular objection against the Earth's motion is, that, if there were such a mo-
tion, a body allowed to fall by its own weight would not reach the ground exactly

below the point from which it fell, but considerably to the west of it; and that a
body projecled perpendicularly upward, would not fall again, as it is observed to

do, at the place from which it ascended, but, in like manner, at a distance to the

west proportioned to the time of its flight, in oomtequcnce of the Earth's eastward
motion during that time. This objection is of no weight. When a vessel is saiW
ing on a smooth sea, a stone dropped from the top of the mast strikes the deck ex-
actly below the point from which it fell ; and a stone dropped from a vehicle in
motion, is seen to move as rapidly forward as the carriage, till it reaches the ground,
when it is instantly left behind. In both these cases, the falling body, besides being
attracted downwards, has the same tendency ;o move foi-ward as the hand thatdfopt
it} and the same principle is applicable in respect ta the Earth's motion.
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in the same way; and they account for all the phenomena
in the simplest and most satisfactory manner.*

7i As the Earth's rotation on its axis produces da^ and
nighty so its revolution in its orbit occasions the vicissi-

tudes of the seasons. The axis is inclined to the plane

of the orbit at an angle of 66" 32', and always points in

the same direction, or is parallel to the same straight

line. By this means, the northern hemisphere is so

situated on some occasions, and the southern on others,

as to be subjected in a greater degree to the influence

of the Sun; while, at other times, both receive, equal

degrees of heat and light. In the first case, the northern

hemisphere will have summer; in the second, the south-

ern; and in the third, it will be spring or autumn over all

the world.f

8. The heat of summer is chiefly occasioned by the

Sun's elevation above the horizon; and in the higher

* 4. The strongest proof of the Earth's motion in its orbit, is derived from what
is called the aberration of Ught. An explanation of this, however, is unsuitable to

a worli like the present.

'f 5. To illustrate this, let a flat substance, with a circle of considerable mag-
nitude described on it, be raised at one side, so as to be inclined to the horizon, at

an angle of about 23^0; and place a candle a little above its centre. Then let a
ball suspended by a piece of thread, be carried gently round the circumference of
the circle, Uie point of suspension representing the north pole; the point diametri-
cally opposite to it, the south pole ; and a circle midway between them, the equator.
Whue the ball is thus moving round the circle, let it be made to revolve by twisting
the thread; and both the annual and diurnal motions of the Earth will be correctly
represented. Now, when the ball is at the lowest point of its course, it will be seen
that, while it revolves on its axis, the north pole, and a space round it representing
the northern frigid zone, will be constantly in the enlightened hemisphere, or vdll have
perpetual day; while the south pole and the southern frigid zone will have perpetual
night. It will be seen also, that any place on the equator will be equal periods in the
enlightened and dark hemispheres. From this it appears, that at the equator the day
and night are equal, which is evidently the case there at every period of the year.

Any place in the northern hemisphere, between the equator and the frigid zone, will

continue in the enlightened hemi'^phere longer than in the other, and will consequently
have its day longer than its night ; while exactly the reverse will be seen to take place
in the like portion of the sonthem hemisphere. This position will represent our
summer solstice, which happens at the twenty-first of June. Let the ball now be
moved towards tne right hand, and each of the spaces having perpetual day or night
will diminish ; while at the same time, the lengths of the days and nights in the other
parts of the northern and southern hemispheres, will become gradually less unequal

;

and when it has removed to its extreme position towards the right hand, it will be
seen that the circle separating the enlightened and dark hemispheres will pass firom

pole to pole, making the days and nightti eqnal over all the earth, except at the
north pole wher<e perpetual day is then terminating, and at the south pole where it

is beginning. This position represents the autumnal equinox, which happens on thi
twenty-second or twenty-third of September; and, by continuing the motion, tbi
other seasons of the year may be illustrated in a similar manner. In this illustra-

tion, it will also be seen, that at our summer solstice, the Sun will be vertical, or
exactly over head, at the tropic of Cancer, the line Joining his centre and that of
the Earth cutting the sur&ee in that circle. In like manner, it will appear, that
»t our winter solstice, he is vertical at the tropic of Capricorn ; while at th« equi-
noxes, he it vertical at the equator.
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latitudes, it is much increased by the great length of the

days.*

the

Quatiotu <m Section V.

1. What is the Earth's dinrnal motion ? Its annual one?
2. What effect does the Earth's rotation produce on the appearances of the heaTenily

boiies? Give instances of similar appearances. How else might the same
appearances be accounted far ? Why is it more reasonable to suj^pose them
to be occasioned by the Earth's rotation ? Why can no inconvenience result

from soeta a motion ?

3. How is the Earth's rotation proved by the motions of pendulums? Where do
they move most rapidly ? Where most slowly ?

4. How is the same opinion confirmed by the figuie of the Earth ?

o. From what analogy do we infer that the Earth revolves on its axis ?

6. What is the nature of the arguments in support of the Earth's motion round the
Sun ? How may objections against them be answered ? How does this the-
ory account for the phenomena?

7. What IS occasioned by the Earth's revolntioa round the Sun? How does the
Earth's axis lie in respect to the plane of the orbit? How does it point?
What is the effect of this, in respect to the Sun's influence on different parts
of the Earth ? What seasons are thus produced ?

8. How is the heat of summer chiefly occasioned? What adds to the effect in the
higher kititudes?

I

^y

M

;equi-

' * 6. The heat is rendered greater by an increase of the Sun's altitude, for two
reasons: first, because the rays of the Sun then pass through a smaller portion of

the atmosphere, and on that account fewer of them are dissipated or intercepted;

and secondly, because more of those that do pass through the atmosphere, fall on any
given space when the Sun is high than when he is low. To illustrate the first of
these, describe two circles, of very nearly the same size, from the same centre; and
let the interior one represent the Eturth, and the space between them the atmos-
phere. Then, through the highest point of the interior one, draw several straight

lines to represent rays arriving from the Sun at different eteyationi ; and it will he
seen, that those which fall most nearly perpendicularly, pass through a smaller por-
tion of the air than those which are more nearly horizontal. The sectmd reason
may be simply illustrated, by means of a ring and either a candle or the Sub. If
the ring be held horizontally over a table and neai it, with the candle ri^ht above it

and at a considerable height the rays which pass through will form a circle on tte
table as large as the interior of the ring. If now the candle be carried to one side

so as to be at the same distance, but much lower, and the ring be inclined so as still

to allow as many rays as possible to pass through it, the rays will now form an oval
as broad as the ring, but much longer. Hence, in this case, the same quantity of
rays is spread over a much greater space, and must therefore produce a proportfon*

^^>alty less effect than in the former case. Now, as the Sun is comparatively high in
summer, and low in winter, these reasons explain the difference of temperature at
those times. The same causes also account for the great diflerence between the
heat at noon and in the morning or evening; and the first reason affords an expla-
nation of the fact, that we can fook at the Sun at his rising or setting, without much
inconreniencej while our eyes are overpowered by his glare when he is high on the
meridian. It is found that the Earth is nearest the Sun at the first of January, and
most remote at the tirst of July. This is known from the diflerence in the sun's
apparent magnitude a^-I velocity at these times. At the former date, his apparent
diameter is 32' 35^"; and, at the latter, only 31' 31". His velocity, also, is so much
greater in winter, that the time between the vernal and autumnal equinoxes is about
7 days 17 hours longer than the remaining or winter period of the year. From tbia

cause, the Sun's direct influence in producing heat at the fhrst date, is about one
fifteenth part greater than at the latter. The effect thus produced, however, is so
small as not perceptibly to moditV the effects arising from the other causes already

mentioned. It may perhaps, indeed, render the extremes of heat and cold lesa ia
the northern hemisphere, and greater in the southern, than they would otherwise

be; but even this effect must be couoteractnl in a great degree by the ineqiiaB^ of
the lengths ofsummer and winter. „->--%;,:* mi ~ v .^..-.-^v*
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VI^MARS.

1. Mars is distinguished from all the other planets by
his red, fiery appearance. This is occasioned by the great

density of his atmosphere, which gives passage only to

the strong red rays of light.*

2. Mars revolving, like the other superior planets, in

an orbit exterior to that of the Earth, is sometimes in the

same direction as the Sun, or in conjunction with him ; and
sometimes in exactly the contrary direction, or in opposi-

tion. In the former case, his distance from the Earth is

nearly five times as great as in the latter; and hence, he
appears much larger about the time of his opposition,

than at other times.

3. This planet is also remarkable for bright spots round
his northern and southern poles, particularly the latter.

These are found to vary in appearance, each being largest

and brightest at the return of summer to the hemisphere

QiMftJoM on the Nota to Section V.

1. Oire illniitrations of the twofold motion of the Earth.
8. OiTe the Liw respecting bodies moving without suffering any external resistance.

What would be the effect of this principle on bodies at the Earth's surface, if

tlwy were not attracted towards the centre ? What prevents bodies from being
thrown off from the Earth's surface i* How is the effect of the Earth's attrac-
tion diministied ? Whether will bodies near the equator, or those more remote
firom it, tend to the centre with more foree ? When was the first experiment
of this nature made with a pendulum, and by whom ? How muck time did
a cIocIl lose daily at Cayenne, whirl) went correctly at Paris ;*

i. Oire illustrations of the principle on which the spheroidal figure of the Earth It

produced by its motion. On what general principle do these facts depend ?

What popular objection is branght against the supposition, that the Earth revolves
on its axis? Give familiar instances of facts that will tend to obviate thia

objection. Give an explanation of these facts.

4 lUnstrate. by means of a candle, the change of seasons, and the variations In the
lengths of the day and night.

6, For what two reasons is the neat rendered greater by an increase of the Sun's
altitude ? Illustrate the first by means of two circles, and the second by
.means of a ring. What focts, respecting the difference of the heat at different

times of the day, may be explained in the same manner ? When is the Earth
nearest the Sun, and when most remote? How is this known? What ars
the Sun's apparent diameters at these times ? How much longer is our sum-
mer half-year than our winter one? How much greater is tlie Sun's direct

• influence in producing heat, at the first of January than at the first of July?
Why does not this cireumstance render our winter warmer tiian out sommer ?

• In the same manner, when the heavenly bodies an seen near onr horison, they
iMUme a ruddy appearance

i because, while the strong red rays are able to penetrate
through the great mass of atmosphere and vapour, through which they are obliged
to pass befbre they arrive at the eye, the violet and other weaker rays are Inter-

eepted, and prevented fIrom mingling with the stranger, so as to form the brilliant

white appearance which the bodies present when they have attained a high altitude.

The density and extent of the atmosphere of Mars, are also proved Oram the fixed

tars leeing their brightness as he appears to approach them, and becomlAg invisible

before any part of his disk is interposed between them and the eye of the obsener.
'
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in which it is contained^ and then gradually diminishing.

On this account, and from their positions, they are thought

to be snow accumulated during the long winter that reigns

in his polar regions.
««M«AA)MMMW

Quettiona o» Section VI.

1. How is Man distinguished from all the other planets ? How is this occasioned ?

8. When is a planet said to be in conjunction with the Sun, and when in opposition f
How much more remote is Mars from the Earth at his opposition, than at his

conjunction 'f What effect does this produce on his ap^arance ?

3. What remarkable spots are seen on this planet ? What variations in appeannoe
do these present ? What are these thought to be ?

VII.—VESTA, JUNO, CERES, AND PALLAS.

1. The small planets, Vesta, Juno, Ceres, and Pallas,

have been supposed to be fragments of a larger planet,

burst at a remote period, in consequence of some internal

convulsion. This is inferred from the nearness of their

orbits to one another; from their small magnitudes; from
the great eccentricities and inclinations of their orbits;

and from the large space between the orbits of Mars and
Jupiter seeming to require one planet to correspond with
the order observable in the rest of the system.*

2. Ceres and Pallas are remarkable for their large dense
atmospheres ; that of the former being perceptible at the
height of nearly 700 miles above its surface, and that of
*'*e latter at the height of almost 500. The others have
also atmospheres, but not so large.

S. Pallas and Juno are remarkable for the great eccen-

tricities of their orbits, which are such that the halves of

Question$ on Me Note to Section VI.

What appearance do the heavenly bodies exhibit when wen near onr horiion ?

, How ore the density and extent of the Mdnosphere of Mars proved ?

• It has also been supposed, that the meteoric stones which have on many occa-
•lons fallen to the Earth, are thtftmrnts of the same planet, which have been moving
about through space, till they have come so much within the iiphere of the Earth's
attmction, as to have entered its atmosphere, and fallen to its surface. The orbits
of Ceres and I'allao intersect one another, a phenomenon which is quite singular in
the solar itystem ; and yet these planets, Dram their oositions iu their ormts, are
never near each other.

QMCftfons on (JU JVbfe to SlwHon Til.

What has been supposed rrtpeoting the origin of meteoric stones?
phenomenon is exhibited by the orbits of Ceres and Pallas P

nets ever near each other ?

What singnlar
Are these pla>
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them which are nearest the Sun, are described in little

more than half the time that is occupied in describing

the remote halves.
««>««AM«M**«(

Qutatwns on Section VIL
1. What has been snpposed respecting the oriein of Vesta, Jano, Ceres, and Pallas ?

From what four reasons has this been inferred ?

S. For what are Ceres and Pallas remarkable ? What an the heights of their

atmospheres ? Have Vesta and Juno atmospheres 7

3. For what are Pallas and Juno remaricable i* In what times are the halves of
their orbits which are nearest the Sun described, compaied with the times
occupied in describing the other halres ?

VIIL^JUPITER.

1. Jupiter, as seen from the Earth, is the largest and
brighte9t of all the planets, except Venus. From his

great size, and his swift rotation on his axis, his equato-

rial diameter is more than 6000 miles longer than his

polar.

2. When he is examined with a telescope, he is found
to be accompanied by four satellites, or small stars, which
appear in nearly a straight line, in the direction of his

equator. Several belts or bands are also observed on his

Burface, in the same direction. These are variable in

number and appearance, sometimes four or five being
visible, and sometimes many more; some of them also are

dark, and others luminous. These are probably occasioned

by clouds in hit atmosphere, formed into strata by trade-

winds blowing round his equatorial regions; the dark belts

being clouds, and the luminous ones the body of the planet

seen between them.

3. The appearance of the heavens, as seen from this

planet, must differ, in a striking degree, from the appear-

ance which they exhibit to us. For the most part, two of
his moons are above the horizon of any particular point

of his surface at the same time; and so rapidly does the

first or nearest of them change its appearance, that it

varies from being a small crescent to its greatest siz? in

fourteen or fifteen hours. In this body, also, little op-

portunity will be afforded for observing the Earth and the

other planets whose orbits lie within nis, in consequence
of their comparative smallness, their great distances, and
their Continumg above his horizon only a very short time
before sunrise and after sunset; and'hence it it proba-

s
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from thisble, that several d them can never be seen
planet.*

4e. In consequence of the great quantity of matter con-
tained in Jupiter, bodies will weigh between two and three
times as much at his surface as they do at the surface of
the Earth.

Questiam on Section VIII.

1. What is the appeanmce of Jupiter as seen from the Earth ? What difieivnce is

there between the lengths of his i>olar and equatorial diameters f Whence
does this arise?

3. How do his satellites appear to be situated, when viewed with a telescope ? How
are his belts situated? What varieties of appearance do these present?
What is probably their nature ?

3. How many of Jupiter's moons are generally above the horizon of any particular
plaoe f In what time does the first change from being a small crescent to its

greatest size ? What planets are so situated as to be seen with difficulty

from this planet?
4. How many times more wUI bodies weigh at the surfiuw of this planet, than at the

surface of the Earth?

I

this

IX—SATURN AND URANUS.

1. Saturn, on account of his great distance, never
appears large, as seen from the Earth; and his colour is

somewhat reddish, in consequence, as is supposed, of his

being surrounded with a dense atmosphere. When
viewed with a telescope of sufficient power, he exhibits

not only seven satellites, but also two large luminous
rings. These are separated from the body of the planet

and from one another, and they lie in the plane of his

equator.f

* Thus, in the most faTourable circumstances, Mercury sets only 7 or 8 minutes
after the Sun, Venus about 13, the £arth 19, Mars iiH, and the four new planets
about U) minutes. The magnitude of Venus also, as seen from Jupiter, is scarcely

a fltUeth part of its magnitude as seen by us) and that of the lour new planets, not
half as much.

f The distance of the inner side of the interior ring tnm the centre of Saturn, is

about 70.000 miles I its breadth, 80,000) the distance between the rings, about 3(H)0i

the breadth of the exterior ring, about 7000| and its thickness, about 4600. Hence,
if circles be described on paper, proportioned to these dimcmiioDS, and to the dia-

meter of Haturn ; and if tne spaces between the rings, and between the interior one
and the botly of Saturn, be blackened, the remaining white spaces will represent
Haturn and the two rings. W hen the plaSe of the rings is turned towards the Earth,
the only trace of them that can be seen even by the most powerful telescojpes, is a
luminous line extending on both itidcs beyond i'.e surface of the planet The rings
are found to iTvolve in about ten hours and a half, in the same manner as the rim
of a wheel. This time is little more than that in which Saturn revolvrs on his axis,

and is about the p«!riod in which a satellite would revoWe at the mean distance of

th« rings.

I'lie uses of these curious appendages are very doubtftil. From tbelf l«>wnest,

they con nrvf r be seen from the polar regions of Saturn i and from their bring fra-

quently eclipsed by him, and frequently eclipsing parti of his surface, they do not
wam to bo of much s.'rTic« in •upplyiag him «(th UgiU. Tbey niut oAm pimal,
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2b Uranus, the remotest of the planets at present
known, is seldom visible to the naked eye, on account of
the smaliness of his apparent magnitude. His satellites

are said to revolve in a direction contrary to that of all

the other heavenly bodies, and in a plane which is nearly

perpendicular to the ecliptic.

3. In consequence of the vast distance of this planet

from the centre of the system, the other planets with

which we are acquainted, must always appear so nearly

in the same direction with the Sun, as to rise but a very
sliort time before him in the morning, and to set very

soon after him in the evening. Thus Saturn, which is

most favourably situated for being seen, will never be
more than about a twelfth part of the time of a diurnal

rotation of Uranus before the Sun, or behind him. Most
of the planets also, from their extreme distances, will ap-

pear excessively small. His own moons, however, and
the fixed stars, will at all times adorn his sky by night

;

and planets may be visible from him, which we have thus

far been unable to discover. .4

Quettiofu on /Section IX.

1. What is the appearance of Saturn, as seen from the Earth ? What is he supposed
to be surroundetl with ? What does he exhibit when viewed with a powerful
telescope t* How are his rings situated iu respect to Uie planet, and to one
another:^

S. IIow can Uranus be seen from the Earth ? How are his satellites said to rto1t« f

3. Qive an account of the celestial appearances, as seen from this planet.

X.—THE MOON.

1. Motionsf 8fc.—The Moon, as well as the Earth, re-

volves round the Sun in our year. She is also constantly

moving round the Earth, or rather round the common
centre of gravity of herself and the Earth, at the distance

hiTwerer, splendid spectacles to many parts of his surface i aad they maj perhapt
ofl'ord residences to numerous inhabitants, »

Queitiota on the Note to Section IX.

How nay Saturn and his ringit be represented in a figure? When do the rings aU
most disappear? In what time do they revolve, and in what manner?
What is the relation between thiit time anil the time in which Saturn rcTolvei

on bis axis? W hat satellite would revolve in the same time ?

tnm what parts of Saturn can these ring* never be seen f
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primary
passing

of nearly 240,000 miles,* and completing her revolution

in the average period of about 27 days 7| liours.f In
tliis latter period, she performs a rotation round her own
axis, as is shown by her always presenting, with a slight

variation, the same face to the Earthy In consequence,

however, of her own progressive motion along with the

Earth about the Sun, the length of her solar day, instead

of being 27 days 7f hours, is increased to the period of

about 29 days 12f hours, the difference being requisite

to bring her to that position in which the same face will

* 1. Though this space is so small, compared with the distances of the

planets, a body, moving at the rate of 10 miles per hour, would occupy, in

OTer it, very nearly two years and three quarters.

+ 2. The motions c' :he Eaith and Moon round the Sun may be thus illustrated:

Flace a candle on 'lie middle of a round table, and taking two bulls of the same ma-
terial, one representing the Earth, having its diameter nearly four times that of the
other; fix them on opposite ends of a strong wii-e, many times longer than the dia-

meter of the greater. 'J'hen suspend these balls horizontally by means of a wire or
cord fixed to the other wire near the larger bail, and carry the whole slowly round
the edge of the table, causing the two balls to revolve round tbeir point of suspen-
sion as uniformly as possible, and with such velocity as to cause them to perform
about thirteen revolutions, while the whole is curried once round the candle. Then,
if the motion be commenced when the smaller ball, representing the lUoon, is b»>
tween the greater and the candle, a position which corresponds to new moon, it will

be seen that, when the balls have completed a revolution, so that the wire is in a
position parallel to its former one, the smaller ball will not be between the ^ater
and the candle, but that the motion must be continued for some time before it will

be so situated. In her eastward motion among the fixed stars, the Moon appears
to describe a space of about 13" each day at an average, or about her own breadth
each hour.

t 3. This may be familiarly illustrated by a person turning slowly ronnd, and
holding a ball before Lim in such a manner that the same side of it may he always
towards liim j as it will be obvious, that it must perform a single rotation in the same
time in which he turns completely round, each side of it being, during that time,

turned in every direction. The same may also be correctly illustrated by means of

the balls rel'crred to in the foregoing note.

The period above mentioned, Ul days Tjj hours, is the average time employed by
the Moon, as seen from the Earth, between two successive conjunctions with a fixed

tar, and is called a periodic month: and as the diiTerence between this period and
a year is to a year, so is this period to il'J days 12| hours nearly, which is called a
synodic month.

The Moon's rotation on her axis, like that of all the other heavenly bodies, beins
perfectly uniform, wl.lle her motion in her orbit is subject to some inequality, it wiO
be evident, on n little consideration, that when her velocity exceeds its mean quai^
tity, a small part of the eastern limb will disappear, while an equal portion of the
side which is ordinarily invisible townids the western limb will be seeni and the
contrary will tuhe |ilure when her velocity is less than its mean quantity. By thhi

means, in the ruursu ul a month she will ap|)ear to have a slight motion backwud
and forward like a balance j and hence, this np))earunce is called her libration in
longitudt. Another appearance of a similar kind is called her libratiotx in latihidt.

This is occtisioned by her axis not being perpendicular to the plane of her orbit,

—

a circumstance which, according to her place in the orbit, occasions sometimes one
of her poles and sometimes the other to be a little removed from our view. When
the Moon is newly risen, also, we see. in consequence of our elevation on the Earth's
surface, a little more at the upper or western limb, and less at the eastern, than we
can when she has attained a considerable elevation ; while a little before settinfr*

the contrary takes place. This is called the diurnal Hbralion. Irum all this it will

appear, that a vast proportion of one hemisj)liere is continually turned towards the
^arth, while an equal space on the opposite side is for ever concealed from our
flew.

m
H•m

I

tl
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again be presented to the Sun. Thig last period is also

the time that elapses between one new or full moon, and
tlie following.

% Magnitudey Sfc.—The Moon's diameter is about
2160 miles. Hence, the Earth's surface is about 13 times
as large as that of the Moon ; its bulk, about 4>9 times as

great as hers; and, being denser, tlie Earth contains about

68^ times as much matter. In consequence of the Moon's
motion in an elliptical orbit, her apparent diameter is

about one seventh part, and her surface about one fourth

part greater, when she is at the least distance from the

Earth, than when she is most remote.
3. Phases.—As the Moon derives her light from the

Sun, the side next that luminary is always enlightened,

and the other dark. Hence, more or less of the Moon is

visible to us, accordingly as, in consequence of her situa-

tion at any particular time, a greater or less portion of
the enlightened hemisphere is turned towards the Earth;

and from this cause, her various phases arise. At netv

moorit or, as it is also called, changCt the Moon is in the

same direction as the Sun, and is then invisible: but at

JuU moorit she is in opposition to the Sun, rising when he
sets ; and she then appears full and round.*

4. Inclination.—The orbit of the Moon is inclined to

that of the Earth, at an angle of about five degrees.

5. Eclipses—When the Moon, in moving round her

orbit, passes so directly between the Sun and Earth, as

to conceal any part of the Sun's disk at a particular place

on the Earth, the Sun is said to be eclipsed at that place;

and when the Moon, at the time of her opposition to the

Sun, falls into the Earth's shadow, she is herself eclipsed.

From this it follows, that the Sun can be eclipsed only at

the time of new moon ; and the Moon, only at the time

of full moon. On account of the inclination of the

Moon's orbit to that of the Earth, eclipses take place but

seldom. If the planes of the Earth's and Moon's orbits

coincided, the Sun and Moon would each be eclipsed

once every month.

• 4. This may lie illnstrated by a person baring a ball with one hemisphere white

mad the other blacic, and carrying it round him so as to lieep the white side always

directed towards some remote object supposed to represent the Sun. Then, when
the ball is between the person and that object, none of the white or enlightened side

will lie visible) but when it is on the opposite side, he will see the entire enlight-

ened hemisphere. I'he former position will correspond to new moon, the latter t«

AtU mooD{ aad other intermediate positiooa will illustrate the other phase*.
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6. Mountains^ SfC.—The surface of the Moon, when
carefully examined with a telescope, is found to be full

of inequalities, such as deep caverns and high mountains.

Some of the latter, according to the most accurate mea-
surements, appear at least to equal the highest mountains

on the Earth. Appearances have also been observed

which seem t< 'ndicate the existence of volcanoes.

7. C '
itu. henomena,—Seen i ;> .. ths Moon, the ce-

lestial pnenomv...ii are nearly the suuie as they appear to

us, with the exception of those presented by the Earth,

some of which are very remarkable. The Earth will there

appear to be a luminous body, about thirteen times as

large as the Moon appears to us; and while the fixed

stars, and most of the plaijets, will continue visible for

nearly fourteen days, and invisible for an equal period, the

Earth will be always visible to nearly half the Moon's
surface, and always invisible to an equal portion on the

opposite hemisphere. In the parts also to which the

Earth is visible, its elevation and directioii are always

nearly the same; the only considerable change in its ap-

pearance arising from its having phases exactly similar to

those exhibited to us by the Moon.*

Questions on Section X.

1. In what time docs the Moon revolve round the Sun ? Round what other cen-
tre does she move, and at what distiince ;-* In what time ;>> What is the time
other rotation? How is this linowni' What is the length of her solar day i"

Why is it lonf^er than the time of hir rotation P Wliat period elapses between
one new or full moon and the followinc; ?

3. What is the Mwm's diameter ? How many times gtvater is the Farth's surface

than tlK Moon's? Its bulk? Its quantity of matter? How much are
the Moon's apparent diameter and surface greater when she is nearest the
Earth than when she is most remote?

3. Whence does the IMoon derive her light ? What side of her is enlightened ? What
occasions the dillerent appearances under which we see the Moon.-' How is

she situated at new moon ? How at full niuan .'

4. At what angle is the Moon's orbit inclined to the Lavtlrs?
0. How is an eclipse of the Sun occasioned ? Of the Moon? V hat are the situ-

ations of the Sun, Moon, and Marth, on such occasions i' At what times can
eclipses happen ? Why aif the Sun and Moon not eclipsed each mouth? in
what circumstances would this take place?

6. What appearances does the Moon's surface exhibit, when examine*) with a tele-

scope ? What seem to be the heights of some of the lunar mountains ? What
mountains of a particular kind are thouf;ht to have been seen on her surface ?

7. Which of the celestial phenomena are nearly the same as seen from the i\Ioon

and Earth? How large will the Eartii there appear to be? How long will

the stars appear visible at once? \\ hat great (liUerence is there with respect

to the Earth ? In the parts in which the Earth is visible, what is remark-
able respecting its apparent position ' M'hat is the only considerable change
in its appearance ?

^:i

* .5 To the middle point of the hemisphere which is tnrned trwards ut when
the Moon is about her mean distance, the Earth will ap))ear exactly over-head,

except lu respect to the alight deviation produced in the coune of the iktontL by
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XI.—SATELLITES OF JUPITER, &c.

1. The first, or nearest of Jupiter's satellites revolves

round him in 1 day 18^ hours nearly, and the most re-

mote in about 16 days 16^ hours; the first at a distance

a little greater than that of the Moon from the Earth,

and the other at about five times the Moon's distance.

2. The nearest of Saturn's satellites revolves round him
in 22^ hours, at less than half the Moon's distance; and
the most remote in 79 days, at nearly nine times the

Moon's distance.

3. The periods of the nearest and most remote of those

of Uranus, are 5 days 21^ hours and 108 days respec-

tively; the former at nearly the Moon's distance, and the

latter at nearly seven times as much.
4. From certain regular changes in the brilliancy of

the satellites of Jupiter, it is inferred, that they revolve

on their axes in the same time in which they perform

libration. At any particular point between this and the edge of the disk, the £arth
will be seen constantly at the same altitude and on the same point of the compass,
except the slight change arising from the cause above mentioned. Thus, at one
place the altitude will be 4o°, and the direction south-west; at another, the altitude
will be 30", and the direction east, &c.

About tile extremity of the surface visible to us, the apparent m >tion of the Earth
arising from libration will be more remarkable than elsewhere; at -• the period of
the Moon's revolution, the Earth will slowly approach the horizon, uii\then recede
from it; and while in some places it will rise and set entirely, in others only part
of its disk will sink below the horizon, and in some again only part of it can ever
be seen. Hence, if there be inhabitants in the Moon, we can readily conceive what
interest those on the remote side, will feel on seeing the Earth ; and long journeys
or voyages may be undertaken for the purpose of seeing the great pale luminary,
which to their view will appear thirteen times larger than the Sun. The mathe-
matical student will readily see, that, while there are the same means of determining
the latitudes of places in the Moon as with us, the observed position of the Earth,
after some corrections, will afford an easy mode of determining their longitudes.

1.

2.

Qutstiom on the Notts to Section X.

1. In how long time would a body, moving at the rate of 10 miles an hour, pass in a
straight line from the Earth to the Moon ?

-2. Illustrate the motions of the Earth and Moon, by means of balls and a candle.

>Vhat average space does the Moon appear to describe each day among the

stars ? What each hour P

3. How may the Moon's rotation on her axis be illustrated ?

What is meant by a periodic month? How is the length of the syc:"" iionth
calculated ?

What is the nature of the Moon's motion on her axis ? Is her motion in her orbit

uniform ? Explain, from this, her libration in longitude. Explain her libra-
'

tion in latitude. Her diurnal libration. H hat is the general couclusion

from these considerations ?

4. How may the phases of tlie Moon be illustrated?

ct. At what point of the Moon will the Earth always appear almost over-head?
What apparent motiiiu will the Earth have about the extremity of the surfooe

visible to us?
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their revolutions in their orbits; and the same has been
observed respecting the most remote of the satellites of

Saturn. Hence, since the same is found to hold respect-

ing our Moon, it seems reasonable to conclude, that all

the satellites are placed in similar circumstances, and
that each of them presents always the same side towards
its primary.

5. The satellites are often eclipsed by falling into the

shadows of the primaries. The eclipses of Jupiter's satel-

lites are of great utility in determining the longitudes of

places on the Earth's surface.*' By means of these, also,

the velocity of light has been determined. When Jupiter

is nearer the Earth than his average distance, an eclipse

appears to commence or terminate sooner than the com-
puted time; while the reverse takes place when he is at

the remoter parts of his orbit. By i^ is means, it is found
that light occupies about eight min i,es and a quarter in

describing a line equal to the Earth's distance Aom the

Sun, and that it therefore moves with the immense velo-

city of about 190,000 miles, or nearly eight times the

Earth's circumference, every second of time.

Questions on Section XI.

1. In what times do the flrst and fourth satellites f f Jupiter perfoi-m their revolu-

tions r What are tht-ir distances from him

?

2. In what times do the nearest and most remote of Saturn's satellites revolye

around him ? At what distances ?

S. What are the periods of the rearest and most remote of the satellites of Uranus'
W hat are their distances from him ?

4. What has been inferred respecting the rotations of the satellites of Jupiter ? On
what grounds has this been inferred ? Has the same been observed respecting

any other satellite ? What inference do we naturally draw respecting othei

suttllites?

& How are the satellites eclipsed ? \Vhat important practical advantage is derived

from the eclipses of Ju]titer's satellites ? What has also been determined by

the same means ? How is the velocity of light found by this means ? How
long is li^ht in describing a line equal to the Earth's distance from the Sun?
M hat is Its velocity per second ?

ir, pass in a

d a candle,

among the

z"" -aonth

I in her orbit

in her libra-

i
conclusion

-head ?

the surfitoe

' XII.—COMETS. . ^

1 . Comets are bodies which occasionally visit our part

of the solar system, for a short time; and then recede to

* To find the longitude of a place by means of the satellites ofJupiter, we obsi rve

the precise time at wnich an eclipse of one of them begins or ends at the ^lace

:

ttien, by means of calculation, the time is determined at which the eclipse befpns or

ends at Greenwich: the difference of these times reauced to degrees, at the rate of
15*" for an hour, gives the longitude of the place. The times at which the eclipns

begin and end at Greenwich, are given in the publication called the Nautical

Almavnik; and the principle on which the time is leduced to degreca, will bo
explalucd herialter in the problems on the Globet.
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vast distances, so as to become invisible. It seems most
probable, that they revolve in very eccentric orbits, hav-

ing the Sun in one of the foci. These orbits are inclined

to the Earth's at various angles, so that some of them are

nearly perpendicular to it; and, while the planets all move
eastward, the comets move in every possible direction.

2. The appearances of comets are very various. Most
of them, however, have trains or tails, which seem to be
like luminous vapour, and which increase in length and
brilliance as the comets approach the Sun. Each of them
has also a solid part, called a nucleus^ which is of various

magnitudes in different comets, but is generally small.

3. The returns of some comets have been accurately

predicted. One of the most remarkable instances of this

is afforded by the comet which appeared, according to

the prediction of Dr. Halley, in 1759. This prediction

he made because he found reason to conclude, that the

same comet had appeared, at intervals of seventy^five or

seventy-six years, in 1456, 1531, 1607, and 1682. Hence
it may be expected again to appear in 1835. The comet
whose elements were determined by Professor Encke, has

a period of three years and three tenths, and was in its

perihelion about the middle of January, 18i,9.

QfiestUma on Section'Sll.

1. What are comets? What is probably the nature of their motions? How are
their orbits inclined to the Earth's drbit ? in what dii-ections do comets move ?

2. What is generally the appearance of comets ? What is the nucleus of a comet?
Is the nucleus large i

3. Who predicted that a comet wonld appear in 17M? What seems to be the pi:riod

of that cumet? When may it be expected again to appear ?

XIII.—FIXED STARS.
1. Name, Divisions, Sfc.—The fixed stars are so called

from their always retaining the same situations in relation

to each other, while the relative positions of the planets

and comets are undergoing perpetual changes. For the

sake of distinction, the stars have been distributed into

groupes called constellations. These are named after ani-

mals, or other objects, to which the groupes, in some
instances, bear a resemblance; and the figures of these ob-

jects are generally painted on celestial globes, and maps
of the stars. Of the constellations, twelve are in the

zodiac, a zone extending 8° on each side of the ecliptic;

thirty-four are north of it; and forty-seven, south of it.

,
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2. The Latin and English names of the zodaical constel-

lations are, Aries, the Ham; Taums, the Bull; Gemini, the

Twins;

—

Cancer, the Crab; Leo, the Lioo; Virgo, the

Virgin;

—

Libia, the Balance; Scorpio, the Scorpion;

Sagittarius, the Archer ;

—

Capricornus, the Goat ; Aquarius,

the Water-bearer; Pisces, the Fishes.

3. The most remarkable of the northern constellations

are Ursa Major, the Great Bear; Ursa Minor, the Little

Bear; Draco, the Dragon; Bootes; Corona Dorealis, the

Northern Crown; Hercules; Ophiuchus, or Serpentarius,

the Serpent-bearer; Serpens, the Serpent; Lura, the Harp;
Cygnus, the Swan; AmMa et AntindUs, the Eagle and
Antinous; Delphlnus, the Dolphin ; PegHsus, the Winged
Horse; Andromeda; Perseus, with Caput Medusce, the

Head of Medusa; Cassiopeia; Cepheus; and Auriga, the

Charioteer.

4. The principal southern constellations visible in

Britain or Ireland, are Orion; Canis Major, the Great
Dog; Canis Minor, the Little Dog; Piscts Australis, the

Southern Fish ; and Cetus, a Sea Monster or Whale. The
chief southern constellations not visible in these countries

are Crux, the cross; Centaurus, the Centaur; and Argo
Navis, the Ship Argo.

5. Magnitudes.—The stars visible to the naked eye,

have been farther divided by astronomers into six classes,

according to their brightness: the brightest being called

stars of the first magnitude, the next stars of the second
magnitude, &c.* Stars that can be seen only by means of

a telescope, are called telescopic ones. The stars in the

several constellations have also been denominated by the

letters of the Greek alphabet; and, when they are ex-

hausted, by those of the Roman; the brightest star in

each being denoted by «, the next by fi, &c.-f

* 1. It 18 not to be understood, that all stars of any particular nominal magnitude
are of precisely the same apparent brightness. There are, in fact, almost as many
Tarieties iu this respect as there are stars; and hence, sereral stars are marked as
being between two magnitudes. Thus Procyon, in Canis Minor, is marked 1. %
to denote that it is of a magnitude intermediate between the iirst and second.

f S. For the use of those who are unacquainted with Greek, the following list is

giyen, containing the capital and small letters of the Greek alphabet, with their

names, and the letters, er combinations «>f letters, to which they are respectiTely

equivalent in Latin and English:
A, «. alphs, ay B, /3 or C, beta, b ; F, y, gamins, g; A, i, delta, d ; £, i, epsilon,

e (short) ; Z, C <>' it seta, a; H, •), eta, e (long) ; 0,ll or », the«a, th ; I, i, iota, i;
K, K, kappa, A; A, A, lambda, Is M, m, mu, m; N, », na, n; S, |, xl, x} O, o,

omicron, o (»horl) : II, « or «, pt, p i P, (, rho, r ; 2. r or «, sigma, < ; T, r, tau, t ;

T, I/, uptilon, N ; #, f, phi, /or phi X, x* chl, ch ; V, t]', pci, jm ; fl, «, omega,
o (long).
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G. Distances,—The distances of the fixed stars are great

almost beyond conception. Astronomers have failed, in-

deed, in determining them ; and have merely arrived at

the conclusion, that the nearest of the stars is probably

above 80,000 times more remote from the solar system,

than the Sun is from the Earth.*

7> Nature.—There seems to be strong reason to believe,

that the fixed stars are large luminous bodies like the

Sun, and of the same nature. From their vast distances,

it is evident that they cannot shine by reflecting the rays

of the Sun, and that they cannot be bodies of the com-
paratively small dimensions of the planets of our system;

as, on either supposition, they could scarcely be visible

to us, and certainly not with the beautiful brilliance which
they display. Hence, it has been supposed, that they

may be the centres of systems like our own, containing

various planets, which may afford residences for number-
less animated beings.

8. Changes in the Stars.—While, in the vast majority

of instances, the stars present always the same appear-

ances, yet various changes are constantly taking place

among them. New stars have, on different occasions,

appeared ; while some that were formerly seen, are now
invisible; and some that are constantly visible, undergo
periodical clianges in their apparent magnitudes.f The
most probable explanation of the periodical changes,

seems to be, that the stars, in which they are observed,

have some parts of their surfaces more luminous than

others; and that, by revolving on axes, they present the

• 3. So enonnous is this distance, that a body moving at the rate of 13 miles per
minute, which, as has been already mentioned, is about the velocity of sound, would
be 1,128,00() years in describing it; and a cannon ball moving with a velocity of M
miles per minute, or nearly 30,000 miles per day, would require about 7(iO,000 years
to perform the same jourpev. Even light, which has a greater velocity than any
other substance at present Known, would occupy nearly a year and a quarter in
passing over this space ; so that if the star were annihilated, its rays, tor a year and a
quarter after its final catastrophe, would still continue to reach us, and would make
it appear in its wonted place.

f 4. Thus, a new star appeared 190 years before Christ, and another in 1<573.

The latter, which was in Cassiopeia, is also thought to have appeared in 945 and
1364, thus becoming visible at periods of 318 or 319 years. This star, in 1672, be-
came as brilliant as Sirius or even Venus, and was seen by day. It at length began
to lose its splendour, and became invisible at the end of sixteen months from its tirst

appearance. Algol, in the head of Medusa, changes from the second to the fourth

magnitude, and back again, in about two days twenty-one hours: and, of this time,

it is about two days seven hours of the second magnitude. The star of the Whale
changes from the second magnitude, disappears, and again attains the same magni-
tude, in the period of three hundred and tiurty-four daysj and many other stars pre*
sent similar appearances.
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brighter and darker parts alternately to our view. The
appearance of new stars, and the disappearance of old

ones, seem to arise either from some great and per-

manent changes in the stars themselves, or from rotations

performed in very long periods.

9. Number ofthe Stars,—When we look at the sky in a
clear night, we conceive the number of the stars which
are visible, to be almost infinite. This, however, arises

from our viewing them confusedly; and the/ deception is

removed, if we count those which we see in any limited

space, as their number is found r.) be much less than we
are led to expect. In consequence of the vapour, indeed,

and of the mass of atmosphere near the horizon, there are

rarely more than a thousand stars visible to the naked
eye at once; and all that it can see in the entire h< avens,

amount to scarcely three thousand. The telescon ., how-
ever, has discovered myriads which the naked e^, e is un-

able to distinguish, and every success) 't improvement
that it has received has shown more; !0 tint the entire

number seems far to exceed any thing that man has the

means of ascertaining.

10. Nebulee.—In various parts of the heavens, there are

spots, which have a whitish or cloudy appearance, and
which are thence called nebulas, Fron; an examination

of these \vith powerful telescopes, it seems probable, that,

in general, the appearances which they exhibit are occa-

sioned by the blended light of almost innumerable stars,

placed at a vast distance, and probably bound together

by mutual attraction, so as to form a dependent and con-

nected groupe.

Qufftioni on Seciion XIII.

1. Why are the fixed stars so called? How have they been divided, and why?
Whence do the constellations );^i their names ? What is the zodiac ? How
many constellations are in ir ' How many north of it ? South of it ?

3. Name, and show on the celest'ai globe, the first three zodaical constellations.

The second three. The next three. The last three.

S.^Name, and show on the globe, some of the principal northern constellations.

4. Name and show, in like manner, the principal southern constellations.

6. Into what six classes have the stars yisible to the naked eye been divided, and
on what pnnciple ? In what other way have the stars been dennrainated ?

6. Are the distances of the fixed stars great ? Have they been determined ? At
what conclusion have astronomers arrived on this subject?

7. What is supposed to be the nature of the fixed stars? Why can we not suppose
them to shine by reflecting the rays of the Sun, or to bie only as large as the
planets of our system i* What is the grand conclusion to which we are natu-
rally led by these considerations ?

'

8. What changes are, from time to time, taking place among the stars ? What are
the probable causes ofthese changes?

9. What is our first impression respecting the number of the stars, when we look at
the sky on a clear night? Whence does this deception arise, and how is it

'm
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10.

remored ? How niiny jan be seen by the naked eye in the entire heaven*?
Why cannot half of t'^ese be seen at once? How many can b« se«>n at on*
time and pface? What has the telescope done in this respect, and whathaa
resulted from its successive improvements? What do we infer from this?

What are nebulas? What is the probable conclusion derived from an examina«
tion of these with powerful telescopes?

XIV—UNIVERSAL ATTRACTION.

1

.

Every portion of matter with which we are ac-

quainted, is attracted by every other, or has a tendency to

move towards it. Mountains attract plummets suspended

near them, and prevent them from hanging perpendicular-

ly.* The Earth attracts the Moon, the Moon the Earth,

the Sun the planets, and the planets the Sun and one
another.

2. All bodies at the Earth's surface, tend, from the same
cause, to move towards its centre; and this tendency con-

stitutes their weight. This arises, not from any attractive

power lodged in the centre more than in other parts of

the Earth, but because a great mass of matter lies in that

direction, without any in the opposite to counteract its

effect; while, whatever lies on any side of the line pass-

ing through the centre, is prevented from causing any
motion towards itself by an equal mass placed on the op-

posite side, so that the joint eifect of both is still to

cause bodies to have a tendency towards the centre.

3. All the motions of the bodies in the solar system,

are produced by a due combination and adjustment of

such an attraction, and of a projectile force originally im-

Quettiotu on the Notes to Section XHI.
1. Are all stars of the same nominal magnitude equally bright ? In what particular

way are i.'jnie stars marked ?

3. How long would a body, movit.i: with the Telocity of toand, occupy in describing

the least supposed distance oetween us and the nearest flxed star:' How
long would a cannon ball, moving at the rate of ao miles per minute, occupy
in passing over the same distance ? In what time would light describe ttw

same space? How long, if the nearest at tlw flxed stars were dcstlroyed,

would it appear to us in its wonted place?

4. Mention some of the times at which new stars have appeared. What is thought
, to be the period of one of these? Describe this one. What changes dues

Algol undergo, and in what timet? What chongea does 9 of the Whalu

V undergo, and in what period?

* 1. The mR^nittide of the Earth so vastly exceeds that of the largest mountain,
that a plumb-l*nc, in the circumstances above refiHTed to, deviates from the per-

pendicular by only a few seconds. Tht mountain Kchihallion in Hcotland, hy
experiments madn in 1774, under the direction of *he Royal Society of London,
raused a deviation of A"-8. From calculations founded on this result, companNi
witli the Earth's attraction, and on the magnitude and density of this mountain, it

has been inferred, that the mean f <nsity of the whole Earth is nearly Ave times M
great us that of pure water.
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pressed upon each of them. Thus, a planet is attracted

towards the Sun by a ibrce, which, were its effect not

counteracted, would cause it to fall to his body. It has

also a motion in its orbit, or, as it is called a projectile

force, which, if the Sun's attraction were suspended, would
carry it forward with a constant velocity, in a straight

line touching the orbit. Instead of thus receding, how-
ever, into infinite space, it is perpetually drawn off, by
the Sun's attraction, from the rectilineal path, and caused

to describe an elliptical orbit.*

* 2. Were the velocity in the orbit, or, which amounts to the same, the projectile

force, nwch greater than it is, the attractive force would be insufficient to lauRe the

body to move in an ellipse. In that case it would describe a paraltola or hyperbola;
and thus needing continually from the Sun, and losing the benefit of his intluence,

it would in all probability become unfit fur both animal and vegetable life. If, on
the other hand, the velocity were much less than it is, (he planet would be brought
so near the centre of the system as either to fall on somf part of the Sun's body, or
at least to be exposed to his influence in such a degree as to render it unfit to he a
residence for animated beings. Even with the medium velocity, also, unless tim

direction of the motion were always nearly perpendicular, as it is found to be, tu

the line drawn from the planet to the Sun, the orbit would be an ellipse of ^ei\t
eccentricity, and the planet would be subjected to all the inconveniences arising

from such an orbit. It mav be farther remarked, that the attractive force is found
to lie inversely proportional to the square of the distance; and it can lie shown ma-
thematically, that were the law of variation of the force ditferent/rom this, the
planetary orbits could not retain their preset forms and permanence. Nothing,
therefore, can afford a stronger proof of desii;n and intelligence in the structure of
the system, than the accurate adjustment ot these three elements, the law of the

force, the velocity, and the direction, which all admit of infinite varieties; and a
considerable change in any of which, in relation to a particular planet, would be
fatal to the comfort, and perhaps even to the very existence, of its inhabitants.

On the general principles which have been here alluded to, it may be reason-
ably inferred, that the flxed stars must be in motion as well as the planets;—an
opinion which also receives support from observation, as some ap|<enrance8 serm
to indicate motions among them, which, though it may require many ages to miiLt*

them sensible to us, in consequence of the vast distances of the stars, may ytt be
extremely rapid. The fixed stars, however remote, may be expected to attract one
another; ana thus, though the effect may be excessively small in consequence of
tlieir extreme distance, its ulthnate tendency would obviously be, tu cause them all

to be collected into one vast mass, unless the effect of the attractive influenru were
counteracted by a projectile force impressed on each. Hence, each nebula may be
a system composed of myriads of stars, completiuj; their revolutions round the com-
mon centre of gravity of the nebula itself, in periods of time of which the agis that
bave passed since the creation of our planet, would form but an inconsideiulile

atom ; and many of these vast systems may again be combined, to form another of
till ampler and of inconceivable dimensions. According to this view, the stars of
the universe are prolnibly distributed into numerous vast systems, each nf which is

nt such a distance from the rest, that, viewed from it, they appear, till exnmiiied
with telescopes, to be merely nebulas; while the stars which are distinctly visible,

all belong to the system in which the observer is placid.

Dr. Hers«-hel supposed, and apparently with reason, that our Rnn and system
belong to a vn«t nelnila, which extends around us to an immeasurable distance, and
farms what is called the Milky M ay, or the Galaxy. This is a bmai track extend-
ing round the sky, and distinguishable hy its whitish appearance. . < course lies

through the constellations of Cassiopeia, Cygniis, Ferseus, Andromeda, nemiiil,
and several others, if Dr. HtYscliel's opinion, above alluded to, be true, it is a cu-
rious analogy, that the numberless stars in this colhTtion should lie so placed as tu
fumi a Kone of limited breadth, in the Fame manner in which the orbits of tne pla-

nets in the solar system all lie in nearly the same plane.

Farther information on these interesting subjects will he found in Paley*s Na-
tural Theology, in several papers by Vr, Herichel in the Philosophical Transactiont.
•nd in various works on Astronomy.

L2

1''
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* Quatimu on SectUmXlV. ' v =^

1. What mutual relation is there between all portiuna of matter with which we are
acquainted? What eflect have mountains on plummets suspended nbiir

them ?

3. What tendency have all bodies at the Earth's surface ? What does this consti-
tute •• Wliy are bodies attracted towai-ds the Earth's centre :'

3. By what two principles are the motions of the bodies in the solar system pro-
duced .-* What would be the eliect of the Sud's attraction, if not counteracted ?

What would be the effect of the projectile force, if the Sun's attraction were
suspended ? How does the Sun's attraction modify the effect of this force ?

XV.—THE TIDES.

1. The tides are alternate elevations and depressions of
the waters of the sea, which take place twice in the lu-

nar day, or in the average space of about 2i> hours 50
minutes. These are occasioned by the attractions of the

Sun and Moon. Thus, while the Earth is performing its

revolution, it is drawn by the Sun from the rectilineal path
in such a manner, that its centre describes its orbit. At
the same time, the side nearest the Sun is attracted with

greater force, and the most remote side with less force,

than the centre; and thus the distance of each from the

centre tends to be increased.* Hence it appears, that,

Queatiotu on the Notes to Section XIV.

1. l^liat Is the amount of the eflect produced by a mountain on a plomMine ? Why
is it so small ? What was the amount of the deviation produced by Schihal-
lion ^ What was hence inferred respectin*; the Earth's density *

3. How would a planet move, were its projectile force much inci'eaKed ? What
would be the effect, if the velocity in the orbit were much diminished ? Even
with the medium velocity, what must be the direction of the motion, so that

the orbit may be nearly circular? To what is the attractive forrp propor-

tional? Were this law changed, what would be the conoequence ? VVhat
inf<;rence do we hence derive, respecting design and intelligence in the struc-

ture of the system ?

Why may we suppose that the fixed stars are in motion? V^hat might be ex-
pected to hi' the ultimate eliect of attraction, if the stars wore at rest ? What
may each nebula be ? May there be systems of a still higher order '' If these

views be correct, how may the stars be distributed ?

What did Dr. Herschel suppose respecting the connexion between our Sun and
svstem and the fixed atari ? What ia the Milky Way ? Trace ita course un
the globe.

* 1. Thla part of the theorv of the tides, in which students generally feel some
difllciilty, will |)erhiips be reu(lered mote simple, if we suppose a planet, with two
atellitra of equal niaifes and at equal distancea, revolving round the Sun in such
a manner that one of the aatellitea is always between the Sun and planet, and the

other in opposition to the Hun. In these circumstances, it is evident, that the

primary planet would describe its orbit Juat as if it were attended by no satellites i

and that, from the inequalities of the attractions exerted on it and on the seconda-

riea, the distances between it and each of them would be increased. The theory

may perhaps be rendered atlll fkrther intelligible by conaidering, that the centrinieai

forcea of the two aatellitea would be. one of tnem lesa and the other greater than that

of the primary, in conaequenne of tiie one moving with a lesa and the otiier with a
greater velocity. It la auo evident, that the force which tends to produce the tidaa,
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though this cause is unable to affect the solid parts of the

Earth ; yet, as the fluid parts yield to the slightest force,

an elevation is produced, by the Sun's attraction, in the

waters of the ocean, at two opposite sides of the globe,

and a depression at the intermediate parts.

2. An illustration exactly similar, is applicable respect-

ing the effect produced by the Moon. From the nearness

of the Moon, however, the difference between the attrac-

tion which she exerts on the centre of the Earth and on
the iicarer and more remote sides, is three or four times

greater than the same difference in the effects produced

by the action of the Sun; and hence her attraction con-

tributes in a much greater degree to the production of

the tides.

3. From this reason, the Moon's attraction may be con-

sidered as the great cause of the tides, and the Sun's in-

fluence may be regarded as merely modifying its effects;

the tides being greatest when the Sun, Earth, and Moon,
are in nearly the same straight line, as about new or full

moon; and least when the lines drawn from the Earth

to the Sun and Moon, are nearly perpendicular to each
other, as about the first and last quarters. For the same
reason also, the tides are retarded daily by about fifty

minutes, on account of the Moon's eastward motion,

which brings her to the meridian each day about fifty

minutes later than the preceding.

4f. The largest, or spring tides, take place a day and a

half, or two days, afler new or full moon ; and the least,

or neap tides, about the same time af^er the first or third

quarter. This arises from the circumstance, that, even
after new or full moon, the actions of the Sun and Moon
concur for some time in addins to the effect which they

have already produced, and thus increase the height of

the tides; and, for a short time after the quarters, their

influence continues in a similar way to diminish their

height.

5. In the same manner, in the open ocean, it is not

li mrrrly the d{ff^rmee between the forces acting on the centre, and on either the
nearer or the more remote surface of the Earth. Hence it appears also, as it it

stated in the next panqpraph of the text, that though tlie Sim's attritction on tin
Karlh is many times greater than that of tlie Moon, yet. on account of his distance
being nearly 400 times greater, and the attractions being inversely proportional to
the squares of the distances, bis influence in producing tides is much luss than that
of the Moon, m hi attraott th« dlilerent part* of the Korth more newly with equal
force.
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high water for an hoar or two after the Moon has passed
the meridian.* In other places, the times of high and
low water arc greatly retarded, and the height and other

phenomena of the tides much modified, by the extent,

situation, and form of the land; an obstacle being thus

presented to the free motion of the water.

* 2. The tendency of the Moon is to derate the water w M to form a prolate
spheroid; which, in consequence of the Moon's apparent diurnal revolution, would
revolve round from east to west, its axis being directed, not exactly towards the

Moon, but somewhat to the east of her nlace ,- and hence, the reason is obvious why
there are two tides in the lunar day. 1 he Sun also produces a smaller spheroid ;

and the actual figure of the surface of the ocean, is produced by a combination of

the two.
The facts, that the tide is not at the highest till after the Moon has passed the

meridian, and that sprini; tides do not happen till about a day and a half after new
and full moon, will receive illustration from the other similar and w«>ll-kno« n facts,

that, though the Sun's influence is greatest at noon, the heat is not at the greatest

till two or three o'clock; and that the hottest and coldest times of the year are not
at the solstices, but some weeks after.

It may be farther i-eroarked, that the magnitudes and other phenomena of the

tides are greatly influenced by the variations in the distances of the Moon and Sua
from the Earth, by their declinations, and by their motions.

It will also appear evident, that the waters of lakes cannot l)e sensibly affected

by tides; as, from their limited extent, the Sun or Moon wlil attract every part of

their surfaces in nearly an equal degree, and there is no connexion with any other

body of water tu supply a quantity of fluid to form the accumulation. In like man-
ner, seas which are connected with the ocean by a strait that is small compared
with their magnitudes, have either no nei-ceptible tides, or very small ones. Thus,
the tides are extremely small in the Mediterranean; and in the Baltic there ore

none.
The tides are also inilnenced by the winds; being both higher and earlier when

the direction of the wind fhvours the progress of the water; while in contrary cir-

cumstances, they are later, and attain less height. Besides this influence, tlie

winds, in their more general action, produce a movement in the waters of the ocean
from east to west. The heat of the Sun rarities the air at the place where he is

vertical, and in some space around it. The nir being thus rendered lighter ascends,

and other air rushes in to supply its place. By this means, in consequence of the

8un's apparent westward motion, the air about tlie torrid zone is constantly moving
in tliat direction, unless prevented by ntountains, or other obstacles; and thus an
east wind grnerally blows in those regions, causing a westward movement in the

ocean. This is a principal cause of the (iulf Stream, already mentioned! and the

same movement has been obseiTcd in many other places.

1.

Quesliotu on the Notes to Section XV.

Illustrate, by means of a planet supposed to have two satellites, the way in which
the tides are prtxluced. What part of the attraction of tite Sun and Moon
produces the tides i* Illustrate the reason that the Moon has more inHu-
ence than tlie Sun in producing the tides i*

What rtgui-e do.'S the Moon's attraction tend to produce ? How .nany tides must
there be, on this account, in the same day ' Whence does the actual figure of
the ocean arise :*

fiive illustrations of the facts, that the tide is not at its highest till some time
after the Moon has passed the meridian, and that spring tides do not imppi'n

till about a day and a half alter new and full m(Min.

How are the magnitudes and other phenomena of the tides modified Ity the posi-

tions of the Biin and Moon i*

Why are there no tides in lakes ? In what seas are there no tides, or only small

ones, and why?
How are the tides influenced hy the winds? What general movement do tlie

winds produce on the waters of the ocean ? Why dues an easterly wind geae«

rally blow in the tropical regions f What dues tliis produce in the Atlautk) *

,. Has the same movement been observed elsewhere?
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QueatUm* on Section XV.
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1. What are the tides? What time elapses between one tide and the following?
How are tides occasioned ^ W hat point of the Earth describes the orbit ?

Why do the distances from the centre to the side nearest the 8nn, and the

side most remote, both tend to be increased ? M' hat parts of the Earth it this

cause unable to affect ? What parts can it affect, and what is the result?

a. Why does the Moon affect the waters more than the Sun?
3. What may be considered the great cause of the tides ? What may be regarded as

the effect of the Sun's influence ? When are the tides greatest ? V hen least ?

What causes the daily retardation of the tides ?

4. What are spring tides ? Neap tides? When do these take place ? Why do not
tlie spring tides take place exactly at new and full moon, and the neap ones
at the quarters?

5. When is it high water in the open ocean ? Why is not the fide highest when 1h«

Moon is on the meridian ? What cause greatly retards, and otherwise mo-
difles the tides, in most places ?

XVI.—ASTRONOMICAL SYSTEMS.

1. After the foregoing outline of the modern Astro-

nomy, a short account of some of the theories that have

been formed to account for the celestial phenomena,
may be interesting to the pupil. The principal of these

are the Ptolemaic, the Copernican, and the Tychonic
systems. _ .

2. The Ptolemaic system derives its name from Pto-

lemy, an Egyptian philosopher, who flourished in the

early part of the second century after Christ, and by
whom it was principally propagated. According to this

system, the Earth is at rest in the middle of the universe;

and, round it as centre, the Sun, the planets, and the

6xed stars, perform diurnal revolutions from east to west;

the Sun and planets moving rather more slowly than the

fixed stars, and thus falling gradually to the east of them.

To account for the retrograde motions and stationary

appearances of the planets, Ptolemy conceived a large

circle, belonging to each, having the Earth as its centre;

and a small one, having its centre on the circumference

of the other, and carried along with it in its motion round
the Earth. The latter he called an epicycle^ and the for-

mer a deferent; and he conceived the planet to move
round the circumference of the epicycle. This system,

from its accordance with the evidence of the senses, and
from the want of accurate observations on the planetary

motions, was received as true for many centuries; and it

became more and more complicated, as additional epi-

cycles were found necessary to account for any new phc-
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nomcna that were discovered by the observations of
succeeding astronomers. It is now totally exploded,

from its want of simplicity, from the absurdity of suppos-
ing large bodies to move round one comparatively so

small, and from its failing to explain with accuracy the

celestial motions.

3. The CoPERNiCAN system is that which has been ex-

plained in the foregoing pages, and which is now adopted
by all who are capable of forming a correct judgment on
the subject. It is so called from Copernicus, a native of
Thorn in Prussia, who died in IS-tS. About the year

1530, he completed a work containing his views respect-

ing the celestial phenomena ; but, from fear of advancing
opinions contrary to those maintained at the time in which
he lived, and thus probably subjecting himself to persecu-

tion, he was deterred for several years from publishing it,

and received a complete printed copy of it only on the day
of his death. Pythagoras, the Grecian philosopher, who
lived above 500 years before Christ, is said to have held

the same opinions respecting the planetary motions.

4. The Tychonic system is so named from its author,

Tycho Brahe, a native of Norway, who died in 16C1. In
this system, the earth is supposed to be at rest, and to

have the Moon, the Sun, and the fixed stars moving round
it, as the centre of their motions; while the other planets

revolve round the Sun, and are carried with him round
the Earth. This system—besides the absurdity which it

has in common with the Ptolemaic, in supposing the Sun
and stars to revolve round so small a body as the Earth

—

is void of the beautiful simplicity that belongs to the sys-

tem of Copernicus. Some of the followers of Tycho
modified the system, so far as to admit the motion of the

Earth on its axis; and thus to account for the apparent
diurnal revolutions of the heavenly bodies, without sup-
posing them to move with the amazing velocities which
they must otherwise have. When thus modified, it has
been called the Semi-Tychonic system. These theo-

ries were both advanced after the publication of the

Copernican system; but, notwithstanding their agreeing

more nearly with the evidence of the senses, they were
never generally received; and the discoveries of modem
science have shown their falsity, and have fully confirincd

the truth of the system of Copernicus. * ^ ' • *
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5. The celebrated French philosopher, D ^s Cartes, who
died in 1650, admitted the truth of the Copernican sys-

tera, and formed a theory to account for the motions of

the planets. According to this theory, the Sun is sur-

rounded with a vast vortex or whirlpool of fluid matter,

moving from west to east, and carrying the primary pla-

nets along with it in their orbits; while the satellites are

curried round their respective primaries by similar subor-

dinate vortices contained within the great one that moves
round the Sun. This system was pretty generally received

for a considerable period ; but it is now universally laid

aside, as it is found to be altogether at variance with the

real motions of the heavenly bodies; and the true theory

of these motions is found to be that which was given by
Sir Isaac Newton, and which has been explained in Sec-
tion XIV. of this Appendix.

Questions on Section XV I.

1. Name the principal astronomical systems.
a. W hence does the I'tolemaic system get its name ? Who was Ptolemy, and when

did he live? How are the pHnets supposed to more, according to this sys-

tem? What is an epicycle? A deferent? What purpose were these in-
tended to serve ? Wny has this system been exploded ?

3. Who was Copernicus, and when did he die? When was his work on the solar
system prepared tor publication? When was it published:' What was his

theory res))ecting the planetary motions? Wlio is also said to have held the
same opinions?

4. Why is the Tyclionic system so called ? Who was Tycho Bmhe ? When did he
die? What is su)>'posed in this system respecting the planetary motions:'
Whataresomeobviousohjectionsagainst this theory? Describe the semi-
Tychonic system ? Were these systems generally received ?

6. Who was Ues Cartes? When did he die? What system did he admit to be
true? V hat was his theory to account ibr the planetary motions :' Why is

litis systCiU laid aside ? What is the true theory of the planetary motions ?
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TABLE I.—THE PLANETARY SYSTEM.

MamM. Duration of a Sidereal
Revolution.

Froporttonal
Mean Distancei
from tbe Sun.

Comparative
Bulki,

Sun ....

d. h. m. s.

883246
3224
7687
7912
2180
4189
238
1425

163 or 1024

60 or 2099

a5950
79042
35112

13953244
•0565

•8828

roooo
•0204

•1386

Mercury
Venus..
Earth..
Moon .

.

Mars...
Vesta ..

Juno...
Ceres .

.

Pallas..

Jupiter

.

Saturn .

Uranus

.

87 23 15 44

224 16 49 11

365 6 9 8

686 23 30 35
1335 4 55 12

1590 23 57 7

1681 12 56 10

1681 17 58
4332 14 27 11

10759 1 51 11

30689 C

•387100

•723332
1^000000

1000000
1-523693
2-373000
2-667163
2-767406
2-767592
5-202592
9-540724

19183620

•205515
-006853

•016853

•093134
•093220

•254944

•078349

•245384

•048178

•056168

•046670

1280-9

974-78
87-26

1

Names.

Densityi
that of

water be.
Ing onp.

Proportional
Qiiantitiei
of Matter.

Rotationi on their
Axeii

Inclination of
Azi) to Orbit.

Inclination of
Orbit to the
Kcliptic.

Sun ....

Mercurj-

Venus ..

Earth ..

Moon ..

Mars . .

.

Vesta .

.

H
liorS

333928
01654
'0-8899

I

00146
00875

d. h. m. s.

25 14 8
1 5 30
23 21 19
23 56 41

29 12 44 3
1 39 22

820 44'

15" probably
150probablj

660 32'

880 17'

61° IS'

70 0/ (y>

n 23 25

5 9 3
1 51

7 8 46
21

10 37
34 50 40
1 8 56
2 29 50

46 20

Juno . .

.

27 hours probably
Ceres .

.

Pallas..

Jupiter

.

Saturn .

Uranus

.

2
2

Hi
3121
97-76

16-84

9 55 37
10 16 2

87° nearly
60° probably

TABLE IL
ContahiirKj the Sidereal Revohifions of the Satellites of Jupiter, Saturn, and Ura

tiuir Distancesfrom their Primarus expressed in Semi-diameters of those Prii

Urrtnta; and
nmanes.

HAT.
JUPITER. SATURN. URANUS.

ReTolntlon. Diitance. Revolution. Distance. Revolution. Diitance.

I

II

1 HI.
IV.
V.
VI.

,v,..

d. /i. m. s.

1 18 27 30
3 13 13 43
7 3 42 28

li] 16 32 9

5-(J9rW0
9-0()5H98

14-4«il(>2H

25-436000

a. h. m. s.

22 37 30
1 8 63 5-8

1 21 18 259
2 17 44 30-6

4 12 25 11

15 22 41 13-9

79 7 54 27

3080
3052
4893
6-2(i8

8-754

20-295

59-154

d. h. m. 8.

5 21 25 20
8 16 67 47
10 23 3 47
13 10 50 29
38 1 48
107 16 39 56

13-120

17-022

19-846

22-752

46 607
91-008
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XVII.—USE OF THE GLOBE^*

1. The terrestrial globe is a representation oi the Earth,

as divided into sea and land, with the several circles ne-

cessary for determining the positions of places, and for

other purposes. The celestial globe is a like representation

of the stars. Each globe is suspended, by naeans of an
axis, in a brazen ring, called the universal or brazen

meridian ; and is supported in a frame, the upper part of
which is flat, and represents the rational horizon.

2. The universal meridian is divided into degrees, and
parts of degrees: and it is numbered on one side from
at the equator, both ways, to 90*^ at the poles; and on
the other side from at each pole, to 90 '^ at the equa-
tor.

3. On the terrestrial globe, the degrees on the equator

are numbered, both eastward ai . westward, from the

point in which it is cut by the first meridian. It is also

divided into twenty-four equal parts, corresponding to the

hours of the day. ...

4. Each globe is furnished with a small circle of brass,

called the hour circle. This is placed at the north pole,

and is divided into twenty-four equal parts, to represent

the hours of the day.f
5. The horizon of each globe is divided into degrees;

and is numbered by one series of figures, commencing
from at the north and south points, and ascending to

90° at the east and west; and by another series, com-
mencing at the east and west points, and terminating at

tiie north and south. The several points of the compass,

the months of the year, and the signs and degrees of the

ecliptic, in which the sun is on each day, are also marked
on the horizon.

6. The quadrant^ or the quadrant of altitudej is a thin

slip of brass, numbered from to 90° in one direction,

and from to 18° in the other.

• 1. The following article will contain merely tlie mo«t important of the problemi

that can be solved by means of globes ; many being omitted which are usually given

in treatises on the subject. The problems, indeed, wbieb are contained in several

of these treatises, every intelligent teacher will perhaps consider to be much to<» nu>

merons; and many of them are too little elementary, to he intelligible or usef\il to

the generality of pupils.

t 9. On some giobet, the hour circle is flied, and has a moveable index. On
others, t^e circle u moveable, and the meridian aervM instead of an index. Tliit
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PROBLEMS ON THE GLOBES.

• --TERRESTRIAL GLOBE. ** .
v.. „

Problem L—To find (he latitude and longitude of a given place.

Rule.—1. Turn the globe till the place comes to the

universal meridian. 2. Then the degree of the meridian
above the place is its latitude; and, 3. The degree of the

equator cut by the meridian is its longitude.*

Required the latitudes and longitudes of the following

places: -, — .-..a.-,.-..... .., .,, ,.-,.,.....
>

,-.

Exercise I. Moscow. Ex. 3. Pckin. Ex. 5. Belfast.

2. Lima. 4. Otaheite. 6. Batavia.

Problem Ih^GUien the latitude and longitude of a place; to find

. . ,.,t it on ihfi globe, - ,,.„

Rule.—1 . Bring the given longitude found on the equa-

tor, to the universal meridian. ^. Find the given latitude

on the meridian, and the point below it will be the re-

quired place.f

Find the places whose latitudes and longitudes are as

follows:

tat Ion. lat. Ion. lat. hn.

Ex. 7. 160 S. 5|oW.—Ex. 8. 36° N. 3°W.—Ex. 9. 22^0 N. 880 £.

Problem IIL—To fitid the distance of two given placet.

Rule.—1. Lay the quadrant with its graduated or di-

'vided edge over the two places, and with the zero or cipher

over one of them. 2. The figure over the other will show

mode is much preferable, as the index is very liable to eo out of order. Some globes
have another circle at the south pole. When globes difier in this or in other respects
from the description here given, the pupil will in general feel no difficulty, if he
consider carefully what is here stated.

' • 3. Thus, the latitude of Palermo is SSj^o north, and its longitude 13}<* east.

If two places lie on the same side of the equator, their d^ertnee of latitude wiQ
be found by subtracting the latitude of the one from that of the other; but, if they
be on opposite sides, the latiti^es must be added. To find the difference qf longi-

tude u{ two places, add their longitudes, if one be east and the other west; other-

wise subtract If the result obtained by adding should exceed 180", subtract it from
360°, and the remainder will be the required difference.

•f 4. Thus, the place whose longitude is 78|o west, and latitude 33f> squtb, will

be. found to be the wand ofJuan Femandes.
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their distance in degrees. S. Multiply this by 69, to find

the distance in British miles; or by 60, to find it in geo-
graphical or nautical miles.*

If the distance exceed 90°, it may be taken by means
of a thread, and measured on the equator.

Required the distances between the following places:

Ex. 10. Belfast and Bombay. Ex. 12. Cork and Charleston.
11. Bombay and Pekin. 13. Port Jackson and Owhyhec.

Ex. 14<. Required the breadth of the Atlantic Ocean,
at the narrowest part between Africa and South America.

Ex. 15. Required the breadth of the Pacific Ocean, be-
tween Lima and the nearest point of China.

Ex. 16. Required the length and breadth of Africa.

Ex. 17. Required the sum of the distances from the

Land's End to the Cape Verde Islands; from the Cape
Verde Islands to the Cape of Good Hope ; and from that

cape to Calcutta.

Problem IV.

—

The hour of the day at one place being given; to

find what the hour is at another.

Rule,—1. Bring the place where the time is given, to

the universal meridian. 2. Set the hour circle for twelve

o'clock.f 3. Bring the other given place to the meridian,

observing the hours passed over on the circle, which will

be the difierence in the reckoning of time at the two
places. 4. Then, if the proposed place be east of that

at which the time is given, the hour at it will be more
advanced than the given time, by this amount; but, if

west, it will be less advanced by the same.;}:

• 5. Thus, tlie distance between London and Cairo will be foaud to be 31}°; the

Sroduct of which by 69 is 2173| miles, the dtftance required. In strictness, in re>

ucing the distance to British miles, a mile shouM Le added for each 22 degrees con*
tained in it. This is unnecessary, however ; as, in using any ordinary globe, an error

of several miles in the distance will be almost sdways committed in consequence of
the smallness of the scale.

f 6. That is, if there be an index, set it to twelve o'clock on the hour circle: if

there be not an index, put twelve on the hour circle to the universal meridian.

X 7. Thus, when it is ten o'clock in the morning at London, it is about five in the

afternoon at Batavia, and half-past three in the morning at Vera Cruz.
The reason of the difference in the reckoning of time at different places, arises

from the sun's apparent daily motion from east to west It is twelve at noon at

any place, when the sun is on its meridian; and as the sun appears to describe a
circuit of WSP in 24 hours, be will appear to pass in one hour from any meridian to

one \SP west of it. Hence, at the latter meridian, noon will be one hour later than
at the former; and there will evidently be a like diftrence in the reckoning of time
at all the other hours of the day.

Degrees and minutes are easily reduced to time by multiplying by 4, and consid*
ering the degrees in the result as minutes of time, and the minntes as seconds of
time.
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The difi'erence between the time at two places, may
also be found from their difference of longitude, by allow-

ing an hour for 15^ and consequently four minutes of

time for V.

Ex. 18. When it is six in the evening at Dublin, what
o'clock is it at Ispahan, Canton, and New Orleans?

Ex. 19. When it is nine in the morning at Edinburgh,
what o'clock is it at Mexico, Rio Janeiro, and Slam?

Ex. 20. If a well-regulated time-piece, set to the true

time at London, were taken to Bombay, how much should
it differ from the clocks there?

pROBLEU V.-^At a given place^ to set the globe in m position similar

to that oftlie earth itself.

Rule.—1. Elevate the nearer pole according to the la-

titude of the place; that is, till its height above the horizon

is equal to the latitude. 2. Bring the place to the uni-

versal meridian. 3. Set the globe, so that the universal

meridian may lie due north and south.*

Problsh VI.—7\> find the direction in which any place in tlte

.,<,.,., .^y) , world He* in retpeet to a given place. i
>>>

RuU.'^X. Set the globe for the given place, as in Pro-

blem V. 2. Then, the direction of any place on the earth

in respect to the given place, will be the same as the di-

rection of the points representing them on the globe.f
•" Ex. 21. Find the directions of the north and south

poles, and of Cape Horn, Calcutta, and Kamtschatka, in

relation to Limerick.

Ex. 22. Find the direction of Bhering*s Strait, Tobolsk,

and New Zealand, in respect to Algiers.

• 8. Thus, in letting the globe for Madrid, the north pole must be raised abore
the northern side of the horizon till the fortieth degree of the meridian, below that
pole, on the side which is numbered from the poles, shall be cut by the horizon.
The meridian is set due north and south by means of the compass placed beneath
the ^lobe, allowance being made for the variation of the magnetic needle at the
particular place. If the gl(^ be not furnished with a compass, a small moTeahle
one may be procured, and placed on the horizon near the meridian ; or, by means
of the shadows of objects at twelve o'clock, the dhreotion of any particular apart-
Aient in respect to the meridian may be ascertained, so that the globe may*be placed
with the meridian north and south when required. The variation of the magnetia
needle at Belfast, is about 3S|*> west; that is, the needle is directed towards a point
S8j^ west of the north point

+ 9. Thus, in respect to Belfast, it will be seen, thai the Cape of Good Hope lies

a little to the east of the south, and in a line inclined to the sensible horizon of
Belfast, at a considerable angle b«lqw itf w))iI^M«w SCeal^od lietnwrly at tbv
most remote point of the globe. \, .
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»k)

point

Problem VII.—To find the sun*s declination^ that is, hit distance

from the equator^ on a given day,
, ^,

Rule,—1. Find the day of the month on the declination

scale, or on the ecliptic. *-2. Bring either to the universal

meridian, and the degree over it will be the declination.*

This problem may also be performed on the celestial

globe*

Ex. 23. Required the sun's declination on the twenty-

first of June, the twenty-first of December, the fifteenth

of April, and the twenty-fifth of January.

Problem VIII.—The time being given in a particular place, to

find how the variotis parts of the earth are circumstanced at tlial

'timcy in respect to day^ night, tufilight, ^c.

Rule 1. Find the sun's declination by Problem VII.

2. Bring the given place to the universal meridian, and

set the hour circle for twelve o'clock. 3. Elevate the

nearer pole according to the declination ; that is, the north

pole if the declination be north, and the south pole if it

be south. 4. If the time be before noon, turn the globe

westward, according to the interval between it and noon

;

if it be after noon, turn it eastward, according to the

interval ; if it be noon, the globe is not to be moved.
5. Then nil places above the horizon have day, and all

below it night. 6. At all places between the poles, and
under the upper part of the universal meridian, it is noon

;

while at the places along the rest of the meridian, it is

midnight. 7. At all places along the western side of the

horizon, the sun is rismg; and at all on the eastern side,

he is setting. 8. If the quadrant be screwed on the me-
ridian at the highest point, over the degree answering to

the sun's declination, all places between the upper edge
of the horizon and the eighteenth degree below it on the

quadrant, have twilight; those on the west having twilight

before sunrise, and those on the east evening twilight.

9. If the globe be made to revolve on its axis, all places

• 10. Thus, on the twenty-first of May, the sun's declination is about 20o north.
The ecliptic belongs in propriety only to the celestial globe; but, for the sake of

•ome problems, it is put also on the terrestrial one. The analeroma, or declination
scale, nowever, which is given on modern terrestrial globes, is suiTicient in all cases.
The ecliptic on the celestial globe, shows the sun's apparent position among the
fixed stars every day of the year.
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about the elevated pole, which do not sink below the
horizon, have at that time continual day; while those

about the other pole, which do not rise above the horizon,

have continual night.*

Ex. 24. When it is five o'clock in the afternoon at

Lima, on the first of December, what places have day,
night, &c.?

Prodlem IX.

—

To find the apparent time of the sxni^s rising and

setting, and the lengths of the datf and nighty at a given place.

Rule I.—1. Set the globe according to the first three

parts of the rule for Problem VIII. 2. Then turn the

globe, till the given place comes to the horizon on eitbor

side; and the time passed over on the hour circle, will be
the interval between noon and the time of rising or set*

ting, whence the time of rising and setting will be ob-

tained. 3. To find the length of the day,, double the

hour of setting; and to find the length of the night, double

the hour of rising.

Rule II.—1. Elevate the nearer pole according to the

latitude of the place. ^2. Bring the given day of the month
on the ecliptic or the declination scale, to the meridian,

and set the hour circle for twelve o'clock. 3. Then bring

the day of the month to the horizon on cither side, and
the time passed over on the hour circle will be the interval

between noon and the time of rising or sctling.f

* 11. 1'huK, suppose the time to be hulf-past tun o'clock in tlie forenoon, at

I^ndon, on the nineteenth of July; wu flml the sun's declination on that day to lie

SI" north. I'hen, elevating the north pole accordinji to this, and hringiiijf London
to the meridian, we liave the positions of the various places at noon on that day.
The time, hc-vever, beioff an hour and a half before noon, we set the hour circle for

twolve o'clo«;k, and turn the globe westward till an hour and a half are passed over

on it. We then tind, that all Europe and Africa, most of Asia, and parts of North
and South America, have dav ; while it is night in New Holland, the Taciflc t)cean,

and other parts. It is noon in I^apland, Finland, Hungary, (ireece, the centre uf

Afiira. &c. I and midniglitin the Sandwich Islands, &c. The sun is vertical at a
point in Uornuo, under the degree of his declination; be is rising near Charleston

and I.ake Superior, and setting in Corea, Itorneo, &c. There is morning twilight

isi Chili, IVru, ^c; and evening twilight in Japan and Kamtschatka. There will

also be continual day in Spitzben^en, part of Greenland, &c. ily making the glolie

revolre uniformly oii its axis, the comparative lengths of the day and night at th«

proposed time will lie shown. Thus, It will appear, that at this season the British

istes are much longer in light than in darkness, while tiie contrary is the case at

Cape Hornt and the hour circle would give the precise lengths of day and nit{ht.

f ]'i. Thus, by either method, the sun will b« found to rise at London on tha

twenty-flflh of January, at three anarlers past seven o'clo<-k, and to set a ((uarter

past fourt and hence, the length of the day, exclusive of twilight, is found to l)e eight

hours and a halfj and that ol Ihe ni';ht, including twilight, fltteen hour-, and a half.

I'he reason of doubling the hours of setting and rising, to find the lengths of
the day aud night, is obvious from tlie consiJcratiou that noon U the uiiJJle of lUo
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£x. 2r:, Required the sun's rising and setting, with the
lengths of the days and nights, on the twenty-first of
April, at the North Cape, at Edinburglt, at the inouth of
the river Amazon, and at Cape Horn.

Ex. 26. Required the times of the sun's rising and set-

ting, and the lengths of the day at Tornea, on the first of
December, the third of February, the ttnth of April, and
the eighth of June.

P«o«Lr,M X.

—

To Jind the beginning and end of twilight.

Rule.— 1. Set the globe according to the first two parts

of Rule II. for Problem IX. 2. Fix the quadrant over

the latitude of the place on the upper side of the meridian.

3. Then move both the globe and the quadrant, till the

day of the month on the globe comes to the eighteenth

degree on the graduated edge of the quadrant below the

horizon; and the time passed over on the hour circle,

while the day of the month is moving to this position

from tlie meridian, will be the time between noon, and
the beginning or end of twilight.*

Ex. 27. Required the times of daybreak at Quito, on
the twentieth of March and the twenty-first of June.

Ex. 28. At what times does dark night commence at

Dublin and the Cape of Good Hope, on the twenty -fifth

of December?

day, and midnight of the nijtlit; and that thr hour of »i-ttinf( is the time from noon,
and the hour of rmn^ the tune from midnight, at whicli the sun rixes and »et!«.

It may be proper to remark, that, when the declinntion, rising, setting, &c. of
the Sim are mentioned, it is the declination, rising, &c. of his centre that are in-

tended. It is also proper to state, that refraction mulies the heavenly liodies appear
visible for a sliort xpace l)efore tl •: true time of their rising, and after the true time
of their setting.

V ith H'spect to the two niles above given, it may lie remarked, that the first has
the advantage of showing, liy one adjustment of the meridian, the risin^r and setting

at all phiccH on the given day; and the other, of Riving the rising and setting on
every day of the year at the proposed place. In the llrst rule, the sun is supposed
to be at rest perpendicularly over the s'^he, while the earth revolves on its axisj

but in the second rule, the sun is supposed to move round the earth uccui-diug to bis

apparent diurnul motion.
In the use of tlie second rule, the point of the composs on which the sun rises or

sets, will he had on the horizon opposite to the day of the month when brought
down to it. Thu.H, at Lond(ui, on the twenty-flftb ot January, the sun will lie found
to rise about 3Uo south of the east, and to net about the same space south of the

west) the funner point being almost S. E. by K. and the latter 8. \\. by W. The
interval between the east point and the point of rising, or between the west point
and the point of setting, is culled the ampMudt of the l>o<ly.

f IJ. Thus, day will be found to break at Paris, on the first of IVIav, at half-patt

two o'clock in the morning, and twilight to end at hair-paitl nine in the evening.
If the complement of tlie latitude, tliat is, the dilFereiire Itetween it and INK>, ex*

ceed the declination by less than lb**, there is no dark night, but continual twilight i

anit If the declination equal tUac.impleuieot uf the latitude or exceed it, theru it

continual day.
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Ex. 29. Find the lengths of the twilight at the most
northern pointfi of Scotland and Madagascar, on the first

of April.

CELESTIAL GLOBE.

1. The points in which the equator and ecliptic inter-

sect each other, are called the equinoctial poi its : the one
at which the sun appears to cross the equator northward,

the vernal equinoctial pointy or the Jirst point of Aries

;

the other, the autumnal equinoctial pointy or theJirst point

of Libra.*

2. If a great circle be drawn through any of the

heavenly bodies, perpendicular to the equator, the part

of the equator extending eastward from the first point of

Aries to the perpendicular, is called the right ascension of

the body.

3. If a great circle be drawn through any of the

heavenly bodies perpendicular to the ecliptic, the part of

it between the body and the ecliptic is called the latitude

of the body; and the part of the ecliptic between the

first point of Aries and the perpendicular, is called its

longitude. Longitude is usually reckoned in signs, de-

grees, &c. Thus, instead of saying, that the longitude

of a star is 283° 27' we say that it is 9 signs 13° 27 . The
sun, being always on the ecliptic, has obviously no lati-

tude. The signs and degrees are marked on one side of

the ecliptic, and the days of the month on the other.

Problem \l.—To find the right ascension and declination nf a

body.

Rule,— 1. Bring the body to the meridian. 2. Then
the degree of the equator under the meridian is the right

• II. In the tlmt. of the early anrlrnt aKtronomer*, the vernal equinoctial point

wan in tho conati-llutiun Arii-iii nnd hcnrt* it ^v\% its name. 'I'IiIh point ix finiiwi

tu move wettwanl un the erliptir ahoiit ^*^\>' annually t an<l, in con!«equ>' nee of tliin,

it now fill!'* more than a »ij?n. or 30" to the \\vn\ of Arirs, so that now ull tiie M^nt,
Ari<-», 'laurui. 6u: an nuirked on the ccliiitic, are in vrry ilillerent situations trom
tlie cunntvllation!* of the Mine name. This very ilow motion ii culled the/rrrr»-

Hon «/ thf rt]U\nosr*.

There are rertain rharactcri n«et1 to denote the iIkd* "f the erlipMc, which an-

marked on that fir-'.* and on the hori/.on at tlie heitlnniij; of each %\nn. Thni, an
arrow l» lucd to dei vte HagittarluR j a character like the letter M with a itlng, to

denote titorpio, &i

.
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ascension; and, 3. The degree of the meridian over the

body expresses its declination.*

Required the right ascensions and declinations of the

following stars:

Ex. 30. Sinus. Ex. 32. Regulus. Ex. 34. Spica Virginia.

31. Aicturus. 33. Capella. 35. Aldcbaran.

Ex. 36. Required the sun's right ascension and decli-

nation on the fifth of March.

nf a

point

fiMind

f tliim

<( from
prtcftt-

Problem XII

—

To set the globe in a position similar to that of

. ^ the heavens, at a given time and place,
^

Rule.—1. Set the meridian north and south. 2. Ele-

vate the pole according to the latitude of the place. 3.

Bring the sun's place to the universal meridian, and the

globe will be in the position for noon. 4. Set the hour
circle for twelve o'clock. 5. If the given time bo before

noon, turn the globe eastward according to the interval;

but if it be after noon, turn westward.f

• 15. Thus, the Min's ripht ascension on the thirtieth of October is nearly 216'',

und his declination Ll}" south. In ptTlorraini; this or any other prohlem, respect-

ing the sun, his place in the ecliptic on the i;iveii day of the month ninst be em-
ployed j and il the body b«j the moon or any other planet, its place must be found for

the <;iven your cr day from the Nautical Almanack, \\ hite's K|d>cmeri!<, or sonie
•iuiilar work ; and marked on the globe by a jiurticle of wafer, ink, or paper.

+ 1(). Thus, to set the globe so ns to correspond to the positions of the stars at
Cork, on the fifth of September, at lialf-past nine o'clock in the evening ele\-ate the

north |)ole 5-i", wiiich is nearly the latitude of Cork, and brinp; the fiOh oi September
on the ecliptic to the meridian. Then, liiivnf set the meriiiiiin north and south,

and tixed »he hour circle, turn the Rlobe •• < «• ard till nine hours ond a half are

passed over, and the Rlobe will b» in the n .ired position; or so that, if the cyo
Were in its centre, each star on the Rhii.o v Mild ?/( in the same direction as the star

which it represents in the heaveuK, so-ne '>• in ' i>n th«! meridian, some rising or set-

tiu^r, and otliers at various posiiinns r.oove or below the horizon.

By racana of this important prubleui, the piivil mav make himself acquainted
with all the constellations and prin''liii(l stars visible at uis i-esidcno'. Thus, in the

pjTsent Insta ice, he will find, by !•
,

' ivr at the ijIoIm', that thi^ Great Hear lies be-

tween north-west and north, at a l.iKh tlevatiun; uud by jdac'ng a ))encil or other

opriKht object over it, he will st-e its i)ir<<'tion so as at once to he able to find \he

constellation itself in the sky. Of the seven iro"t conspicuous st:irs in this constel-

lation, the two uiort remote (Vom the tail are called the pnintrts, becatise, if a line

drawn through them be continued to a length equal to about live times their dis-

tance asunder, it will point out the pole star in the tail of the i.'itle Hear. A line

drawn from the pole star to the reindtest in the tail of the Oreat Ibar, and continued
through a distance nearly euual to its own length, will point out Aictnrus, a star of
the flrst magnitude, s«'en a little north of the west at the lime referred to in the fon'-

going example. The bright star Lyra, or Vega, in the (larp, wilt at the same time
be conK|iicuous at some distance south-west of the xenith: vud between it and Arc-
tun. s, and nearer the lat*er, in Alpliacca or (lemma in Corona Dorealls. In the
south-eart, and at n considerable elevation, will be seen four stars; thn-e in Feuasus,
and one in tin- bend of Androireda, fuiniiug nearly n squait'. The cuntinuatloti of
one of the di.igonnU of this, will pass through Andromeda, Persi'iis, and Anriga.
Hy placing tli<- glulM* In the oihmi air or near a window, flrst at one side of the hoiis*

and then at the opposite, the student will llnd it both ca<y and pleasant to trace the

stars and CKiMtrllutlons, and may form various urtiAcial atWH'iutions ti issist bis

ineuio<^-. lie nisy also find it useftil, to make r iiii,'h draught! or tketchei of paN
Ucolar )NU.i of ibe beavtui at tlicy appear tu the eye.

M
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Ex. 37. Set the glob^e so as to exhibit the positions of

the stars at Rome on the eighteenth of February! at ^even

o'clock in the evening.

Ex. 38. Set the globe so as to represent the positions

of the stars at Qtaheite on the fourth of August, at one

o'clock in the morning. ,„.,
, -Ji

Problem XIII.

—

To find the time at which a star riseSf setSf or

comes to the meridiarif at a given place^ on a given day.

Rule.—1. Set the globe according to parts 2, 3, and 4*

of the rule for Problem XII. 2. Then bring the star suc-

cessively to the meridian, and to the eastern and western

sides of the horizon ; and, at these several positions, the

hour circle will point out the times at which the star pas-

ses the meridian* rises, and sets.*

Stars which are constantly above the horizon, when the

globe is made to revolve, never set at the given place.

Such stars, in respect to it, are called circumpolar stars.

Those again, in the opposite part of the heavens, which,

while the globe revolves, continue always below the hori-

zon, never rise at the given place.

Ex. 39. Required the times at which Antares rises, sets,

and passes the meridian, at Ams^e'^4^ii)^ ^"4. Algiers, on
the eighth of October.

• 17. Thug, at Madrid, on the third of February, Rigel in the foot of Orion passes
the meridian a little before eight in the evenin);, rises at half-past two o'clock iu
the afternoon, and sets at twenty-five minutes past one the ensuing morning.

QiuttUma on the Notes'to Stction XVII.

3. How is the difference of latitude of two places found ? The ditTcrence of lonK>*
tude? Wlien the longitudes are to be added, and tlitir sum exceeds IHO",

how is the dilicrence of loii;;itude found i*

7. What is the reason of the ditrereiice in the reckoning of time at different places ?

What space does ttie sun appear to describe in twenty-four hours ' lii one
hour?

liU Whv are the times of settin,^ and rising to be doubled, to find the lengths of the
day and night?

What part of the sun is inte ided, when his declination, rising, &o. are spoken
of? What is the eflect of i-frartion'

What is meant by the amplitude of any of ihe hearenly bodies?

13. In what vircunista-ces does twiligiit continue the whole uight? In what cir-

cumbtanres is tliere contiiuial day /

4. Where was the vernal equinoctial point, in the time of the early ancient astro-

nomers .' What motion has this noint? What is tlie ellect of this on tiie

poHJtions of the constellations ' What is this motion called ?

Hnw may the position ol a planet be represented on the globe?

What are the pointrn? Why are they so culled? How may the position of

Aivturus be found ? How is Alpluici-a situated? What slurs form nearly a
•quare ? How may Andivmeda, Perseus, and Auriga be found .^

l.V

lif.
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Ex. 40. Required the times at which Lyra, Canopus,

and the middle star in Orion's Belt, rise, set, and pass the

meridian at Cairo, on the fifteenth of June.

Ex. 41. Point out the principal stars that never set at

Belfast ; and also the principal ones that are never visible.

Ex. 42. How are the equator and the poles circum-

stanced, with respect to the number of stars visible at

each?

Questions on Section XVII.

1. What is the terrestrial globe ? The celestial ? What is the universal meridian

?

What represents the rational horizon ?

S. How is the universal meridian divided and numbered?
3. How are the degrees of the equator on the terrestrial globe numbered? How is

that circle otherWisie divided ?

4 What is the hour circle ? Where is it placed? How is it divided, and what do
the divisions represent?

5. How is the horizon of each globe divided and numbered ? What else is marked
on the horizon ?

6. What is the quadrant of Altitude P How is it dividied and numbered ?

TBRRK8TRIAL OLOBI.

Prob. I. How aj« the latitude and longitude of a place found?
Frob. II. How is a place found on the terrestrial globe, by meafas of iU latitude and

longitude'
Prob. III. H(w is the distance of two places found in degrees? In miles? How,

when the distance excee^^sW?
Prob. IV. Hvv is the ditierebce in the reckoning of time at two places found by the

fflobe? How, bv their longitudes? Wben is the difference 6f time to be added

>

when Eubtrfc'^ted?

Prob. V. How is tVe globe set in a position corresponding to thtt of the earth itself?

Prob. VI. How is tiie direction of one place from another found ?

Proh. VII, What is the sun's declination ? How is it found ?

Prob. VIII. How is the globe set to show how, at a given time, in a particular place,
the vuious parts of the earth ai« circumstanced as to day, niitht; Occ. ?

What placei have day? Mivht? Where is it noon ? Midnight? Where is the
sun rising? Setting? Where is there morning twilight? Evening? WhAC
places have continual day ? Continual night ?

Prob. IX. How are the sun's rising and setting found P The lengths of the day And
night?

In what other way may these he found ?

Prob. X. How are the beginning of morning and the end of erening twilight fband ?

1 ^ I 1 • • I -I II ••, •! < .11'

CILCSTIAL OLOBg. ... . . ... .... ,. V

i. ^Iiat is meant iy the equinoctial points? What are tiiey calledP
8. M'hat is the right ascension of a body ?

3. Whatis the latitude of any of till! heavenly bodies? Its longitnde ? How is lon-
gitude gen<*rally reckons? What body bus no latitude? How are tb« nom>
bers p>£ed on the ecliptic? ......

Prob. XI. How are the right ascension and der.llnatioti of a body found?
'"' """ "

Prob. XII. How IS the globe let, so as to represent thte po^itlbn of the hedvens ata
given time and place ?

Prob. XIII. How is the time found at which « ktar rites, srits, d^ eoiiies to tHe tue«
ridiaa, •! a given plaoe, on a given da} t

..i..i»
>,-^ (,• lllIW f.-'M II <iV« iKsi'-.t .1., .1 .11 IJJH (i» .':.

•f l<i .>'.. ' ' i'»U. ,<,\ !"<^
'

i".t.

BBeSSHMBBBBSB '«<i i' ' > ' I'l.i'f

.I'f r • , pii 111 li/' v' '...

?.-f^^"». («•»»' »./-.*• (•Kl- .1X1} "d' I • ,»^i ,t
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XVIII.—PRONOUNCING VOCABULARY.

/« tfdt listy the letters that are silent in the pronunciation are Italics; and
the following mv the sounds of tlie vovxls used in it

:

Fate, f3r, fAlI; mi, mfit, fire*; fine, field; nA, tnSve, nor; tiibe, b&ll.

Where nojigures are put over vowels, they are to be sounded as thci/ vjould

be in English words in similar situations.^

»»%fci<*»%».»»%^%%»W»V

Ab-er-gaven-ny

A'lsne

Al-a*b&-tna

Al-glfrs'

Al-le-gA^ny

AlMo-a
A/n-wick
Al-to-na

Am-a-zon
An-da-l&*si-a

An-drft^me-da

An-go^ra
An-uap-o-lis

A n-tl-gtia

An-tip-a-ro9

An-to-ni-nus

Ar-a-rat

Arigive (g sojl)

Ar-kan-say
Ar-m^//

• I. This sor.i.tl of e is the same as the first souDd of a.—See Walker's Dictionary.

4 2. In the names of towns in Enj^land, the termination -moulh is pronounced
•»ii«/A, and -wick and •wich have w silent.

In French names, ou is pronounced liiie o in move; au like o in no; eh like sk
in shall; qtt as Ac hard; and gn, in French and Italian, like the Hrst n in opinion. In
French names, also, e at the end is silent, unless accented ; as are also s, «.«, t, y, and
it; except Brest, Rhrimx, Arms, Par'is (aA pronounced in England), tryiis, and a
few others, in wliich the linal letter is tounded.

In Sp-xni&h names, j and x sound like h, and h/lo like nyo.

In the names of places in the Netherlands, Germany, Sweden, Denmark, and
Norway, g is always hard, as in go.

In Italian words, z and :: sound like ts; et, d, and cei, like eh in rAin; and ch

like k.

In Herman names, unless naturalized, a« Brunswick, w is pronounced like the
En^'lish V; and svh like sh in shall. In Uerman names, also, the English pronounce
th, without i before it, like A;.

The letter t, in the foreign languages of Europe, is generally pronounced like ee

in feel.

Names ending in -poll, or -polis, hare the accent on the syllable before this ter<

mination.
In the names of places in India, Persia, and Afghanistan, the arcentis on the

last syllable, when they end in -am, -an, -ad, -at, -or, -ore, -ur, or -oor: and many
other eastern names have the accent on the same syllabe.

Th, in words which are not English, sounds nearly as (, with the. tip of the tongue
li)I.ced l! v^r, so as to be nearly bf-tween the teeth.

,^

The ieUer <-, marked with a cedilla (thus, <;), sounds as t.
' ..

.

'

Thtse principles, toj^Mier with the vocabulary here given, and particularly with
th'' division into syllu:. , will enab'.s the learner to make some approach to the true
r.oiiiineiation of many of the names contained in the iuregoing work. An enlarged
list mit;ht readily have been given, from similar vocabularies already before the
public. This bns been purposely avoided; as, ihough it might please tlie pupil, it

would in many instances mislead him. These vocabularies. Indeed, all err in aim<
ing ut too much, and in pretending to give the mode of pronouncing many names,
tlie true pronunciation of which the authors could have no means of ascertaining;

and, though often useful, they contain numerous inaccuracies and absurdities.

Thus, in one of them, Oloucrsltr is pronounced Glorster; Armaiih, Annar'; and
fllttiibeaugt, Ator-boozhs iii another, Oroyhnla is pronounced Vivg-h^-ilai in «
third we have Ferinanaw' for Fwmanagh: in a foiifth, Yoog-haul' fur Youghall:
•nd in all of them, the accent is very frequently misplaced. In respect to foreign

names, to the pronunciation of which there is no proper key, the best rule is to fifm
oouQce them as if they were Eaglish words.
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As-phaUtl-tes

Ath-lone'

A-thy'
Au-riiga

A-zores^

Ba-ha-ma
Ba-hUa
BaUly-md-na
'Bar-kardbes

Bas-so-ra

Bi-hmf
Bel-fast'

Bel-grade'

Bc>n4-res

Ben-g&l'

Ber-bice'

Bcr-mb-das
Bom-bay'
Bo-o^tes

Bos-plio-rus

BriA-min
Bra-zll'

Brus-sels

Ca-dlz'

Caer-mar-then

Ca£r-nar-von

Cai^ro

Calais
Cam-bay'
Cam-by ise"*

C4m-bridge
Ca-niiry

Ca-no^pus
Can-tire'

Can«ton'

Cape Bre-ton'

Car-liile'

Cas-tile'

Cau-bool'

Cau-ca-sus

Cav-an
Ce-rligo

Cey-lon'

Chatham
ChiJvi-ot

ChUii
Chim-bo-rA-KO

Cin-cin-niL-ti

Cl&'-gfier

Cl6^nes

Clon-mell'

Co-im^bra

Cole-rained

Con-naugAt
Co-per^ni-cus

Cor.dil-I41ras

CoT-AiAvA

Co-riia

Cor^^inth

Cri-m^a
Crom'ar-ty

Cul-16^en

Dar^a-neII(>s

De-can'
Dem-e-r&ira
Denibl^A
Dept^ford

Des Cartey

D^viis

Die-man
Du-min-i-ca
Don-agA-a-dee'

Dou6s
DrAgA^-da
Dro-m6re'
Dum-bl&ne'
Dum'frW
Dun-bai'
Dun-di/k'
Dun-keld'
£Ugin (e hard)

£ll«s-mire

£8-se-quUbo
Et^ive

Eu-phri-tes

Fer-nian-^A
Fer-moy
Forifar

Frles^iand

Gal.]ipio-ll

Gan-ges
Ge-n^iva

Gen-o-a
Ge-or^gi-um
Gib-ri|itar

Glouces-ter

Gra-n&ida

Grcen^i'Ich

Gre-nA^ble

Gua-da-lAupe'

Gua-ti-m&-la

Gul.&^na

Haer>lem

HalMe May-nooth'
Hanover Me-dUna
Heb^ri.des Me-r\ida
Hel-les-pont Mcs-sl-na
Herie-ford Me(z
Hes^pe-rus Mil^an
Hid^de-kel Mis-s&u-rl

Hin-do-stan' Mo-ham-med
Hon-du-ras Mon-te Vi-d5io

Hu-ron' MAn^pel-li-er

H6^-gAen8(g Aart/) Mon-trose'

lico/m-kill Mo-rdia >

In^ve-ri-ry Mos-cou»
In-vcr-nes&' Mount-rath'

Is-pa-han' Mul-lin-gar'

Ja-pan' N&as
Kil-d&re' Nan-kin'

Kil-la-lfle' Nap^o-li d1 Ro-
Kin-naird' m&-ni-a
Kin-ross' New'ark
Kir*-cfidibr!gAt Ki-ag-a-ra

La-do^ga Nbmes
Lag-an Norifd/k

Lam-lash' Oii-sis

Lan-ark 0-ce-an-i-ca>
,

Leg-Aorn

O-rel-liina
]

Leices^ter

Letn-ster

L^tth Or-i-n6ico

LiArim O-riion

Leomin-ster Ot-a-hei£t9

LUma O-why-hee''

Lime-rick Pal-fhyira. *

Lis-more^ Pa-ra'

L/an.da£P Par-a-guay^

Ldu-Usl-i'na Pilriis :

Lu-ci-fer Pa-to-mac
Ma-da-gas^ar P^g-a-sua

Ma-dra/ Pe-kin'

Ma.drid' Pen-sa-co^Ia

Mag-gi-iire Per-se6»

fUk'hO'Vnet Pe.r&'

Ma-I&^ga Piciar-dy

M&Min Pledimont
Malte Brun Pol-y-n^isi»a

Manager-ton {gkard) Por^to Ri-co

Mar-an-Aam' Po-to^l
Ma-rl-no PrAgt/e

PrA'Cy-onMar'ma-ra
Mar-ti-nl^o Ptol-e-mi^ic

M&^ry-bor-ot/gA Ptc'.e-m4ti«

Mas<M-ch£i-&etU Ptolemy
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Que-bec'
Ra-clne'

Ra-g&^a
RaUe^A
Ra-phoe'

BJi&ima

mine
BJibdea

Rl^ Ja-n&'^o
Ro6.en<
S&Vta-ra

Sa-lo-nUca

NAMES.

Aix-Ia-Chapelle i

Alsace

Archipelago

Argyle
Artois

Auzerre
Avignon
Aylesbury
Badajos
Beautnant
Bordeaux
Bourbonnois
Bourges
Buenos Ayres

Bury
Caea
Cagliari

Cayenne
Chatnplaia

Detroit

Dieppe
Edinburgh
Esquimaux
Foix
Guayaquil
Hainault

Sanita Criiz SuC-fttk Tyicho BiA^he
Saune Shtll Ty-rone<

Sar-a-cen Su-ri-nam' U-ra-nus
S&^turn Sw^en Uitrec»t

Siiac Tbes-sa-Io-ni^a Van Dle^man
Sev^ern sm**' ThurMcs Venia-cAor
Si-kmf '-^ Tim.buc-t<W V^nMce
SV-nki ' To-le^o Winiches-teir

So-phi^a Trin.i-dad' Windisor
St. Do-mitt^jgo Tripio-li Worcratter

St. Hel-^'-na Tu'am * Y6u^ghall
Stra-b&ne' Tuirin '

'i .

Yu-ca-tan'

FRONOCNCED. KAMES. raoNOVMCEa

ais la sba-peK Havre deiSraee hav-er de grds'

al-s&s^ Herault he-ro'

ar-ke-pel-a-go Jedburgh jed-bur-ro

ar-gll' (g hard) Kinghorn king.gSrn'

ar-tw&' Laon ling
lo-sln'A-s^r' Lausanne

a-vi-nying Lincoln ling-con

ils-ber-ry Loire and Loir Iwir
bad-a-hdik' Madeira nia-d&-ra

bd-mi-ris Martinique mar-ti-nlk^

bor-do' Michigan mish-i-gan'

b6r-bon-n4' Neufchatel noo-sha-tel'

boorzh Orleanois or-le-a-na^

bwA-n6s &-res Pays de Vaud pa de \i/

ber'ry Ferpignan per-pUny^ng
cong Persia per^he-a
caWyi-a-rS Pisa pUza
ki-en' Quito kiito

sham-plain' Roxburgh rox-bur-ro

de-trw&' Salisbury s4lsiber-ry

dySp Scio . . shl^
ed'in.bur-ro Tajo t&^ho

es^ke-mo Thames tSms
fw& Uist wist

gwi-a-kU' Vosges vAzh

hii-ni/ Ypres l.pr^

1 •

" / -
":

.,

\
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TABLE III.

SHOWING THE LENGTHS OF DEGREES ON THE PARALLELS OF LATI*

TUDE, BETWEEN THE EQUA,TOft AMD TI^S POLES; THE EARTH
BEING SUPPOSED SPHERICAL.

»eg. Otog, naC>! Geog. i
Tteg, Geog. ntg. Gc-og. Deg. Gaof. Dpb. Geog.

Lat. Mllci. Lab MUct. L'U MUat. LaU Mia. Lat. MUaa. Lat. SlUei.

6000 16 67-67 31 61-43 46 41-68 61 2909 76 1462
1 5999 17 67-38 32 50-88 47 40<9e 62 2817 77 13-50
*> 69;96 18 6706 33 50-32 48 40-15 63 27-24 78 1248
3 6992 19 66-73 34 49-74 ^ 39-36 64 26-30 79 11-46

4 a9&5 20 66-38 35 49-15 50 38-67 66 2536 80 10-42

5 59-77 21 66-01 36 48-64 61 37-76 66 24-40 81 9-38

6 59-67 22, 55-63 37 47-92 62 36-94 67 23-44 82 8.35
7 69S5 23 65-23 38 47-28 53 36-11 68 22-48 83 7-31

8 5942 24 64-81 39 46-C8 54 35-27 69 21-50 84 6-27

9 6926 25 6438 40 45-96 65 34-41 70 20-52 85 6-23

10 59r09 26 63-9S 41 46-28 56 33-56 71 19-53 86 4-18
11 58-89 27 63-46 42 44-59 67 32-68 72 18-64 87 314
12 58-69 28 62-97 43 43-88 68 31-79 73 17-64 88 209
13 58-46 29 52-48 44 43-16 59 30-90 74 16-54 89 105
14 58-22 30 61-96 46 42-43 60 30 00 75 16-53 90 0-00

15 57-95

^M^^HI P<l*P^>* ^M P^"!^^^

The foregoing Tabje is useful in the Construction of. Maps, in showing the
lelative positions of the meridians. As an example, let it be required to construct
a map ol Spain, which lies between the parallels of 36° and 44°; and compi-ehends,
therefore, eight degrees of latitude.

1. Draw the lines round the map, to contain the numbers expressing the latitude

and longitude. 2. Draw a meridian perpendicularly throng[h the middle of the map,
and divide it into eight equal parts corresponding to the eight deprees of latitude.

3. Divide one of these degrees, or rather a line eoual to it, into spaces of five or ten
minutes, or such others as may suit the scale of the map. 4. Through the parallel
of 38", draw a perpendicular; and, as the Table gives 47-28 or 47^ miles nearly for

38°, make the perpendicular equal to 47i minutes taken from the divided degree.
6. Draw a like perpendicular through toe parallel of 42o; and, according to the
Table, make it equal to 44-50 or4^ minutes nearly. 6. Draw a straight line through
the extremities of these perpendiculan, and produce it till it cuts the continuatioa
of the central meridian. 7. From their point of intersection, as centre, descr-be, on
the map, parts of circles passing through the divisions of the central meridian : these
will be the parallels of latitude. 8. The line joining the extremities of the perpen<
diculars is one of the meridians; and, to find the others, set off, as often as possible,

on one of the parallels, the distance on the same parallel between that meridian and
the central one. 9. Do the same on another parallel ; and straight lines drawn
through the corresponding points on these parallels will be the meridians. 10. Place
the proper numbers at the extremities of the meridians and parallels, and subdivide
the degrees into such parts as the scale will properly admit. 11. Then, either from
good tables of latitudes and longitudes, or by means of an accurate map, lay down
the principal capes, towns, and otl^er places, in their proper situations; and trace
the boundaries, rivers, mountains, &c. by means of the map. 12. The scale of the
map will be easily had from the divided degree, as it contains 69 English miles.

In this construction, the country is supposed to lie on the surface of a cone, which
is partly below and partly above the surface of the globe ; and which is cut open at
one side, and extended so as to become a plane. In strictness, it is not the perpen-
dicular, but the corresponding portion of the parallel, that should be made equal to
the length given by the Table: the error, however, is generally quite inconsiderable.

When the country is large, the method here explained is erroneous in a consider-
able degree. In such a case, the error is lessened by curving the meridians as well
as the parallels. Forthe method of doing this, as well as for much other intarmation
respecting maps, recourse may be had to the first volume of Malte Brun's Geography.

The meridians on a common map of the world may be drawn by dividing the
equator into equal parts, and describing circles passing through the poles and the
points of division; and the parallels may be drawn by dividing the circumferences
of the circles and the diameters passing through the poles into equal parts, and
describing parts of circles through the corresponding points.
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TABLE IV.*

LENGTHS OV THE PRINCIPAL BIVBA3 IN THE WORLD.

Miles.

Amazon 2800
Mississippi, from source of

Missouri 2700
Mississip] .alone 1600
Yang-tse-kiang 2.i00

Nile 2200
Obi 2150
Yenissei 2100
Lena 2100
Volga 2040
Rio de la Plata 2000
Hoan-ho 2000
Amour 1800
Irrawaddy 1800

Danube 1710

Ganges 15.50

Orinoco 1300

Miles.

Tndus 1200
St. FmWs 1200
Euphrates 1 150
Don 1080
Dnieper 10.50

Ural 1020
Rhine 670
Elbe 570
Loire 540
Vistula 500
Tagus 480
Rhone 390
Po 375
Shannon 210
Thames ISO
Tiber .. 180
Tay no

TABLE V.

EXTENTS or THE SPACES DRAINED BY SOME OF THE
PRINCIPAL RIVERS.

Sq. Miles.

Amazon 1,872,000

La Plata 1,520,000

Obi 1,350,000

St. Lawrence 1,320,000

Amour 1,135,000

Volga 640,000

Danube 306,000

Don 130,000

Sq. Miles
Rhine 76,000
Vistula 75,000
Elbe 60,000
Loire 50,000
Po 30,000
Tagus 29,000
Seine 26,000

* 1 Ills Tabl^ and the following are taken from Malte Briin, and will be found
to ditfer in a few -nstances from the .statements ^iren elsewhere in this work.

Instead of a Table containing the heights of the principal mountains in the world
'which it was intended to insert p.ljng with the other Tables, a plate is given at the

beginning of the volume, exhibiting their comparative elevations in a more lute-

resting way.

FINIS.

I» »\ »<|i»<^»l» <l»>^»»^»%W^»«

'

Simms if M^lntyre^ Printen, Belfast.
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ELEMENTS OF
PLANS AND SPXIERZCAIi TRZOONOMETRY,

WITH THE FIRST PRINCIPLES OF ANALYTIC GEOMETRY.

BY JAMES THOMSON, LL.D.

Price, 4s.

" The work before us was originally intended merely as a text-

book for the students of Dr. Thomson's senior mathematical class,

in which the subjects ofwhir ' i t furnished but an outline were fully

the novelty, and, in many cases, thie

liich tlie Trigonometrical and other
md the brevity and elegance dis-

^M cation, gave the work an interest

Deyond what the author himself had,
we believe, anticipated. Hence the original impression was soon
exhausted; and Dr. Thomson was, in consequence, obliged to pre-

pare a second edition. This, from the quantity of additional mat-
ter, and the numerous improvements it contains, is, in some sense,

a new work, which we can confidently recommend to the scientific

portion of our readers. It cannot be expected, that we should in

a newspaper give specimens of the felicitous mode in which Dr.
Thomson has conducted some of his admirable, and, to a mathe-
matician, beautiful investigations; but we request those who are

capaiile of appreciating the beauties of simplified analysis to exam-
ine Dr. Thomson's mode of investigating the formulas contained
in pages 19, 29, 40, 44, &c. and to compare it with that which has
been hitherto pursued, in order to satisfy themselves of the justice

of our eulogium. A variety of new and useful formulas in Plane
and Spherical Trigonometry, the result of Dr. Thomson's own in-

quiries, will be found dispersed throughout the work.—This work
amply sustains the established fame of its author, and confers new
honour on the seminary to which he stands so prominently related.

^Be^ast News-Letter, Feb. 23, 1830.

" Dr. Thomson's high character as a mathematician, and the

deserved success of his Treatises on Arithmetic and Modem Geog-
raphy, are powerful recommendations of the present work; whilst
Uie execution of it, both in printing and plates, is highly credita-

ble to the press of Belfast, and shows that excellence in this de-

partment is not confined to the capital, but is to be found also in

at least one of our provincial towns."

—

Dublin Literary Gazette,

fV6. 13, 1830. ,

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

In the Press, and will shortly be Published,

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON THE DIFFEREN-
TIAL AND INTEGRAL CALCULUS.

Preparing for Publication, '•-

\ A NEW EDITION OF EUCLID'S ELEMENTS,
With various Additions, and other Improvements.

t :
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INTKODVCTION TO

JHODERN OEOGRAPHY;

,„.: -< :':r:
_^jj APPENDIX,

'"^'' ''"^^-^
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'- -^

Containing ua Outline of Attronomy, and the Use of the Globes.

* BY JAMES THOMSON, LL.D. "

"- ^ Ptfrfeuw pf Matkmaties in Be^fvtt College.

Second Edition, Stenotvped, wiHi Correctiont and eonttderabte Additions; «nd
eabcllialMd with % baaoMMne Engntving on Steel,^ing a oomnaratrre

Tkw of the priiwipal Hei^ in the Woril.

The nnpNoedentedlt Mpid sale of Um fint edition of this work
U the best proofof public opinion respecting it; Mid the Piiblishen
have endeayoured, as ihr as in their power, to improTe the present.

8ome oon^Mitions have been made, and a great nnmfoer of Questions
for Exercise hare been added, both in the matter contained in the
Geoffraphy, and in the poritkm of nlaees in the Maps. Tlie book
is pnnted on a Tery fine paper; ana the Pnblidiers with confidence
asMTt, that it contains nearly double the qnantiKj of useful matter
to be found in any School Geonaphy extant, selected from the veiy
beM authorities, and arranced in a manner well calculated to surt

Ihe convenience of the teacher, and the improrement of the scholar.

The following characters of this worii are respectAiUy submitted
to the notice of the public;

** This publication is distinguishable into two parts, tl^e Text and
the Notes; the first containing a regular treatise on Oeography,
and the second comprising a large mast of interesting miscelutneous
information. The whole seems to be derived flmn the most recent

and authentic sources; so that the reader may fully depend on its

accuracy. By means of the notes, the work is enlivened, and freed,

in a great degree, from that kind of dry detail which is Kenerallv
0 annoying to learners, in productions of a similar kin£ Much
of the matter is of that entertaining description, which is likelv to

attract the attention of the learner, and to foster a wish for reaaiog
more extensively, which Is so important an oUect in every part of
education. The Geographical part is followea by • short, but veiy

comprehensive tract on Astronomy, and the Use of the Globes; and
at the end of the book there is given a Pronouncing Vocabulary,

which must be very useAil to the nugority of readers."—Gaanftaii,
June, 1837.

** We look upon this treatise of Profenor Tmomson as supplvinff

a very great desideratum in this most deli^tfi:! branch of sobool

education. The text is particularly adapted to the study of the

science, in connexion with maps; while the outline of natural and
political Geography, eontainea in the notes, is given in a pleasing

and papular form, w*,
which if well cakulated to interest and instruct
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the learner. The compendinm. of Attronomy, ooataiBed m the
Appendix, is plain and easy of comprehension. The experimental

iluistrations are simple ana satisfiustory; and the whole is adapted
to the capacities of Oe ciaas of atudniti, for whose ben^ it is

intended."—^ofiAsm Whig, Oct. 4, 1837.
** Mesnt. Sinuna k. M^ukjn hare pabliAed a second edition of

thisexoelknt,and,wemaynfBlyMy,ouiTaUedsehool-beok. The
l^saent edition has been caiefully lerised by the antbor,and TOxiotM

additions and iiaprorements hare been made. Qveations for exam-
inatien hart been attached to each section, partieelas'ly on the more
important parts of the aotee. The entire woifc contains a bod;y of

infinrmatioa, whieh is not to be foand in any elass'boolc of rirailar

size; while the -vHiole is moat admirabty armnaed for the purposes

of teaching. The extiaordinanr cheapness of the tolurae, oontain-

ing nearly three hvndied dosely-printed pages, is among the least

of its recommendations; though, as a i^cimen of beautiful Qrpog-

raphy, it is alike creditable to our town, and to its enterprising

pubUshen."—iVofiAem Whigy Sept. SS, 1639.

AN ATLAS,
^ ADAPTED TO

. DR. THOMSON*8 MODERN QEOGRAFHY. \
NSW AND UfPBOTBD edition;

To whidi k annvxed, an INDCX, showinff the Latitade and Loiigttade pf aS
Urn Placet Ui tbe Ma|M.

OmMrmI, 9wir(er-6oNiMl, 4to IBt.

OMtltited,lm(f4>omd, «oo 11«.

fMn-cwtmmdfhmff-hound, ^90 ISi.

Every man has been newly and accurately drawn, under the
direction of Mr. Thomson, on a Uurget scale than any oUier Sohool

I

Atlas of character, at the same, or eren a consideraUy higher price.

Care hac been taken to represent ail places of nets, and partionlarly

those mentioned in the Geography, in their proper sitttaUons; wbile
many of minor importance have been omitted, to prevent that
crowded and indistinct appearance, which freouently presents such
obstacles to pupils, in the important exercise or tracing maps. The
boundaries of the European States are given according to the Con-
gress of Vienna, in 1815; and those of other countries, according
to the most recent territorial arrangements. In the Map of France,
the modem division into departmenti is made conspicuous, by the
names being expressed in the eidinaiy characters; while tbe ancient
division is niown in a less distinct manner, by means of the open
characters. A nes* phm ef the Solar System, with various inter-

esting additions, has also been given; and will be found to be of
great use to the pupil who may be extgaged in the stjudj of the
tthlime scka^e of Astronomy.
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DR. THOMSON'S TREATISE ON ARITHMETIC.

h

"We observe; with pleasure, that a new edition (stereotyped) of
Thomson's Arithmetic, has been just published by Messrs. Simms
and M'lnt^re. This is certainly the most useAil treatise on the
subject which we have ever seen. There are such distinctness and
simplicity in the rules, and such a variety of instruction in the
appropriate examples which it contains, as must necessarily render
it a standard work of the highest order. In our opinion respecting
this volume,we are completely supported by the London Reviewers,
as the following extracts will demonstrate.'"-^i?e2/a«t NewfLetter.

** We have sincere pleasure in bringing into notice this exceed-
ingly clever and useful publication. The theoreticid portion is

sound, and the rules and examples easy; and ibe whole is so ar-

ranged, that the student may be readily directed to the practical

parts, without encumbering his attention with what is more ab-

struse and recondite. Great attention is paid to the explanation at

. the rules, and the manner by which the operations are performed.
To which, if we subjoin, that there is a great mass of novel and
useful exercises in almost every rule, we may be concluded to have
given a just character of this book, which ought, certainly, to be
ranked with the very best of the class to which it belongs."

—

London
Literary Gazette, Jvlv, 1819.

*' A much higher degree of consideration is undoubtedly due to

this work, than to the general order of treatises on Arithmetic. The
several rules are arranged in the most natural succession, and their

illustrations reduced to their most simple and instructive form.

Good judgment likewise appears to have been exercise'^ in the

suppression of several useless rules, and in the introduction of

otners, not commonly found in books of Arithmetic. The ques-

tions, moreover, are so coptrived, that, while they serve all the

purposes of arithmetical lessons to the student, they give him in-

formation of many important facts in Commerce, Geography,
Astronomy, Chronology, Chemistry, and other branches of know-
ledge: a plan which cannot but be attended with very considerable

advanti^."

—

London Monthly Review, Aug. 1821.
« The Treatise on Arithmetic, by Professor Thomson, is con-

spicuous in the natural succession in which the rules are arranged,

and in the scientific, yet simple and instructive form of the iflus-

tn\ionu."'-^Northem Whig, Oct. 4, 1827.

By the aante Authotf /
^

KEY ;':;:

TO '".

. .

THOMSON'S TREATISE ON ARITHMETIC, i
AdapM to Uu Stertotyft EMHom.

Price, Of.

This work is on a plan entirely new; and will be found to save

much time to the teaoher, in examining the work of the pupil.

^j<»
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